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10:45TA ɘĞDΰ4]ÀĞāʪGýƎơɁ Ό (ȜĞ͠)
11:00 ¥͎ͤTA Gḷ̌ǖ~ʩʡAʪǞ
łÓ:ơʰ Οι (ϙ˨Ȝ̡ȋΓɡɜ)
εʭ£¬Ϥ°Ĳ ̗Ʋ (ʬŭ˙Ƅε D3),
˖ʰ ŵ˔ (ƥƄˎˠ˙ D3)
ȜŐ£¬ϤΨȾ ºʲ (ʪƄˎˠε),
ϙ͂ ȚƁ (dc«tr¬w¡©ˎˠε)
12:00~12:30 t¬¬¦¬p (TA ́ϗ̚AG͖͢)
(ÓŬH{©~¬N ɔ 2 ζG N245 ʑ̘ƌ)
<ĩǆGΠ> (˙˃ĉă˙Ó) (ŨɁʾDH 13:30~16:00)
(A) ć̘Ųş͛ (¸ş͛ÍŲ)

(H) ̪Ȝ̡ʑ̘

(B) ¸ş͛

(I) ̪Ȝ̡ʑ̘/d¬¥

(C) ȡ˵Ũˑ˙˃

(J) ̗ͦ

(D) ǍʪƄƋϗ

(K) ͤȡȂƗ

(E) ʪ˵Ũˑ˙˃

(L) ǜūƄ

(F) ̦ʚ˙ƄƋϗ

(M) ̰͛ II k©£e©Ȇɘ

(G) clp«u¬

(N) ̰͛ II ÍŲG̰͛GȆɘ

1¬2
]^¤  FD

iG
ªx=C FD

«

ĤŵŤ FD GħưÍ±ǴϗaVADϠɣGħưG FD«TA ˎæ§q£aĒ\Ă49UϠƯ
Ǩ 20~22 ưƴ̌ΫƌΣʗΡắͱÀɘŵƄεD&,] FD GǾôaΓU?)9ÀɘGɛ́ϝƯ
Ǩ 22 ưƴϞHÍ²GA&\@ϠƖɈGŵƄȜŐ«ˎˠ̠a˃Ȃ4ŵƄεʭȕȑ(Preparing Future
Faculty: PFF)§q£AϠ¸ŪȜŐŇ,Ȝ̡Ȗœx©

FD Gήʺ(ŵ)Cɍ@"<9

˃ʾ ɁƄG 10 ưίG FD ɻĝǴϗaVADϠɣG 10 ưa͂ȅ%?Ϡ
(1)ϝŵƄεD&,] FD GǾôϞŵƄεȜ̡Dʙʗã<9ɣµÌ FD §q£aήʺ2?ϠŃˎˠ˙˨
G FD ɻĝaȕȑ4]R9ϠȜ̡ɻĝø̪Dΰ4]ŨɁſĠaȭ˒29Ȝ̡ëʪ̊ωaèGȜŐDʀ
Ό06]
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(2)ϝĤɿΗŢĥ FD«SD ȋΓĬͪÓGɻĝƻģϞ2009 ư 10 ȸDʺͺ29ĤɿΗŢĥ FD«SD ȋΓĬͪÓ
Gɻĝaƻģ2ϠúŅG FD ɻĝGÑʳϠȤ FD«SD §q£Gήʺ«ȲĶaΓU]

ĂǬϞ
ɣµÌ FD GˎˠūŊȵ(2011 ư 3 ȸ). ĤɿΗŵƄϙ˨Ȝ̡ȋΓɡɜ«Ȝ̡Ȗσƌ.
http://socyo.high.hokudai.ac.jp/jisedai.pdf
1¬3Y¥9-0©l *7)!3%6:#+7*19$
2009 ư 3 ȸD˩ɸŵƄAĤɿΗŵƄGί@̍̂0^9Ȝ̡ȖœDΰ4]ĬƊDŨ>)ϠŅ
ư 7 ȸD˩ɸŵƄ@ήï0^9Ϡ¶ŵƄúïşηw©xgϙ˨Ȝ̡D&,]§hw¡
¥«d§© GʬA2?Ϡ˲ş«l¤j¥cŵƄ¬p¤¬ɐGÁÆGͦƩG
ȂƗ4]şη¨¬pw¡̮ǭˎˠ̚G9UG§hw¡¥«d§© (̷
`^ϠɁƄ'[ŵƄεʭ 15 ÆAȜŐ 3 Æ(ĵĕ29̈#?ĤɿΗŵƄ@ήï0^9§q£
B§hw¡¥«d§© Gͥ˅@HϠl«¥gx¬ŵƄϠ¬p
¤¬ɐCBGΣƟʾ«Ù˵ʾC TA ˎæwyW PFF §q£(˾È0^Ϡɹ˃aκU9
* ˩ɸy~©¬DŨ>+ȜϒȜ̡Gÿɜ˯!µʴɯʏGȜϒȜ̡a˃Ȃ4øƄʾĻ̀! ¸
ίūŊȵ(ƯǨ 22 ư 3 ȸ). ˩ɸŵƄȜϒȜ̡ɡɜ.
http://www.ole.tsukuba.ac.jp/?q=node/38
* International Symposium on Professional Development in Higher Education (Proceedings).
Program B: Aspects of Professional Development. Hokkaido University, July 30-31, 2009.
© 2010. Center for Research and Development in Higher Education, Hokkaido University.
Sapporo, Japan (Proceedings 2010) http://socyo.high.hokudai.ac.jp/sympo2009.pdf
1¬4Y¥OL V FD @w 4"9:4,(HAWL) 
2009 ưƴDHşηģĕΏ§q£şηȜ̡ΑȒaĕΏ06]̌ńȕȑɡ̣ɜ˯ÀɘGʬ
A2?ϠşηÑʳ͠şηȜ̡ΑȒȕȑ¬DZ\̰͛DZ]ȆɘG9UGΑG FD §q£
(Ƌȧ0^Ϡ2009 ư 11 ȸϦ2010 ư 2 ȸDHşηÃɽƌ£ed©q«£͒̕ʏîÜɘΠÓ(
Hokudai Academic Writing Lab (HAWL)a̷͕29Ɂ PFF ͦƵH.^[AVΑȒ2?̷`^9
˃Ȃ6Ϝe¤©m¥ŵƄw¤¬z(Toward a Bilingual University Series).
* Vol. 1Ϥ£e©ŵƄ FD §q£ūŊȵ(Leiden University FD Programme Report);
* Vol. 2ϤşηģĕΏDŇ,9 FD!˃Ȃ6Ϝe¤©m¥ŵƄ!ūŊȵ(FD to Accelerate
Internationalisation—Toward a Bilingual University—Report);
* Vol. 3ϤȡƄˎˠ˙Ň,̰͛DZ]ȆɘDΰ4] FD ūŊȵ(Graduate School of Letters FD
Programme for Teaching in English Report) (2010.3). ĤɿΗŵƄƄ̸şηΠşηÑʳ͠.
http://www.hokudai.ac.jp/bureau/e/wabun/kokusaika/gakunai/report_vol1.pdf
http://www.hokudai.ac.jp/bureau/e/wabun/kokusaika/gakunai/report_vol2.pdf
http://www.hokudai.ac.jp/bureau/e/wabun/kokusaika/gakunai/report_vol3.pdf
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* ʖņɸɏʒ. Writing Lab ̷͕ΕŕϤĻ̀«ǨɌ«ƝȻ(2011). ϙ˨Ȝ̡x¬¥ϙ˨Ȝ
̡AʭʁƄ̘18, 11-18.
ϝĵ̙ 1Ϟ
#/!:4"9 ^I(HAWL)
ʖņɸ ɏʒ
Ɂˎˠ§xhp Ae££¥CɻĝA2?Ϡ2009 ưƴĤɿΗŵƄý@£ed©q«£
͒̕DŇ,?̷͕Εŕ(̷`^Ϡ7GǨɌHşηÃɽƌÓͪDūŊ0^9£ed©q«£
͒̕ʏîÜɘΠÓϝÍ²ϠɁ WGϞH 2009 ư 5 ȸ 8 ȩDήï0^9şηÃɽƌÓͪD&#?ϠɁ
ƄGʪǓWʩʡDİ29 Writing LabϝÍ²ϠWLϞa͒̕4]9UGÑʳˢɓa˃ʾA2?͒̕
0^ϠõΓʾCĻ\̀Sa&.C<?#]ÊŵƄG̈́ƒ·KDĜƻÓa&.C#ϠɁƄD͒̕4]
WL GΕŕÙČ˨D=#?ͪͤaΣF9
Ɂ WG H 2009 ưƴ˿¾R@DϠWG ÓͪaŗƴϠP'DĜƻÓW WL ̈́ƒa&.C#Ϡưƴǆ
ĪDH WL Ge§ Εŕϝ2009 ư 11 ȸ!2010 ư 2 ȸϠȦϤi¥GɕϞaƋȧ29.G
̷͕ΕŕDZ\ϠƄý@ WL NGπ́(ρƬDϙ#.AAŅȱDϠɁƄD&,]ɁɒʾC WL Εŕ
DH#+='G͠ύ("].AVˏ͚0^9e§ Εŕ@ǴϗaƋ\"]VGA2Ϡΰâ
Π̖Gʪ͉AĬēaǈ?ϠɈ]O)ɁɒΕŕa¯øGVGD4]9UDϠÇǆG͠ύ˨aȷ˿ūŊ
A2?ȎĂ29Í²DϠūŊȵD͐0^9ǪʶϠǨɌϠ͠ύaRAU]
A. Ǫʶ
1ϢWL ͒̕˃ʾGȭˏģ
ĤɿΗŵƄD&,]ÇǆGŲş͛Ȝ̡Gš\ȥD=#?(ȷ˿ūŊ)ϝƯǨ 18 ư 5 ȸ 17 ȩϞ
DHϠųɝCɭȨϠȡģϠƈȜ(ʅš4]ʡɵ@HϠ˅Âʪ͉ϠĬ͡ĬēϠúƃúʭG˴˕GV
ADÉÀ(@)]ÆɅ(ɰU[^]ɁƄGşηǖGʂϒGʪǓHϠşη˓ÓDͮʥ@)].
$29ÆɅG̡ǨDZ<?Ƌʩ0^]A͐0^?#]
R9Ϡ˦ÁȽ¸Ƚ˃ɞ«¸Ƚ͍ʳDHϠȜ̡GşηʾΎʯǖaŇ±06ϠƄʭGşηʾɽĝǖ
aϙU].A(˃ɞA2?Ȍ-[^ϠƄů͠˜ĶKŵƄε͠˜D&#?Ϡ̰͛˨GŲş͛DZ
]ȆɘaŮĕ06]ŲşÆȜŐaŮŐ4]9UGʬŭȠîa̷$ʵƄʭaƔͫA4]æƄ«
ʭɻȕȑaƻģ4]CBG͍ʳ(ȃ-[^?#]WL G͒̕HϠ.^[G˃ɞ«͍ʳGûÙģ
GΣ́CɥAC]
Ȝ̡GşηģaΓU]ɁƄDHϠ2010 ưƴDH 84 lş'[ 1,200 ņÛGʵƄʭ(š˱2?#]
(Ϡǃ[aƔͫA29øƄʾͤȡȂƗu¬ỳ̓Hƃš2C#R9ϠŲş͛DZ]ͤȡŧ˧a
ƨȻ4]ȩɁÆƄʭWŲş͛@͠ύȎĂaɰU]ȆɘGȞVŮĕ2?#](Ϡ.^DƔ4]øƄʾ
CȕȑČƴVC#
Ɂ WG (Ȏɓ4] WL AHϠɁƄDš˱4]4O?GƄʭD̰͛ĶKȩɁ͛DZ]cl
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p«u¬ aȎß4]ȧ͒@"\Ϡ7.@Hɩ͛V2+Hɩ͛AʸC]͋͛@͠ύ¦¬ WƄ
Öͤȡ˨aŧ˧4]ƄʭDϠͤʪʾǔ̙ĶKedª«hpCBͤȡÜǨG̣ēŇ±G9U
GèĉȂƗa&.C$
.GȤ9CƄʭȕȑDZ\ϠşηʾDΎʯ4]ϙƴC̹͋͛ʩ̣ēaϒǨ2ϠɁƄ@Ēΐ0^9
ˋGɻʯĶKʺåaḷ̌D4]ƖɈʾDHϠclp«u¬ §q£Gȷõˤa̷+
l¤j¥cŵƄ¬p¦¬ɐWɉÄŵƄĶK˩ɸŵƄ˨AΑȒ29ÙČGˏˢa˃Ȃ4
B. ǨɌ
WL ̷͕Εŕ@HϠɁ WG (Εŕ«˭ʪÙČaǹ#ϠWL Dt¬d¬~¬A¬~¬aΡ
̕2ϠȩɁ͛ĶK̰͛DZ]ͤȡÜḲ̌ēŇ±G9UGèĉȂƗa&.C<9
̷͕ΕŕHɤŌ 30 ȩίA#$ˌȽί@ϠƲū(ħăDʀΌ4]ďD˿¾2?2R<9DV''
`[5ϠĽtDZ<?Ƅʭ9;G͑ŒȞ(Ůĕ4]A#$$^2#͜ˬaʭb:
GO 40 ņGƄʭ(͍ 98 {w¡©GͤȡȂƗaļ,9ϝ11 ȸ 16 ȩ!12 ȸ 18 ȩGďĪϝɤŌ
14 ȩίϞDH 36 ÏG{w¡©ϠǆĪG 16 ȩίDH 62 {w¡©R@ʱ2΄S(Ů%9Ϟŵ
ƄεGƄÖͤȡȎĂ̍Ą( 1 ȸDκ¸29.ADVͷř2?#]Aǔ`^](Ϡ7^Í±DϠƄʭ
Gc©r¬ DV˒0^9Z$DϠƄʭίGĽtDZ<?̱GɑʾD͔Ĉ(ƲR<9
͑ŒƄʭG 7 đÍ±(ŵƄεʭ@Ϡ10 ƄΠ«ˎˠ˙GƄʭ(Ɂ WL aĊʯ29ş˱ĉ@HϠ
ȩɁÆ( 6 đϠɧ\H 12 lşGƄʭ(Ċʯ296 đ˜ƴGƄʭH 1 ŘGȂƗ@ʇR6?&\Ϡ
ýƎHƄÓʺ̹GͲȢGʆĎàό(ų'<9ÁƴÍ± WL aĊʯ29ƄʭHøÙG 4 đ@ϠƄÖ
ͤȡWƄÓǴ˞ʯͤȡGȂƗaļ,9ÆƼ9\GĊʯŘȞ(ų#G(Ɂ WL Gʠǌ@Ϡ7^H
ĭDedªDZ]ʆĎu¬y:,@C+ϠͤȡɜǨD¹ˈa̕#9Ɣ͖DZ]ȂƗÙČDZ
]Aǔ`^]Ċʯ̚G 9 đ(̰͛ͤȡ˨GʆĎƨȻ̚@ϠƼćHedª«hpaȽǄ2
?#9Z$:(Ϡͤʪʾǔ̙DZ]ͤȡŧ˧ȂƗaļ,?ʍͺ4]Ű(Ɛ6[^]Z$DC<9
̷͕Εŕ˿¾(΅>+D=^ϠWL ̇̈aȻTŰ(Ƅʭ'[ųȞƐ6[^9ƲūaV<A˟
əʾD2?P2#V<Ȧ̈2?P2#ƃš(ˋ[^?#C#ȜȆ[DV<Ac¬
¥2?P2#e©~¬ ¿˷ĊʯaV<AW\W4+2?P2#WL Dt¬ɡ(P
2#Ĥ 18 ɇ"9\@Gή͒aȻT1 {w¡©Ƽ\GĊʯȱίaΫ+2?P2#Ņ
3ƕάăΤG¬~¬(P2#ͤȡGɜǨD=#?ρƬDͤʪʾCȂƗa2?+^?ϠŒύ
ʗVȭˏDC\ŵűĵ̙DC<9CB@"]Ȟê¬~HϠʆËͲȢa/͆#9:)9#
C. ͠ύ
1. ˄ȊʾΕŕÙČ
̷͕Ε¸ϠƄýπ́a̙Ǥ2==ϠΕŕÙČGȠî'[ȂƗ±Gme£e©ÜǨḐ]R@
GʏîaΓUɁɒΕŕDî%9WL GƲūɻĝW¬~¬NGͧΦȕǯ#wy˨(Ƞî0
^^IϠWL Gɻĝ«Εŕ«˭ʪH0[DȻR2#VGDC]@"_$
ÇǆɁɒʾCΕŕa&.C$ŬńϠͯÐ"]ȁ̈ʾCΕŕÙČaˏˢ4]9UϠƄýȜŐ@ɜǨ
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0^]Εŕ˭ʪžŐÓa͒̕2Ϡ£Εŕ͍ʳWΕŕG9UG˭ʪ«ȂƗ˨G̅ǿa&.C$.A
(ȻR^]7G²DϠʩŬa˄ȊʾD˭ʪΕŕ4]t¬d¬~¬AƋηGȂƗa&.C$
¬~¬a&+t¬d¬~¬HɁ£@GΑGɘĞaȇȐϠ͡ȠϠ˭ʪ2Ϡ¬~¬H
ƋηDƄʭNGȩɁ͛«̰͛ͤȡŧ˧ȂƗa&.C$
1ϞWL Ƭ͒ΕŕG9UGŬǬGˏä
Z\ų+GƄʭG¬zDǒ%]9UDHϠøƄȜ̡(Ƌȧ0^ϠƄʭȕȑ̀̓(κ¸2?Ρ̕
0^?&\Ϡų+GƄʭD͇2SGʃ#Ϡϙ˨Ȝ̡ȋΓɡɜϠβƞŝȵϓĤŝȵϓŋDɁ£a
͒̕4].A(ȻR^]£ϝƌϞGuezHϠ7G¸DļËGypAʆĎȂƗʯ¬yϝɄ
=AɖƁḀ́Ϟ( 4!5 { Ρ̕0^]G(ʪǞʾ@"]40 Ưȥ¬ ¥˜ƴHǎ́@"]
2ϞWL ΕŕG9UGt¬d¬~¬ĶK¬~¬˨Gˏä
Ɂ£a˄Ȋ˭ʪΕŕ4]t¬d¬~¬̠DHϙ#ƕάǖAΕʯ̣ēaî%9ÆɅ(ǎ́
@"\Ϡ'=Ƭ͒£ÐĞΔ̷G9UGΫȱίǻɆDVƔǒ@)]Æʟ@C,^IC[C#7G
9UDHϠȜ̡Ȗσƌ"]#Hϙ˨Ȝ̡ȋΓɡɜ@ WL ǹƼGt¬d¬~¬aĞU[^]Ȥ9
CÆɅ 1 ņGȈʯaƻ+́ͣ4]
Ɂ WL @ϠͤȡȂƗaƄʭD˄Ȋ&.C$GH¬~¬@"]¬~¬HϠt¬d¬
~¬G²Ϡ¨¬pw¡WȂƗaļ,ͤȡÜǨȂƗ̣ēaϒ$ó^9¬~¬GϒǨHϠϙ
˨Ȝ̡ȋΓɡɜ@ΓU?#]ĤŵŤɣµÌ FD«SD«TA ˎæ(PD)§q£GήʺAVΑȒ
@)]A̙%[^]¬~¬Gǎ́ÆȞHϠɁưGe§ ΕŕGƋ̑WɁɒΕŕȱG̓ɟ
CBDŨ>#?ɲƊ4]¬~¬HɁƄGŵƄεƄʭaȈʯ2Ϡǎ́Cˎæa&.C$
3Ϟ±͐́ÏGˏäG9UGΜɤ@̇̈ʾC¿ˬΡă
±͐G 2 ́ÏGˏäẢȁHϠΜɤ@̇̈ʾC¿ˬC2@HΓU[^C#̌Ϋ̺Ύͱ˨aŉ
U9̌ńʾCΡǤ(ǎ́@"]t¬d¬~¬aĞU]ƕÐȜŐC[KD¬~¬Gλʯͱ
ʯ72? WL ͒îG̉ȁͱ˨Ġ̈ʾΡă«ˏäGǎ́("]
2ϢΕŕǗðʬŭGĒĂ
ɁƄD&,] WL G͒̕Aȁ̈ʾCΕŕG9UDHϠøƄʾCϠʠDȜ̡ȖσƌAşηÃɽƌG
ĬðÙČ(ǎψ@"]£ed©q{©~¬WŲş͛¤£w¬NGĻ̀Gǎ́ǖHϠ.^R@
VɁƄGşηģãΓG͠ύA2?¶ƌ@͚ͨ0^?)?#]ȩɁÆƄʭϝ·KDρ̰͛ŠĂͿʵ
ƄʭϞG9UG̰͛ͤȡȂƗAʵƄʭG9UGȩɁ͛ͤȡȂƗH#5^VɁƄGşηģaǨ2Δ]9UGΣ́C¬¥@"\Ϡ¶ƌ(Ĭē2?Ļ\̀TO)͠ύ@"].G͠ύHϠ¶ƌGĬð
ÙČGˏˢDZ<?ĚʨʾD͉ɲ0^]@"_$
R9Ϡ7GƋ̷̀̓A2?HϠʵƄʭNGȜ̡AȕȑaǹƼ4]ʵƄʭ{©~¬ĶKøƄȜ̡D
&,]Ųş͛Ȝ̡aǹƼ4]Ųş͛Ȝ̡{©~¬GĬēDĕ%?Ϡ.^R@ 10 ưD`9\øƄȜ
̡ TA ˎæaƋȧ2Ϡȷ΅Hl¤j¥cŵƄ¬p¦¬ɐG PFF (Preparing Future Faculty:
ƖɈGŵƄȜŐGϒǨ)wyG͡Ɏ«ˎˠaΓUϠɁƄD&,]7GȲĶϝd¬©qȂƗA
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clp«£ed©qȂƗǦńʾƝήϞa˃Ȃ2?#]Ϡϙ˨Ȝ̡ȋΓɡɜGĬē(³ľ
ɢA̙%[^]
Í±Ϡşη˓Ó@ɻ;@)]ƄʭG̡Ǩ·KDʵƄʭDA<?Ϛē"]ɁƄGclpu¬
yG=A2?Ϡ.G WL ͍͒̕ʳ(Ƌʩ4].Aaƻ+ƨȻ2?ȷ˿ūŊaȎĂ29Ɂ WG
HϠɁˎˠ§xhp G˃ʾ·KDΔ̷AƑȊ'=˅¼ʾCΰâaɜ˯2==ɻĝ29PFF ¨
¬pw¡ήŽďG¬~¬ϒǨͦƵH7Gʹʟ@"\Ϡl¤j¥cŵƄ'[Ǽ#9ͦƩ
'[V7GÆɅGͶD=#?Hϙ+͔á0^92'2C([Ϡ.GZ$CÑʳD=#?HϠȁ̈
ḷ̌ǖ(̆%5͠ύA2?ɧ0^]ɁÀɘD=#?H7$C[EZ$ĄȻ4]A._@"]
HAWL (Hokudai Academic Writing Lab) ̷͕Εŕ̂Ɍ(2009 ư 11 ȸ 16 ȩϦ2010 ư 2 ȸ 12 ȩ)
ČÜϤPaul Wai Ling LaiϠØȾϔʓ
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1¬5]^¤Hjw PFF £ ©d_
ŵƄεúΎȆɘ˙˃GC'DHϠƲ#ǟŌ@ Preparing Future FacultyϝȜ̡ˎˠ̣ēŇ±ϠÆ
Ʌ̡ǨϞAΰΑ4]˙˃(#+='ήͦ0^?#]R9ϠɁͦƵGƠæ̚GC'DHϠacademic
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ɁͦƵA.^[G˙˃G˅ΙʗHϠɣGZ$D́˷@)]
ȡʪD`9]ųɝCˎˠăΤGŵƄεʭaƔͫD2?#].A
1 ˙˃GC'@d¬©qA£ed©qGȂƗâK=,?#].A
 TA ˎæAΰΑ>,ϠTA GȂƗDZ]ƙÆȞq¥¬͎ͤàS΄b@#].A
 ȡˣϠɨ̲Ϡ͛ƽ¦¥G academic English ȂƗWϠ§xl¥«w©n©qDZ]£e
d©qȂƗZ\VϠZ\̅ńʾ(holistic)CăΤɠȣʾϠşηʾc§¬aA<?#].A

1¬6^M

*7$

ɁͦƵHϠÍ²GÁ=G˙Ƅˎˠͱ§xhp GǨɌG=@"]
(1)ŵƄGŲş͛Ȝ̡D&,]TAˎæ«PFFwyGˎˠAήʺ
ϝŨ˂ˎˠ(B)ϠƯǨ21~23
ưƴϠ͠ύʷŁϞ
ˎˠG˃ʾ .GˎˠHϠȩɁGŵƄεȜ̡GÆɅ̡Ǩɡ̣Gƻģa˃Ȃ2?Ϡ
ϝȩɁÆĶKʵƄʭϞŵƄ
εʭĶKPDGclpn¤cƾǨDʙʗa"?ϠʩšĤ˲@ˁbD̷`^?#]ŵƄȜŐa˃Ȃ4
ŵƄεʭDƔ4]̣ēŇ±ˎæ(PFFϤPreparing Future Faculty)§q£Dˉ˃2ϠʠDŲş͛Ȝ̡D
&,]TAˎæAPFF§q£GƋȧýƎa͡Ɏ«ăɋ2ϠR9cxc«EUGŵƄD&,]TAˎæGƋǜ
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a͡Ɏ2?ϠŵƄεʭĶKPDGϠTA"]#HρƬġͦƩA2?GŲş͛Ȝ̡G̣ēŇ±G9UGˎæ&ZK
PFFwyD=#?ϠȩɁGŵƄGƋǜD"<9¥a͕Ü«̷͕4].Aa˃ʾA2Ϡ
1ϢĤ˲«cxc«EUGŵƄD&,]TAˎæ«PFFwyG͡Ɏ«ˎˠ
2ϢĤŵ&ZKşýϝʠDĤɿΗŢĥϞGÊŵƄD&,]Ųş͛Ȝ̡TAˎæ«PFFwyGƋǜAπ́G
͡ɎaLR%?Ϡ
3ϢŵƄεʭ͏̐GŬA2?GŲş͛TAˎæAPFF§q£ϝd¬©qA£ed©qȂƗϞGήʺ«
̷͕
4ϢρƬġͦƩTORϝTerms Of ReferenceϤɘĞàόȵϞG¥ģ
5ϢÊŵƄAGΑȒDZ]Ųş͛κ¸͏̐ˎæGˎˠa̷C$
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(2)ŵƄȜŐa˃Ȃ4ʪ˵ŵƄεʭDƔ4]d¬©qȜ̡Gˎˠ
ϝŨ˂ˎˠ(B)ϠƯǨ 21~23
ưƴϠ͠ύʷŁ Ϟ
ˎˠG˃ʾ c¤l«lCBGŵƄ@HŵƄȜŐGd¬©q̣ēaΣ̈́2Ϡ7GŇ±aH']9
UDHŵƄȜŐDC]ďDR5ŨɁaͿDË,?&+.A(ȹĚ@"]A#$.A@Ϡ
ŵƄȜŐa˃Ȃ4ŵ
ƄεʭDƔ4]d¬©qȜ̡(PFF = Preparing Future Faculty)(ˁbD̷`^?#].Gˎˠ@HϠ
΅#ƖɈȩɁ@VPFFGǎ́ǖ(ϙR]@"_$A̙%ϠĤ˲@GƋȧýƎa͡Ɏ«ăɋ2Ϡ7GǨɌaVA
DȩɁGŵƄGƋǜD"<9VGa͕Ü«̷͕4].Aa˃ɞD4]G@"](Ϡʪ˵GŵƄεʭDʙʗã
\Z\ûÙʾDΓU[^].AaȽǄ2?#]ûÙʾDHÍ²GZ$DˎˠaΓU]
(1)PFFGõΓşc¤lAlGÀÞaȠʪ«ăɋ4]
(2)ȷ΅GτşW¸şϠĿʌGŵƄȖσG˺ȫ0H˃a͂ƺ]VG("\ϠPFFV΅#ƖɈƗ÷0^]ḷ̌
ǖ("].Gˎˠ@HȩɁÍŲG˦3G̈́ʗA2?ϠcxcGŵƄ@GȜŐˎæGʩʡ"]#HȜŐˎ
æDƔ4]ǟͨa͡Ɏ4]0[DϠ¢¬§GŵƄ@GʩʡD=#?V͡Ɏ29#
(3)ŵƄȜŐa˃Ȃ4ŵƄεʭDƔ4]d¬©qȜ̡(PFF)HϠȩɁ@Hȿ:ǭȉ\ʡǢ@"\ϠˎˠÌ
̹̚9;GĤɿΗŵƄD&,]øƄȜ̡TAˎæÓWϠɯʮ˙Ƅˎˠ˙@̷`^?#]ȜŐVĵĕ4]TA
ˎæϠʪƄˎˠ˙@̷`^?#]GSIˎæϠŵƄε@GPFFȆɘ@GƋͼ́ϗWϠĤ˲GÀÞGăɋaĵ
̙DϠȩɁŤPFF¥a͕Ü4]
ˎˠÌ̹̚

̀ɕ Ț»

ĤɿΗŵƄ«ϙ˨Ȝ̡ȋΓɡɜ«ʠÐȜȆ

ˎˠăǹ̚

˽ƣ ȚƱ

Ņ«ȜȆ
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ĤɿΗŵƄ«ņ͘ȜȆ
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ϝĵ̙ 2Ϟ
P{]^ ]^¤}  ]^lX¨h(PFF)e a¢
──5)6&]^(;5;v k──
̀ɕ Ț»
1. H3UD
ĤɿΗŵƄ@HϠ1998 ư'[ TA (Teaching Assistant)ˎæaήŽ4]CBϠŵƄεʭDƔ4]
Ȝ̡̣ēŇ±ȕȑ§q£aƝή2?)9.GZ$CɻĝHϠĤ˲GŵƄ@H4@DŵƄ(̷
$O)ǎψGɻĝAC<?#]R9ȷ΅@HτşϠĿʌCB@VˁbDC<?)?#]
Ĥ˲GŵƄ@HϠCTL (Center for Teaching and Learning)"]#Hņ˚Hĉ@VŅɝGɻĝa
4]ΠƜa̕#?ϠTA /GSI (Graduate Student InstructorϤŵƄεʭͦƩ)ˎæW PFF ȆɘCB
a̷<?#]ǩGˎˠ¬HϠl¤j¥cŵƄ¬p¤¬ɐ(UCB)A̋ƑCĬēΰâa
˯)ϠɁƄD&,] PFF ɻĝaȖœƻģ4]ɣGZ$CƋͼaΎ3?ϠPFF Gˎˠa̷<?)9
(1)2009 ư 7 ȸ

ĤɿΗŵƄA˩ɸŵƄúïGşηw©xg

ϝUCB '[ 2 ņGͦƩaǼ#? PFF ¨¬pw¡G̷͕aŉTϞ
(2)2010 ư 2 ȸ

UCB D&#? GSI DZ]Ȇɘä́ƒ

(3)2010 ư 3 ȸ

UCB '[ 2 ņGͦƩaǼ#? 1 Ř˃G PFF κ¸ͦƵ

(4)2010 ư 7 ȸ

UCB '[ 2 ņGͦƩaǼ#? 2 Ř˃G PFF κ¸ͦƵ

(5)2010 ư 8 ȸ

UCB D&#? GSI ˎæaÙϗ̈́ƒ

(6)2010 ư 10 ȸ

UCB '[±˹ GSI aǼ#?ĤɿΗŵƄ@ͦʑÓ

(7)2011 ư 7~8 ȸ UCB '[ 2 ņGͦƩaǼ#? 3 Ř˃G PFF κ¸ͦƵ
2. UCB D&#? GSI DZ]Ȇɘä́ƒ
UCB GPAbBG˙˃GȆɘHϠ̗ͦAƋ̘({ @ɜǨ0^?#]̗ͦHȜŐ(ǹƼ2Ϡ
ų+HΒD 2~3 Ř̷`^ϠƴDȞʽÆϠ˙˃DZ<?HĨÆa%]Ƅʭ(ļͦ4]7Gļͦ
ʭa 15~30 Æ˜ƴ5=Gp£yDă,ϠŃp£yĭÖ@Ƌ̘(̷`^].GƋ̘GȆɘaǹƼ4
]G( GSI @"]ΎƬHŃp£yD 1 ņ5= GSI (đ\Ƽ?[^ϠGSI HǹƼ4]ȆɘGƋȧϠ
ʏîWƄʭNGǨ͔̑áCBĄa̷#ϠŨɁʾDH.GȆɘDȜŐ(ˢ;Ó$.AHC#
GSI DH͟@VC^]`,@HC+ϠGPA ( 3.0 Í±@"].ACBϠƊGɇÏ(ǎ́@"
]7^@VϠ̗ͦ7GVG@HC#AH#%ϠȆɘGɜǨWǨ͔̑áR@ϠȜŐ@HC+ŵƄε
ʭG GSI (̷$.AHȩɁ@H"\ǈC#V;_bϠGSI (ĭʣ@ȆɘGͯÐaͬ$`,@H
C+ϠȆɘýƎD=#?HϠɪΒƴϠ̗ͦǹƼȜŐϝ©~¬ϞAϠ7G̗ͦDâ`]p£yG
GSI øŐ( 1 ȱί˜ƴG¬d©qaV;Ϡ7GΒG̗ͦýƎWϠʠDΣ́CèǬCBDń`6
?Ϡ©~¬'[ GSI NȂ˒Wceya̷#ϠGSI '[ȆɘGΓ̷ʡɵCB(ūŊ0^]
.G͑Œ@HϠGSI {©~¬ΫG¤©«j©¬ĮůDǭΡ2?#9:)ϠʟʪƄϠģƄϠ
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ʭʟƄϠǍʪƄϠÆϏƄG GSI DZ]ƋϗAdylw¡©Ȇɘaĵ͈29.$29ȆɘHϠ
¹D 3~5 ņ˜ƴGƄʭDZ]q¥¬ÜɘA2?̷`^ϠGSI GÉÀHϠƋϗȆɘ@H=FDȜƌ
ýaƤŘ2?ƄʭGͶŒD˪%9\ϠƋϗȥɷWýƎDΰ2?ė͋29\4].A(¸Ǎ@"]
R9Ϡʑ̘ƾƸGdylw¡©Ȇɘ@HϠq¥¬/ADʑ̘G͉˪aʺ̹06?͉͝aĕ%
9\ϠƄʭG͎ͤDė͋a̷<9\2?#9GSI DZ<?HϠȆɘGŽUD̗ͦG˰ĭCǉ̘WϠ
ʣ̦Dʏî29ýƎ@G̽ͺa̷$CBϠ7^8^DƥŶ2?ȆɘaΓU?#9
UCB ʟʪƄ˙G«xhet{©ȜȆDZ]AϠGSI ČƴG¤ A2?Ϡ ȜŐGȆ
ɘNGͬǹaʈ[4ȥ@ϠƄʭDH)U˽'CȆɘaȎß@)]Ϡ ŵƄεʭNGƋηʾĆʇ
ʾȕȑAC]ϠεʭDȜ̡́ϗa´%[^Ϡ.^H PFF (Preparing Future Faculty)G͈ʗ'[
VρƬDĚɌʾ@"]Ϡεʭ(ƄʭDƔǒ4].A@ϠȜŐAƄʭGίD"]̙%ȥGo
aťUȜ̡ĚɌaϙU].A(@)]ϠA#$ 4 =(¹Dȃ-[^].^HϠƄʭϠεʭϠȜŐϠ
ŵƄϠ#5^DA<?V¤ G"]Ϡŵű̬#É̀S:Aǔ`^]ʩšȩɁ@̪ʾCϠȜ
̡̽ėDδƊ0^9 TA Čƴ@VϠ.GΠHΘǨ@)]'V2^C#(ϠʠD WD=#?HϠ
GSI ČƴDƄM.AHų#Aǔ`^]
3. UCB '[ 2 ņGͦƩaǼ#? 1 Ř˃G PFF κ¸ͦƵ
2010 ư 3 ȸ 18~24 ȩϠϙ˨Ȝ̡ɡ̣ήʺ̌ń{©~¬AşηÑʳ͠«şηȜ̡ΑȒȕȑ¬
Gúï@ϠUCB '[ 2 ÆGͦƩaǼ#?ϠŵƄȜŐϒǨ(PFF)ͦƵ(ήï0^9ƖɈGŵƄȜŐ«
ˎˠ̠a˃Ȃ4ŵƄεʭŇ,GϠʑ̘W̗ͦ«ͦʑaÃ%9̰͛DZ]ˌȽκ¸Ťn¤cϒǨ
§q£@ϠɤƸņ˚H Workshop in English “Preparing Future Faculty: Introduction to
Teaching and Writing for Graduate Students”A#$ļͦʭHϠƄýŲ'[ 80 ņPBGŵƄε
ʭ(ǒğ2ϠǸΝ@ 30 ņD̃\ϠP'D˩ɸŵƄϠŅǐ˓ŵƄCB¬p¤¬ɐGȷȤǲ̸Dΰ
ǍaV=Ȝ̠Ő 10 ņÍ±(kv¬¬A2?ĵĕ29
.G¨¬pw¡G˃ʾAʢ#HÍ²GA&\@"]
(1)ŵƄȜŐWˎˠ̚a˃Ȃ4ŵƄεʭGn¤cƾǨGȕȑ
(2)ϙƴCƕάʾˋͨaV;clpC̠Ŭ@ó^9tr¬w¡©̣ēaϖÝ2?ˎ
ˠAȜ̡a̷$̠ɘÆA2?ɻ;4]9UDǎ́CϠúΎG˺ϒϠˋͨϠggGȎß
(3)ƔͫHϠʵƄʭaŉT0R1RCăΤGŵƄεʭ
(4)şηģDƔǒ4]9UϠ̰͛@Ȇɘa̷$
(5)ŵƄȜȆ̠Dΰ4]̌ͤϠd¬©qAclp£ed©qDΰ4]̗ͦAʑ̘
(6)şη̩Ŀ@ɻ;4]ɁƄȜŐGP'şýŲGsy DZ]¥dylw¡©CBƲɱ
CýƎGȜ̡a̷$
(7)ɱʯǖ«̪ǖGϙ#Ĥ˲ŤGŵƄȜŐϒǨˎæ§q£aĤŵʣ̦G͈ʗ@Ȗ̬4]
Ȝ̡ĚɌA2?HϠ
(1)ƕάʾˎˠDΰ4]ˋͨÍŲDϠŵƄȜŐDǎ́Cd¬©qWtr¬w¡©G̣ē
aƄM.A(@)]Ϡ
(2)ÊăΤGεʭWȜŐĶKsy ͦƩAȊ4].ADZ\̠ɘÆA2?G̈́ΤaǾ-[^]Ϡ
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(3)şηʾCʬŭ@ǎ́C̰͛GÓ͖«͎ͤ«ȡˣÜǨ«ɐαG̣ēϠ0[DHƄʭȂƗ̣ēaͿ
D=,].A(@)]ϠCB(ȽǄ0^]
ͦƩDHϠ2009 ư 7 ȸG˩ɸŵƄAúïGşηw©xgDVĵĕ29ϠUCB ŵƄεɡɜ«
ŵƄεʭͦƩ(GSI)Ȝ̡Ͳʎ{©~¬Ϋ¤©«j©¬ĮůAŅclpu¬yΠΫ
u¤«}£tɬaǼ̝2Ϡ2 ȸDʉ˲2?Ǯ;ń`6a̷#ϠûÙʾýƎaˏ͚29
j©¬ɬDHȆɘΕŕGʪǓWggaϠ}£tɬDHƕάăΤa%9ͤȡȂƗa
ǹƼ2?V[<9¬p¤¬ɐ@HϠ.G 2 =G§q£HƖɈŵƄȜŐ«ˎˠ̠aƨȻ4]
ŵƄεʭDA<?³ľăGˎæýƎA2?̅ń0^?#]¬p¤¬@H 2 ÆH 2 =GΝǶ˙˃
@ĉèD¨¬pw¡aǹƼ2?#](ϠÇŘHϠ2 ÆúŅ@̷$κ¸̗ͦŤG§q£aϠ
ĤŵG9UDήʺ2?V[<9¬p¤¬ȥƸG PFF §q£D=#?HϠ˲şýŲ@¨¬
pw¡Wͦʑàό(ưŮĕ2?&\Ϡ7GZ$C¬zDǒ%]Ȥ9C§q£ɜ˯aɟ
˻2?#9ǃŻ9;DA<?VϠÇŘGĤŵȥƸHȻTA._@"<9Aǔ`^]
2 Ř˃ÍγG͕SVϠĤŵíGy~(́ϗa=b@Ϡȹǟ̗Cκ¸ͦƵAC<9
4. UCB D&#? GSI ˎæaÙϗ̈́ƒ
2010 ư 8 ȸ 19Ϡ20 ȩD UC ¬p¤¬ɐ@ήï0^9 GSI ˎæÓDĵĕ29.GˎæÓ@
HȤƄȽ'[Ȥ9D GSI DC]ŵƄεʭaƔͫA2?ȆɘGΓ̷ȥɷCBaƄMϝ͗˽H¬
y¦~¬82 Łaĵʛ http://socyo.high.hokudai.ac.jp/cnews/82.pdfϞ
1 ȩ˃HʵƄʭGȤÐ GSI ˷ 150 Æ(Ɣͫ@ϠøÙGͦʑG"AϠ£©ȜŐGǹƼ4]̰͛
Dΰ4]¬Gă˙Ó(͒Ɗ0^?#9ǩV7^8^ʺυWȜƌ@Ý$̰͛G¦p
¬aļ,91 ȱίPBG¦p¬@ϠɩυWcp{© CBDΰ2?Ȳɨ'[ǟͨ4]O
)ʗϠ¬p¤¬ʣʠG͋#Ř2CBaʾˏD˒2Ϡ̰̣͛ē(ɫʾϙ#Aǔ`^]ʵƄʭDV
ȹˀCýƎGZ$@"<9̈#?ƋηGȆɘGΓ̷a̘̐2ϠȜƌGˡίøÙaȹĚDÝ$Z$
DAcey("\ϠÀƋP'G¦p¬@VͦƩGʩǂ GSI HȜƌøÙaĝ)Ř\ϠøƄʭ
DɮaΡ<?#]G(įͫʾ:<9
2 ȩ˃HȤÐ GSI øŐ˷ 700 Æ(Ɣͫ@Ϡŵͦũ@GͦʑG"AϠ7^8^G GSI (ǹƼ4]
ȆɘăΤĉDĩďϠĩǆ˷ 4 ȱίG¦p¬(ήͦ0^9ǩV7^8^GƕάăΤaΝǶ2
ĵĕ29Ń¦p¬@HͦƩ(͠ύa´%Ϡ7^D=#?q¥¬@͎ͤ2Ϡ̂ɌaÌ̹̚(
ʺ̹4]A#$q¥¬Üɘa¸ǍDΓU?#9ͦƩHƄʭGʺ͋aã2Ϡ7^aȠʪ4]:,
@ϠȤ9Cȥ˫Wɟˮ͉˪a˒0C#A#$q¥¬ÜɘGΓUȥVʠǌʾ:<9̈#?¬
ĉ{w¡©@HŵƄεʭDƔ4]Ȇɘ͠ύ͉ɷaȜ%]ppȆɘ¸DZ+"]
ίΙ#A7^aΞ,]9UDHCB 20 Í±G¬aĻ\±-?#9ͦƩGŵΠăH±˹ GSI
@Ϡǃ[(ŵƄεʭ@"].Aa̙%]AϠ7G¦p¬GΓ̷̣ēGϙ0DHǡǍ29.^
H GSI Čƴ(ƄʭGȜ̡̣ēGŇ±DVȹĚDɡ̣2?#]̹^Aǔ`^]
5. UCB '[±˹ GSI aǼ#?ĤɿΗŵƄ@ͦʑÓ
UCB G±˹ GSIϝt©u¥~© Ϟ@"]w©«l¬d¬0baǼ#?Ϡ2010 ư
10 ȸ 7 ȩDʪƄεʟʪƄƕȗG GSI ˎæÓϠ8 ȩDϙ˨Ȝ̡ȋΓɡɜGϙ˨Ȝ̡j¬£@Ϡ
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UC ¬p¤¬G GSI ČƴD=#?ͦʑ2?#9:#9
¬p¤¬ɐG GSI HϠȩɁG TA AΙ<?ϠŵƄεʭ(ǹƼȜŐGȂ˒aļ,==ʣˢ2?Ȇ
ɘa̷$9A%IϠp£y 600 ÆG̗ͦaȜŐ(̷#Ϡʑ̘«Ƌ̘a 20 ņ5= 30 p£yD
ă,Ϡ7^a GSI (ǹƼ4]ȆɘGʏîCBaŉU?Β 20 ȱίęð@ŵƄAŹ˷2Ϡ̄ȢHȸ
D 1600~2000 ¥DC\Ϡʭ͍(ˢ=GSI G£©HϠGSI t©u¥~© A2? GSI G˅
͢aļ,9\ GSI Gˎæa̷$ÉÀD=+
ʪƄΠʟʪƄ˙@HϠÇưƴ'[ʑ̘˙˃D&#?ó˗CŵƄεʭa GSI A2?λʯ2?ǹƼ0
6]͕SaH3U9G@Ϡϙ˨Ȝ̡ήʺˎˠΠά@Ǽ#9l¬d¬0bϝ˺˳ƁʟʪƄƕȗ
GĮů͠˜GŵƄεʭϞDʟʪƄ˙@Vͦʑa2?#9:#9Ņ3 GSI A#$ņ˚@VϠ¬p
¤¬ɐAĤŵ@HɇÏ(5#MbΙ$(ϠͦʑDHǈ]VG(ų'<9Z$@"]
ĤŵʟʪƄ˙G͕S
ĤŵʟʪƄ˙G GSI ČƴG͕SD=#?ΨȾºʲȜȆDZ]͉͝á˷2?ƹʯ4]ϝ¬y
¦~¬86 Łaĵʛ http://socyo.high.hokudai.ac.jp/cnews/86.pdfϞ
2010 ưÍďHϠĤŵʟʪƄ˙D&,]ʑ̘Gy~e¥HϠʩšGȜŐ(Ƅʭ:<9χAPQ
Ņ3@ϠR5ȜŐ(ɫʾξ2#ŒύaųȞGƄʭDȎ˒2Ϡ7^a͉,9Ƅʭ(ϛɊ@ʺ̹4
]ƾƸ@ϠƄʭÆ"9\ĪȽDƯţ 2Ϡ3 Œaʺ̹4].^Hó˗CƄʭDHρƬD̬#w
y@ϠȜŐGί@HϠ̦ă(ƄʭGχʑ̘(ǂˢ<9A#$Ű(ų+̞'^]2'2Ϡ.
^HΠGi¤¬ Dǂˢ=ȆɘWʑ̘@Ϡ7^aZ2A29ΠGƄʭ(7GǆȜŐAC<?
ƕάȜ̡(Ǌʬ2?)9G@"]
2'2..Ȟħư@Ϡ̗ͦGƾǢaŉU?ϠȜ̡G"\ȥ(ŵ)+ű<?)94C`;ϠȜ
̡AHp£yD&#?Ϡ7GȜ˙aʪ͉@)9ÆȞaȷŵģ4]Üɘ@"<?Ϡ/+ΠG9U
GȆɘ@HC#G@"].$29̈́ʗDˢ=AϠi¤¬ ȱÌGʑ̘DHɑɁʾCɢʗ("]
ų+GƄʭHʑ̘@ǰ$ξ2#ŒύH&_'ϠȮ2#Œύ4[͉,C#ƄʭDA<?Ϡξ2#
ŒύHʪ͉aH]'D%?&\ϠȆɘ@Hʪ͉65D͉˪G͐Ǧ@4R6Z$A4].$2
9ʑ̘GÉȥHϠ˲ş@H4@DȞħưď'[͂˄0^?)92'V˲şD&#?H7Gʑ̘
aǹ<?#]GHŵƄεʭ GSI CG@"]
ʟʪƄ˙@HϠʑ̘GȖσAϠŵƄεʭVĕ`<9 ¬~¥CȜ̡ÙČGɜ˯a˃Ȃ2?Ϡʩ
š 7 ="]ʑ̘GȆɘ4O?a GSI GȂƗDĄ\ȶ%].AaɲƊ2Ϡ2010 ư 4 ȸZ\Ƌȧ2
?#]ȜŐGC'DVͳň¶ͤ("<9(ϠŃȜŐGȆɘau¬ 4]ʑ̘CG@ϠŸț2
?VÇZ\VǛ+C].AHC#A#$ĈȣV"<9
ƋηƋȧ2?S]A,ͶŒ(2W4#`'\D+#A._(B.'`'<?+^]CBϠ
ŵƄεʭ(GSI)GȂƗGȥ(̬#A#$Ƅʭ( 40%D±\ϠȜŐDZ]ʑ̘Gȥ(Z#A#$Ƅ
ʭH 15%Ϡɧ\HB;[@V̬#A#$ǟ͂@"]ǇɈGʑ̘@̲;.Q^?ÿƠæ29Ƅʭ
GPAbB(V<Aȫ+εʭDZ]ʑ̘D2?P2'<9A͋#Ϡ2'Vó˗CǨ̑aæU
9Ȝ̡Huei©yAHΙ<?ϠøŐDȹĚCȜ̡ɷHC#(ϠʟʪƄ˙Gʑ̘GȖσHϠZ
\ų+GƄʭG9UDC]Ȝ̡wyDC<9Aǔ<?#]
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2¬1P ]^  TA F:PFF *740:Ph.D.l 
2¬1¬16';]^

GTA F

¥gx¬ŵƄGŵƄεʭ TA (Graduate Teaching Assistant: GTA)ˎæ§q£HϠ Ȥ
Ð TA k¤i©¬w¡©ϝTA GȩϞ
ϠȸD 1 ŘÍ±̷$ PDϝ§hw¡¥«d§
© Ϟw¤¬zϠŵƄȜ̡Dΰ4]ŵƄεȆɘ CNLT 5000Ϡ7^[ǎń29ŵƄȜ
̡Ƅ̘Ͳɒ͚Ɗ͓ȭȵ(Certificate in University Teaching and Learning: CUTL)'[Ǩ]
¥gx¬ŵƄƄ̘Ȝ̡{©~¬HϠȫ+'[d¬©q¬ j¤kaɻʯ29Ȝ̡ˎ
æDĻ\̀TȥϠGTA HŵƄGɤ̓GȜ̡y~GŐ@"\Ϡ',(%GC#Ȝ̡ͲʎaȎ
ß@)]A̙%ϠGTA G͏̐'[ˎæNAΓb@)9
GTA DHR5Z#y~¬ aĄ]9UGȕȑϠʠƊGǲ̣WȥʶGȜ̡ϝ͏̐Ϟ(ǎ́@Ϡ§
q£Gŗ=GΠăDH4O?"]˜ƴ͏̐Ǵ˺(÷<?#]ŅȱD4O?GΠăDϠȥ
ʶWǲ̣GP'DϠȜ̡Dΰ4]ʪǓʾCʪ͉a̡?]ˎæǴ˺V"]ƄʭGèÆʾCǨ
ΫG9UDVϠƄʭ(Ȝ̡Dΰ4]̦ăGåǓAŵƄGʪǓa̅ń2Ϡ7G̙ƒ'[ƄMGaȑė
2?#]

2¬1¬25)6&]^(;5;v

GSI F

UC ¬p¤¬ɐ@Hd¬©qcwy~© aŵƄεʭͦƩ(Graduate Student Instructor:
GSI)Aōb@#]¬p¤¬G GSI ˎæHϠ1989 ưGl¤j¥cŵƄGƄů͠˜Ȝ̡Dΰ
4]ūŊȵGȎɓDŨ>)Ù˵ʾDȠî0^?#]
l¤j¥cŵƄŃɐ( TA DƔ2?ϠŨɁʾCȜ̡ýƎ&ZKȜȆɷDΰ4]øƄʾ&
ZKŃΠƜDZ]ˎæaȎß4].Aaȋź4]ȤÐ TA Dˎæa̗Ğ>,]O)@"]
̌ńʾCˎæ§q£DHϠƄȽήŽďGk¤i©¬w¡©D&#? TA GȜ̡ʾǂđWϠ
ŨɁʾCȜ̡ǲɷAʪǓϠTA aĘR4ŵƄGȥΧϠȜŐ(Ċʯ@)]ͲʎCBa˾È4].A
WϠȆɘĵ͈WƄʭDZ]Ȇɘ͔áϠ"]#HkȔǁCBDŨ>)ϠȜŐϠ±˹ TAϠȆɘ
Ȗœƕά̠ŐCBDZ]©~¤©qϝ˅͢ɻĝϞAė͋a̷$.AϠ7GǆVȜ̡Dΰ4]{
¬W¨¬pw¡a̷#ϠTA (̦ē@ƄO]ȜɅaȎß4].ACB(ŉR^]

(Proceedings 2010, 123)
GSI Ȝ̡Ͳʎ{©~¬(ŃΠƜAΑȒ2?ƖɈGŵƄȜŐϒǨ(PFF)§q£aƝή2?#]
(1) øƄ̀̓ϝGSI {©~¬ϞHϠƄȽH3UG ȤÐ GSI Ȝ̡k¤i©¬w¡©Ϡ Ȇɘĵ
͈ϠȆɘȥɷDΰ4]¨¬pw¡ϠʵƄʭ GSI Ň,G͛Ƅ̣ēɗƊ͕ϗϠȆɘȖ
œ̽ėΦϠ̹ǀČƴϝó˗ GSI ͵ϞCBDĕ%?ϠGSI AúDȜ%]ȜŐ{¬Ϡ
ˎˠ{¬Ϡk©£e©˙˃ȆɘD&,]ƕά̠G̓ˮAëʪϠƖɈGŵƄȜŐ
ϒǨ(PFF)u¬l¦xCBϠųƿC GSI ȕȑ§q£aƝή2?#]
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(2) ŃΠƜHŵƄεʭŇ,DȜ̡GȷćGƄȽD 1 ƄȽίGȜ̡ɷGȆɘaȎß4]
(3) èGȜŐHèGȆɘ˙˃D&#? TA G©~¬ϝ˅͢ǂϞaĞU]
¥gx¬ŵƄAŅɝDϠ¬p¤¬ɐG§q£DVϠTA '[ƖɈGŵƄȜŐNGʙʗ
G˛ĝ(S[^ϠÇ@H GSI {©~¬G4O?G§q£HϠŵƄεʭDHƖɈGŵƄȜŐ̠D
ǂˢ=ˎæ(ǎ́@"]A#$ϠZ\Ʋ#ƝȻDˢ<?̷`^?#]
2¬1¬3
21 = V Ph.D.l 
¨w©

©ŵƄ(UW)Geny

ĮůDZ]21 µ˶DŇ,9 Ph.D.Ȝ̡G͂˄2ˎˠ

(Re-envisioning the Ph.D. for the 21st Century)HϠ˲şD&,]ŵƄεʭNGȜ̡«ˎæGȥŇ
ȏDŵ)CǂđaɌ929şηw©xg@eny ĮůHɣGZ$D·ǧ2?#]
˘H¬ͭŚ(Pew Charitable Trusts)G̽ėΦaǈ921 µ˶DŇ,9 Ph.D.Ȝ̡G͂˄
2(Re-envisioning the Ph.D. for the 21st Century)A#$ŵŤ§xhp GˎˠÌ̹̚aĞ
UR291998 ư'[ 2000 ưR@ 18 lȸίϠϐ̷ɡa¼\̇*ϠPh.D.̡ǨΖ˜Dΰ`]4O
?GÆDÓ#Ϡ450 ŘGςȊ͡Ɏa̷#R29Ph.D.a̡?]ÆϠPh.D.DͲΦȎß4]ÆϠ
Ph.D.aλ$ÆϠ72? Ph.D.a˃14ƄʭCB9+0bGÆG͖a̞)Ϡ.Gˎˠ§xh
p aΎ3?ųɝCŬς@GȜ̡D=#?ų+G.AaƄKR29
B.N̷<?V"C9ȥGƄʭHĚɌʾDȜ%]9UGʏî(@)?#C#A#$Ŗ)a
̞)R29˘9;Gīɘʭ(Ȝ%].ADC]Ϡɭί{p~¬@VϠ̴̾Ó˓Gˎˠƌ@VϠ
xyWʮɘGȂƗʾŢÖ@VϠșƳɡΰ@VϠρŕĊɻĝGµʴ@VϠ7$̞'0^R29
˘9;GīɘʭH̦ăGÉÀa±łD͝ȭ2ϠΠ²G¬aȂƗ2C,^IC\R6bR
9ųɝC̶̟DŇ'<?͖0C,^IC\R6b
Ƽȱ˘HȜ̡AƄ̘a"R\DVʤ+Ɗ̗2?#]AͯU[^R29ςȊ͡Ɏ29ÆHϠ
ŵƄ@HȜ̡AƄ̘aϠīɘʭ(ŵƄGȜƌ@Ȝ%]9UGʏîA2'̙%?#C#A͋#ϠȜ
̡AƄ̘a̷$GHƄɐ:,@HC#A¹ƺ2R29
xyWʮɘϠ
șƳɡΰ@ð+ÆHϠ
̦ă9;VȜ̡AƄ̘a̷<?&\ϠŵƄHīɘʭDϙ˨Ȝ̡GȜƌAHΙ<9Ŭς@Ȝ%]ʏ
îa06]O):Aå3?#R4
.^H˘DA<?űσaã4ɡ@29V<AƲ+ŵƄŲ@ɰU[^]Ȝ̡̣ēDɹ˃2Ϡ
ŵƄεʭDϠųɝCʬŭ@Ȝ%]9UGʏîaŉU?ϠV<AZ#ȥɷ@§hw¡¥«
d§© (PD)aȎß2Ϡƻģ4].Aa̙%H3UR29UW GZ$DųɝCn
¤cG9UD Ph.D.ƄʭaȜ̡4]ˎˠŵƄD&#?HϠ˘9;(.GÉÀaW[C,^IC[
C#Aˏå4]Z$DC\R29
(Proceedings 2010, 35-36)
7GǆϠeny ĮůH'=?GƖɈGŵƄȜŐϒǨ(Preparing Future Faculty)aƖɈGƕ
ά̠ϒǨ(Preparing Future Professionals)Dȏ2Z$A͕S?)9
u¤0bHϠƄʭHŵƄεʭA2?VϠƖɈGŵƄȜŐA2?Vclp£ed
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©qaƄMǎ́("]A͋`^R29(Ϡ˘GˎˠDZ^IϠ̴ƄWģƄ7GP'BbCƕά̠
Dƚ+D2?VϠclp£ed©q(ǎ́@4˘9;HϠ'=?GƖɈGŵƄȜŐϒ
Ǩ(Preparing Future Faculty)aƖɈGƕά̠ϒǨ(Preparing Future Professionals)Dȏ2Z
$A͕S?)R29.^HȩɁGʪ˵GƄʭDA<?Vn¬e© DC]Aǔ#R4ʪ˵
GȜŐ(Ƅʭaϙ˨Ȝ̡ÍŲG̠˝G9UDʏî4]Gaȕȑ4^IϠȜŐ9;HV<AŔb@
ƄʭaΊ<?Ɉ]@2Y$V;_bϠ̡?]GHĽϊ"]#HÜȡDZ]tr¬w¡©
GŨɁʾCyn¥:,@HC+ϠVG/AaÙ˵ʾD̙%ǵ+ēϠƧɭŇ,GZ$C˺ɃC̶̟
:,@C+ϠˋʾDɺ̐0^9̶̟Ň,G¦|©¬w¡©yn¥VŉSR4(Proceedings
2010, 160-161)
* Ɔ̵ı, ˽ƣȚƱ, ơƢSB\, Ƙ˥Ĳɤȭ̎. §hw¡¥«d§© 
ŵƄȜŐ«TA ˎæGşηɫ(2012 ư 3 ȸ 31 ȩ) (¿Ɗ)ϢĤɿΗŵƄĂʞÓ. (Proceedings
2010 GȖ͌ȩɁ͛ʞ)

2¬2pu ]^  TA F

PFF *740

ĤɿΗŵƄ@HϠ1998 ư'[øƄȜ̡ TA ˎæÓaήï2Ϡʩš@Hɪư 200 ÆÍ±GȤÐ TA
(ĵĕ2?#].GˎæÓG9UD 2006 ư'[ĤɿΗŵƄ TA c¥aą̷2Ϡ2011
ư 3 ȸDȖ͌˦ 3 ʞaĂ2?#] http://socyo.high.hokudai.ac.jp/TAmanual2011.pdf
˩ɸŵƄ@HϠƯǨ 20 ưƴȜ̡ GP ȈǶĻ̀˩ɸy~©¬DŨ>+ȜϒȜ̡Gÿɜ˯!
µʴɯʏGȜϒȜ̡a˃Ȃ4øƄʾĻ̀!D&#?Ϡ2009 ư 2 ȸD͍ 4 ŘG TA ˎæÓa̷͕
29GaͽR%?Ϡ
2010 ư 4 ȸDćU?GøƄʾˎæG͕SA2? 1 ȩG TA ˎæÓaƋȧ29
Ņư 10 ȸDH TA GɻʯDΰ4] FD/TA ˎæÓaϠȜ̠ŐA TA ƨȻGŵƄεʭGĸȥaƔͫD
ήï2Ϡ2011 ư 3 ȸɀD˩ɸŵƄ TA ©paʺ̷29
http://www.ole.tsukuba.ac.jp/sites/default/files/ta-hanndobukku.pdf
7GP'ĤɿΗG#+='GŵƄ@VȤÐ TA Ň,GˎæÓ(ŽR<?#]
R9Ϡ¸ŷȜ̡ƓͪÓ˪ʱq§¬¥ģ˓ÓGŵƄεȜ̡!µʴGųɝCăΤ@ŵƄεæ¾̚
(ɻ;4]9UD!
ϝƯǨ 23 ư 1 ȸ 31 ȩϞDHϠ
TA G̀̓ʾƗ÷AƄʭGȜ̡ȂƗ̣ēGŇ
±D=#?ϠÍ²GZ$D͐0^?#]
ƄʭDA<?Ϡd¬©q«cwy~© (TA)HϠĭC]́ʇʾȕȑA2?GSC[5Ϡ
Ȝ̡́ϗa˟T.AaΎ3?.^R@Ƅæ29ˋͨaƊˉ06]ɡ̣aɌ92ϠR9ϠϙƴCƕ
άǖDĕ%øÙaçˊ2C([ˋͨ«̣ēaȜȆ4].A(ɰU[^]ŵƄȜŐ˨GϒǨDΣ́
Cɡ̣aɌ94ó^9 TA GƃšHŵƄȜ̡GͶaϙU].A'[ϠTA GĻ̀aôƋ29æ
ů͠˜«Įů͠˜ϝďȽϞ˨GȜ̡ɻĝG¸@̀̓ʾDȋΓ4].A(ɰU[^]
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şHϠŵƄȜŐGȜ̡ēGŇ±G9UϠúŅĊʯǽʗGƾǨWϠŵƄεD&,]ó^9ŵƄȜ
ŐGϒǨG9UGĻ̀ϝ¦ FDϞ˨aã4.A(ǎ́@"]

http://www.mext.go.jp/component/b_menu/shingi/toushin/__icsFiles/afieldfile/2011/03/04/130
1932_01.pdf
(Ɂȵ 104~113 ¬x)

2¬2¬1 z]^ Y¥8;3!*

˩ɸŵƄD&,]şηw©xgϝ§q£ AϞ@HϠ¬p¤¬ɐGƖɈGŵƄȜŐϒǨ
(PFF)u¬l¦xaÙϗ4]Á=Gşη¨¬pw¡ TA aɻʯ29Ǩ͔̑áŨʏGÜ\
ȥAÝ#ȥ
ϝȂƗ¤©«j©¬ĮůϞA ˎˠǨɌaʺå4]9UGclp£e
d©qƋͼ
ϝȂƗu¤«}£tΠΫϞaƋȧ29ĵĕ̚G͔áVϙ+ϠŵǨĔ@"<9
2¬2¬2P{]^ ]^¤}  ]^lX¨h(PFF)e
.GǨĔDĘR0^ϠĤɿΗŵƄ@VŅ3 UC ¬p¤¬GͦƩDZ]ŵƄεʭG9UGŵƄ
ȜŐϒǨ(PFF)ͦƵϤd¬©qA£ed©qGŨˑa 3 Ř̷͕29
¬p¤¬ɐG PFF u¬l¦xW˩ɸŵƄGşη¨¬pw¡@HϠd¬©qA£
ed©qG¨¬pw¡(·ĆGΝǶ˙˃@"](ϠɁ PFF ͦƵ@Hd¬©qA£e
d©qGȆɘŃ 5 ŘàSń`6?øŐDļͦ069.^HϠ˩ɸGşη¨¬pw¡Dĵĕ
29ĤŵʭGƨȻ(£ed©qDκ¸29.A'[Ϡd¬©qA£ed©qD=#?£
©yZ+Ƅb@V[$9U@"<9.GʗHĤŵG§q£GʣĒǖ@"\ϠͦƩG&ÁÆV
¬p¤¬G§q£DVĻ\÷^].Aaɗ͎29#A͛<?#9
j©¬ϝd¬©qϞ
ήͦƸ

}£tϝ£ed©qϞ


2Ϣd¬©qGŨˑ

3Ϣclp£ed©qGŨˑ

4ϢȆɘGw£yAƄ̘˃ɞG͍͒

5ϢƄÓʺ̹ʱ2΄S

7Ϣ͔áŨʏGÜǨAĊʯȥɷ

6ϢşηƄÓ͙NGͤȡǴ˞

8ϢŵÆȞȆɘGW\ȥ

9Ϣͤȡ́Ȫŧ˧ȥɷ

10Ϣ̠Ğ̓ƊAȜ̡ëʪ

11ϢͤȡGȋȟ«ɐα

Ϣ¥͎ͤϝw©xgϞ



Ϣʺ̹ϝd¬©qϞ

Ϣʺ̹ϝ£ed©qϞ

 æ¾Ƹ



d¬©qDΰ4]̗ͦýƎHϠ.^DȜ̡¬ j¤kaĕ%^IϠȜŐŇ,A2?Vɞ
ʏʾCýƎA#%]£ed©qDΰ4]̗ͦýƎHϠ͞Sǭϝ̎κ̚«Ɏ̚͞ϞG̈́ʗDˢ<
?̙%]Ƅʭ˅ÂGcɐαDʠǌ("\ϠýƎH)`U?ɤ̅ʾA#%]
R9ϠƘq¥¬͎ͤaɻʯ4]9UϠƄʭ 5 ÆD 1 Æ¬~¬(TA)aΡ̕29
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 PFF e

E

3SL9;$

 PFF e E
(Ɂȵ 1~8 ¬x)

3¬1n
ϝĵĕ̚Ϟ

˦ 1 ŘGğκ@HϠƊŐ 30 ņDƔ2?ļͦʱ΄( 70 ņa%Ϡʱ΄éʨ 2.7 A9#NbCÆɮ
:<92 Ř˃ÍγHϠļ,÷^ÆȞaȷŵδR@ŮW4ȥϠȆɘDʿĂƪaɰUϠÜɘΥϝƏ
ύϞ(ų#.Aaƻ͡4]CBϠƲūaǳČʾD29̂ɌϠ˦ 3 ŘGʱ΄éʨH 1.6 D̲;ˉ#9
̰̣͛ēGÀďɗƊH̷`C#7G9UϠȷćD͠4̰͛ 700 ͛˜ƴG̦Ʀ˾Èȡ@ɪŘ 1~2
ņ(Ή2Ϡ˦ 2 ŘDHȆɘ 1 ȩ˃@̿ȞGΉ̚(Ă9(Ϡ.^HWTaǈC#A̙%?#]
ɪŘϠʵƄʭ«ȩɁÆĸȥ'[ȩɁÆ(ƙC+?ɧǓAGŰ(Ă]ǸΝ@Hş˱«͋͛H
ΡǤ2C#ȩɁÆGɫʨH 43.2% 36.7% 42.3%Aȋ˛2Ϡ45%˜ƴ"^IħăA̙%?#]
ʠƊGƕȗăΤGƄʭ(ų4*C#Z$DϠǸΝ@Hȡ˵ϠƥƄ˵CB@ļͦʭ( 10 ņa%
C#Z$D2?#]ʪ˵HăΤ(ų+ΡǤ(ξ2+Ϡ˦ 3 ŘHɫʨ(WWϙ4*9Aǔ`^]
ƼćHϠZ\̦ăGƕȗăΤDƑˉ29ȂƗaɰU]ŰVų'<9(Ϡ3 Ř˃DHϠųăΤ«ų͋
͛Gq¥¬@0R1RCÆA͎ͤ@)].AaȽǄ«͔á4]Ű(ų'<9
æů͠˜ϠĮů͠˜Ϡ7GÊϝyp˨ϞGɫʨDHɪŘ̯Ǥ4]ļͦʭ'[HϠ£ed
©qG͏̐Hæů͠˜Gȫ+'[ǎ́Ϡd¬©qHŵƄGȜ̠ǐȻGȭˏCĮů͠˜GƄʭŇ)A

#<9ŰV̞'^](ϠŵƄεD&,]ΓͻɲƊΖ˜H̿μ@ųɝC9UϠɛDHɲU'F]
ϝǨɌϞ
Ăƪʨ 95%(2010, 2011)ϠȆɘŲGƄ̘ȱί(ϝ1 Βί@Ϟ28.4ϝȷŵ 120ϠȷƘ 3Ϟȱί(2011)
A#$ȞƂHϠɁƄGƄů͠˜G¬~AɫO?V)`U?ϙ+Ϡų+Gļͦʭ(9#Nbēa÷
^?Ļ\̀b@#].Aa˒2?#]p£y GPA V 3.8 ďǆA(2010, 2011))`U?ϙ#
ϝ͔áϞ
¨¬pw¡Gø̪ʾ͔áHϠ˦ 1 ŘH 4.72ϝȷ× 1~ȷϙ 5ϞAΖʝɮŌ:<9(Ϡ˦ 2Ϡ3
ŘHAVD 4.43 D̲;ˉ#9
́˺ĉG͔á(2011)Hd¬©q 4.70 DƔ2?Ϡ£ed©q 4.43ϠƄ̘ǨɌG̦Ʀ͔áV
Ȝ̡GˋͨAǲ̣ 4.41 DƔ2?Ϡ7GÊGˋͨǲ̣H#5^V 4.0 ďǆAϠAVDd¬©qD
ΰ4]͔á(ϙ+C<?#]Àď͡Ɏ@H£ed©qDȽǄ4]̚GP$(WWų#(ϠÀǆ
͔á@H4].^HϠƄʭHd¬©qD=#?ƄMG(ćU?G9UAȋʋ@)]
(Ɂȵ 17~25, 50~55 ¬x)

3¬2@K tf

Í²Ϡļͦʱ2΄SD͐0^9ǒğGĝɡϝ¨¬pw¡NGȽǄϞ
'[#+='ƹʯ4]
2011 cd
«ƖɈH¸ş@ȩɁ͛GȜƩDC\9#G@ϠȜ̡G̣ēaͿD=,9#(1–1Ϣȡ˵«ĮůϠ¸ş)
«H3U?Gşημ͙NGǴ˞(³Ȉʯ@Ϡ̰͛GÜȡ̣ēaϙU9#(2–4. ƥƄ˵«Įů, e©wc)
«˘H©q£w@HşŕˍɳmyήʺʭʮÓ˓DŢͶƄ̚A2?ġU?#?Ϡ¦¬ W¦|©a
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ʏî2C,^IC[C#.A(ų#7G9UϠ.G¨¬pw¡@̰͛G£ed©qWʺ̹G̣ē
aϙU9#(3–3Ϣʪ˵«æůϠ©q£w)
«ȯưygh¬©@şηƄÓDĵĕ2ϠŲşG˙Ƅ̚AÃɽ2?A?Vɚ2'<9(Ϡ̦ăGˎˠaÊÆ
DŇ,?ʺ̹4]ȥɷaƄIC,^IAʹǡ29(3–5Ϣʪ˵«æůϠȩɁ)
«Çư 2 ȸ˩ɸŵƄ'[ UC ¬p¤¬NɼΛ0^Ϡj©¬Ϡ}£t¶õʭG TA ˎæÓa͂Ƅ4
]ɡÓaǈ9ƖɈGŵƄȜŐaU14ŵƄεʭA2?ϠȜ̡GW\ȥaƄM4I[2#ɡÓ:<9.
G¨¬pw¡@̦ăG̣ēa0[DϙU9#(4–2Ϣȡ˵«ĮůϠȩɁ)
«˘HÑɘ'[ŵƄDǫ<9Įů͠˜Ƅʭ@ϠÑɘ(ƄʭDȽǄ4].AAϠƄʭ(ŵƄ@ͿD=,].A
GίDoaǡ3?#]ƕάGˋͨHĂʺʗDΖ*5ϠÑɘHīɘʭDtr¬w¡©ϠĒΐ
ʾǔ̙ϠǱĈʾǔ̙ϠŒύ͉ɲŤǔ̙CBϠĉGyn¥aɰU?#].^[HΎƬϠƄʭG)`U?ļ
ĝʾĆϗAH',ν^9Ϡ̦ǅʾCǔ̙ɝƸ'[GSʭR^].GoaťU]9UDϠ˘Hƕ
άʾCȜ̡Găɋ¬¥Ϡǔ̙ɝƸϠëʪaɻʯ4]ȥɷaͿD=,9#(5–3ϢƥƄ˵«ĮůϠȩɁ)
«.G 5 ȸϠτşGƄÓDĵĕ2?Ϡʺ̹̣ēGΣ́ǖaƻ+ǡ39Ȝ%]G(±ǭCÆHʺ̹V±ǭ:
Aǔ$7GP'ϠĉGΠƜϠĉGşGÆAˋ\ń#ϠȤ2#ķÆaÜ].AVȽǄ2?#](6–1. Ħ«
ĮůϠĿʌ)
«˘HɏϒůϒǨƕάƄɐGȜƩDC\9#ɏϒůͲɒG9UGϙƴCƕάȜ̡H"](ϠȜƩDC]D
HϠ7^:,@H³ħă@Ϡ£ed©qWʺ̹ϠȜ̡G̣ēCBȜϒϝ¤£¥c¬ϞVͿD=,C
,^IC[C#(6–5Ϣy¬ɏϒƄ«æůϠȩɁ)
«˘H~e@Ƅů͠˜GȜƩa 5 ưW<?#9̰͛@GȜ̡́ϗHC#(Ϡ.G¨¬pw¡@ƄM.
AH~e@Vǒʯ@)]Aǔ$R9ϠĤŵGƄʭA2?Ϡ̰͛@ʺ̹29\Ϡͤȡaȵ#9\4]ǎ́
("\Ϡ7G9UDVǂDˢ=(H–4Ϣɯʮ«ĮůϠ~e)
2010 cd
«Įů͠˜a˿%9[ϠƕάωŦGˎˠDĕ%?ϠrcGŵƄ@Ȝ̠Dƚ)9#˘HȜ̡DǜʝaV<
?#](Ϡ.^R@ɤ̓GȜ̡ ¦¬©qaļ,9.AHC#7.@ϠͦƩA2?ǨĔ4]9UDǎ
́Cyn¥aͿD=,9#(1–5ϢʦĦ«ĮůϠrc)
«˘H˲şGŵƄεaæ¾29(ϠƄ̸ͤȡGȵ)ȥaV<AƄIC,^IC[C#V<AĚɌʾCȜ̡
ȥɷa̙ƒ29#(2–1Ϣȡ˵«æůϠȩɁ)
«R5Ƅ̸̰͛G̣ēaȖœ29#ɷƄ@V<Aɘ̑a±-]9UD̰͛G̣ēH)`U?Σ́ƄŒD
ǐG"]ƄʭAˋ\ń<?̦ăaĘR2ϠÆίΰâG ¨¬paÜ\9#(3–2Ϣȡ˵«æůϠ¸ş)
«̰͛GÜȡ̣ēGŇ±:,@C+ϠV<AͤʪʾD̙%ϠV<AȭˏD̦ăGǟ͂W̙%aÊÆD̰͛@
̹ʩ@)]Z$DC\9#(3–5Ϣȡ˵«æůϠĿʌ)
«Įů͠˜a˿%9[ϠŵƄGȜ̠@ð+.ADΰǍ("]ϝėȜDǒğ29#Ϟ
2'2ÇGA._˘HȜ
̡Gyn¥HC#.^H#=V˘GǍΡ@Ϡ.G¨¬pw¡@7^(ǈ[^].AaȽǄ4](4–3Ϣ
ƥƄ˵«ĮůϠxc)
«æů«Įů͠˜a˿%9[Ϡ¹D̰͛aÝ$e©~¬w¡¥t¬yG"]ŵƄ@Ȝ̠Dƚ)9#.
G¨¬pw¡Hͤȡaȵ+̣ēGŇ±AϠȜƩA2?Ǵϗ³ͺaöȺ4]© a´%?+^]
(6–3ϢƥƄ˵«æůϠ£x¥)

(Ɂȵ 26~38, 55~67, 79~103 ¬x)

3¬3@gE

±͐GA&\Ϡ͔áGȞêH)`U?ϙ#Í²Ϡ͐·ƸG͔áa#+='ƹʯ4]
2011 cd
«¸şÆƄʭA2?Ϡc¤lGõʭGȆɘaļ,]GHH3U?:<97GȆɘȥɷH¸şWȩɁGõ
ʭAHR<9+Ι<9V<AVΣ́CįͫHϠq¥¬GÊGƄʭA9+0b͎ͤ(@)9.AÊG
ƄʭAGtr¬w¡©DZ\ϠZ\ų+Gˋͨ(ǈ[^9(1–1)
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«ȜƩDHƄʭAGΰâaþʐD4]Æίʾ̣ē(A?VŵÀC.AaƄb:¤©õʭAu¤õʭ
(ƄʭGǟ͂W̙%DƔǒ4]W\ȥDǡΩaļ,9˘VƖɈŅ3Z$D@)9[Aǔ$¨¬pw¡
GďHϠŵƄȜŐDC]̦åB._'Ϡ̙%V2C'<9(ϠÇHV<Aʏî(@)9Aǡ3ϠŵƄ
ȜŐDC\9#Aǔ$Z$DC<97^H.G¨¬pw¡(Ϡ˘9;(˄ς4]ŒύDB$Ɣā2
9[##'ϠˋͨAyn¥a´%?+^9'[:(1–2Ϣȡ˵«æůϠȩɁ)
«¨¬pw¡GşηʾCοŜɮD¨p¨p29ȵ+.AHȜ%].AϠA#$̳͋(V<AVįͫʾ
:<9u¤õʭ(ȷǆDϠ.G¨¬pw¡GͶH¬p¤¬DĖ[C#A͋<9G@Ϡ̦å(
`#9(2–2ϢƥƄ˵«ĮůϠȩɁ)
«d¬©qA£ed©qD=#?9+0bƄb:̦ăGŵƄD&,]ŵÆȞȆɘGŒύDɮ>)Ϡ
ɁƼD.^aȖœ29#Aǔ$̦ăGŵƄḌĝʾƄ̘aƲU9#(5–2Ϣʪ˵«ĮůϠl©xc)
«V<AVáê("<9GHϠ̩ĿD±(]ďDϠ¤©õʭAu¤õʭGZ$DϠèGˋͨ:,@
C+ϠƄʭDƔ4]Ǐ̛ϠȝǟϠǠϠåόϠåʯaV;ϠɚͩDɴ<?c¤aÃ%]ȷ±GͶG
j¬©yaͿD=,]ǎ́("]AƄb:.AɁƼDǨʜ29Æ(BGZ$D̷ĝ4]'Ƅb:
(5–3)
«ŵƄȜŐDȽǄ0^].AD=#?͂Ύ2(ǈ[^9¨¬pw¡a˿%?ϠʮɘGˎˠ̠Z\VϠ
Ȝ̡̠D=#?ˆĐD̙%]Z$DC<9(6–2ϢĦ«ĮůϠxel)
2010 cd
ϝ1.ø̪ʾįͫϞ
«¨¬pw¡HίΙ#C+˃ɞaΘǨ29! ¬H9#NbĢǿʾ@Ϡ˽ΠR@Z+ͪͤ0^?#]
ͦƩAy~H4O?GƄʭDƔ2?A?V͇Ą@ėēaǝ2RC'<9(1–3. ʪ˵«Įů, d¤
©)
«4I[2#{¬:<9ȷćHȆɘD=#?#,]'ǍΡ:<9(ϠõʭGė͋DǇ<?{¬a
ɚ2TZ$D29Ȇɘa˿%?ϠΘǨǡDʍ90^?#]9+0bG.AaƄO?$^2#Ǎ'[
ǡͧ(2–2Ϣʪ˵ϠæůϠȩɁ)
«¨¬pw¡HŵǨĔ:<9ȆɘGW\ȥϠ͎ͤGW\ȥ(ɚ2'<9ƖɈŵƄȜŐDC]9UD
BbCʏî(ǎ́'Ϡų+aƄb:(3–1Ϣȡ˵«ĮůϠix )
«õʭ9;H¨¬pw¡GƇʫCƗ)ǭ@Ϡ.GÉÀGɁʟGƋÞ:(4–1. ƥƄ˵«æů, t§©c)
«¨¬pw¡H4I[2+Ϡɺ̐0^?ϠZ+̀̓0^?#9ȩɁ@H.bCȆɘDĵĕ29.AH
C#ìŵCõʭ9;AʥͿʾC TA (.GȆɘa4I[2#ǡĝʾCVGD2?#]ļͦʭGůɮV
ϙ#&'-@˘VW]ɮ(Ă?Ϡ4O?Dǁφaļ,9(5–4ϢĦ«ĮůϠȩɁ)
«4I[2#şDƫ<9[̦ăGŵƄ@VW<?S9#(6–1ϢƥƄ˵«æůϠ©q£w)
«Įů͠˜GH3UD.G¨¬pw¡aA<?#^IZ'<9.GȆɘHd¬©qA£ed©
qGyn¥:,@C+ϠˎˠAƄ̘Gyn¥aȜ%?+^](6–6ϢƥƄ˵«ĮůϠe©wc)
ϝ3.̘<9.A@áêGϙ#.AϞ
«4O?GΠă(ͰΣ˘(j©¬Ϡ}£t¶õʭGZ$CZ#ȜƩ:<9[Ϡit¬¨¬pw¡
a̷<?Ϡ̘<9.AaÎίGƄʭDÔ%9#d¬©qaƄʭ«ȜƩĸȥGˢŬ'[ʪ͉29
.A(ʠDȹˀ(1–3)
«w£yW͔áŨʏGÜ\ȥ:,@C+ϠͦƩGǢƴaƄb:ͦƩHƄʭDÚ'a´%Ϡ˃ɞaΘǨ4
]9UDy aƛ+4.A(@)]AϠȖU?ɮ>#9.^H&7[+Ȝ̡GɁͶ:_$(Ϡų+G
ͦƩHǑ^?#](2–2)
«ʩÌGȜ̡őƄϠŵÆȞ̗ͦGΕŕϠȆɘGC'@ͷ.]0R1RCëʪŒύNGƔǒϠ¸ͿGʕ#w£
yGȵ)ȥCBaƄb:(3–1)
«q¥¬Üɘ(A?VͰΣȷ˿§xhp HϠ̦ăG̙%aRAUϠƕάGΙ$ÊÆDŇ,?ʺ̹4
]ʗ@ͰΣ(3–5)
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«̀̓ʾDð+.AϠȭˏ«ùɤ@"].AϠƄʭG¬za̙%].AϠȜ̡wy(űģ2ϠƄ̘Ζ
˜HȜƩ'[ƄʭNGȥΎ̷@HC+GȥŇV̙Ǥ2C,^IC[C#.AaƄb:(4–1)
ϝ4.ŵƄȜŐDC]9UDǂDˢ<9'ϥϞ
«.GȆɘG&'-@ϠŵƄGȜ̠Dǒğ4]̦å(=#9ƖɈó^9ȜƩDC]9UϠ..aĂʺʗA
2?̦ăGW\ȥaÜ\9#(1–5)
«ŵƄȜŐGÉÀGξ20(ă'<9Ȝ̡̣ēaŇ±06Ϡ̣ĝʾCƄ̘§{yaÜ]ǭɷaƄb:
̶̟D=#?̙%].AϠȭˏC˃ɞa͒Ɗ2?Ȇɘa͍͒4].AGΣ́ǖaƄb:(4–1)
«B;['A#%IǂDˢ<9ŵƄȜŐDɰU[^]̣ēH˲şAȩɁ@4.2ʸC]Z$Dǔ$2'
27^VƖɈHű`]:_$.GȆɘ@ϠBbC̣ēaͿD=,]O)'Ϡɮ>+.A(@)9(5–4)
ϝ5.ʠDǂDˢ=ΠăϞ
« Ȇɘ¸Gɻĝ(A?Vǂˢ<9ÊGƄʭGǟ͂a̞)Ϡ̦ăG̙%aħăD̹ʩ4]GHA?V9#N
b:<9(ϠěɮaĂ2?ϠίΙ#aǘ^5̰͛a͖4Z$DC<9ų+GşGƄʭA͖6?Ʊ6(2–2)
« ȷ˿§xhp (4I[2'<97^HɁʟGŵƄʭɻGw¦¬w¡©:<9ϝÊÆGÉÀDt
© 2ϠÊÆGǱĈDǒ%]Ϟ
(3–1)
« Əύ(A?VǂDˢ<9̦ăG̙%aRAU]9U¨¬pw¡@Ƅb:4O?GɛǓaĊʯ29
(4–1)
« d¬©q@V£ed©q@VϠR5̶̟D=#?̙%]O).AaƄb:.^HA?VǂDˢ=
(4–2ϢƥƄ˵«ĮůϠ¸ş)
« Ȇɘ¸Gɻĝ(ʠDǂDˢ<9˘HćUG$;Hʺ͋65Ϡ͎ͤD˟əʾDĵĕ2C'<9(ϠȷǆD
HŔb@͎ͤDĵĕ2ϠZ\ų+Ǵϗ(@)9(5–2Ϣʪ˵«ĮůϠ¸ş)
« Ȇɘ¸Gɻĝ(ʠDȹˀȆɘ¸Gq¥¬ÜɘGΣ́ǖDɮ>#9ͦƩHȆɘΕŕDWW̯ę2?#
9(Ϡq¥¬ÜɘGƄ̘ĚɌH̗ͦZ\Vȭ['Dŵ)#(5–4)
« ʺƝ±şGŵƄȜŐaǼ#?.G§q£Dĵĕ06?P2#(6–1)
ϝ6.Ȗœ@)]ʗϞ
« &ȰaϑOC([͎ͤ4]ϝ¨¬n©q£©ϞGV##'V2^C#(1–3)
« ĵĕ̚GȞaŮW2Ϡ@)]:,ų+GƄʭ(Ǚǚaļ,[^]Z$D2?P2#ĭÖ=)DC<9G
H##̙%(1–5)
« Ƚίa 7 ȩD4]'Ϡ1 ȩ 4 tD2?ϠV<A9+0bȆɘaļ,9#(2–1)
« ȩ˜DV$ƙ2Û̼(P2#ƏύHͰΣ:(ϠÊGȆɘV"<?ŴH 2~3 ȱί2'ˇ^C'<9(2–2)
« Ȇɘ¸G˘͛DHV<Aĳ2+Ɣǒ29P$(Z#(3–1)
« ȡ˵Aǒʯ˙ƄaĉD29P$(Z#(3–1)
« d¬©qGΠăHŵƄȜŐDC\9#Aǔ$Įů͠˜GƄʭDA<?ϝ̰͛(³ǈǭ@VϞA?VΣ
́CG@ϠȩɁ͛GȆɘV̷$O):Aǔ$(3–3Ϣʪ˵«ĮůϠȩɁ)
« d¬©qA£ed©qaĉGȆɘD29P$(Z#(3–4Ϣȡ˵«æůϠe£©)
« ȆɘøÙakDȔ<?Ϡǉ̘DÝ%]Z$D2?V[%9[ǂDˢ=:_$(4–2)
« ȆɘGΠ@VϠƄȽ¸D2?V[%9["\(9#(4–3)
« q¥¬a¸@ű%9\ϠΙ<9ƕάăΤG©¬a÷^9\4]AϠăΤa%9ǟ͂Ãȏ@e©
y¦¬w¡©(ǈ[^?ǂDˢ=(5–2)
« TA GȜ%ȥ(ÆDZ<?'C\Ι$G@Ϡq¥¬ί@ TA (ÃÌ4]A0R1RC~eGȜ%ȥa
́ϗ@)?ǂDˢ=(5–4)
« ¬ ¤c¥aʈ[2?ȆɘaŮW29P$(Z#(6–2ϢƥƄ˵«æůϠ£x¥)
« ȩɁÆƄʭ(V<Aǒğ4]A##̦ăHďŘĵĕ29ķÆ'[̞#9˘GȜȆH.G¨¬pw¡
D=#?ˋ[C'<9(6–4ϢƥƄ˵«ĮůϠȩɁ)
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ϝ7.7GÊϞ
« ΖĴGPFFĵĕ̚à̓ģ2Ϡ
d¬©qA£ed©qD=#?Ȥ2#ͲȢa¬¥@Ί]AZ#
A)B) 1 ȩGκR\a̷#Ϡ7GǆŵƄ@BGZ$Dͮʥ2?#]'Ϡ́ϗaúȹ29#(1–1Ϣɯʮ«
æůϠmec)
« Ƅ̘G ¬u¥ve©D=#?Έĕ4]AZ#(1–3)
« ÊŵƄGƄʭDV.GͰΣCɡÓa´%?#9:#?ǡͧ7^VʘȢAHϘ)(2–1)
« .G¨¬pw¡HʵƄʭ9;Dtr¬w¡©Aǟ͂ÃȏG£ j¬aȎß29.^
HĤɿΗŵƄGşηģGȋΓDǂˢ=(3–2)
« ļͦʭGĪȞHȩɁÆD29P$(Z#(5–4)
2009 cd
ϝ1.̘<9.A@áêGϙ#.AϞ
« Ȝ̡'[Ƅ̘NGʙʗG˛ĝ(1)
« w£yW͔áŨʏGÜ\ȥϠëʪŒύϠŵÆȞȆɘGW\ȥϠƄÓʺ̹NGʱ2΄SϠ́˷Ϡl¬¦
~¬CB(2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 13, 14)
« q¥¬Üɘ@úDð)ϠÂ#GΰâaÜ]W\ȥ(4)
« Ȇɘ͍͒@HƄʭGƄKGŇ±Ϡ£ed©q@H͞SǭNGΡǤ(Σ́C.A(5)
« ¨¬pw¡ŤGȆɘGW\ȥ(11)
« Chickering A Gamson GƄů͠˜Ȝ̡D&,]Z#Ļ̀G®=GĲč(14, 15)
« ųȡģʾϠήȘʾϠĸȥŇʾϠƶ͒ʾCƘq¥¬Üɘ(16, 17)
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Preparing Future Faculty:
An Introduction to Teaching and Writing for Graduate Students
By lecturers from the University of California, Berkeley
4. Statistics on the PFF Workshops 2009, 2010 & 2011 n
4–1. Participants’ Profile (2009~2011) HD>
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4–3. Attendance, Grades & Work Hours
Table 1. Attendance ?\Nl2lª%«
2011

2010

15 sessions

28 (75.7%)

23 (76.7%)

14 sessions

4 (10.8%)

3 (10.0%)

13 sessions

2 (5.4%)

2 (6.7%)

less than 13 sessions

3 (8.1%)

2 (6.7%)

average attendance

96.6%

96.2%

Table 2. Grades dA[,GPA
2011
Grades

2010

students

registered *

students

31 (83.8%)

25 (83.3%)

25 (89.3%)

21 (95.5%)

3: Very Good <

5 (13.5%)

4 (13.3%)

1 (3.6%)

0 (0.0%)

2: Good 

1 (2.7%)

1 (3.3%)

2 (7.1%)

1 (4.5%)

1: Fair J

0 (0.0%)

0 (0.0%)

0 (0.0%)

0 (0.0%)

0: Failure /J

0 (0.0%)

0 (0.0%)

0 (0.0%)

0 (0.0%)

4: Excellent 

No Grade 9

registered *

2

class GPA

3.81

3.80

3.82

3.91

* registered as a graduate course ST¥= gwX:
Table 3. gwRTq¤

Average ^P

Largest rS

Smallest rV

28.4

120

3

Q2b: Total Hours for Homework (2011)

4–4. Exit Survey (from the Evaluation Form) 1b9+-
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K9ªT{¬Tu]/@¨«
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㪫㪼㪸㪺㪿㫀㫅㪾
㪮㫉㫀㫋㫀㫅㪾
㪪㫄㪸㫃㫃㩷㪾㫉㫆㫌㫇㩷㪻㫀㫊㪺㫌㫊㫊㫀㫆㫅㫊
㪧㫉㪼㫊㪼㫅㫋㪸㫋㫀㫆㫅㫊
㪜㫅㪾㫃㫀㫊㪿㩷㪺㫆㫄㫄㫌㫅㫀㪺㪸㫋㫀㫆㫅
㪚㫉㫆㫊㫊㪄㪻㫀㫊㪺㫀㫇㫃㫀㫅㪸㫉㫐㪃㩷㪺㫉㫆㫊㫊㪄㪺㫌㫃㫋㫌㫉㪸㫃
㪪㫐㫄㫇㫆㫊㫀㫌㫄㩷㩽㩷㪪㫇㪼㪺㫀㪸㫃㩷㪣㪼㪺㫋㫌㫉㪼

㪉㪌
㪊㪈
㪈㪇
㪉㪇
㪉㪋
㪋
㪈㪇

㪉㪇㪅㪉㩼
㪉㪌㪅㪇㩼
㪏㪅㪈㩼
㪈㪍㪅㪈㩼
㪈㪐㪅㪋㩼
㪊㪅㪉㩼
㪏㪅㪈㩼
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19.4%

3.2%

8.1%

20.2%
25%

8.1%
16.1%
Teaching
Writing
Small group discussions
Presentations
English communication
Cross-disciplinary, cross-cultural communicat...
Symposium & Special Lecture

4–5. Clicker Questionnaires at the PFF Workshop 2010

㪧㪸㫉㫋㫀㪺㫀㫇㪸㫅㫋㫊㩾㩷㫉㪼㫊㫇㫆㫅㫊㪼㩷㫋㫆㩷㫋㪿㪼㩷㫈㫌㪼㫊㫋㫀㫆㫅㫅㪸㫀㫉㪼㫊㩷㪸㫋㩷㫋㪿㪼㩷㪚㫃㫆㫊㫀㫅㪾㩷㫊㪼㫊㫊㫀㫆㫅㩷㫆㪽㩷㫋㪿㪼㩷㪧㪝㪝㩷㪮㫆㫉㫂㫊㪿㫆㫇㩷㫀㫅㩷㪡㫌㫃㫐㩷㪉㪇㪈㪇
㩿㩹㪧㪸㫉㫋㫀㪺㫀㫇㪸㫅㫋㫊㩹㩷㫀㫅㪺㫃㫌㪻㪼㩷㪪㫋㫌㪻㪼㫅㫋㫊㪃㩷㪫㫌㫋㫆㫉㫊㩷㪸㫅㪻㩷㪦㪹㫊㪼㫉㫍㪼㫉㫊㩷㫆㪽㩷㫋㪿㪼㩷㪮㫆㫉㫂㫊㪿㫆㫇㪀
㪈㪅㪀㩷㩷㪮㪿㫀㪺㪿㩷㫊㪼㫊㫊㫀㫆㫅㫊㩷㫎㪼㫉㪼㩷㫄㫆㫉㪼㩷㫌㫊㪼㪽㫌㫃㪆㫀㫅㫋㪼㫉㪼㫊㫋㫀㫅㪾㩷㪽㫆㫉㩷㫐㫆㫌㪖
㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩿㪪㪼㫃㪼㪺㫋㩷㫅㫆㫋㩷㫄㫆㫉㪼㩷㫋㪿㪸㫅㩷㪋㩷㫀㫋㪼㫄㫊㪀
㪦㫇㪼㫅㫀㫅㪾
㪫㪼㪸㪺㪿㫀㫅㪾㩷㩿㫍㫆㫅㩷㪟㫆㪼㫅㪼㪀
㪮㫉㫀㫋㫀㫅㪾㩷㩿㪪㫆㫉㪸㪺㪺㫆㪀
㪞㫉㫆㫌㫇㩷㪻㫀㫊㪺㫌㫊㫊㫀㫆㫅㫊
㪪㫇㪼㪺㫀㪸㫃㩷㫃㪼㪺㫋㫌㫉㪼㩷㩿㪬㪛㪣㪀
㪪㫐㫄㫇㫆㫊㫀㫌㫄㩷㩿㪠㫅㫋㪼㫉㫅㪸㫋㫀㫆㫅㪸㫃㩷㪚㪸㫉㪼㪼㫉
㪧㫉㪼㫊㪼㫅㫋㪸㫋㫀㫆㫅㫊
㪚㫃㫆㫊㫀㫅㪾
㪫㫌㫋㫆㫉㫀㪸㫃㩷㫊㫌㫇㫇㫆㫉㫋
㪦㪽㪽㫀㪺㪼㩷㪿㫆㫌㫉㫊

㪊
㪊㪎
㪊㪋
㪉㪋
㪏
㪎
㪉㪈
㪊
㪈㪈
㪈

㪉㪅㪇㩼
㪉㪋㪅㪏㩼
㪉㪉㪅㪏㩼
㪈㪍㪅㪈㩼
㪌㪅㪋㩼
㪋㪅㪎㩼
㪈㪋㪅㪈㩼
㪉㪅㪇㩼
㪎㪅㪋㩼
㪇㪅㪎㩼

㪈
㪈
㪊
㪉㪇
㪈㪏

㪉㪅㪊㩼
㪉㪅㪊㩼
㪎㪅㪇㩼
㪋㪍㪅㪌㩼
㪋㪈㪅㪐㩼

14.1%

2% 7.4% 0.7% 2%

4.7%

24.8%

22.8%

5.4%
16.1%
Opening
Teaching (von Hoene)
Writing (Soracco)
Group discussions
Special lecture (UDL)
Symposium (International Career Development)
Presentations
Closing
Tutorial support
Office hours

㪉㪅㪀㩷㩷㪦㫍㪼㫉㪸㫃㫃㩷㫉㪸㫋㫀㫅㪾㩷㫆㪽㩷㫋㪿㪼㩷㫇㫉㫆㪾㫉㪸㫄
㪧㫆㫆㫉
㪝㪸㫀㫉
㪞㫆㫆㪻
㪭㪼㫉㫐㩷㪞㫆㫆㪻
㪜㫏㪺㪼㫃㫃㪼㫅㫋

2.3% 2.3% 7%

41.9%

46.5%

Poor

Fair

Good

Very Good

Excellent

㪊㪅㪀㩷㩷㪠㪽㩷㫋㪿㪼㫉㪼㩷㫎㫀㫃㫃㩷㪹㪼㩷㫊㪸㫄㪼㩷㫎㫆㫉㫂㫊㪿㫆㫇㪃㩷㫎㫀㫃㫃㩷㫐㫆㫌㩷㪼㫅㪺㫆㫌㫉㪸㪾㪼㩷㫆㫋㪿㪼㫉
㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㫊㫋㫌㪻㪼㫅㫋㫊㩷㫋㫆㩷㫁㫆㫀㫅㩷㫋㪿㪼㩷㫎㫆㫉㫂㫊㪿㫆㫇㪖
㪥㫆㪅
㪰㪼㫊㪅
㪰㪼㫊㪃㩷㪼㪸㪾㪼㫉㫃㫐㪅

㪉
㪈㪊
㪉㪐

29.6% 4.6%

㪋㪅㪍㩼
㪉㪐㪅㪍㩼
㪍㪌㪅㪐㩼

65.9%

No.

Yes.

Yes, eagerly.

㪋㪅㪀㩷㩷㪛㫆㩷㫐㫆㫌㩷㫎㪸㫅㫋㩷㫋㫆㩷㫁㫆㫀㫅㩷㫆㫋㪿㪼㫉㩷㫋㫐㫇㪼㫊㩷㫆㪽㩷㫇㫉㫆㪾㫉㪸㫄㫊㩷㫊㫌㪺㪿㩷㪸㫊㵺㪖
㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩿㪪㪼㫃㪼㪺㫋㩷㪸㫃㫃㩷㫋㪿㪸㫋㩷㪸㫇㫇㫃㫐㪀
㪜㪄㪣㪼㪸㫉㫅㫀㫅㪾㩷㫊㫐㫊㫋㪼㫄
㪚㫃㫀㪺㫂㪼㫉㩷㫊㫐㫊㫋㪼㫄
㪡㪸㫇㪸㫅㪼㫊㪼㩷㫎㫉㫀㫋㫀㫅㪾
㪡㪸㫇㪸㫅㪼㫊㪼㩷㪺㫆㫄㫄㫌㫅㫀㪺㪸㫋㫀㫆㫅
㪬㫅㫀㫍㪼㫉㫊㪸㫃㩷㪛㪼㫊㫀㪾㫅㩷㪽㫆㫉㩷㪣㪼㪸㫉㫅㫀㫅㪾

㪉㪏
㪈㪎
㪈㪌
㪈㪐
㪉㪏

㪉㪍㪅㪉㩼
㪈㪌㪅㪐㩼
㪈㪋㪅㪇㩼
㪈㪎㪅㪏㩼
㪉㪍㪅㪉㩼

26.2%

26.2%
14%

15.9%

17.8%
E-Learning system
Clicker system
Japanese writing
Japanese communication
Universal Design for Learning
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㪧㪸㫉㫋㫀㪺㫀㫇㪸㫅㫋㫊㩾㩷㫉㪼㫊㫇㫆㫅㫊㪼㩷㫋㫆㩷㫋㪿㪼㩷㫈㫌㪼㫊㫋㫀㫆㫅㫅㪸㫀㫉㪼㩷㫆㫅㩷㫋㪿㪼㩷㪧㪝㪝㩷㪮㫆㫉㫂㫊㪿㫆㫇㩷㫀㫅㩷㪤㪸㫉㪺㪿
㪈㪅㪀㩷㩷㪥㪸㫋㫀㫆㫅㪸㫃㫀㫋㫐
㪡㪸㫇㪸㫅
㪘㫊㫀㪸㪃㩷㪦㪺㪼㪸㫅㫀㪸
㪘㫄㪼㫉㫀㪺㪸
㪜㫌㫉㫆㫇㪼
㫄㫆㫆㫅

㪈㪋
㪈㪈
㪋
㪊
㪊

㪋㪇㩼
㪊㪈㪅㪋㪊㩼
㪈㪈㪅㪋㪊㩼
㪏㪅㪌㪎㩼
㪏㪅㪌㪎㩼

11.4%

8.6%

8.6%

40%

31.4%

Japan

Asia,Oceania

America

Europe

moon

㪉㪅㪀㩷㩷㪘㪽㪽㫀㫃㫀㪸㫋㫀㫆㫅
㪤㪸㫊㫋㪼㫉㩷㪺㫆㫌㫉㫊㪼
㪛㫆㪺㫋㫆㫉㩷㪺㫆㫌㫉㫊㪼
㪧㫆㫊㫋㩷㪛㫆㪺㫋㫆㫉㪸㫃㩷㪽㪼㫃㫃㫆㫎
㪫㪼㪸㪺㪿㪼㫉
㪦㫋㪿㪼㫉㫊

㪌
㪈㪐
㪋
㪍
㪉

㪈㪊㪅㪏㪐㩼
㪌㪉㪅㪎㪏㩼
㪈㪈㪅㪈㪈㩼
㪈㪍㪅㪍㪎㩼
㪌㪅㪌㪍㩼

16.7% 5.6%

13.9%

11.1%
52.8%
Mastercourse

Doctorcourse

PostDoctoralfellow

Teacher

Others

㪊㪅㪀㩷㩷㪮㪿㫀㪺㪿㩷㫃㪼㪺㫋㫌㫉㪼㩷㫎㪸㫊㩷㫋㪿㪼㩷㫌㫊㪼㪽㫌㫃㩷㩷㪽㫆㫉㩷㫐㫆㫌㪖㩷㩿㫊㪼㫃㪼㪺㫋㩷㪸㫃㫃㩷㫋㪿㪸㫋㩷㪸㫇㫇㫃㫐㪀
㪦㫇㪼㫅㫀㫅㪾㩷㫊㪼㫊㫊㫀㫆㫅
㪧㪸㫅㪼㫃㩷㪛㫀㫊㪺㫌㫊㫊㫀㫆㫅
㪫㪼㪸㪺㪿㫀㫅㪾
㪮㫉㫀㫋㫀㫅㪾
㪧㫉㪼㫊㪼㫅㫋㪸㫋㫀㫆㫅
㪮㪼㫃㪺㫆㫄㪼㩷㫇㪸㫉㫋㫐

㪈㪉
㪉㪇
㪊㪋
㪊㪉
㪊㪈
㪐

㪏㪅㪎㪇㩼
㪈㪋㪅㪋㪐㩼
㪉㪋㪅㪍㪋㩼
㪉㪊㪅㪈㪐㩼
㪉㪉㪅㪋㪍㩼
㪍㪅㪌㪉㩼

22.5%

6.5%

8.7% 14.5%

24.6%

23.2%
Openingsession

PanelDiscussion

Teaching

Writing

Presentation

Welcomeparty

㪋㪅㪀㩷㩷㪠㪽㩷㫋㪿㪼㫉㪼㩷㫎㫀㫃㫃㩷㪹㪼㩷㫊㪸㫄㪼㩷㫎㫆㫉㫂㫊㪿㫆㫇㪃㩷㪻㫆㩷㫐㫆㫌㩷㫎㪸㫅㫋㩷㫋㫆㩷㪼㫅㪺㫆㫌㫉㪸㪾㪼㩷㫆㫋㪿㪼㫉㩷㫊㫋㫌㪻㪼㫅㫋㩷㫋㫆㩷㫁㫆㫀㫅㩷㫋㪿㪼㩷㫎㫆㫉㫂㫊㪿㫆㫇㪖
㪰㪼㫊㪃㩷㪼㪸㪾㪼㫉㫃㫐㪅
㪰㪼㫊
㪥㫆

㪊㪇
㪌
㪉

㪏㪈㪅㪇㪏㩼
㪈㪊㪅㪌㪈㩼
㪌㪅㪋㪈㩼

13.5%

5.4%
81.1%

Yes,eagerly.
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Yes

No

4–5. Clicker Questionnaires at the PFF Workshop 2010
㪌㪅㪀㩷㩷㪛㫆㩷㫐㫆㫌㩷㫎㪸㫅㫋㩷㫋㫆㩷㫁㫆㫀㫅㩷㫆㫋㪿㪼㫉㩷㩷㫇㫉㫆㪾㫉㪸㫄㫊㩷㫊㫌㪺㪿㩷㪸㫊㵺㪖㩷㩷㩿㫊㪼㫃㪼㪺㫋㩷㪸㫃㫃㩷㫋㪿㪸㫋㩷㪸㫇㫇㫃㫐㪀
㪼㪄㪣㪼㪸㫉㫅㫀㫅㪾㩷㫊㫐㫋㪼㫄
㪺㫃㫀㪺㫂㪼㫉㩷㫊㫐㫊㫋㪼㫄
㪡㪸㫇㪸㫅㪼㫊㪼㩷㫎㫉㫀㫋㫀㫅㪾
㪚㫆㫄㫄㫌㫅㫀㪺㪸㫋㫀㫆㫅㩷㫊㫂㫀㫃㫃㩷㫀㫅

㪊㪉
㪉㪈
㪐
㪈㪉

㪋㪊㪅㪉㪋㩼
㪉㪏㪅㪊㪏㩼
㪈㪉㪅㪈㪍㩼
㪈㪍㪅㪉㪉㩼

16.2%
43.2%

12.2%
28.4%

eͲLearningsytem
clickersystem
Japanesewriting
CommunicationskillinJapanese
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Evaluation of the PFF Workshops 2009, 2010 & 2011

(Revised, 30/09/2011)

5–1. PFF Workshop 2011
We are pleased to announce the opening of the third workshop for graduate students who wish to improve
their teaching and writing skills in English.
The workshop will be conducted by Dr. Linda von Hoene, Director of the Graduate Student Instructor
Teaching and Resource Center, University of California, Berkeley (UCB), and Dir. Sabrina Soracco,
Director of the Graduate Division Academic Services, UCB, and will be based on the workshop they practice
at UCB.
This intensive course enables participants to strengthen their teaching skills to allow better expression of
ideas in research writing, and provide a basis for effective teaching skills which is the foundation of a career
in teaching.
Sponsor: Institute for the Advancement of Higher Education, Hokkaido University (HU)
This program is funded by the JSPS Grants-in-Aid for Scientific Research.
Joint-sponsors: Office of International Affairs; Faculty of Fisheries Sciences, HU;
Organization of Liberal Education, University of Tsukuba
Center for the Advancement of Higher Education (CAHE), Tohoku University

Dr. Linda von Hoene
Period:
Place:
Program:
Language:
Cost:
Poster
Requirements
Workshops
Schedule
Teleconferencing
Campus Map

Dir. Sabrina Soracco

July 27 (Wed.)-29 (Fri.), August 1 (Mon.)-2 (Tues.), 2011
Institute for the Advancement of Higher Education (IAHE), HU
See the Syllabus.
English
None
Application
Syllabus
Symposium
Rooms
WelcomeParty
Floor Maps
–9–

5. PFF Workshop 2011

Application
Preliminary application for the workshop: ~ Monday, June 27, 2011 (finished in Sapporo)
Online Application & information: http://ws.high.hokudai.ac.jp/
Contact us: ando@high.hokudai.ac.jp
Requirements
Course Requirements
Participants are expected to attend all sessions, actively participate, and complete all assignments and
projects. Participants will also be expected to evaluate the program upon its completion.
Role of Tutors
Tutors will 1) provide feedback on your written assignments; 2) facilitate small-group discussions in
the workshops; and 3) facilitate the final oral presentations by keeping time and moderating question and
answer period that will follow each presentation. We encourage you all to use this valuable resource. The
instructors will communicate daily with the tutors.
Instructor Office Hours
In the event you have specific questions that cannot be addressed in a workshop, we will be happy to
speak with you in office hours. Instructors encourage each participant to attend office hours at least once
over the five-day period.
FINAL PROJECTS
Each participant will be responsible for two final projects, one on teaching and one on writing. From
each of the categories below (teaching and writing), choose one of the options for your final project.
I. Teaching (choose one of the following):
Option 1: Drawing on what you have learned in the workshops on teaching, create a draft syllabus for a
course you hope to teach as a future faculty member. The syllabus should include a course description,
learning outcomes for the major components of the course, and course policies, As much as possible,
please sketch out possible assignments and readings that coincide with the learning goals for the
sections of the course. On Monday, August 1, 2011, hand in the syllabus.
Option 2: Create a major assignment or project for the course you are designing and a grading rubric for
the assignment. Your write-up should include a description of how you will break the assignment down
into parts throughout the semester so that students will not do all the work at the end of the course. On
Monday, August 1, 2011, hand in the assignment, the description of how you will break the assignment
down over the semester, and the grading rubric.
II. Writing (choose one of the following):
Option 1: Find a call for proposals for a conference at which you would like to give a paper. After
reviewing the guidelines, write up a proposal. Make sure to address all of the criteria in the call for
proposals and include an abstract if one is required. On Monday, August 1, 2011, hand in the call for
proposals, the proposal, and the abstract you have written.
Option 2: Identify a journal that would be a good place to publish your research. Locate and review the
submission guidelines. If you have a completed paper, revise it to ensure it complies with the guidelines
for submission. If you do not have a completed paper, write up an outline of a paper you would submit.
Write a cover letter to accompany the paper or the paper outline. On Monday, August 1, 2011, hand in
the submission guidelines, the paper or paper outline, and the cover letter.
PRESENTATIONS
Presentations based on your final projects will take place in Sessions 13 and 14 on Tuesday, August 2,
2011. In preparation for the presentations, each participant will distribute their final written projects to
group members on Monday, August 1, 2011 (we will tell you on Friday how many copies to bring on
Monday). Your written projects will be read on Monday evening by reviewers from your group prior to
the Tuesday presentations. Reviewers will formulate two questions for the projects they review. Final
presentations will be five minutes long. Following the presentations, reviewers will pose their questions.
Evaluation
Participants and observers will also be expected to evaluate the program upon its completion.
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Syllabus
Course Title
Instructors,
Institutions

Key Words
Course
Objectives

Course Goal

Course
Schedule

Homework
Grading
System

Textbooks
Reading List
Websites

Preparing Future Faculty: An Introduction to Teaching and Writing for Graduate Students
Eijun Senaha, Associate Professor, Graduate School of Letters, HU
Toshiyuki Hosokawa, Professor, Institute for the Advancement of Higher Education, HU
Atsushi Ando, Professor Emeritus, HU
Linda von Hoene, Director, Graduate Student Instructor Teaching and Resource Center,
UCB
Sabrina Soracco, Director, Graduate Division Academic Services, UCB
Teaching Assistant, Syllabi, Grading Rubrics, Academic Writing
To enable graduate students of any discipline to obtain basic skills and knowledge to manage
education and research through effective English communication skills as a foundation for
those considering a career in teaching at the university level. This workshop will introduce
teaching and writing skills by the renowned instructors from UC-Berkley and introduce their
Preparing Future Faculty (PFF) program.
1. Obtain knowledge and skills in teaching as preparation for teaching at the university level.
2. Obtain knowledge and skills as a Teaching Assistant.
3. Obtain skills to write and edit proposals and essays for conferences and academic journals.
4. Obtain knowledge and skills for giving academic presentations, participating in
discussions, and giving peer reviews in English.
5. Acquire the ability to explain the tasks of academic professions.
6. Obtain knowledge and skills as an international, academic professional.
1. Opening: Keynote Speech and Introduction
2. Basics of Teaching
3. Basics of Academic Writing
4. Designing Course Syllabi and Learning Objectives
5. Writing and Submitting Conference Proposals
6. Submitting Articles to International Journals
7. Creating and Using Grading Rubrics
8. Teaching Large Courses
9. Writing Abstracts
10. Professional Standards and Ethics in Teaching
11. Editing and Revising Writing
12. Panel Discussions
13. Student Presentations 1
14. Student Presentations 2
15. Closing: Summary and Closing Address
Preparation for oral presentations and essay writing. Your actual workload (in-class/athome) will be approximately 90 hours before/during/after the course.
Your grade for this course will be based on the following:
1. Class Contribution (33.3%): Attendance and active participation in each workshop. This
includes participation in large- and small-group activities; teamwork and collegiality; and
helping each other learn through peer feedback and scholarly exchange.
2. Course Work (33.3%): Completion of assignments between sessions and use of resources
such as tutorial support and instructor office hours.
3. Final Project and Presentation (33.3%): Written and oral presentations to help you apply
and synthesize what you have learned in the workshops. Details will be provided.
No textbook required. Handouts will be distributed.
TA  /    : 
,
ISBN:4472403366
International Symposium on Professional Development in Higher Education 2009, HU &
University of Tsukuba
Workshop 2009: March 18-24, 2010, HU
Workshop 2010: July 21-27, 2010, HU
GSI Professional Standards and Ethics Online Course, UCB
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Additional
Information

TOEFL 500+ is advised.
30 participants (graduate students) and 10 observers (students, postdoctoral, faculty or staff)
will be accepted for the workshop.
Affiliation with Hokkaido University is not a prerequisite.
Preliminary application for the workshop: Wednesday, June 1 ~ Monday, June 27, 2011
Online Application & information: http://ws.high.hokudai.ac.jp/
Participants will be chosen by lottery if the number exceeds the limit (30).
The approval of participation will be reported individually by Friday, July 1.
* For the HU graduate students this is a credit course in all disciplines (Interdisciplinary
courses for graduate students: Daigakuin Kyotsu Jugyo). The HU graduate students should
register this course through the HU Registration System in April and also complete our
online application in June. When you successfully complete the workshop, you will receive
a grade of 2 credits.
* IAHE will issue a certificate of completion to those who successfully complete the
workshop (HU & non-HU students, observers and tutors).
Contact us: ando@high.hokudai.ac.jp

Workshops
• Linda von Hoene
Session 2. Basics of Teaching
This workshop will address some of the fundamental questions that instructors need to consider as they
begin to teach courses in higher education: who are your students, what are the goals for the course you
will be teaching, how do students learn, and what practices can you use as a teacher to promote and assess
student learning?
Session 4. Designing Course Syllabi and Learning Objectives
This workshop will assist participants in developing courses that focus on student learning rather than
subject matter coverage. Using samples of courses taught at U.S. universities as a point of departure,
participants will identify the components of effective courses and course syllabi and create and map out
learning objectives for a course they would like to design.
Session 7. Creating and Using Grading Rubrics
Grading rubrics are increasingly being used in higher education to grade everything from research
papers to presentations to problem sets. Rubrics enhance learning by making the criteria for grading more
transparent and tying grades to specific learning objectives. They also promote fairness and consistency
and reduce grade challenges from students. In this workshop participants will learn how to use and design
grading rubrics. Sample rubrics from a number of disciplines will be provided.
Session 8. Teaching Large Courses
In this workshop participants will learn basic techniques to promote student learning and engagement in
a large enrollment course. Topics addressed include how to plan a class session, how to make the class
small by incorporating small-group activities, and how to work effectively with TAs in teaching a large
course.
Session 10. Professional Standards and Ethics in Teaching
This workshop will address professional standards, conduct, and ethics that impact teaching and
learning in higher education. Using scenarios, participants will work together to collaboratively generate
solutions and responses to common ethical problems that arise in teaching.
• Sabrina Soracco
Session 3. Basics of Academic Writing
What exactly is academic writing? As a scholar, there are a variety of forms in which you will write
about your research, e.g., grant proposals, short papers, longer seminar papers, articles, book reviews, and
dissertation chapters. How do you learn these different genres? How do you develop the skills necessary
to become a successful academic writer? These are some of the questions that will be addressed in this
workshop.
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Session 5. Writing and Submitting Conference Proposals
In this workshop, participants will review calls for conference proposals to identify what needs to be
included in a successful conference submission. Participants will also have the opportunity to read and
assess conference proposals from the perspective of a reviewer.
Session 6. Submitting Articles to International Journals
This workshop will address the steps scholars need to take to successfully submit papers for
publication. Participants will learn how to identify and contact appropriate journals and understand what
needs to be done at various stages in the process. If time permits, we will also discuss how to respond to
reviewer feedback.
Session 9. Writing Abstracts
In this workshop participants will learn about how various types of abstracts are used in academic
scholarship. Participants will have the opportunity to review samples and identify the elements of an
effective abstract. We will also examine the role abstracts can play in promoting successful academic
writing.
Session 11. Editing and Revising Writing
The goal of this workshop is to introduce participants to the skills of a professional editor for the
purpose of revising and improving one’s own writing. This workshop will cover the following topics: 1)
how a professional editor works with a manuscript; 2) how one can use the techniques of an editor to
revise one’s own writing; and 3) how one can diagnose and avoid common writing errors and weaknesses.
Symposium
Session 12. Symposium: A Roadmap to International Career Development 2011
Eijun Senaha, Ph.D., Graduate School of Letters “HU Career Development Program for Graduate
Students”
Front Office for Human Resource Education and Development (FOHRED) was founded in 2009 for the
HU graduate students in order to help them build career after receiving postgraduate degrees. In this
symposium, I would like to introduce the program’s visions and activities, which are now expanding its
task and focus from science students to every graduate student on HU campus.
Takako Nabeshima, Ph.D., Research Faculty of Media and Communication "How to Do a Field Work:
Training the Social Scientific Point of View to Understand and Analyze a Local Situation”
Training the scientific point of view is important to look for what is the reason for the problems in the
local societies. I explain my experiences of field works in Africa. Field survey brings us an argument to
verify a hypothesis. I hope that students will be honest and scientific professionals for finding the
solutions to their country’s or the international society’s problems.
Harue Ishii, Ph.D., Office of International Affairs “My Career Path: Whatever Will Be, Will Be (Que
Sera, Sera)”
A career path is determined by many factors, including the person’s childhood environment, interests,
aptitudes, values, personality, life e events, job market and coincidence. In search of my career, I have had
many jobs including a tenure-track faculty at a U.S. university. I would like to share what I learned from
my job search processes, teaching experience, tenure evaluation and living in two different cultures.
Q & A will follow.
This Session is open to the public.
Cost: None. Preliminary Application is not necessary.
Date & Time: Monday, August 1, 2011; 15:00-16:25
Place: Institute for the Advancement of Higher Education, HU (Sapporo, N17W8)
Room: Multimedia Education Building, 3rd floor, Auditorium
Welcome Party: July 27, Wed. 18:00-20:00
Building E, 1st floor, E120
Cost: 500 yen from the students
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1,000 yen from the faculty, staff and guests
Schedule
12:00-12:30

Tutorial
Tutorial

10:30-12:00
1:
Opening
4:
H2
7:
H3

Tutorial
Tutorial

10:
H5
13: Presentation1

Tutorial
Tutorial

9:30-10:30
27Wed.

28Thu.
29Fri.
30Sat.
31Sun.
1 Mon.
2 Tue.

Tutorial
Tutorial
Tutorial

13:15-14:45
2:
H1
5:
S2
8:
H4

11:
S5
14: Presentation2

15:00-16:30
3:
S1
6:
S3
9:
S4

16:30-17:30
T Office Hour
T Office Hour
T Office Hour

12:
15:

T Office Hour

Panel
Closing

All
von Hoene
S
Soracco
Office Hours (You can talk with the instructors personally.)
Tutorial Support (You can talk with the tutors personally.)

H
OH
T
Rooms

9:30-10:30
27Wed.

28Thu.
29Fri.
30Sat.
31Sun.
1 Mon.
2 Tue.

E101
E101

E101
N232, etc.

10:30-12:00
12:00-12:30
1:
E301
4:
E101
7:
E101

10:
13:

E101
N232, etc.

13:15-14:45
2:
E101
5:
E101
8:
E101

11:
14:

E101
N232, etc.

15:00-16:30
3:
6:
9:

12:
15:

16:30-17:30
E101
E101
E101

Auditorium
Conference Hall

Place: Institute for the Advancement of Higher Education, HU (Sapporo, N17W8)
Building E, 3rd floor, E301 (Opening)
Building E, 1st floor, E101 (Workshops)
Multimedia Education Building, 3rd floor, Auditorium (Panel Discussions)
Building N, 2nd floor, N232, N233, N234, N243, N244, N245, Building E, 1st floor, E101
(Presentations)
Building E, 1st floor, Conference Hall (Closing)
* Sorry! Rooms are often changed because regular classes are going on now.
* Office Hours and Tutorial Support are held in the same room before/after the workshop.
* Free drinks & computers are available in the room E120 (Building E, 1st floor).
* You can have lunch at the University Cooperative’s cafeteria behind (to the west of) the Multimedia
Education Building. You can find many buffets, cafeterias and restaurants near the Kita 18 jo Subway
Station.
Floor Maps

Campus Map

Live teleconferencing with Hakodate & Indonesia
Place 1: Faculty of Fisheries Sciences, HU (Hakodate, Minato-cho 3-1-1)
Room:
Place 2: Faculty of Agriculture, University of Palangka Raya (Unpar), Indonesia
Room: International Sharing Lecture Room
Online Application & information: http://ws.high.hokudai.ac.jp/
Deadline: Thursday, July 21, 2011 (finished)
Contact address. (Sapporo) E-mail: ando@high.hokudai.ac.jp; FAX: 011-706-7521
(Hakodate) E-mail: takagi@fish.hokudai.ac.jp, TEL/FAX: 0138-40-5550
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Participants: (Sapporo) 33 Students, 7 Tutors & 1 Coordinator in 7 groups;
(Hakodate) 4 Students & 1 Tutor in 1 group
T: Tutor; H: Hakodate
Group Full name, University, Graduate School, Position, Field of Study, Gender, Nationality
1–1
Huichao Wen, HU, Education, Doctor Program, international multiculture education, female,
Chinese
1–2
Minako Nishiura, U of Tsukuba, Library, Information and Media Studies, Master Program, library
and information science, female, Japanese
1–3
Roghayyeh Afroundeh, HU, Education, Doctor Program, physical education, female, Iran
1–4
Sakura Nakasuji, HU, Medicine, Master Program, hospice care, female, Japanese
1–5
Zhenjiu Fu, HU, Education, (Nankai U, China,) Master Program, career education, male, Chinese
1–T
Victoria Kupchin, HU, Education, Doctor Program, sociology of education, female, Israeli
2–1
Cheng See Yuan, HU, Engineering, Doctor Program, computational fluid dynamics, male,
Malaysia
2–2
Hiroshi Oka, HU, Engineering, Doctor Program, material science, male, Japanese
2–3
Mugume Rodgers Bangi, HU, Engineering, Doctor Program, civil engineering, male, Ugandan
2–4
Nina Yulianti, HU, Engineering, Doctor Program, fire science and weather data, female, Indonesia
2–5
Yoshito Sugino, HU, Engineering, Doctor Program, material science, male, Japanese
2–T
Guizani Mokhtar, HU, CENSUS, Postdoctoral, water, sustainability, male, Tunisian
3–1
Himawan Sutanto, HU, Science, Master Program, geochemistry, male, Indonesia
3–2
Masaki Nagane, HU, Veterinary Medicine, Doctor Program, radiation biology, male, Japanese
3–3
Md. Ashique Hossain, HU, Science, Master Program, organic, geochemistry, male, Bangladeshi
3–4
Yu Sun, HU, Science, Doctor Program, physical chemistry, female, Chinese
3–5
Yuuki Kozakai, HU, Chemical Science and Engineering, Master Program, biological chemistry,
female, Japanese
3–T
Fayna M Garcia-Martin, HU, Life Science, Faculty, biological chemistry, female, Spanish
4–1
Kazi Farzana Akter, Premier University, Bangladesh, Master Program, English literature, female,
Bangladeshi
4–2
Kimiko Hiranuma, U of Tsukuba, Humanities and Social Sciences, Doctor Program, American
literature, contemporary African American literature, female, Japanese
4–3
Kyoko Yamada, HU, Letters, Master Program, European art history, female, Japanese
4–4
Takuya Niikawa, HU, Letters, Doctor Program, philosophy, male, Japanese
4–5
Yohei Oseki, HU, International Media, Communication, and Tourism Studies, Master Program,
theoretical linguistics, male, Japanese
4–T
Shohei Saito, HU, Letters, SRC, Doctor Program, Russian history of ideas, male, Japanese
5–1
Fumiya Shibukawa, HU, Information Science and Technology, Doctor Program, robotics, male,
Japanese
5–2
Hem Ramrav, HU, Environmental Engineering, Doctor Program, hydrogeology and solid waste
management, male, Cambodia
5–3
Kazushi Yamasaki, HU, Information Science and Technology, Doctor Program, bio informatics,
male, Japanese
5–4
Vali Rasooli Sharabian, HU, Agriculture, Doctor Program, vehicle robotics, male, Iran
5–T
Yoshia Morishita, HU, Letters, Doctor Program, sociology, male, Japanese
6–1
Ellen Toyonaga, HU, Medicine, Doctor Program, dermatology, female, Taiwan
6–2
Kerise Alecia Lyttle, HU, Medicine, Doctor Program, neuropharmacology, female, Jamaican
6–3
Sameh Elmorsy, HU, Medicine, Doctor Program, orthopedic surgery, male, Egypt
6–4
Shanshan Liang, HU, Medicine, Doctor Program, cancer research, female, Chinese
6–5
Yuya Kakutani, U of Tsukuba, Comprehensive Human Science, Master Program, sports nutrition,
male, Japanese
6–T
Anton Lennikov, HU, Medicine, Doctor Program, ophthalmology, male, Russian
7–1
Chunmao Zhu, HU, Environmental Science, Doctor Program, atmospheric chemistry, male,
Chinese
7–2
Mao Qiaozhi, HU, Agriculture, Doctor Program, silviculture, female, Chinese
7–3
Masato Eitaki, HU, Veterinary Medicine, Doctor Program, radiation biology, male, Japanese
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7–4
7–T
Coordi
nator
H–1
H–2
H–3
H–4
H–T

Tahmina Sultana, HU, Life Science, Doctor Program, molecular biology, female, Bangladeshi
Chinyere Nwafor-Okoli, HU, Medicine, other position, epidemiology, female, Nigeria
Azania Mufundirwa, HU, Engineering, Doctor Program, rock mechanics, male, Zimbabwean
Atsushi Matsuo, HU, Fisheries Sciences, Master Program, certification of food process, marketing,
Japan fishery management, male, Japanese
Emmanuel Andrew Sweke, HU, Fisheries Sciences, Master Program, marine bioresource science,
male, Tanzania
Kohei Matsuno, HU, Fisheries Sciences, Doctor Program, marine biology, plankton, male,
Japanese
Thitima Jantakoson, HU, Fisheries Sciences, Doctor Program, marine life science, female, Thai
Devon Ronald Dublin, HU, Fisheries Sciences, Master Program, marine life sciences, male,
Guyanese

Closing. (Front row from the left) 2 Nishimori, 3 Yamaguchi, 4 Soracco, 5 von Hoene, 6 Hosokawa, 7 Ando,
9 Senaha
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5–2. Evaluation of the PFF Workshop 2011
(July 27-August 2, 2011, HU)
1. Entry Survey (from the Application Form)
Q 13. Reason for Participation (What do you expect to obtain at the workshop?) If you select “Tutor,” you
must write an English essay on “Role of Tutors in the Teaching & Writing Workshop.”
Student 1–1.
First, I hope to be a Japanese teacher in China in future, so I am wishing to obtain skills in teaching.
Second, I love English, I hope to have chance to obtain knowledge for about English.
Student 1–2.
I am interested in how the lecturers at University of California, Berkeley teach the future faculty candidates
to become competent teachers, and how it is different from the methods in Japan. And I also see this
workshop as such a wonderful opportunity to experience one of the most advanced educational classes in the
world without getting on a plane bound for the United States! What I expect to obtain from the workshop are
the skills or the techniques to teach the students and get the full attention from them, and furthermore, to be
able to write and speak properly not only as a teacher but also as a researcher, a librarian and myself.
Student 1–3.
I would like to get information about methods of writing paper and my thesis in PhD course. Moreover I
need to know what is the best ways to teach in university as lecturer, also it is necessary for me to learn
something about preparing for presentation in some conferences.
Student 1–4.
Dear PFF All, I will be honored to be with so greatest professor, staff and students in this “Prepare Future
Faculty, if it’s permitting to participate. My purpose is for getting to academic English to teaching and writing
in PFE, and I hope that I could make clarify English to every people at global work for my future. And also,
Hospice care of my research is that focuses on the palliation of a terminally ill patient’s symptoms. Hospice
care has concerned what is further clarify and discuss life for the surviving family and friends of the deceased
and what messages we can offer to help them death and the process. I think I would like to study as an
international comparative research within United Kingdom, United States of America and Japan. That is why
I apply now for Prepare Future Faculty. I am looking forward to meeting us in PFF. Sincerely,
Student 1–5.
As a Chinese National scholarship student, I’ll return to China and be a university teacher in the future.
Therefore, this course is quite significant for me and I hope I can master the academic method as well as the
qualities by taking this course.
Tutor 1. Victoria Kupchin
The role of the tutors in the Teaching & Writing Workshop is first of all to be the messenger, ‘The Go
Between’ between the participants in the workshop and the instructors. While the leaders of the workshop are
the instructors, the tutors have several duties;
1. To play the role of mediators between the instructors and the students.
2. To contribute to student’s knowledge from previous experience in the workshop.
3. To create a successful and positive working environment in the group in order to provide positive results
in the workshop.
Working in small groups during the workshop, this factor helps making the learning process more
enjoyable and more effective. Students that participating in the current workshop, are coming from different
cultural backgrounds and various English language levels. While working in small groups the students are
getting to know more about us as tutors, and we, more about their needs and abilities. Working in small
groups helps the participants in the group no to fear expressing their ideas in front of large groups, while
being able to hear everyone’s ideas.
While we all know English in different levels it’s important to give each one of the students the
encouragement in using this language even if he/she is afraid in doing so, or feeling insecure in his/her level.
It’s important to point on student’s mistakes while not judging them and pointing them to the right direction.
It’s important that each one of the participants will take part in every aspect of work, and try to include
everyone while not giving the leading part only to one specific participant. It’s important to know how to
receive and give criticism, criticism first of all has to be a constructive criticism, as we all know, learning
from mistakes and opinions of others is very important. Setting an example of polite communication is one of
the roles of the tutor. The tutors help the students understanding the course content, helping creating tutoring
plans and materials, encouraging the students expressing their ideas, through the presentations during the
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workshop and writing assignment such as articles, helping the students find the appropriate materials for the
oral/written presentations. The tutor has to know how to distribute the work among the students so the weaker
students will work together with the stronger one, in order to try and bring everyone to one level of material
understanding and production.
Student 2–1.
As I am an instructor of a teaching institution, I believe improving my English writing skill not only is
important for me to write a better paper, but also to guide my students on how to do it.
Student 2–2.
I’m a doctor course student now and I want to become a researcher in the future. Writing skills are
important for me because a good researcher needs to express his ideas logically and clearly for people or
academic papers. Additionally, researchers’ work is mainly evaluated by the quality of papers. Teaching skills
are also important because the work of researchers includes education of students or younger employees,
especially in the case of university. I think that my skills are not enough and can be improved. Because of the
above reasons, I want to strength my own writing and teaching skills in this workshop.
Student 2–3.
I would like to improve my writing skills and be able to communicate more effectively when writing and
presenting papers for conferences and journals as well as project proposals. I also plan to pursue an academic
profession in future and expect to learn a lot from the workshop.
Student 2–4.
I really would like to increase my English writing ability for publication International due to my first
manuscript was rejected by one International journal. However, my graduate examiner will require two
journals at least. Regarding to meet their requirement, I must have good writing skill.
Student 2–5.
I think I want to be good at presentation and speaking about my major study using English. So, I will attend
this lecture.
Tutor 2. Guizani Mokhtar
Dear Sir/Dear Mme; I submit my application for the PFF 2011 as I am/and will be involved in education.
Currently, I am a post-doctor in the sustainability center and I am involved in an educational program for
sustainability Leaders and Meisters for graduate students. I contribute as coordinator with students and
facilitator during discussions. Moreover, I give lectures for undergraduate students in sustainability science.
My future career will be most probably in education sector in Tunisian Universities. I have participated in
PFF 2010 and I found the program worthy to acquire experience and hints for education and improve the
teaching skills. Hence, I am motivated and fully prepared to participate in the PFF 2011 as tutor to develop
further my teaching abilities.
Having started developing some experience in assistant-ship in CENSUS, I believe I can contribute during
this workshop as a tutor. As part of tutoring duties, I believe that a tutor should assist participants during
discussions and give feedback on their written assignments. In addition a tutor facilitates the oral
presentations by keeping time and moderating question and answer period subsequent of oral presentations.
Tutoring is not just about intellectual exchange but also involves intense personal interaction. Personal
interaction is integral to small-group teaching; it makes teaching more enjoyable and more effective. In his
relationship with participants, a tutor must maintain professional relationship and treat all members equally
and must be respectful and fair. The professional relationship between tutors and lecturers can be very
rewarding. Once again, this is a professional relationship, in which both tutors and lecturers have rights and
responsibilities. A tutor can also help in insuring the success of an interactive course in both small classes
and/or larges classes. I look forward to have the chance to be a tutor during PFF2011. Sincerely,
Student 3–1.
I hope after join this program my writing skill will be better.
Student 3–2.
I’m interest in the Preparing Future Faculty 2011. There are two reasons for my hoping to join PFF 2011.
First, at collaborative research with foreign students, we must communicate in English. I am sure that good
communications make good results. Now, I have two projects with foreign students and teach and advise
them in English. Second, I will propose to study abroad as my educational career, poor English become a
major obstacle for my path obviously. In addition, I will report my research on international conference. So I
must obtain basic skills and knowledge to manage education and research through effective English
communication skill. Therefore, I would like to attend at PFF 2011. If I joined this program, I might go
through these works.
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Student 3–3.
First of all I think it’s a great opportunity to improve myself in English. Now I am a master course student
of Hokkaido University and studying Organic Geochemistry belongs to Earth & Planetary System Science
Division, Natural History Science Department. Often we have to prepare presentations and reports regarding
our research and courses and finally we have to submit one thesis paper and have to prepare final
presentation. Not only for this, in Bangladesh I am serving as a Geologist in the National Oil and Gas
Exploration and Production Company, where we have to prepare some reports and presentations. This is why,
I am very much interested to participate at workshop. I hope that, if I can participate at the workshop my
capability in writing and to present something in English as a main presenter will be developed.
Student 3–4.
I am D3 student in Physical chemistry major, I am going to graduate soon, therefore, I wish I could join this
workshop and obtain basic skills for thesis writing, and I hope this work shop will also bring benefit to my
future Scientific work. Thanks very much.
Student 3–5.
Scientists should be skilled at communicating with international scientists, doing presentation and writing
scientific papers in English. Even for students, we have opportunities to do presentation or write scientific
article in English. All goals of this workshop are suitable for scientists and future scientists. Speaking from
my experience, I attended science conference in Sweden last year. It was very exciting to communicate with
international scientists but I also thought I had to learn how to present my research to the others. In the future,
I would like to be a scientist abroad after getting Ph.D. and have a lot of new ideas from the other scientists,
and then to find the cure of breast cancer, so I am one of scientists who really need the skills. Besides, I might
be a professor or leader of science group in company, so I think I also need to require teaching skills. This
workshop will be definitely helpful to acquire the skills to be a worldwide scientist for me.
Tutor 3. Fayna M Garcia-Martin
According to my previous research work, writing scientific papers and teaching experiences, I have the
expectative to get the position of Tutor at the Workshop 2011. I have my great interest on joining this
workshop to learn while assisting students. Actually I have the position of Adjunct Assistant Professor and
my main objective is to prepare students for their professional future in research field and providing them
useful skills while understanding the importance of the internalization. My teaching experience is
multidisciplinary, as I provide lesson of Organic Chemistry at the Graduate School of Life Science. Also, I
give lessons to students of all the faculties about how to do Oral Presentations and become good
communicators.
In this workshop, I think that the main tutor’s attributes are to practice professional abilities as organizer
and adviser of the students as well as guiding, leading, motivating and making them feel confident
communicating in English. Using my previous teaching experience I will provide the tools to permit them to
think logically and understand the different subjects and its division in the tutorial session. It means that I am
able to clarify and guide the group discussion without interfering. In case a deviation of the task or discussion
occurs, I will be able to manage the situation and reorient the discussion to the subject of interest. In all cases,
students will work personally and include their own experiences and perception. This workshop is divided
into two main subjects. In the first one about Teaching, my role as tutor will be based on assisting and
answering questions to students about the tasks. For example, one of the tasks is to design a course, its goals
and outcomes. The syllabus is the card presentation of teacher’s course, so it may be well written and
appealing. My task will be to answer their questions and guide them to get a concise, understandable and
attractive syllabus. In the second part of the workshop about Academic Writing, my task will be addressed to
assist them in how to write a paper. As students may be from any field, I will manage to do it the most general
and focus on preparing clear and easy to follow papers. During the final project and presentation, students will
figure out how the investing time will generate bigger profits for the academic life. I will be involved on
making them to get the best of the workshop and knowing the main points to become good communicators for
their professional future. With the opportunity to be tutor in the Workshop, I will be able to assist students
while acquiring skills on teaching, which will be very useful for my actual professional life and help to
improve teaching at Hokkaido University. Lastly, I would like to express my feeling about this type of
programs, which are very important to boost Hokkaido University in the educational and research viewpoints.
I am open to provide any further information. Sincerely, Fayna Garcia-Martin
Student 4–1.
I think, this course exists to provide help with, and instruction on, these very things and the responsibility
of the teacher. This course is particularly helpful for students who are looking to relocate to, or spend a
prolonged period of time in a teaching profession. This course concentrates on teaching grammar, writing and
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language structures emphasize the development of writing skills in students who are preparing for graduate
work in faculty administration; or it might promote the development of spoken skills in students who are
studying English in order to become a teacher. This training should recognize the ways in which teaching
skills can be adapted for the teaching of English for Specific Purposes. Moreover, it will do to look for
content specialists for help in designing appropriate lessons in the subject matter field of teaching. It may be
asked to organize courses, to set learning objectives, to establish a positive learning environment in the
classroom, and to evaluate students progress. For this, I want to participate in preparing future faculty 2011
course.
Student 4–2.
My objective in participating the workshop is to obtain the skills of a professional teaching and writing.
There had been a very small opportunity to learn pedagogy in Japanese Universities when you are not in Field
of Education. Yet University of Tsukuba has been providing more windows for those who are in search for
pedagogy class with other Universities including Hokkaido University. As one of University of Tsukuba
delegation, I had visited UC Berkeley to observe both Dr. von Hoene and Dir. Soracco’s GSI training this
February, and it was a great opportunity to actually learn how to teach as a graduate student/future faculty. I
would like to develop my skills better at this workshop.
Student 4–3.
Thank you for informing us that you will hold an attractive workshop. In this course, especially I’d like to
learn academic writing skill and improve my presentation skill because I will attend the international
conferences and have opportunities for the presentation of my study in the future. I look forward to
participating in this workshop. Yours sincerely,
Student 4–4.
I hope that I will teach philosophy in university. Therefore, I would like to get teaching skills to give
enough understanding to students, in particular, in English. I think that this course is very good opportunity
for me to get these skills. That is reason why I try to participate in this course.
Student 4–5.
My dream is to become a linguist. So I’d like to go to the doctorial program, specifically MIT at US. For
making my dream come true, I spend much time to write abstracts, academic papers, or proposals for
international conferences. Including skills for these writings, I also expect to get high-level teaching skills and
English proficiency. (My TOEFL IBT score is 68.)
Tutor 4. Shohei Saito
The basic aims of tutorials, which can include * deepening knowledge; * problem-solving; * facilitating
open-ended exploration of themes and issues; * developing skills in argumentation and communication. When
it comes to taking the tutorial, tutors have a responsibility for what happens ‘in the classroom.’ This means
that they are responsible for identifying the purpose of a tutorial and for their own style in fulfilling that
purpose. They are responsible for leading the group, and for managing group interaction, to achieve this end.
But they cannot dictate what the quality of that interaction will be, and their teaching skills are only one factor
in influencing the outcome of any tutorial. All teaching staff find that, even when the topic, the method and
the tutor are the same, no two tutorial groups are alike because each teaching and learning experience is the
product of the interaction of the whole group, not just a reflection of the skills of the tutor. Important as tutors
are, it is good to remember that they are not responsible for the students’ learning: the students are responsible
for that. In other words, the tutor’s basic responsibility is to create a good learning environment for the
students, not to try to do the students’ learning for them. Organizers of the Workshop have some very basic
expectations of how tutors will approach their teaching duties, but there is no template for what in detail they
should do. This makes it both easier and harder for the tutor. On the one hand, there may be considerable
freedom to develop one’s own interests, impart one’s own enthusiasms and cultivate one’s own style. The
other side of the coin is that the multiplicity of choice as to what to do and how to do it means there is no
‘right’ answer to some of the questions involved in teaching. Thank you very much for your consideration.
Student 5–1.
Firstly, I’m interested in teaching for the future and I have worked as teaching assistant since two years
ago. Secondly, I think I have to learn English harder than the age of master course student.
Student 5–2.
I do expect to learn how to write a good paper for submitting to international journal and conference.
Moreover, I also would like to know the basics of teaching and designing the course syllabus.
Student 5–3.
I expect to obtain at the workshop the systematic approach to assure quality of the trained students in a
newly emerging scientific area. I am especially enthusiastic to learn teaching from the student’s perception.
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As a Ph.D. candidate coming back into academy from the industry, I feel a gap between the industrial
expectancy for a student and what students graduate with. Having knowledge for a certain expertise is only
the base line, the industry expects other output skills whose keywords include communication, creative
thinking, critical thinking, and problem solving thinking. These come out only from an autonomous mindset
which usually is far from what the students came through, making them quite passive. To fill this gap with
professional quality, I would like to know how I could utilize the analytical tools, mindsets, and ethics of
professional teaching. I feel very important to look into how the students see and be able to constructively
influence their feelings. In total, this should assure quality of the students in my class. I have no trouble with
English, as I have a TOEIC Score of 945. Also I have gone through a comprehensive teaching license course
for junior and high school teaching.
Student 5–4.
I would like to get information about methods of writing paper and my thesis in PhD course. Moreover I
need to know what is the best ways to teach in university as lecturer, also it is necessary for me to learn
something about preparing for presentation in some conferences.
Tutor 5. Yoshia Morishita
I will describe roles of a tutor at the Teaching & Writing Workshop, in the hope that first-time participants
will have some ideas of what tutors do and make the most out of both tutors and the workshop. Recalling my
past tutoring and teaching experiences, I think there are three major roles which tutors play in increasing the
benefit of the workshop for its participants. That is, tutors should be attentive facilitators in the group they
lead, work as efficient communicators between participants and the instructors and organisers, and readily
provide participants with tips on their assignments. I shall elaborate on each of these roles below. Throughout
the workshop, international participants will have a number of opportunities for discussion in small groups,
which is so invaluable a feature of it. Here, it is highly important for tutors to be attentive facilitators who
ensure that every member contributes their ideas to discussions. Oftentimes some students are more fluent and
confident than others are, but the whole point of any group discussion is to elicit ideas and opinions from
everyone and share them in the group. When properly facilitated, there will be a great range of intellectually
stimulating ideas expressed by participants who have different ways of thinking and perspectives. This
facilitation will also help each group member to feel part of their group and thus encourage and motivate them
throughout. Tutors should also guide group discussions towards reaching a consensus within the time
allocated, as most discussions are followed by a short group presentation to the whole class. The class can
greatly benefit from this short presentation if it is well prepared. Besides, tutors can help the workshop to be
inclusive and responsive, by being efficient communicators between participants and the instructors and
organisers. Participants who have general comments, suggestions, and/or requests during the workshop tend
to speak to tutors first. This is perhaps because they are not sure whom to talk to about their concern, or
because tutors are always present around them. Tutors either attend to participants’ concerns by themselves,
or consult other relevant members of the staff. Through informal conversations with participants, tutors may
identify even one participant’s valid concern which might otherwise remain unnoticed. Tutors and the staff
communicate daily, so as to make the workshop as inclusive and responsive as possible. Any concern
participants may have will be dealt with accordingly. Last but not least, tutors readily give participants advice
on group work, homework assignments, oral presentations, and so forth. As the workshop is intensive, there is
quite a little workload. Therefore, tutors clarify what participants are expected to do in class or at home,
remind them of deadlines, and provide language support if requested. These are the major roles which tutors
typically play. To sum up, tutors facilitate participation, encourage discussion, identify and sort out
participants’ concerns, communicate with the workshop staff team, and help participants to complete required
tasks and assignments; in other words, tutors guide every participant through the workshop towards their
successful completion.
Student 6–1.
I am very interested in this workshop which is held by the directors from the University of California,
Berkeley and hope this might help me to improve my writing and presenting skills in English. As a Ph.D.
student, I need to write academic papers, which is a hard word for not native English speakers. Moreover, this
May, I attended a word congress in Korea, and keenly felt the importance of presenting skills. I think a person
who is good at teaching will also make a good presenter. The main purport of this workshop just fit all of my
needs. Besides, I am also so excited to meet people from different faculties and countries, and hope to make
some new friends through this workshop.
Student 6–2.
As a graduate student it is essential to have excellent writing skills. This is necessary in the writing of
proposals, abstracts for conferences and journal papers. I hope that by taking this course I will be able to
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improve writing skills. I would also like to become more confident in making presentations. Additionally, I
hope to become faculty and this course provides information on requirements and roles of being an academic
professional.
Student 6–3.
As I am expecting to go back to my job in Egypt as a lecturer in my home university after finishing with
my Doctor course in Japan. I am interested in increasing my teaching capabilities. I am expecting that my
approach to introduce studying subject to both undergraduate and post-graduate will be more targeted and
objective. Also I am aiming to obtain sufficient knowledge on the academic writing, course and syllabi
design. Added to this, learning how to write proposals, abstracts, and articles to international journals is an
important goal from this workshop.
Student 6–4.
I got to know the course when I am taking the TA (teaching assistant) course. I am interested in education,
especially the international education that is why I choose to study in Japan now. I want to get the information
and experience from other countries and in the further I want to dedicate myself to education.
Student 6–5.
I attended this workshop aims to improve various skills, including English. I am now studying at the master
program. I will go to doctor program. After I get a degree, I want to be teachers in dietitian training school. I
studied nutrition in college and became registered dietitians. Because registered dietitians are required highly
specialized knowledge and skill, the classes in college have been more important specialized courses than
liberal arts. Therefore, I would like to have enhanced liberal arts such as writing and presentation skill in
dietitian training school. To be able to responsible the liberal arts, I do my best to learn not only specialized
knowledge but also teaching and writing in this workshop. I cannot speak English well, and I think that I got
used to training so English.
Tutor 6. Anton Lennikov
It was quite interesting and mind opening experience during the last year so I’m happy to take my work as
a tutor this year to help new participants to improve their scientific English ability.
Essay: Role of Tutors in English Writing Class In Japan, as far as English academic writing is concerned,
the students’ abilities to communicate adequately and possess a solid command of English grammar and
vocabulary have always been and remain to be of a significant importance. The customary way of teaching
English in Japan is usually one-way communication from teachers to students. In is an accustomed practice
used for centuries in educational process. The concept of god like figure of teacher “sensei” and one or a
group of silent, obedient pupils. Even now students in most cases maintain silence during the classes, usually
felling shy to ask questions and engage in a discussion. In a traditional teaching process, knowledge is
transferred from instructors to the students in a classroom.
However, due to the differences in social status, age, knowledge and many other aspects between teachers
and students, there is a significant gap. The gap between them can be aggravated as well by rejection,
prejudice or personal dislikes. This situation is not very healthy, for it hampers students’ active participation
in the learning process. However, although a two-way communication between teachers and students has
proven to be effective in learning, this approach requires teachers to pay more attention to students than they
actually can provide. This is where tutors can become indispensable. Because tutors are students themselves,
therefore they understand better what the students need.
In addition, tutors can evaluate the submitted materials from the students’ perspective and therefore can
provide the teacher with an important feedback on how to convey difficult parts of the curriculum to the class.
On the other hand, they help students by giving their own explanation or advice which can be easier to accept
and understand for students. To the students, who in front of the teacher would rather refrain from asking
questions and starting a discussion, tutors should also seem to be more encouraging environment for active
participation. Depending on the class size, not one but several tutors can be employed, each of whom bringing
an additional individuality and teaching flavour into the classroom.
Assistance of the tutors is priceless when physically or mentally challenged students are present in class,
since such students require extra attention. But usually it’s difficult and sometimes ethically inappropriate for
the teacher to give special attention to challenged student.
Tutors also serve as role model for the students improving integration of study process. But if the tutors
doesn’t met this basic rules of conduct, i.e. they get late or not come to the sessions or doing personal business
like using the phone or computer for personal purposes showing low interest to the class events, it may cause
the loss of creditability of the tutors and the whole class itself. So although most tutors are students not every
student can become a good tutor since this position requires strong punctuality and responsibility as well as
patience. To summarize, it can be said that tutors play a very important role in the learning process in general
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and in the Academic Writing Class.
Student 7–1.
Improve skill of writing, presenting and teaching in English.
Learn skills for effectively academic writing and teaching.
Student 7–2.
I want to obtain some skills of writing and editing proposals and essays for academic journals and job
applications. And I hope also learn some basic knowledge about teaching.
Student 7–3.
Getting job at a foreign university is one of the ways I might choice in the near future. Additionally, since
the globalization goes on, there will be more and more foreign students and researchers in Japan. Therefore,
English skills will be required wherever I will work as a scientist. In order to improve my English skills, I
have been studying by reading news, listening to radios and so on recently. But I have few chances to use
English especially speaking in daily life, as the laboratory I belong to has no foreign students. So it’s difficult
for me to improve teaching skills in English, and I don’t know how to improve it. If I participated in this
lecture, I could learn how to teach in academic things. Moreover, I would get to know how to study teaching
in English through the lecture. If I got to know it and studied continuously, I could improve my ability of
English to teach adequately. Therefore, I’d like to participate in the lecture for the near future.
Student 7–4.
I am, Tahmina Sultana, PhD Student. I came from Bangladesh. Last year I attend one session of this
workshop as an observer. After that I feel interest about this workshop. I found that this workshop would help
me to write thesis, presentation and article related to my research in future. In future I want to be a teacher in
our country, so I want to learn the tips of teaching too. This will be a great chance to know the education
method in other countries. I want to improve my skills and also develop my English in all cases speaking,
writing and reading. For these reasons I applied for this workshop.
Tutor 7. Chinyere Nwafor-Okoli
I am applying as a returning tutor for this workshop. I have participated as a tutor for this workshop since
its inception. I love this program and would love to be a part of it this time. “The tutors are like indispensable
tools necessary from the smooth running of the Teaching and Writing Workshop” (Dr Linda von Hoene and
Dr Sabrina Soracco) This is very true from every point of view. The tutors are practical facilitators of the
workshop and are charged with the following duties:
1. Class organization and arrangements
2. Group Moderators during discussions
3. Resources for discussion of class work and assignments with participants who need such assistance.
4. Facilitators during presentation of projects by the participants.
First, before each session of the workshop, tutors help to arrange the classroom to be used as there are
possibilities of changing an allocated venue due to the fact that regular lectures are still going on in the faculty
and class venues may change abruptly.
Secondly, tutors are moderators during group discussions. Tutors are assigned to different groups which are
chosen according to participants’ disciplines. They act as moderators to the group ensuring that every
participant has an equal opportunity to contribute to group discussion. Tutors also ensure that a presenter is
selected from the group to present a summary of the group discussion to the entire class. More so, during
Tutorial sessions, tutors help the participants who have peculiar problems regarding a particular session or the
entire workshop. Sometimes, it is necessary that the tutor arranges for the participant, a close-talk with the
either of the instructors.
Finally, During the final session which involves presentation of projects by the participant, the tutors play a
very important role of facilitation of the session. They are left alone with their group participants in an
isolated classroom where they moderate the session while the observers come in silently to witness the oral
presentation of each participant. At this point, the instructors become monitors to the event. They allocate
equal time of presentation to each presenter and ensure equal contribution of ideas from each member of the
group to the presenter.
Coordinator. Azania Mufundirwa
Experience: Tutor in 2009 and 2010. Reason for Participation (What do you want to obtain from the
Workshop?): Presently, I am a PhD student and have a need to publish international papers, so I believe that
attending the workshop is vital to sharpen my skills of academic writing and teaching for my future job as a
faculty member. Role of Tutors in English Writing Class Firstly, as a tutor, I act as a mediator between
students and teachers/presenters (Linda and Sabrina). This involves helping students to understand
concepts/key issues, discussions, and giving feedback about important problems amongst students so that the
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teachers can put more effort on those key areas. More importantly, tutors also evaluate student’s
problems/weakness, and help to make them improve their work. This is done through complementing or
adding to the contents the students learn in class. In times of discouragement and misunderstanding, tutors are
supportive and help increase student’s confidence through nurturing. Furthermore, as tutor, I also help in
checking progress amongst students, by checking homework. Fortunately, I previously took some Academic
writing courses by Paul; this has really helped me to assist students in academic writing. Lastly, tutors have to
foster cooperation and teamwork amongst students to make sure everyone is involved (active participation).
Student H–1.
When I went to the Thailand for study, I cannot write and use English fluently. That time I cannot help
writing report for our team. Very regrettable..., so I really hope to improve my writing ability.
Student H–2.
Being a graduate student and young researcher by career, the course “Preparing Future Faculty 2011” is
very relevant and rewarding. Undoubtedly, its contents promise to cover what I think I am lacking in
academic writing as well as in my career. Firstly, it is my expectation that at the end of the course I will be
able to write sound proposals and thesis. Secondly, it will acquire me with the necessary skills and knowledge
for presentation, preparing excellent papers and selection of appropriate journals to publish my research
findings. In addition, after my studies and back to my home country and working institution it is my
expectation to share the skills and knowledge to attain with others particularly young researchers and
academicians to enhance their career. I hope my application will be considered with merits.
Student H–3.
I have two purposes to attempt to participate in the Preparing Future Faculty workshop. Firstly, my purpose
is to improve on my ability for discussion in English. When I gave a presentation in international conferences
twice, I could not speak smoothly and answer the questions from participants because I could not listen and
understand everything they said. Then, I felt disappointed, and I decided to try to touch up on my English as
much as possible. Secondly, when I become a teacher, I’d like to teach students to read and write correctly in
English. If I would teach students to write wrong English, I think it is not good for them in their education,
because in Japan the opportunities of reading and writing in English are much more available than those of
listening and speaking. And now, I’d like to be a marine biological scientist who would need to write a paper
in English. If I can teach correct English to students, I will enable them to develop into good scientists.
Student H–4.
Children today will become adults in the future, this Thai proverb shows the importance of teachers. It
cannot be denied that teachers are the most important in the educational system. Students that have the
opportunity to have professional teachers stand a chance of being excellent professionals in the future because
they serve as good role models as well. However to be an academic is not easy. I have taught undergraduates
in Thailand for 5 years, however this was done in the Thai language and I never gave a class in English
before. Nevertheless, I believe this course will help me to learn techniques of teaching that I can apply in Thai
as well. Also as a student at Hokkaido University, I would be required to give presentations in English at
international conferences and write manuscripts for publication as well. Attending this workshop can help me
learn how to improve my writing skills and become more confident to make presentations in English.
Tutor H. Devon Ronald Dublin
First of all based on my experience with teaching in the past in Guyana, I would say that although it is
indeed fulfilling, on the other hand, it can be very tiring at times and more so when the intended program is an
intensive one. Therefore, the facilitators of the workshop would indeed find the tutors useful in that regard.
On a personal note from participating in the 2010 Preparing Future Faculty workshop in Sapporo, I took
note of some participants who were obviously timid, shy or just afraid to speak up, simply because English
was not their mother tongue and as a result they did not feel confident or fluent enough to express themselves
openly. However, as time went by these same individuals notably developed and expressed more courage in
the smaller group discussions which were facilitated by the tutors in the company of their fellow members
with whom they would have developed certain camaraderie.
This is an invaluable role of the tutors in the workshop, as an icebreaker. They are capable of identifying
the ones who are not prone to being participative and happen to be somewhat passive and prompt them into
commenting and expressing their ideas and individual opinions.
The other role that comes to mind is that of an elder sibling taking care and looking out for the younger
ones, it is on a similar premise that the relationship between the participants and tutors are built since from the
first day an affinity is established with the tutor and it tends to last throughout the duration of the encounter
and sometimes even extends beyond the life of the workshop. This is further reflected in the tutor’s
willingness to be readily available and willing to help after the hours of the workshop and on the weekend if
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and when the time permits. Whenever assignments are given they can have a look at it prior to its submission
and suggest ways in which the participants in their care can improve their work. On the other hand they can
further explain or expound on a particular point that was made by the instructor in the lecture which they may
not have understood quite clearly.
They are the mediators between the participants and the facilitators as well which gives the instructors extra
pairs of hands, eyes and ears which are useful especially during the times of the lectures when the entire
group of participants is together. A very important aspect of the extended reach of the instructors via the
tutors is the fact that they can observe hurdles that may impede efficiency and effectiveness which may have
gone unnoticed by all in sundry and point them out thus resulting in a more rewarding and meaningful
encounter in which the participant’s environment is as conducive to learning as possible.
Finally, I see the tutor’s role as a personal enhancement as well, where they demonstrate the usefulness of
the workshop by practically having an opportunity to function as an actual faculty member.
2. Exit Survey (from the Evaluation Form)
2–1. Evaluation Form
1) Evaluation Form for the Participants-Students
Full Name
Q 1: Your overall impressions of the Workshop.
Q 2: What rating would you give the program? (Select one.) 1. Poor 2. Fair 3. Good 4. Very Good 5.
Excellent
Teaching Sessions
Writing Sessions
Panel Discussions
Management and Technical Support
Overall Rating
Q 2a: What rating would you give your learning outcomes according to the course syllabus? (Select one.) 1.
Poor 2. Fair 3. Good 4. Very Good 5. Excellent
1. Obtain knowledge and skills in teaching.
2. Obtain knowledge and skills as a Teaching Assistant.
3. Obtain skills to write and edit proposals and essays for conferences and academic journals.
4. Obtain knowledge and skills for giving academic presentations, participating in discussions, and
giving peer reviews in English.
5. Acquire the ability to explain the tasks of academic professions.
6. Obtain knowledge and skills as an international, academic professional.
Q 2b: How many hours did you use for the homework? (Total hours including the hours for the Pre Essay
and Evaluation)
Q 3: What have you learned in the program that is of value to you as you consider an academic career as a
future faculty member?
Q 4: Did the program help you feel more prepared to take on a faculty position? If so, in what ways?
Q 5: What activities (e.g., handouts, homework assignments, in-class activities, final project) were
particularly useful to you and in what way?
Q 6: What recommendations would you make to improve the program for the next time it is offered?
Q 7: Any additional comments you would like to make?
2) Evaluation Form for the Tutors
Q 1. What was the role of tutors? Was it explicitly mentioned before the workshop started?
Q 2. What did you do as a tutor in a) tutorial session, b) class, and c) other opportunities to support
participants?
Q 3. What were the most frequently asked questions and opinions in tutorial sessions?
Q 4. What do you think were positive outcome of tutorial support for participants?
Q 5. What is the overall impression(s) of the instructors (Dirs. von Hoene and Soracco) as your boss?
Q 6. What is the overall impression(s) of participants as your students?
Q 7. How do you evaluate yourself as a tutor in this particular workshop?
Q 8. Do you have any suggestion to improve this type of workshop in the future?
Q 9. Any other comment?
3) Evaluation Form for the Observers
Full Name
Question 1: Your overall impressions of the Workshop.
Question 2: What rating would you give the program? (Select one.) 1. Poor 2. Fair 3. Good 4. Very Good 5.
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Excellent
Teaching Sessions
Writing Sessions
Panel discussions
Management and Technical Support
Overall Rating
Question 3: What have you found in the program that is of value to you (or students of your university) as
you consider an academic career as a future faculty member?
Question 4: In what ways the program help you (or students of your university) feel more prepared to take
on a faculty position?
Question 5: What activities (e.g., handouts, homework assignments, in-class activities, final project) are
particularly useful to you (or students of your university) and in what way?
Question 6: What recommendations would you make to improve the program for the next time it is offered?
(To the persons from other universities)
Question 7: What parts or aspects of the Workshop do you consider are useful for your university?
2–2. Feedback from the Students, Tutors and a Coordinator
Student 1–1.
Q 1: As a student from China, this was the first time that I had a course taught by American teachers. I feel
the skills of teaching the teachers used was so different from our Chinese teachers, even though the
Japanese teachers. The most important impression was that I had lots of chances to discuss with the other
students of my group. By communicating with others, I can obtain more knowledge.
Q 3: As I will be a Japanese teacher in a university in China, the knowledge on the skills of teaching is very
helpful for me, especially the knowledge about how to design a syllabus.
Q 4: Yes, in the skills of teaching.
Q 5: Handouts, homework assignments, and the examples teachers showed me at the classes.
Q 6: I hope teachers will have more time to join in our discussion. For example, when we are discussing,
teachers can go around each groups and listen to something, then join with us sometimes.
Q 7: I love the course. I hope more students have chance to take the course. Thank you very much for
everybody who worked hard on preparing for the course. Thank you!
Student 1–2.
Q 1: My overall impressions of the Workshop were excellent, worthwhile, and valuable. I hope more
Japanese students will participate in this workshop in 2013.
Q 3: 1. I’ve learned how to behave as a faculty member in terms of the relationship between the teachers and
students.
2. I’ve learned the importance of syllabi not only for providing the students with information on the class
but also for saving time for the teachers. (Efficiency is important!)
3. I’ve learned how to write a cover letter and abstract for submitting an article to an academic journal. The
most important thing is to know the editors’ point of view!
4. I’ve learned it is crucial for the teachers to have good people skills to lubricate the relationship between
the students and teachers. I was very impressed with how the teachers, Linda and Sabrina, responded to
the students’ opinions and ideas. I hope I will be able to do the same in the future!
Q 4: Yes, very much so. I didn’t have any confidence in, or even didn’t think of taking on a faculty position
before the workshop, but now I feel more prepared to become a university faculty, and think positively that
I’d like to take on a faculty position. I believe that’s because the workshop has provided us with enough
knowledge and skills to handle with what we will be facing.
Q 5: Every activity was useful to me. But if I have to pick up one thing, being able to see Linda and Sabrina
teaching before my eyes was particularly useful to learn how to teach. If this program had been provided
via e-learning system, I would not have been able to learn the people skills, the teachers’ instant reactions
to the students with their facial expression or body expression, which were very very important for real
learning.
Q 6: About the groups that we should work on the final project, it would be more interesting if they were
consisted of various disciplines, instead of picking up the students in similar disciplines.
Q 7: I really appreciate to be given such a wonderful opportunity to participate in PFF Workshop. It was one
of the most precious experiences I’ve ever had, and I am sure that I’ll be benefited from what I’ve learned
from it. Thank you from the bottom of my heart.
Student 1–3.
Q 1: It was good but I liked to receive feedback from teachers about my final projects.
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Q 3: writing syllabus for teaching subjects
Q 4: Yes, I think by planning subjects during semester we will be more successful. I learned something about
writing papers and submitting to Journals, so I can teach these skills for my students also.
Q 5: In class activities I could learn more from other students’ ideas about teaching. I also found out that
some of my thoughts were wrong by getting reasons from teachers and students.
Q 6: Time was very short, therefore I think it is need longer time for improving program. If teachers can give
feedback to students one by one, it would be more awesome.
Student 1–4.
Q 1: Thank you for everything. I really appreciate like this opportunity to professors, staff, tutors and friends.
This course was not easy and I think that is quality of so high. I could improve to my knowledge and skill
as a teaching and writing in English but also with something useful other opportunity in English. Thank
you so much. Sincerely, Sakura
Q 3: I could learn to see things from student and professor points of view.
Q 4: PFF program help us to become to be professor in our future.
Q 5: Final project, group discussion, assignments were particularly useful for me.
Q 6: Maybe we will improve to as sum writing essay more.
Q 7: Thank you so much for coming to Hokkaido University! I was very fascinated and enjoyed with your
workshop. I would like to go to also your university for study abroad someday.
Thank you very much for everything. I hope I’ll be able to come back and see you again. Hope PFF
program continue always. I will remember this PFF workshop. From bottom of my heart, I thank you,
everyone. Sincerely,
Student 1–5.
Q 1: It was a really great workshop not only from the organization and the schedule as well.
Q 3: The skill to prepare and write academic papers and how to be a well-qualified teacher.
Q 4: Yes. I was hoping to be a teacher in the future, but to be honest, I didn’t really know how to be. So this
workshop gave me a clear overall view of the academic.
Q 5: group discussions it can arouse my potential ability to be the best.
Q 6: I’d like to do the final presentation to every participants and I also want to hear others’ projects as well,
although I know that it is difficult...
Tutor 1. Victoria Kupchin
Q 1. The role of tutors was, to be the ‘go between’ the students-participants and the teachers.
Q 2. I was helping the students to arrange their thoughts in order to answer a certain question, to work on the
projects. I was in every day contact with them if they had any questions.
Q 3. Everyone loved the sessions, mostly they were worried about their spelling in English.
Q 4. Participants could come to us with questions, because we know what is expected from them in the
Japanese educational system, we could advise them.
Q 5. They are great instructors, and I wish they could come and make this workshop every year.
Q 6. We had great students this year; we all managed to become friends while learning from each other.
Q 7. I felt learning more while being a tutor than when I was a participant.
Q 8. This workshop is very short, I wish it was a little bit longer and had a session on teaching strategies in it.
For example: in the past I used to teach a troubled class, where nobody was listening to me at first. I wish I
could know that time how to make the children except me and make them understand that ‘learning’ is an
interesting world.
Student 2–1.
Q 1: Very useful for participants new to student-centre-teaching approach and publication.
Q 3: Conference proposal is new thing to me. I am glad to learn about it during this workshop. I also learn
about Lanham’s Paramedic method, which I believe will be very useful in guiding me how to write a more
effective article.
Q 4: Not so much. I have attended workshop similar to this one before. Thus, this workshop only added up
two new things (as mentioned in question 6) to me.
Q 5: Group discussion is particularly useful in the way that it lets me understand how other members think
about a given problem/scenario, which is quite different than my point of view sometime.
Q 6: Provide lesser elaborations on simple facts such as “don’t submit article to the wrong journal.” Or else it
will be boring. Spend those time to something really needed elaborations instead. Use more images in
PowerPoint slides, not “very” long sentences. However, the most challenging one is to replace the lecturing
environment into experiential learning environment. It may not be possible for courses like this, but if it is
doable, then it certainly helps to improve the effectiveness of the workshop a big deal.
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Student 2–2.
Q 1: It was interesting for me. Firstly, this was a great opportunity to meet students come from all around the
world. Especially for the engineering faculty student, like me, it’s easy to find students from China.
However, students coming from, for example, Africa or Middle East can be found in this workshop.
International atmosphere of this workshop was very exciting.
Secondly, learning outcomes of the workshop are so beneficial, and that is bigger than what I expected.
Although it was really hard to follow their speaking speed, I was able to continue the workshop because the
outcome was big. The most impressive thing is the word of “writing = teaching.” I recognize the
importance of both teaching skill and writing skill by the word.
Furthermore, as Sabrina said at last, the quality of the workshop is as same as that in Berkeley. That
gives me confidence.
Finally, I hard and speak a lot of English during the workshop. That was really valuable.
Q 3: What I learned in the workshop is how to design the course and how to use effective techniques such as
Bloom’s taxonomy or rubrics. That’s necessary for the faculty members I guess.
Q 4: Yes. That’s because I realize the importance of teaching skills as a faculty member, and writing skills as
well. I will practice and prepare teaching skills for my future career thorough everyday coaching for junior
fellows of my laboratory.
Q 5: In-class activities, group working, were useful because it was taking place several times during class and
was helpful for keeping concentration for the class. It was slightly different from discussion I usually
attend. Everyone in my group express their opinion actively. That’s really interesting for me.
Q 6: My recommendation is to give students directly feedback from Linda and Sabrina. Perhaps it is difficult
for Linda and Sabrina to make feedback reports or something like that for every student during a week.
There must be some other way about feedback means.
Student 2–3.
Q 1: The workshop was very good. I was able to improve on my writing skills and learn new teaching skills
which I hope will be very useful for my future career. I was also able to meet new friends and work in a
group. The Lecturers were excellent. Thank you very much.
Q 3: I have learned how to make a syllabus which greatly improved my teaching skills as well as evaluating
other researchers’ work and improving on my writing skills.
Q 4: Yes, I can be able to organize effective classes and lectures as well as fairly dealing with all students
according to their strengths and weakness without bias.
Q 5: Final project of writing a syllabus and Journal paper was very useful since I learned the challenges of
effectively communicating to potential students of what will be taught and also the comments and
questions from the group members helped to improve my projects.
Q 6: To increase on the time of the final project presentation and discussions and may be have one session
where all the participants in workshop are together for the presentations so that we can get different views
from members outside the research field.
Q 7: Thank you very much for this learning opportunity you offered me.
Student 2–4.
Q 1: I think, this program improved my English skill a lot as well as gave chance to have friends from
different background. I am personally so enjoy with the teachers, too.
Q 3: Actually, I already become faculty member in my country, so this program made me more loving my job
because it is interesting and inspiring job.
Q 4: In teaching and research publication.
Q 5: I think all ways are useful for me.
Q 6: I hope this program will provide additional teacher and extent program duration.
Q 7: No, thanks.
Student 2–5.
Q 1: I thought that this Workshop is grate for the graduate student and I talked with other faculty students for
the first time. It was amazing experience.
Q 3: I learned the teaching for the student of university, especially assignment, and how to write the creative
article.
Q 4: Yes, it did. Because there is no lecture like this, the students have to have the chance of teaching and
writing the lecture.
Q 5: First, the handouts helped me understand to more lecture in the class. Homework assignments, and final
project let me active learning.
Q 6: I think that the shorter the period of homework, lectures better.
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Q 7: Thank you for your teaching and a lot of advice.
Tutor 2. Guizani Mokhtar
Q 1. The role of tutors is to assist the instructors run the classes. It includes observing what instructors cannot
see and reported it to instructors to take care of it. It is what was mentioned before the start of the
workshop.
Q 2. In explained to students what the instructors want from the students in the projects (how to prepare the
projects). I report what I have observed in the tutorial session to instructors and I controlled and managed
the time during presentation.
Q 3. What shall we prepare for the projects? More explanation is required to avoid the confusion.
Q 4. It is a good step for us to learn how to teach.
Q 5. They are happy and satisfied with our support.
Q 6. They got what they need as support and direction.
Q 7. I performed my task in proper way.
Q 8. Some tutors are not doing well and not focusing on their job during tutorial session and later they come
and report something they were not well aware about. Tutors should have more ethics. Selection of tutors
could play a role.
Student 3–1.
Q 1: I like it very much.
Q 3: so many things
Q 4: Yes.
Q 5: handouts
Q 6: It’s good.
Student 3–2.
Q 1: I had a good time. If I would participate again, I do.
Q 3: A general knowledge of the teaching basics
Q 4: Yes, but lecture is too short to learn.
Q 5: Final project is.
Q 6: Take more time for group work, assignments, and final projects.
Student 3–3.
Q 1: I think I am lucky as I could attain the PFF workshop 2011. From this workshop I learned many things
those I did not know especially for the future faculty member, and about the academic journal.
Q 3: Many things I learned regarding academic career as a future faculty member. I think the workshop
became very helpful for the future faculty member in all respect i.e. teaching system, teaching plan, course
designing, evaluation etc.
Q 4: Yes, this workshop helped me to think about faculty position.
Q 5: For me, in-class activities and final projects were very useful.
Q 6: To increase the participants before the workshop special step can be taken.
Q 7: I would like to thanks to the authority of Hokkaido University for arranging that workshop, also I would
like to thanks to the Instructors and tutors.
Student 3–4.
Q 1: impressive, international
Q 3: Confidence, basic teaching skills, basic writing skills, and now, I decide to write every day.
Q 4: Yes, I learnt in advance, and I am not afraid of being a teacher anymore. I learnt the do-and-don’t for
basic academic writing, I am very happy with this.
Q 5: Final project: we used a lot time learning everything, and finally use it for final usage. According to the
final project, we learnt a lot about other discipline knowledge and enhanced our confidence to be a teacher
or researcher.
Q 6: It is already good.
Student 3–5.
Q 1: The contents of class are really amazing because I’ve never taken this type of class or I guess we don’t
have teaching or writing class.
Q 3: How to write paper of journal.
Q 4: Yes, I could use the technique of PFF to do presentation.
Q 5: final projects, especially teaching
Q 6: PPT handouts. I wanted to hear the advice from Hokkaido University’s teachers whether they can
include the contents to real lecture.
Q 7: This class was really helpful in the meaning of teaching, writing, and English. Thank you for all
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teachers, staff, TAs, and members.
Tutor 3. Fayna M Garcia-Martin
Q 1. Being the intermediate between students and instructors. Follow the interests and work of the students.
Moderate discussions
Q 2. a) Feedback with the instructors and other tutors. Ask questions and doubts. Report problems.
b) Follow the assistance. Moderate discussions and guide the homework.
c) Motivate about the teaching part (as mostly all students were more interested on writing section). Giving
advice for their professional career. Correct the homework
Q 3. Usually, to ensure they understood well what is the homework or task. Ask for details about the final
project and the oral presentation. In our group, it was not clear the difference between conference proposal
and conference abstract.
Q 4. A direct support for their learning process, especially as the teaching system was based on active
learning in groups.
Q 5. The relationship with tutors was more like a relation between colleagues than TA-boss. They were
always available and very patient with us.
Q 6. Generally, they were participative and very respectful with the other students. My impression is very
positive, they did a great job.
Q 7. I was very involved in all the process of the tutorship, but always trying to learn in the class and during
the student’s tasks.
Q 8. —My impression is that some of the tutors were not totally involved during the class time, doing others
than listening or participating. This behavior is a bad example for the students. —Tutors may not answer
questions done by instructors during class time. —During Tutorial time, only few students or non-students
came. I propose to do tutorial time with only one or two tutors per time.
Q 9. —If technology permitted, we could have more connections with Hakodate, and listen to their opinion
during the tasks.
Student 4–1.
Q 1: This workshop is really fruitful for me for my future carrier.
Q 3: writing scientific papers and teaching large course
Q 4: Yes. I learned some important techniques regarding teaching and writing areas.
Q 5: Handouts and in class activities because these are more practical.
Q 6: Increase the days such minimum 15 days for fruitful workshop.
Q 7: Thank organizer for organized a practical workshop and hope in future it will be continued.
Student 4–2.
Q 1: It was very helpful for the graduate students in terms of teaching as well as writing.
Q 3: The way how we can connect pedagogy to our research.
Q 4: Yes. I come to have clearer vision on teaching.
Q 5: Final project finalized what we I have learned from the workshop.
Q 6: It would be nicer if we could communicate with Hakodate-campus.
Q 7: The workshop was really wonderful and I am very thankful for having the chance to participate.
Student 4–3.
Q 1: It was my first attending to such workshop. Sometimes I couldn’t follow some lectures. But tutors and
my colleagues helped me kindly I could understand largely. Both of courses (Teaching and Writing) were
so beneficial.
Q 3: I realized the importance of the collaboration with other colleagues. I think this experience will be useful
to undertake the joint study in my future.
Q 4: Yes, it is. Writing article for journal course was useful and stimulated me to keep making effort. Before
beginning this course I did not understand academic skills and I did not know how I should practice to
write papers. So this course gave me good motivation.
Q 5: Final project is good experience. Creating course and preparing my presentation were so hard at the
beginning. But these works provided me a great motivation to continue my study and to become a good
teacher.
Q 6: I felt Sabrina’s speaking speed was fast and reading handouts and thinking time were short for me. (But
I think it is because of shortage of my ability to grasp.)
Q 7: Thank you for such a precious and beneficial opportunity!!
Student 4–4.
Q 1: It is very interesting! And it is useful for me.
Q 3: Adding to contents of lecture, I learned teaching skills through demonstration of Linda and Sabrina.
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They are very good examples of faculty.
Q 4: Yes, I did. I am not good at speaking and listening English, then I noticed that I must improve my
English skills so that I will be good Faculty member. In particular, it is very hard for me to catch up a
native English speaker’ fast speaking. I will train my English skills in the near future.
Q 5: Class activity is most useful for me. Because through discussion about teaching, writing, and ethics as
faculty, I learn that there are a lot of perspectives and opinions about them, so my vision has been widened.
Q 6: For Japanese students, we should help them in listening English. In this lecture, they need to listen to a
lot of talking. It is very hard for Japanese students who are not familiar with English.
Q 7: I want to join it once more!
Student 4–5.
Q 1: The workshop is well organized and each class is systematically connected in this content. Excellent! In
my personal feeling, the workshop is like official conference or symposium with audience (observers in
this case). Furthermore, I feel as if we attend the course in a foreign country because participants, staffs,
and also lecturers are multinational!!
Q 3: Two final projects are very practical. Since these projects are considered to be ‘real’ opportunities to
teach at the university level or write proposals or articles for academia, we can seriously try the same work
as faculty members as if we were faculty member.
Q 4: As I mentioned above, through two final projects, we can prepare academic skills for our carrier.
Furthermore, discussions with distinguished teachers or colleague inspired me to become an academic
professional.
Q 5: Group discussions and final projects are useful for me. In these activities, we can enhance not only
academic abilities (syllabus making or proposals) but also language performance in English (accuracy and
proficiency).
Q 6: I have just one recommendation. The workshop becomes better if instructions of assignments and final
projects (e.g. whether we should submit homework or not, by when, to whom) are made clear.
Q 7: I would like to attend also the next workshop! Thank you very much.
Tutor 5. Shohei Saito
Q 1. To promote and assist student's participation and learning.
Q 2. A, B, C. to reply to students' questions on Final Project by e-mail and so on.
Q 3. What is today's homework? What did teacher talk about in the class?
Q 4. We can give participants advices on Final Project, because we have done it before.
Q 5. Fantastic
Q 6. Excellent, they are smart and hard worker. I hope that more participants from the field of Humanity will
attend such a project in the future.
Q 7. So-so. I could better than I estimated.
Q 8. I hope that more participants from the field of Humanity will attend such a project in the future.
Q 9. Thank you very much
Student 5–1.
Q 1: This workshop is very effective for me, and I feel my English skills so grow up. PFF give me many good
friends and teachers, so I thank for this opportunity.
Q 3: I get some important point of view for a future faculty member, for example, in teaching, Bloom’s
Taxonomy and student’s point of view is very important. In writing, editor’s point of view and every
member’s opinion are helpful for my future work.
Q 4: Yes, it did. Because if this workshop not exist, we couldn’t experience the make teaching plan and
writing plan before actual opportunity. We can do well more and more through the experience.
Q 5: I think final project is the most helpful for me, because I think the experience is most important thing for
study.
Q 6: I think it is well that each session becomes shorter, so we will be more continuing to concentrate
sessions.
Q 7: Thank you for every colleague, staff and professors! I’m stepping up through this great experience.
Student 5–2.
Q 1: I really enjoyed the program and received a lot of good knowledge relating to the teaching and writing
skills. I could apply this knowledge to create my paper’s abstract and cover letter for submitting to journal.
It enabled me to realize the problems in my university for teaching the large course and I really want to
improve it. And also, I could develop the course syllabus for a course which I wish to teach at my
university. Besides, this program brought me a lot of friends from different countries in the world.
Q 3: Since this is the end of my first year of my doctor course, I planning to publish my first paper of my
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research work. This program guide me a lot relating to the procedure of publication, how to prepare for
publication, and I can use the writing final project for my research work directly by completing one
abstract and the cover letter for the publication. Besides, I define the journal which I will need to publish
my paper next year and I also learn the requirement for this paper submission. On the other hand, for
teaching class, I learn a lot how to be a good teacher especially for the large class teaching. This always
makes me thinking about what are the problems in the large class teaching and define the solutions to deal
with this problem. In addition, I found that course syllabus is very necessary for students. And I can
determine what items should be included into the course syllabus.
Q 4: Yes, It makes me realize the gaps of the system of my university has been doing till now and I feel really
eagerly want to improve it. I would like to promote Active Learning Class there.
Q 5: I found all activities were very useful to me:
—Group discussion: it enables me to communicate with all the group members and know how to work in
group. I think, it is a prove of Active Learning Class that we are learning from the program.
—Handout: there are many good theories together with samples. Beside their usefulness for this program
for the final project but also for my future work such as publishing paper as well preparing for the
university professional.
—Homework: it enabled students learn and read more their handout at home.
—Final project: it is very important for student to be able to apply what they had been learning to create
their final project. I found that final project is useful for my real research work that I am going to publish
soon. Especially, I could receive many good constructive comments from my group members.
Q 6: The program is very well prepared, however, I found the class is not large enough to let all students
could see the slide presentation well. I noticed that some students could not face to the lecturer, so that it
could fail the good interaction between students in teacher.
Student 5–3.
Q 1: The workshop was tightly compressed, just touching at the tip of the iceberg, yet provided me things that
really matter in priority order. I am left with a live index and a whole course’s worth of reference to
decompress, as I need them.
Q 3: The most valuable learning were how well prepared I need to be to up on stage and in Linda’s and
Sabrina’s shoes—not only the specific knowledge but also patience, respect, love, confidence, and belief
for the students, together with the best qualities of performing arts, from the score and ad lib.
Q 4: Definitely, yes. Now I am with a 1st draft road map to a faculty position drawn backwards from actual
teaching stage and hiring processes. How to prepare for what will be asked and shared in the interviews,
the kind of specialty I need to build in my discipline.
Q 5: The best activity useful was, how Linda and Sabrina has planned the entire session and ‘performed’ —
like great performers on stage during workshop. For example, to know the student before the workshop,
design and divide timelines for the workshop, setting goals and how interactions were made during the
workshop. I feel more confident in creating my class having learned some of the strategy and performance.
Q 6: The greatest difficulty and the pity of this program was that I felt some values were lost trying to
squeeze too much in such a short time. Therefore, my recommendations are to disperse the contents.
1) Pre-reading session before workshop run by tutors where the participants read a portion of the text and
present.
2) English support program in a form of a get together party, prior to workshop run by tutors.
3) If possible, have the program run in 2 weeks content.
Q 7: I have learned a lot, and the learning’s will change my life. I appreciate the efforts made by all of the
organizers, tutors, and the instructors. Not only I have learned the values, strategy, structure, and the art of
teaching (at least a portion of it), I touched how a truly mature person acts like. The practical matters such
as the hiring process and how it is actually like in class also are of great importance. Now I have a different
life ahead, compared to what I had prior to the workshop. Arigatou-Gozaimashita, for Linda san and
Sabrina san.
Student 5–4.
Q 1: It was useful in both teaching methods and writing skills.
Q 3: Teaching methods, such as how we can solve some problems when happen during the semester. Edit of
writing, and covering letter...
Q 4: Actually I already decided to get position in faculty, but this program opened my mind to new things.
Q 5: All of these were excellent, but I got good experiences from the lecturers.
Q 6: In my opinion the time of this workshop is very short and intensive, if you can change it as a short
course, for example one month; I think it will be more useful than now.
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Q 7: I know that organization of workshop is very difficult and expensive, but as I said if it can change as a
short course for graduate student, its effective will be more.
Tutor 5. Yoshia Morishita
Q 1. It was stated as follows. Tutors will 1) provide feedback on your (participants’) written assignments; 2)
facilitate small-group discussions in the workshops; and 3) facilitate the final oral presentations by keeping
time and moderating question and answer period that will follow each presentation. We encourage you all
to use this valuable resource. The instructors will communicate daily with the tutors.
Q 2. Facilitation during group discussions and presentations, getting feedback from students, meeting with the
instructors, taking attendance, guiding students to designated rooms (e.g., conference hall, auditorium, N
Building, and so on.
Q 3. How they prepare their final projects and what to do for homework. (Some told me the workshop was
great so want it to be longer.)
Q 4. Clarification of tasks/homework. Ice breaking in the group.
Q 5. Very quick to respond to students’ needs/requests, not ‘bossy’ and respect tutors, open to suggestions,
disciplined, judgment based on what they see, very much capable of dealing with what they do.
Q 6. Having attended all the sessions throughout the workshop, I did feel they were quieter than last year’s
students (not only in the beginning, but apart from the final presentations). This however does not mean
they were less committed.
Q 7. Generally good I suppose. Will probably have a Group 5 ‘reunion’ over some drinks in the summer. As a
Japanese tutor, I did also worked between the other tutors and the organizers so I think I was of some help
at least.
Q 8. The symposium could include some other activities, like talks by international participants/young
researchers, or exchange of ideas about internationalization of HU or more generally Japanese schools.
Q 9. Some participants say oral interviews in English should be done before participants are selected. This is
because some participants’ English is not as good as it should be to follow the instructions. I agree with this
to some extent but I also think it is good for these participants with weak language skills as they may
realize the need to improve their languages skills. Good to see more Japanese than before. However, I
overheard several times other international participants talking about how hard their research life in Japan
is, largely due to lack of communication and Japanese friends. Japanese students’ language skills,
international awareness, and constructive debate skills may need to be improved, I think.
Student 6–1.
Q 1: I think the workshop was very organized and well balanced. Both teaching and writing classes were easy
to understand and very useful, too. I really learned a lot from this workshop and cherished this experiment.
Thank you all so much for holding this workshop. And also thank all the tutors.
Q 3: 1. How to design a syllabus and how to teach a large class.
2. How to write cover letters and how to write good academic articles.
Q 4: Yes. Before the workshop, I had no idea of how to teach students. If someone pushed me to teach a
group of students before the workshop, I think I might get panics. Now I have more confidence in teaching
students. Besides, I learned how to write academic articles, which is also an important thing before and
after taking on a faculty position. I feel more prepared to take on a faculty position now.
Q 5: The in-class activities, for example, discussing with the group members, helped me to understand and
memorize the contents more easily. And the handouts were also very useful while doing the homework
assignments. It is impossible to memorize 100% of the course’s contents, but because of the handouts, I
could review them after class or in the future.
Q 6: The attitude between the tutors was a little bit different. Most of them were willing to teach students, and
made effort to help students to understand or catch up with the class. However, few tutors seemed that they
do not like to teach. They always complained about how many syllabus, papers, and proposals they have to
check, and how annoying it is. Sometimes, they did their own thing (chatting on the internet, emailing, and
so on) during class and even during the discussion. Selection of tutors might is needed. If all of the tutors
have common beliefs, I think the students will obtain much more from the workshop.
Student 6–2.
Q 1: The workshop was very good. Aptly titled “An Introduction to Teaching and Writing for Graduate
Students,” it provided all the essential information that was needed for both areas and that could be covered
in the allotted days.
Q 3: I learnt about the importance of using various teaching methods which actively involve student, also the
value of ethics in the relationship toward students and the great responsibility one has as a faculty member.
Q 4: Yes, the program made me feel more prepared to take on a faculty positions as I was given insight into
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the expectations for faculty.
Q 5: All activities were useful, particularly the handouts which were quite practical and comprehensive and
which I can use throughout my career, whichever field I choose to take. In-class activities and homework
assignments enabled application of information given in the discussions, and I was able to receive
feedback.
Q 6: I think the workshop was quite effective considering time limitations so I do not have any specific
recommendations, the tutors were very helpful and on hand to help if there was anything that was unclear.
Q 7: I am quite satisfied having completed this workshop; I now seriously consider a career in teaching rather
than in industry research. I think this was particularly due to the assignment in which I had to design a
course syllabus and how one had to make use of different learning methods to enable active learning.
Student 6–3.
Q 1: Very good.
Q 3: My vision towards academic teaching and syllabi designing completely changed as I acquired the
potential knowledge to define tasks, objectives and learning outcomes and methods to achieve those
objectives. Regarding the writing sessions, the benefits I got cannot be counted from the starting point of
how to choose my proposal and journal ending with how to write good covering letter and do critical
reading and act as reviewer.
Q 4: As I mentioned in the previous questions, my learning outcomes and the knowledge I had acquired
during the sessions, discussions will help me to be more prepared for my future academic career. Methods
for designing syllabi, grading rubrics were of essential importance to me. Adding to that of course the
writing sessions were extremely helpful, as I got the chance to handle the writing tasks either for
conference proposals, abstracts, and journal papers. Also the critical reading and how reviewer and editors
read and do peer review helped me to catch important tips for my future writing tasks.
Q 5: Of course all activities were useful for me as during all of them I practiced the aims of this workshop on
sound basis. But if I come to mention which ones I evaluate the most, then I have to say that the in-class
activities and the final project were the most useful for me. As for the in-class activities I practiced most of
the concepts which we learned during this course and I applied immediately what I learned and get
feedback through discussions with colleagues, tutors and our great instructors. Coming to the final project,
which allowed me to apply, process and formulate all what I learned and come out with my syllabus and
paper outline.
Q 6: Frankly speaking I think that everything was almost perfect. Even though more than I have expected,
especially when getting to the technical facilities which were just great.
Q 7: Thanks for everyone who shared in the organization of this event and my deepest gratitude to our
instructors Linda and Sabrina.
Student 6–4.
Q 1: It was an exciting experience. I have got want I want to learn from the workshop; meanwhile I met a lot
of friends in the class. Linda and Sabrina are two excellent teachers, not only the academic teaching but
also personalities. Also teachers who prepared for the workshop are really kind and helpful. The workshop
is scientifically designed and the lecture is actively delivered.
It is really a good experience for my study in Japan.
Thank you everyone.
Q 3: Design the syllabus for a course maybe I want to deliver in the future.
Co-work with others during study and academic communication.
Q 4: Yes, I get to know how to open a course and some defaults for large class. These make me more
prepared to be a faculty.
Q 5: in-class activities
I communicated with others; some of them were from different field. During this process, I learnt how to
deliver my thought to another person, how to express myself well and co-operation with others.
Q 6: I prefer that the PFF period to be longer. 5 day-course is a little short. Longer time can give students
more time to think and digest the knowledge that also means better performance of the outcome.
Q 7: Thanks everyone. I enjoyed the workshop.
Student 6–5.
Q 1: I think that the program was a high level.
Q 3: I had learned about the important of communication skills.
Q 4: Yes, it did.
Q 5: Handouts. I was able to prepare and review because there were handouts.
Q 6: I think that the program need to more Japanese participants.
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Tutor 6. Anton Lennikov
Q 1. Our role was to clarify tasks to students especially for the students who had difficulties with clear
understanding of the task. We also were timekeepers and encourage students to active participation. In the
office hours we dealt with students final projects. Since it was my 3rd time I was familiar with the tutors
work.
Q 2. During the classes I tried to emphases the task and rephrase it as simple as possible. During discussion I
used the stopwatch to give every participant equal time to express them. I also selected the note keeper and
speaker one by one in order to ensure everyone participation during the day.
Q 3. Most questions were regarding the final projects. People get a little bit confused regarding the teaching
project and the way they are to be presented.
Q 4. The successful discussion during the final projects presentations and the new writing skills obtained by
the participants.
Q 5. Very good! As always.
Q 6. They were very skillful maybe level of most students in my group has been a little bit to higher than
average. (Some of them already had the published papers) on the other hand the one of the students from
the Tsukuba University was still in his master so the gap between him and the other was quite significant.
Q 7. Ok. The students liked the endnote presentation in Monday although it was not the actual part of the
workshop.
Q 8. Emphases the prerequisites for the workshop more strictly especially regarding the English proficiency.
Maybe it’s reasonable to restrict master course participants to observers and increase the amount of 1st year
Ph.D. students instead.
Q 9. Thank you very much for the very unique experience. Look forward to see you again next year someday.
Student 7–1.
Q 1: Excellent
Q 3: 1. Get to know the fundamentals of syllabus designing.
2. Get more aware the logistic of thinking and working in scientific research.
Q 4: Yes. The course inspired me to think around my career plan based on my skills and profession.
Q 5: In-class activities. Inspired me the fundamental proficiencies to be a college faculty.
Q 6: I encountered several times of others’ retarded arrival in the group work. It could be more organized
concerning the attendance promoting and grading systems.
Q 7: I experienced, and got to know the details of a way of teaching by actively inspiring students. It is
fantastic to me.
Student 7–2.
Q 1: Very good!
Q 3: I got an expression of teaching, make syllabus, encourage students to do interactive works in the class
and the skills of teaching a large class. In the class, students are most important and what they need should
be focused on. I guess I will be a faculty worker in near future. I hope I can encourage a lot of excellent
students.
Q 4: Yes. Before I attend this workshop, I just think about the assignments of students, do experiments, take
part in conferences, and submit papers and so on. But now, I know why I should do this kind of work. My
supervisors point out the way that I interested at, encourage me. And then I develop my own science by
chasing their assignments. One day, I will work as what they did to me.
Q 5: Final project is a clear target for me to chasing. Usually I find other fun when I learning something, and
get out of the original target. I was difficult to focus on one thing.
Q 6: The workshop’s period is too short. 1 week is not enough.
Student 7–3.
Q 3: It was valuable to know how teaches can attract students to a course. Before this course, I didn’t know
that small group works, looking to students, and urging students to reflect by themselves made a course
successful. I’d like refer to these things when I make a course actually.
Q 4: Yes, it did. I got to know how I should teach and write in academia. But I also felt that more and more
preparation was necessary to be a teacher. Additionally, this course made me realize that I was not good at
English. So I continue to improve English.
Q 5: I think the final project was very useful. It was interesting and valuable to discuss studies and syllabi
about different field in English. I got to know that more detailed explanations were indispensable to
students in other fields each other.
Q 6: We, graduate school students, are so busy for several tasks in our laboratory that we can’t allocate much
time to one thing in a short period. So if the program supplies the binder and assignments to students one
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month earlier, they would be able to prepare this course and assignments completely.
Q 7: Thank you for giving me such an unobtainable opportunity.
Student 7–4.
Q 1: Excellent.
Q 3: How to teach in large course?
Q 4: Yes. 1. Take sufficient preparation before going to class.
2. Make sure each student participate my class.
3. Evaluation of every student will be fair.
4. I need to learn more about the making syllabus, and so on.
Q 5: I think all type activities are useful in this workshop. I am trying to answer one by one:
1. Handouts: They used in class hour. I also kept them because in future I need them. Like when I will
write abstract I will have a look of the rules of writing of abstract. So they will be useful in future too.
2. Home Work Assignment: It is one kind of practical task. From home works, I learn about myself more
than other activities.
3. In-class activities: From class activities, I learn many things. But most important things I learn that is
“How to be good Teacher (Like Linda and Sabrina).”
4. Final Project: After presentation of my final project I faced many questions from my group and tutor. In
future I will be more care to present and making any Presentation.
Overall, I learn many things from all activities. I will use my knowledge in my works and life.
Q 6: I am very satisfied with this workshop. I do not have any specific recommendation.
Q 7: I have two requests (not comments):
1. Increase the time of the workshop for that is not only 5 days.
2. Is it possible to offer it every year?
Tutor 7. Chinyere Nwafor-Okoli
Q 1. 1. Group moderator.
2. Time keeper.
3. Reviewing participant’s projects.
4. Keeping in touch with participants by e-mail.
These roles were explicitly mentioned before the workshop.
Q 2. a) During tutorial session, I assisted participants with their writing and teaching projects.
b) During classes, I moderated discussions in my group.
c) I received phone calls from participants at night and clarified issues concerning the workshop and the
project.
Q 3. Participants wanted to know how to polish their papers in order to make it publishable.
Q 4. Participants were much at ease when they got to know that the tutors are there for them.
Q 5. They did a wonderful job. This workshop was even better than the last one!
Q 6. They did very well. There was a fruitful teamwork and cooperation from all the group members.
Q 7. I think I did my best. I gave my team an excellent tutorial support.
Q 8. There was an improvement on the type of participants included this year. Japanese participants
especially, were on a record high therefore their participation and inclusion should be continuously
encouraged.
Q 9. This workshop should be organized again.
Coordinator. Azania Mufundirwa
Q 1. The role of tutors was to facilitate the workshop by acting as a mediator between Instructors and
participants. The role was clearly explained during the first meeting between tutors and Instructors.
Q 2. Assist participants with further explanations and recommendations. In class, more like facilitating group
discussions and assure progress in the right direction. Small chat with participants to create team spirit.
Q 3. How to write a quality paper to submit to a journal, and how to do the assignments well.
Q 4. Some students don’t clearly understand Instructors, so they turn to tutors for further understanding.
Q 5. They are working hard most of the times and always try to listen to our feedback. They don’t normally
take office hours seriously.
Q 6. 10 % of the participants were active, most were a silent majority, passive and not really asking questions.
It was one-way learning from Instructors to participants mostly.
Q 7. I did my best, but I was not impressed with tutorial attendance. Most students only want to come for
tutorials when assignments/projects are given.
Q 8. Participants should attend the welcome party, it’s very important as an ice-breaker. Continue to increase
the number of Japanese participants.
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Q 9. The workshop is a good foundation, but I would appreciate if Hokkaido University starts implementing
graduate teaching and writing courses.
Student H–1.
Q 1: The content itself is good, but my ability for listening and speaking is not enough.
Q 3: I think that this program is a good chance to be used to surrounding speaking English.
Q 4: Now it is difficult to judge the effect, but I hope so. Especially, teaching skill.
Q 5: Hand out is too much, and almost no time to read. Class activity is the best way.
Q 6: Teacher exercise to make more pointed and short power point and text.
Q 7: Sorry to answer in question 8 and 9. The class itself is very interesting! Thank you for the good course.
Student H–2.
Q 1: Good
Q 3: The most important is how to prepare a syllabus and manage the class.
Q 4: Yes. With all the skills and knowledge I feel more confident to take my responsibilities as a faculty
member.
Q 5: Handouts, assignments, discussion and final projects were very useful.
Q 6: It will be much better to extend the course duration from at 5 days to at least 2 weeks if possible or
advanced course should be introduced.
Q 7: Participants from Hakodate missed interaction with facilitators such as asking questions, interaction with
participants from Sapporo and office hours. I propose that one office hour session should be reserved for
participants from Hakodate. Also, the course should be announced/advertised right from orientation (i.e.
from April). Furthermore, all the teaching materials should be made available on time to Hakodate
participants (some were missing).
Student H–3.
Q 1: In lecture, I’m impressed that teachers frequently make students discussion. I have never done the
interesting and inspiring lecture. I enjoyed lectures. Thank you so much for teachers.
Q 3: I learned the way to evaluate students; syllabi and rubric. I believe this technique will help me in future.
Q 4: I feel a lack of the technique of teaching. In this workshop, we did not do lesson only discussion. So, I
think I need to more study how to teach students.
Q 5: I think in-class activities and final project are useful for me. Because in-class activities is inspiring for
me, and final project is good training. Especially, I feel the final project is so interesting since the editing
for the first time.
Q 6: I think the all contents in this workshop are recommendation because students in the workshop will be
some stages (ex. have/not a paper). Especially, I recommend Ph.D. students this workshop.
Student H–4.
Q 1: This course was very nice. Personally, I really appreciate this workshop. Not only the instructors, Linda
and Sarbrina, were very kind, but also they taught how to teach and write step by step and made sure we
completely understood by using active learning techniques.
Q 3: Course syllabi, rubric grading system, ethics and academic writing.
Q 4: Yes, I know how to write articles, design course syllabi, grade conscientiously and how to be a good
teacher for my students.
Q 5: I think the article writing assignment was the most useful because Hokkaido University Ph.D. students
need a published article for graduation. After I finished discussing with my colleagues, I collected the
comments from them for improving my article and submitting to the journal finally.
Q 6: I think the workshop should up load PowerPoint files before teaching the class because it is very easy to
follow instructors especially the student in Hakodate.
Tutor H. Devon Ronald Dublin
Q 1. Yes there was no doubt in the minds of potential tutors what was expected of them at all.
Q 2. In the tutorial sessions at lunch and in the evening, I reviewed the material taught and dealt with any
doubts or questions participants may have had, the homework was explained again as well. In the tutorial
session at the start of the day I met with individual participants if they so desired. I ensured that everyone
was paying attention and I encouraged them to take notes. In addition, I gave guidance to those that may
have had difficulties finding the relevant page or document to be used in the session. I also kept a constant
discourse with the participants via email at nights and on the weekend.
Q 3. Most of the question received was in connection with the 2 projects that the participants were required to
do. The opinions in general were excellent since there was an evident increased enthusiasm on the part of
the participants.
Q 4. To answer this question, I prefer to look at the peculiar circumstance of Hakodate which the other tutors
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would not be able to talk about. To have the participants truly participate I conducted the discussions and
class activities simultaneously with Linda and Sabrina and in that way they actually did what everyone else
was doing in Sapporo. After the feedback was received while the speakers were muted, I made a note on
their responses on the white board and then we listened in to Sapporo again and compared our responses
with those of Sapporo. That was the most significant positive outcome of tutorial support to the participants
in Hakodate.
Q 5. Simply amazing and sensitive to our situation. The fact that they always remembered us in Hakodate had
a profound impact on the participants here because they at no time felt isolated. My daily reports to them
via email were always acknowledged promptly.
Q 6. I am extremely humbled at the way they responded to what I was doing. They made me a better
instructor and I challenged myself pretty well since there was not much of an age difference between us. I
will have to rate them as excellent students who contributed to what I did a success. It was great to work
with a group that was made up of more Japanese than foreigners.
Q 7. Self-evaluation is always difficult for me but given the feedback from those under my care I will have to
give myself an A. I nevertheless at no time doubted my capabilities so I guess I can pat myself on the back
just a little bit.
Q 8. I think the workshop is workable the way it is and is better because we have learnt from the past as well.
My only suggestion would be to find a way to explain to the participants from the inception what a
syllabus, rubric, article to a journal and conference proposal is all about so that very early participants can
select which one of them they would like to do for their project and develop their projects progressively as
they learn about them during the course of the workshop. For example, some people select syllabus as their
project because they only learn about rubrics late in the workshop.
3. Feedback from the 13 Observers (Sapporo)
1. Shiori Hasegawa, U of Tsukuba, Humanities and Social Sciences, Doctor Program, film history, female,
Japanese
Q1. I had an impression it is difficult for some Japanese students to participate in discussion in English. But
students discussed in a helpful manner, so most discussion was very interactive. Wonderful Workshop!
Q3. Through PFF workshop, I could learn the importance to develop both academic and educational skill.
PFF workshop is equally valuable for students who don’t seek for an academic career. Student can
understand what is diversity, international understanding, global society though discussion.
Q4. I can shape several images what type of faculty I like to aim.
Q5. Handouts are very useful for me. It includes valuable information for developing teaching skill.
Q6. PFF workshop will be helpful for graduate students who have specialties related to Japan: Japanese
literature, Japanese culture, and Japanese linguistics. Most Japanese student will hesitate to participate in
the program in English. Some support for Japanese students who have difficulties in English will be
needed.
Q7. It is useful in that students who belong to different departments can share the same experience through
workshop on teaching.
2. Shougo Koiguchi, HU, Economics and Business Administration, Accounting, Master Program,
Accounting, male, Japanese
Q1. It was a great course. Especially anyone has high motivation.
3. Hussein Zanaty Youssef, Kitami Board of Education, English supervision Dept.; Heidelberg U, USA,
Instructor & Trainee, education, male, Egyptian
Q1. Advantage: A lot!
I highly appreciate the hard work of organizers and instructors of PFF 2011. The course provided a
great opportunity to all participants and observers. Myself, I would say that PFF was effectively enhanced
my teaching and writing knowledge. As an observer, I could see the whole picture of this great workshop.
A lot of useful techniques were applied at the course that for sure would be strong tools in our future
career. I would like to thank our great instructors, Linda and Sabrina, for their extraordinary in providing
many constructive ideas in development stages of academic writing and teaching.
I would also thank all Hokkaido university professors who managed perfectly to organize this amazing
workshop. Thanks for providing me this opportunity and I would promise you to apply all what I have
learnt at my future career.
Disadvantage: NONE
However I have a slight comment on one of the tutor. I was really shucked of his reaction during
course. He spent the whole days accessing his iPhone and iPod. He never listens to other group speakers
in order to facilitate to his group. I could notice his group member frustration on his bad behavior. I was
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also so shocked when I heard that this is the third time for him to participate in the PFF!! When he was
interviewed at the beginning of PFF course... he said “the reason to be here because I take money—I am
paid”! He said that in front of all participants and instructors! How can new participants be motivated to
this course and their tutor’s behavior like that!
Q3. A lot of class management techniques including group work, think pair share, norming session, buzz
group and one minute paper feedback. I also was interested in open discussion and giving opportunity to
participants individually to take part in discussion and final presentation.
I would say that the above techniques will lead my future career to the best instructor.
Q4. The PFF 2011 flourished my teaching and writing skills. Workshop provided a lot of clues to improve
my syllabi and class management. It also empowered me with useful technique to work with large classes.
The PFF enlarged my vision on teaching at university level and I feel that I am well prepared to apply for
a faculty position and help undergraduate and graduate students to improve their education career.
Q5. I was an observer, but I worked hard on the all assignments. I would say that the rule of TA and tutors
had a great role in this workshop. Handouts designed well with a lot of references and practice cases.
Final project was a useful experience for all participants to apply what they have gained through the
course. Some students were nervous but all did well.
Q6. —More participants of Japanese students.
—Pre instruction sheet in English to be handed in to Japanese students who have a problem with English
level before workshop in order to be familiar with course English instruction.
—Observers take opportunity to share discussion session.
—Once a year if it is possible!
Q7. I have taken an academic writhing course at another university during my MA degree. I would see the
high level of the PFF instructors in delivering the course materials and goals to participants.
4. Yuko Okamatsu, HU, Veterinary Medicine, Faculty, metabolism, female, Japanese
Q1. I found this course very fruitful and productive. This program would encourage graduate students to
prepare for future faculty, and allow them to know what they have to learn by then. And also it was a great
experience for me to know how students are educated in UCB, because I did not have a chance to
participate in a program like PFF when I was a graduate student.
Q3. As a faculty member, I have never been taught how to teach or how to give a lecture. The ability to give
effective and attractive lecture is indispensable skill for faculty, but this sometimes fails to be considered
enough. Dr. Hoene answered our questions clearly and helped us to solve the problems. I’m sure this
course enables us to make better presentation and lecture.
Q4. Dr. Hoene and Dr. Soracco taught us the tips which we can apply to practical use immediately. They
also fed us with the basic ideas, for example, why we need syllabus, how different academic writing and
others. This improved our problem-solving skills in the various situations we may encounter in the future.
Q5. In-class activities were particularly useful for me. When I teach large course, it is always very hard to
keep attention of students throughout the class. Now, I understand the importance of group- or pair-work.
Q6. I suppose the two courses of this program, teaching course and writing course, are set towards the
students of different grades or positions. Teaching class is suited for the students who would be to give a
lecture in the near future, such as graduate students ready to graduate, post-doctoral fellows, and young
faculties. On the other hand, writing course would more useful for the younger students who are not much
experienced in preparing for the conference or the submission of manuscript. This gap may be due to the
different situation in U.S. and Japan, because graduate students are doing academic writing occasionally,
but will not have much chance to give a lecture if they get a job at faculty position. I am not able to
provide a specific idea; however, taking into account this difference would make this course more suitable
for Japanese students.
5. Moritsugu Sakamoto, HU, Graduate School of Engineering, Master Program, applied physics, male,
Japanese
Q1. My impression of the Workshop is so activity. All participants communicated and discussed actively. I
thought that these attitudes required for academic situation.
Q3. I think that teaching skill is most important to become a future faculty member, but I couldn’t presence
at the program of teaching this time.
6. Miho Funamori, U of Tokyo, Evaluation Support Office, Faculty, higher education, management,
female, Japanese
Q1. Excellent! Full of information, very well constructed and managed, very impressive.
Q3. I never had the chance to see the skills for academic writing and teaching in such a structured way. It
enabled me to feel more organized and being able to develop it further by myself.
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Q4. Learning how to prepare for a course semester long was useful.
Q5. The in-class activities, especially the group work, seemed to help much to get aware with the specific
issues.
Q6. Hmm..., difficult to answer. It was perfect. Though, you may just make a list on what has to be taken
into consideration at, for instance, teaching large classes. There are usually a good portion of people who
don’t like to take the time to do all the group discussions and all the in-class activities.
Q7. Academic writing for sure; this is something that everyone is aware of its need. Though, teaching
interested me much more and it seemed to be more valuable to our university. But it will be difficult to
implement because neither student nor faculty member will attend such workshops. Maybe, we could
work out a program for newly appointed faculty members. Thank you for everything!
7. Shingo Tanaka, HU, Center for Sustainability Science (CENSUS), Postdoctoral, ecology, education,
male, Japanese
Q1. Totally said, contents are quite useful for master and PhD course students. Lecturers are good at teach
using much amount of useful example. I want to attend the workshop if they plan to a similar one for
young faculty.
Q3. How to make syllabus and grading rubrics are useful for young faculties. It gives me an inspiration
about new course. I wish I discussed the idea with other participants at that time.
Q5. Amount of homework is quite much, but the quality is good and practical. So, I hope we could get
handouts before lecture to read it once.
Themes of class activities are also neat. Member of a group changed every day, and it may affect well
because participants have a much chance to discuss with a various participants and tutors. But in some
case, members of groups should not be changed because of continuous activities.
For much amount of handouts in small binder, it was difficult to open the pages. More larger binder is
convenient for me.
Q6. I hope observers could participate in the group works during the course. The group work should be
different from normal participants.
We’d better to exploit internet conference system to discuss with participants in other campus.
Q7. Writing and submitting conference proposal is useful for Hokudai students. Because students rarely get
chance to learn such skills at universities in Japan.
8. Machi Sato, Tohoku U, Center for Professional Development, Faculty, higher education, female,
Japanese
Q 1. The workshop was very efficiently organized. Although it was quite intensive, participants seemed to
enjoy learning new concepts and meeting other students from various studies. (Please note that I only
joined first three days so I won’t be able to evaluate the latter part of the workshop.)
Q3. The way Linda explained about her own behavior while running the session was excellent. Also I think
participants must have benefitted a lot from tutors.
Q4. Learning to look at one’s own writing from reader’s perspective must have benefitted participants. Also
understanding how a design of a course affect students’ learning must have made participants to be less
fearful about teaching.
Q5. I only attended the first three days so it is difficult to answer this question...
Q6. I wonder if Hokkaido university is planning to organize this kind of workshop on their own in the future.
If you are thinking about running the workshop the same way as this year, it would be better to train tutors
a bit more so that they would play a very critical role of mediating Berkeley context to Hokkaido context.
Q7. This is a difficult question... it was great to see the commitments tutors showed during the workshop,
which shows the importance of continuity of the program over years. We also need to think about the way
to sustainably run PFFP.
9. Mohammad Nazrul Islam Bhuiyan, HU, Agriculture, Master Program, chemical biology, male,
Bangladeshi
Q 1. This is very impressive workshop for me. I learnt a more from this workshop especially written up
research articles.
Q3. Management systems, teaching and writing techniques.
Q4. Teaching and writing
Q5. In-class activities.
Q6. May be extend duration of training at least 10-15 days.
Q7. All sessions.
10. Eiko Tsuchida, HU, Media and Communication, Faculty, American studies, female, Japanese
(According to the Evaluation Form for the Participants-Students)
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Q 1: The workshop offered truly an international (or transnational) learning experience to Hokudai graduate
students.
Q 3: As a faculty member, the sessions gave me some hints on how to run my own classes. The reading
materials are informative; I would like to come back and consult them from time to time. Ideas on writing
syllabus were particularly helpful.
Q 4: As I feel Japanese universities getting more and more “Americanized” in many ways, the ideas and
skills introduced in the sessions and reading materials made me feel more secure and confident to write up
the syllabus and grade student works.
Q 5: Unfortunately, I wasn’t able to sit in much of the actual sessions, to the handouts turned out to be the
most helpful, as I have mentioned above.
Q 6: Compared with the teaching sessions, writing sessions seemed rather difficult for our graduate students
(non-native speakers of English). In the revising and editing session, I could tell the students had difficulty
just understanding what the sample paragraphs were saying. I would recommend developing writing
sessions geared specifically to non-native speakers.
Q 7: Thank you very much for organizing this workshop for Hokudai students.
11. Mamoru Fukamizu, HU, Center for Sustainability Science (CENSUS), Faculty, ethics, political
philosophy, male, Japanese
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12. Rie Goto, HU, Front Office for Human Resource Education and Development, Faculty, biology of
reproduction, female, Japanese
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13. Nobuyuki Takahashi, Waseda U, Technology Management Division, Staff, mechanical engineering,
male, Japanese
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(Revised, 30/08/2010)

6–1. PFF Workshop 2010
Sponsor: Center for Research and Development in Higher Education
Joint-sponsors: International Education Collaboration Support Team,
Faculty of Fisheries Sciences, Hokkaido University;
Organization of Liberal Education, University of Tsukuba
We are pleased to announce the opening of the second workshop for graduate students who wish to
improve their teaching and writing skills in English.
Period: July 21 (Wed.)-23 (Fri.), 26 (Mon.)-27 (Tues.), 2010
Place: Center for Research and Development in Higher Education, Hokkaido University (HU)
Program: See the syllabus.
Language: English
Cost: None
The workshop will be conducted by Dr. Linda von Hoene, Director of the Graduate Student Instructor
Teaching and Resource Center, University of California, Berkeley (UCB), and Dir. Sabrina Soracco, Director
of the Graduate Division Academic Services, UCB, and will be based on the workshop they practice at UCB.
This workshop will enable participants to strengthen their teaching skills to allow better expression of
ideas in research writing, and provide a basis for effective teaching skills which is the foundation of a career
in teaching.
This program is funded by the JSPS Grants-in-Aid for Scientific Research.

Dr. Linda von Hoene

Dir. Sabrina Soracco
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30 participants (students) and 10 observers (students, postdoctoral, faculty or staff) will be accepted for the
workshop. Affiliation with Hokkaido University is not a prerequisite.
For the HU graduate students this is a credit course in all disciplines (Interdisciplinary courses for
graduate students: Daigakuin Kyotsu Jugyo). The HU graduate students should register this course through
the HU Registration System. Then students who successfully complete the workshop will receive a grade of
2 credits.
The Center for Research and Development in Higher Education will issue a certificate of completion to
those who successfully complete the workshop (HU & non-HU students, observers and tutors).
Persons interested in participating should fill out the online Application Form by the deadline (finished).
Online Application: http://ws.high.hokudai.ac.jp/
Contact address. (Sapporo) E-mail: ando@high.hokudai.ac.jp; FAX: 011-706-7521
Deadline for preliminary application at the Sapporo campus: Monday, June 21, 2010 (finished)
• The students who registered this course through the HU Registration System in April should
complete online application by the deadline: Monday, June 21, 2010 (finished).
• Persons who will attend only a part (several sessions) of the workshop are accepted not as
“participants” (students), but as “observers,” because all the 15 sessions are tightly connected.
We will practice the live teleconferencing with the Hakodate campus.
Persons interested in joining the live teleconferencing in Hakodate should fill out the online
Application Form by the deadline: Wednesday, July 14, 2010 (finished).
Live teleconferencing with Hakodate campus
Place; Room: Faculty of Fisheries Sciences (Hakodate, Minato-cho 3-1-1); Conference Room
Online Application: http://ws.high.hokudai.ac.jp/
Contact address. (Hakodate) E-mail: takagi@fish.hokudai.ac.jp, TEL/FAX: 0138-40-5550
Deadline for application (as observers): Wednesday, July 14, 2010 (finished)
Participants (students) will be chosen by lottery if the number exceeds the limit (30). Only those who are
approved by this are allowed to officially register to this course.
All official participants (students, not observers) of the workshop are required to write a short Pre Essay
(about 700 words in English). The essay is a self-introductory one that includes information of your personal
background, academic discipline, and your analysis of writing skills both in English and your native
language.
New information and materials (handouts etc.) will be uploaded in our website. Please check it regularly.
http://ws.high.hokudai.ac.jp/
Syllabus:
Key Words
Course Title &
Subtitle
Instructors,
Institutions

Date
Place
Course
Objectives

Teaching Assistant, Syllabi, Grading Rubrics, Academic Writing
Preparing Future Faculty: An Introduction to Teaching and Writing for Graduate Students
Eijun Senaha, Associate Professor, Graduate School of Letters, HU
Toshiyuki Hosokawa, Professor, Center for Research and Development in Higher
Education, HU
Atsushi Ando, Professor Emeritus, HU
Linda von Hoene, Director, Graduate Student Instructor Teaching and Resource Center,
UCB
Sabrina Soracco, Director, Graduate Division Academic Services, UCB
July 21 (Wed.)-23 (Fri.), 26 (Mon.)-27 (Tues.), 2010
Center for Research and Development in Higher Education, HU
To enable graduate students of any discipline to obtain basic skills and knowledge to
manage education and research through effective English communication skills as a
foundation for those considering a career in teaching at the university level. This workshop
will introduce teaching and writing skills by the renowned instructors from UC-Berkley and
introduce their Preparing Future Faculty (PFF) program.
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Course Goal

Course
Schedule

Homework
Grading
System

Textbooks
Reading List
Websites

Additional
Information

1. Obtain knowledge and skills in teaching as preparation for teaching at the university
level.
2. Obtain knowledge and skills as a Teaching Assistant.
3. Obtain skills to write and edit proposals and essays for academic journals and job
applications.
4. Obtain knowledge and skills for giving academic presentations, participating in
discussions, and giving peer reviews in English.
5. Acquire the ability to explain the tasks of academic professions.
6. Obtain knowledge and skills as an international, academic professional.
1. Opening: Keynote Speech and Introduction
2. Basics of Teaching
3. Basics of Academic Writing
4. Designing Course Syllabi and Learning Objectives
5. Writing and Submitting Conference Proposals
6. Submitting Articles to International Journals
7. Creating and Using Grading Rubrics
8. Teaching Large Courses
9. Writing Abstracts
10. Professional Standards and Ethics in Teaching
11. Editing and Revising Writing
12. Symposium & Special Lecture
13. Student Presentations 1
14. Student Presentations 2
15. Closing: Summary and Closing Address
Preparation for oral presentations and essay writing. Your actual workload (in-class / athome) will be approximately 90 hours before/during/after the course.
Your grade for this course will be based on the following:
1. Class Contribution (33.3%): Attendance and active participation in each workshop. This
includes participation in large- and small-group activities; teamwork and collegiality; and
helping each other learn through peer feedback and scholarly exchange.
2. Course Work (33.3%): Completion of assignments between sessions and use of resources
such as tutorial support and instructor office hours.
3. Final Project and Presentation (33.3%): Written and oral presentations to help you apply
and synthesize what you have learned in the workshops. Details will be provided.
No textbook required. Handouts will be distributed.
TA /    : 
,
ISBN:4472403366
About the PFF Program at UCB:
International Symposium on Professional Development in Higher Education 2009, HU &
University of Tsukuba
First PFF Workshop, HU, March 2010
GSI Professional Standards and Ethics Online Course, UCB
TOEFL 500+ is advised.
Number of students to be accepted is 30.

Course Requirements (See PFF 2011)
Role of Tutors (See PFF 2011)
Instructor Office Hours (See PFF 2011)
FINAL PROJECTS (See PFF 2011)
I. Teaching (choose one of the following):
Option 1: (See PFF 2011)
On Monday, July 26, 2010, hand in the syllabus.
Option 2: (See PFF 2011)
On Monday, July 26, 2010, hand in the assignment, the description of how you will break the assignment
down over the semester, and the grading rubric.
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II. Writing (choose one of the following):
Option 1: (See PFF 2011)
On Monday, July 26, 2010, hand in the call for proposals, the proposal, and the abstract you have written.
Option 2: (See PFF 2011)
On Monday, July 26, 2010, hand in the submission guidelines, the paper or paper outline, and the cover
letter.
PRESENTATIONS
Presentations based on your final projects will take place in Sessions 13 and 14 on Tuesday, July 27,
2010. In preparation for the presentations, each participant will distribute their final written projects to
group members on Monday, July 26, 2010 (we will tell you on Friday how many copies to bring on
Monday). Your written projects will be read on Monday evening by reviewers from your group prior to
the Tuesday presentations. Reviewers will formulate two questions for the projects they review. Final
presentations will be five minutes long. Following the presentations, reviewers will pose their questions.
 Session 1. Opening: Keynote Speech and Introduction
Eijun Senaha, Associate Professor, Graduate School of Letters, HU
Toshiyuki Hosokawa, Professor, Center for Research and Development in Higher Education, HU
Linda von Hoene, Director, Graduate Student Instructor Teaching and Resource Center, UCB
Sabrina Soracco, Director, Graduate Division Academic Services, UCB
 Welcome Party: July 21, Wed. 18:00-20:00, Building E, 1st floor, E120
Cost: 500 Yen from the students, 1000 yen from the faculty, staffs & guests
 Workshops
• Linda von Hoene (See PFF 2011)
Session 2. Basics of Teaching
Session 4. Designing Course Syllabi and Learning Objectives
Session 7. Creating and Using Grading Rubrics
Session 8. Teaching Large Courses
Session 10. Professional Standards and Ethics in Teaching
• Sabrina Soracco (See PFF 2011)
Session 3. Basics of Academic Writing
Session 5. Writing and Submitting Conference Proposals
Session 6. Submitting Articles to International Journals
Session 9. Writing Abstracts
Session 11. Editing and Revising Writing
 Session 12. Symposium & Special Lecture
Facilitator: Toshiyuki Hosokawa, Professor, CRDHE, HU
1. Symposium: A Roadmap to International Career Development
Panelists:
Makoto Demura, Professor, Graduate School of Advanced Life Science; FOHRED, HU:
Career Development Education System for HU Graduate Students
Front Office for Human Resource Education and Development (FOHRED) was founded in 2009 for the
HU graduate students in order to help them build career after receiving postgraduate degrees. In this
symposium, I would like to introduce the program’s visions and activities, which are now expanding its
task and focus from science students to every graduate student on HU campus.
Werawan Manakul, Lecturer, Graduate School of Engineering, HU:
About me, a Thai who cannot write proper Thai
The words “international” and “internationalization” have been floating around HU campus since I
joined the university a decade ago and are still floating. What makes it difficult for those two words to
sink in? I am going to talk about myself whose life span of over half a century includes a large portion
living away from my homeland. I hope that my experiences will help you find correct answers.
Facilitator: Eijun Senaha, Associate Professor, Graduate School of Letters, HU
2. Vice President’s Address: Minoru Wakita
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3. Special Lecture: Universal Design for Learning in Higher Education; Emiliano Ayala, Associate
Professor, School of Education, Sonoma State University, California State University
Given the central role of teaching to our professional lives, faculty need concrete ways to enhance their
effectiveness in the classroom in support of greater student achievement. Have you ever asked yourself,
“How can I meet the needs of students who struggle to learn without compromising the rigorous standards
of my course?” Implementing Universal Design for Learning (UDL) principles enables you to effectively
design and teach your course in a way that makes learning accessible to a wider range of students. UDL is
a proactive approach to designing course instruction, materials, and content to benefit students of all
learning styles.
Facilitator: Takuo Utagawa, Professor, Hokkaido University of Education, Hakodate
This Session is open to the public. Cost: None. Preliminary Application is not necessary.
Date & Time: Monday, July 26, 2010; 15:15-17:00
Place: Center for Research and Development in Higher Education, HU (Sapporo, N17W8)
Room: Multimedia Education Building, 3rd floor, Auditorium
Joint-sponsors: Research and Clinical Center for Child Development,
Front Office for Human Resource Education and Development, HU
 Session 15. Closing: Summary and Closing Address
List of the Handouts, Slides & Other Materials
Participants-students’ Pre Essays for the PFF Workshop (28 pages)
Tutors’ Essays on “Role of Tutors in English Writing Class” (5 pages)
Workshop (Handouts)
Teaching: Linda von Hoene
Session 2. Basics of Teaching (3 pages)
Session 4. Designing Course Syllabi and Learning Objectives (28 pages)
Session 7. Creating and Using Grading Rubrics (40 pages)
Session 8. Teaching Large Courses (3 pages)
APPENDIX: Sample Syllabi (21 pages)
Writing: Sabrina Soracco
Session 3. Basics of Academic Writing (88 pages)
Session 5. Writing and Submitting Conference Proposals (41 pages)
Session 6. Submitting Articles to International Journals (83 pages)
Session 9. Writing Abstracts (26 pages)
Session 11. Editing and Revising Writing (9 pages)
Keynote Speech and Introduction
TA Training and PFF Program at Hokkaido University (Toshiyuki Hosokawa) (29 slides)
HU Strategies & English (Eijun Senaha) (17 slides)
Keynote and Introduction (von Hoene & Soracco) (12 slides)
Supplemental Information Sheet (Instructor Contact Information, Course Requirements, Course Grade,
Role of Tutors, Instructor Office Hours) (1 page)
Final Projects & Presentations (1 page)
2. Basics of Teaching (von Hoene) (19 slides)
3. Basics of Academic Writing (Soracco) (22 slides)
4. Designing Course Syllabi and Learning Objectives (von Hoene) (10 slides)
Verbs for Bloom’s Taxonomy (1 page)
5. Writing and Submitting Conference Proposals (Soracco) (13 slides)
6. Submitting Articles to International Journals (Soracco) (17 slides)
Conference Proposal (1 page)
Conference Reviewers Comments Blank (1 page)
Conference Reviewers Comments (3 pages)
7. Creating and Using Grading Rubrics (von Hoene) (11 slides)
8. Teaching Large Courses (von Hoene) (18 slides)
9. Writing Abstracts (Soracco) (16 slides)
Improving the Abstract (5 pages)
10. Professional Standards and Ethics in Teaching (von Hoene) (9 slides)
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Homework for Monday Night in Preparation for Final Project Presentations on Tuesday, Instructions
for Presentations on Tuesday, July 27, 2010 & Handouts (3 pages)
11. Editing and Revising Writing (Soracco) (52 slides)
Handouts (5 pages)
Symposium & Special Lecture
Career Development Education System for HU Graduate Students (Makoto Demura) (16 slides)
Universal Design for Learning in Higher Education (Emiliano Ayala) (28 slides)
 Post Questionnaires!
All students and observers are required to answer the Post Questionnaires after finishing the Workshop.
Please download the file of the Post Questionnaires from our course, select the page (1. For
participants-students in Sapporo & observers in Hakodate) or (2. For observers in Sapporo), write your
answers and submit it to our course: http://ws.high.hokudai.ac.jp/ (on the page UCB Workshop)
Deadline: Friday, August 6 (finished)
Schedule & Rooms in Detail:
9:30-10:30
July
10:30-12:00
21Wed.
1
Opening
22Thu.
Tutorial
4
H2
23Fri.
Tutorial
7
H3
24Sat.
25Sun.
26Mon.
Tutorial 10
H5
27Tue.
Tutorial 13 Presentation1

12:00-12:30

Tutorial
Tutorial
Tutorial

Tutorial
Tutorial

13:30-15:00

2
5
8

H1
S2
H4

15:15-16:45
17:00-18:00
3
S1
T Office Hour
6
S3
T Office Hour
9
S4
T Office Hour

11
S5
12 Symposium T Office Hour
14 Presentation2 15
Closing

All
von Hoene
S Sorracco
Office Hours & Tutorial Support (You can talk with the instructors & tutors personally.)
T Tutorial Support (You can talk with the tutors personally.)
Place: Center for Research and Development in Higher Education, HU (Sapporo, N17W8)
Rooms:
Building E, 1st floor, Conference Hall (Opening)
Building E, 1st floor, E101, E120 (Workshop)
Building E, 2nd floor, E208 (Workshop)
Building E, 3rd floor, E308 (Workshop)
Building N, 2nd floor, N283 (Workshop)
Multimedia Education Building, 3rd floor, Auditorium (Symposium & Special Lecture)
Building N, 2nd floor, N232, N233, N243, N244, N245, N270 (Presentations)
Building N, 2nd floor, N302 (Closing)

H

July

9:30-10:30

10:30-12:00

12:00-12:30

13:30-15:00

15:1516:45

17:00-18:00

21Wed.
1
Conference Hall
2
E101
3
E101
22Thu.
E101
4
E101
5
E208
6
E208
23Fri.
E101
7
E101
8
E101
9
E101
24Sat.
25Sun.
26Mon.
E308
10
E308
11
N283
12
Auditorium
27Tue.
N232, etc. 13
N232, etc.
14
N232, etc.
15
N302
* Sorry! Rooms are often changed because regular classes are going on now.
* Office Hours and Tutorial Support are held in the same room before/after the workshop.
* Free drinks & computers are available in the room E120 (on July 27, N271).
* You can have lunch at the University Cooperative’s cafeteria behind (to the west of) the Multimedia
Education Building. You can find many buffets, cafeterias and restaurants near the Kita 18 jo Subway
Station.
Access MAP
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1. Participants: 30 Students, 6 Tutors & 1 Coordinator in 6 groups (Sapporo)
T: Tutor
Group Full name, University, Graduate School, Field of Study, Position, Gender, Nationality
1–1
Devon Ronald Dublin, HU, Fisheries Studies, marine life sciences, Master Program, male,
Guyanese
1–2
Longsheng Fu, HU, Agriculture, crop production engineering, Doctor Program, male, Chinese
1–3
Lotis Mopera, HU, Agriculture, applied microbiology, Doctor Program, female, Filipino
1–4
Minami Okuyama, HU, Veterinary Medicine, wildlife biology, Doctor Program, female, Japanese
1–5
Naftaly Wang’ombe Githaka, HU, Veterinary Medicine, infectious diseases, Doctor Program,
male, Kenyan
1–T
Anton Lennikov, HU, Medicine, ophthalmology, Doctor Program, male, Russian
2–1
Chie Ito, Hokkaido College of Education, Education, TESOL, Master Program, female, Japanese
2–2
Mako Numasaki, HU, Science, museology, medical history, Master Program, female, Japanese
2–3
Shouhei Saito, HU, Letters, history, Doctor Program, male, Japanese
2–4
Sota Akama, HU, Letters, American literature, Doctor Program, male, Japanese
2–5
Victoria Kupchin, HU, Education, sociology of education, Doctor Program, female, Israeli
2–T
Mami Kawachi (Mami), U of Tsukuba, Comprehensive Human Sciences, education, Doctor
Program, female, Japanese
3–1
Ahmed Abd Rabou, HU, Law, political science, Doctor Program, male, Egyptian
3–2
Chen Zhao, HU, Law, civil law, Master Program, female, Chinese
3–3
Chiharu Mizuki, HU, Environmental Science, human geography, Doctor Program, female,
Japanese
3–4
Helen Kardan, HU, Economics and Business Administration, political economy, Master Program,
female, Iran
3–5
Yang Ti-ken, HU, Law, civil law, Master Program, male, Taiwan
3–T
Yoshia Morishita (Yoshia), HU, Letters, sociology, Doctor Program, male, Japanese
4–1
Carolina Mateus-Sanchez, HU, Engineering, human environmental systems, Master Program,
female, Colombia
4–2
Huai Li, HU, Engineering, environment system engineering, Doctor Program, female, Chinese
4–3
Mokhtar Guizani, HU, Engineering, wastewater reclamation and reuse, water management, Doctor
Program, male, Tunisian
4–4
Takeshi Seto, HU, Environmental Science, catalyst, Master Program, male, Japanese
4–5
Tatsuru Sato, HU, Environmental Science, cryosphere science, Doctor Program, male, Japanese
4–T
Azania Mufundirwa, HU, Engineering, rock mechanics, Doctor Program, male, Zimbabwean
5–1
Haiyan Yin, HU, Science, life science, Master Program, female, Chinese
5–2
Jianfang Liu, HU, Science, infectious disease, molecular biology, Doctor Program, female, Chinese
5–3
Seiko Otokozawa, Sapporo Medical U, medicine, public health, Doctor Program, female, Japanese
5–4
Takashi Inomata, HU, Medicine, respiratory medicine, Doctor Program, male, Japanese
5–T
Chi chi Nwafor-Okoli (Chi chi), HU, Medicine, global health and epidemiology, Doctor Program,
female, Nigerian
6–1
Abu Shadat Muhammad Sayem, HU, Engineering, mechanical and intelligence systems, Master
Program, male, Bangladesh
6–2
Adriano Coutinho de Lima, HU, Engineering, field engineering for environment, Master Program,
male, Brazil
6–3
Andre Rosendo, HU, Information Science, robotics, Master Program, male, Brazil
6–4
Keita Ohwaki, HU, Engineering, architecture, Doctor Program, male, Japanese
6–5
Prasanjit Das, HU, Engineering, computational fluid mechanics, Master Program, male,
Bangladesh
6–6
Surya Kencana, HU, Engineering, materials science and engineering, Doctor Program, male,
Indonesia
6–T
Juan Andrés Oviedo A., HU, Engineering, structural engineering, Doctor Program, male,
Colombian
Coordi Wai Ling Lai (Paul), Sussex U, cognitive and computing sciences, Visiting Fellow, male, Hong
nator
Kong and British
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2. Organizers
 Full name, Position, Institute, University, Gender, Nationality
1
Atsushi Ando (Chief Organizer), Professor Emeritus, Affiliated Researcher, CRDHE, HU, male,
Japan
2
Toshiyuki Hosokawa, Professor, CRDHE, HU, male, Japan
3
Toshiyuki Nishimori, Professor, CRDHE, HU, male, Japan
4
Kunimasa Yamada, Specially Appointed Associate Professor, CRDHE, HU, male, Japan
5
Eijun Senaha, Associate Professor, Graduate School of Letters, HU, male, Japan
6
Jun Saito, Academic Instructor, Academic Support Office, CRDHE, HU, male, Japan
7
Hiyoshi Daisuke, Academic Instructor, Academic Support Office, CRDHE, HU, male, Japan
8
Takeyama Kousaku, Academic Analyst, Academic Support Office, CRDHE, HU, male, Japan
9
Miyamoto Jun, Academic Analyst, Academic Support Office, CRDHE, HU, male, Japan
10
Okagaki Hirotaka, Assistant Academic Adviser, Academic Support Office, CRDHE, HU, male,
Japan
11
Maeda Nobuki, Assistant Academic Adviser, Academic Support Office, CRDHE, HU, male, Japan
12
Minako Sato, Secretary, CRDHE, HU, female, Japan
13
Kikuko Sabanai, Program Coordinator, International Education Collaboration Support Team, HU,
female, Japan
14
Takuo Utagawa, Professor, Hokkaido University of Education, Hakodate, male, Japan
15
Yasuaki Takagi, Professor, Graduate School of Fisheries Studies, HU, Hakodate, male, Japan

Closing. (Front row) Hosokawa, von Hoene, Ando, Soracco, Nishimori, Senaha
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6–2. Evaluation of the PFF Workshop 2010 (July 21-27, 2010, HU)
1. Entry Survey (from the Application Form)
Q 13. Reason for Participation (What do you want to obtain from the Workshop?):
Q 14. If you select “Tutor,” you must write an English essay of 500 words on “Role of Tutors in English
Writing Class.”
Student 1–1.
To obtain the relevant techniques and ideas that would enable me to be able to communicate and
disseminate information that I am required to teach.
Student 1–2.
I want to be a teacher at university level in the future, so I hope I can participate this workshop to obtain
skills and knowledge to manage education through effective English communication skills. In addition, it is
very important to obtain knowledge and skills for giving academic presentations, participating in discussion,
and give peer reviews in English.
Student 1–3.
I intend to improve my skills in technical writing and conducting lectures to university students. I expect
to learn the behavioral science behind the art of teaching. I also hope to develop my ability in both written
and oral presentations.
Student 1–4.
I want to improve my English skill, in particular to present my thought and research. It’s a golden chance
to learn directly from native teachers.
Student 1–5.
Upon the completion of my doctoral studies, I envisage taking up a teaching position at a university in
Kenya besides conducting research in my area of expertise. I have a passion for teaching but have never had
formal teaching training. I therefore hope to acquire skills necessary to becoming a successful lecturer, in
addition to improving my written and spoken communication skills. In particular, I look forward to
becoming a better science writer after attending this course, which will enable me communicate and publish
my research findings effectively.
Tutor 1. Anton Lennikov
I want to help other students to gain important writing skills just like I did myself in March.
Q 14. Usual classes consist with knowledge transfer from teacher to pupil in the auditorium or lecture hall
environment. However there is a significant gap between the teacher and the students in social position,
age, knowledge and many other ways. Two different worlds of the teacher and the student always
separated by the invisible wall of difference in knowledge, position, age, as well as rejection, denial or
personal dislike. This small black hole of mutual misunderstanding, sucked tons of knowledge and good
ideas.
As long as English Writing concerned in Japan the speaking and communication abilities comes to the
front. The traditional way of Japanese teaching where there is a monologue of the teacher, simply reading
the text of the lecture and the silent auditorium of pupils. Such classes have neither place for questions,
nor for discussion. Approach like this is inacceptable in English Writing class where logical thinking
which is born throw discussion, practice and examples require far more personal attention for every
student than any lecturer could ever provide especially in the silent room with no questions. That’s the
situations where Tutors becomes in handy.
Tutors are usually students themselves therefore they are much closer to the auditorium than teacher
ever could or should be. Also tutors usually have just the same average level of knowledge as other pupils
so they could give and important advice to the teacher how to explain some complicated parts of the study
to the pupils which otherwise may be unclear, if the tutors can’t understand the lecture most of the pupils
in auditorium will not be able to understand it ether. Beside that the tutors can give their own explanation
of the problem which can be easier to accept and understand for the students.
In the matter of asking questions, they offers much friendlier environment, So students would ask
question to the tutors rather being silent before the professor’s eyes. Tutors are also important during the
office hours, since if there is only one teacher he can spend only few minutes for the concerns of every
student, however if there are multiple Tutors, the support efficiency is improved significantly in the
environment where easy questions and problems solved by the Tutors asking the teacher only in the
diehard ones.
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Let’s not forget about personal benefits for the tutors themselves beside the salary they get the deeper
and better understanding of the topic they teach and obtain valuable teaching skills which they can use in
the future.
Of course nothing is perfect and the Tutors system has its flaws like the quality of teaching and
information provided by the tutors may be questioned. That’s why it’s so important for teacher to teach
the good tutors first, than tutors will teach the others. Just like sales network expand the profit for the huge
enterprises like Microsoft, tutors expands the knowledge further among the students. Therefore the Tutors
play crucial role in study process of the modern English Writing Class. This practice should spread
especially in Japan where significant remodeling of the study system and environment is apparently
needed.
Student 2–1.
I want to learn how to write English essay fluently, how to make effective application documents for
higher profession, teaching at a college level, and know about what it is like teaching at the university level
classes. I graduated from the graduate school in US, though, I need to learn much more to write academic
paper. I would like to reflect and consider the most effective way of teaching.
Student 2–2.
I decided to take this course because I think I can acquire basic skill of teaching systematically. I’m not
good at taking measures to students’ reaction suited to the situation. I often stumble over my words when
I’m asked unexpected questions. This would blunt my teaching ability. But if I could learn teaching skills in
systematic and specific way, which is good way for students like me, I could cover or remedy such
difficulties by the skill.
Student 2–3.
I want to participate in this project, because I will write my dissertation and academic articles in English
in the near future. I applied this program in last March, but my offer was refused. Won’t you give me a
second chance?
Student 2–4.
The reasons I hope to take this course are as follows: 1) to obtain knowledge and skills to teach at college
as I am a would-be educator; 2) to learn the effective and convincing ways of giving academic presentations,
participating in discussions, and writing essays for academic journals; and 3) to prepare myself to be an
academic professional by taking this Preparing Future Faculty program by the renowned and international
instructors.
Student 2–5.
I would like to gain skills of academic writing in order to publish articles in English and skills of teaching
and making presentations.
Tutor 2. Mami Kawachi
I would like to learn attitudes and obtain skills for supporting students’ learning as a tutor.
Q 14. A role of tutors in English writing class has three dimensions, which are interconnected to each other,
namely, a reviewer, a facilitator, and a mediator. These are not something particularly required for tutors
of writing classes and are basically common to tutors of any classes, although the reviewer dimension
probably becomes more important in writing classes. I have never had an academic writing class either in
English or in Japanese even as a student, except for the Preparing Future Faculty workshop at Hokkaido
University held in last March. Therefore, my opinions here are based on the PFF workshop experience and
support which I always wish to have when working on writings for my research.
Firstly, tutors are expected to work as a reviewer, by giving constructive criticisms on points and
questions that students could work on to improve their writings. They can make feedback on two aspects:
one is technical points that deal with grammar, word choices or sentence-level structure, and the other is
about a framework of the writing. The latter involves a logical flow of the writing, clarity and coherence
of main ideas, and the relationship between arguments and evidences presented. Which aspects for tutors
to focus more depends on class objectives, a purpose of that writing, and what students want for their
feedback.
Secondly, tutors play an important role on facilitating students’ learning. The role of a reviewer as
explained above is one of the ways to foster learning of students. Another way is by contributing toward
creating the comfortable and positive learning environment in a class. In order to achieve this, tutors need
to show willingness to communicate with students, first by remembering their names. In addition, tutors
should help manage processes of learning activities and assignments of students both within and outside
class periods. Here, office hours are helpful.
Lastly, the tutors’ role has a mediator characteristic, bridging a gap between an instructor and students.
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In other words, they coordinate what an instructor expects students to be able to do at the class, and what
students want to obtain out of the class. These two elements do not often match completely, especially
when there is diversity in purposes of taking the class, fields of study, and levels of writing skills among
students.
The three roles—reviewing, facilitating and mediating—are not independent, but interconnected to and
overlapping with each other in order to encourage students to improve their writings. The most important
key for tutors’ role to be effective is communication between an instructor and tutors. Understanding the
instructor’s aim and intention, and mutual agreement on tutors’ responsibility and authority are crucial,
for tutors play their role confidently in a consistent manner with the instructor’s role, and therefore for
fostering the students’ learning to the fullest.
Student 3–1.
I did apply for this workshop in March but was not selected, I am keen to attend this lecture as I am going
from Next year to be a full professor at my school (Cairo University) and I do need to practice and get
knowledge on how to apply successful teaching methods.
Student 3–2.
1. To improve my English academic ability is the first goal appear in my mind. As a graduate student who
wants to obtain more accomplishment in jurisprudence, English is a very important capability. 2. I want to
meet more students who are ambitious at academic to encourage myself, also, to build my human
relationship net.
Student 3–3.
I am interested in an advanced action of the University of California, Berkeley and I apply this course. I
am writing a paper in English now. In addition, I want to participate actively at the conference in foreign
countries. To me, it is so difficult to make presentation and write a paper scientifically in English. Till now,
there was not an opportunity to study technically. I hope to learn from this course.
Student 3–4.
I’d like to improve my teaching skills as in the future I’d like to direct my career to teaching at academic
level.
Student 3–5.
Having English as a second language, there might be some difficulties of expressing my own expression
and ideas, especially through academic papers which need plenty of professional vocabularies and an
excellent writing skill. Through PFF workshop, I am expecting to improve not only my English writing skill
but also a more logical way of thinking and clearer expression of my own opinions and ideas to others in
English.
Tutor 3. Yoshia Morishita
I participated in the PFF workshop back in March and greatly benefited from the intellectually
stimulating, exciting and international atmosphere. I feel much more confident in my skills and really want
other students to feel the same way. By attending the July workshop as a tutor (or as a kind of facilitator as I
write below), I want to encourage and facilitate class/group activities so participants enjoy and learn lots of
things. It will also be great if I can further improve my skills by helping others, as I am hoping to be a
faculty member in the near future. To help others and facilitate the class, tutors must understand things well
in advance, be responsive, responsible, attentive and encouraging. I am well aware of these and prepared to
do all these. I am ready to use my full capacity, expertise and experiences that I have gained in Japan and a
few other countries of the world.
Q 14. If one is asked to be in a situation with their roles unspecified, they will be there just for the sake of
being there. To take advantage of their skills, experiences and knowledge, we should agree upon and be
clear about their roles and let them have the authority to do what they are there to do. This applies when
peer tutors or teaching assistants are hired. We must ask ourselves one simple question; why do we need
them in the first place?
Here, I write about roles of tutors in English writing classes, and argue that they should be
well-prepared facilitators of the class. Oftentimes tutors are learners themselves, but more importantly,
they are expected to provide assistance for both teachers and students. I shall discuss this reflecting upon
my own experiences as a teacher as well as a student.
In short, tutors are facilitators, and play very unique and important roles in class. They help teachers to
communicate their points to students. In English writing classes, teachers talk about tips on writing and
they tend to be general and thus useful to students from different backgrounds; very often students in
English writing classes specialise in a wide variety of subjects. When this is the case, however, students
sometimes want to learn more about how they can improve their writing skills in their areas of
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specialisation. If the tutor is familiar with the area of study, they can give them appropriate advice based
upon their experiences in writing. They could even let students know of model abstracts and papers in the
subject area. Moreover, they can see whether or not students’ writing can be considered coherent and
logically valid in the field. This way, tutors contribute their expertise which teachers of English writing
may not have, and students will benefit from lectures and acquire writing skills better than when there are
no tutors available. Tutors’ participation and contribution can make it more than just an English writing
class.
In English writing classes, there are often tasks which students work on individually, such as
paraphrasing, vocabulary exercises, and practice compositions. Teachers walk around the class to help
students but it is not always possible for them to deal with every student. This is when tutors can make a
difference by providing students with tips on the tasks, helping students who are unsure about what to do,
and so on. It is important to ensure that no student is left confused or behind.
Furthermore, tutors should encourage students’ participation. Some students are shyer than others when
it comes to group activities/discussions. Tutors can listen to their ideas in small groups or individually and
help them express their opinions during group or plenary activities. Once students have said their ideas,
they feel more confident in repeating it to a larger audience.
These are just a few examples of tutors’ roles. In any case tutors should facilitate students’ learning by
understanding lectures, and being responsive, attentive, and accessible to both teachers and students.
Student 4–1.
Nowadays, we live in a globalized world, technology is constantly being developed, relations and
cooperation between people from different cultures and backgrounds are now possible because of the
development of effective communication tools. By working in the scientific area, it is very important to
develop skills that allow us to understand and actively participate in these continuous changes. Therefore, I
would like to strengthen my English communication skills, especially in my research field. I believe that this
workshop is an excellent opportunity to develop skills to express my ideas clearly and write correctly
scientific documents in English. I am starting to write my Master Thesis, and I truly believe this course
would be a valuable and useful tool in order to do it in a structured and clear way. I would also like to
participate in international conferences presenting my research activities, hence this workshop will also help
me to learn how to give clear academic presentations in English.
Student 4–2.
First of all, I want to have a progress in my English capacity, such as listening, speaking and writing. This
is very important for a foreigner who only can use English as a way to communicate. Secondly As a doctor, I
should have strong ability to give presentation, to give lecture, to write article and thesis. I think this is the
very opportunity to learn this. Finally, after my graduate, I want to be a teacher, here, I think I can gain a lot
for my future career here in the workshop.
Student 4–3.
After completion of doctoral studies, I am interested to work in the academic field as university teacher (I
will apply for assistant professor position). However, so far I have no teaching skills. Having good teaching
skills was always my worry. I am fortunate to receive the announcement of this workshop. I believe this
program will help me to get some key skills and improve my teaching abilities.
Student 4–4.
I want to learn more English writing skills.
Student 4–5.
I would like to be a science researcher after the graduation. This course is quite attractive to learn what is
needed to be that. It is also interesting that English is the language of the course. English is the important
scientific communication language. The other important thing is there will be a chance to meet people who
have the same vision. I would like to meet such people and make communication with them.
Tutor 4. Azania Mufundirwa
Presently, I am a PhD student and have a need to publish international papers, so I believe attending the
workshop is vital. I also want to sharpen my skills for academic writing and teaching for my future research
job.
Q 14. Firstly, I would like to appreciate the need to ask for tutors in this workshop. From my experience as a
tutor in March workshop, I really enjoyed my work as a tutor. As a tutor, I helped as a mediator between
students and teachers/presenters (Linda and Sabrina). I also helped students to understand concepts/key
issues. Tutorship requires someone who has a better understanding of the course contents
(problem-solving ability), because students come and ask questions during office hours and they expect
some assistance.
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Tutors also evaluate student’s problems/weakness and help to make them improve their work. They
also complement/add to the contents the students learn in class. In times of discouragement and
misunderstanding, tutors are supportive and help increase student’s confidence. As tutor, I also help in
checking progress amongst students, by checking homework. Fortunately, I previously took some
Academic writing courses by Paul Sensei, this has really helped me to assist students about academic
writing.
Needless to mention, cooperation and team work are also very important, because you need to discuss
and give feedback about important problems amongst students, so that the teachers can put more effort on
those key areas. Lastly, I would like to say tutoring is not all about intellectual exchange, but personal
interaction and group work, therefore compassion, respect and fairness amongst student are important
virtues for the work to run smoothly.
Student 5–1.
After graduation, I plan to continue to do research at research institutes in the future. So I hope to
participate this class and get the experience for my future development.
Student 5–2.
I want to learn something about writing and teaching tips as a teacher.
Student 5–3.
I want to obtain skills to write for academic journals and to knowledge and skills for academic
presentation, attend in discussions for International Meeting and Conferences.
Student 5–4.
First, I want to learn how to teach residents and medical students efficiently at not only bedside but also
medical conference. I have few opportunities to get information about academic teaching skills. Second, I
have difficulty in writing a paper about my research. So I need to obtain knowledge and skills about
academic writing. For the reason noted above, I’m sure that this course helps me get some kinds of solution
about these problems. I’m looking forward to participating this course.
Tutor 5. Chinyere Nwafor-Okoli (Chi chi)
As a tutor, I will gain experience on how to manage students which is important in the preparation to
becoming a future faculty member. As a participant, I will gain knowledge that will help improve my
academic writing skill and also gain knowledge on how to prepare for future faculty e.g. preparing course
materials like course syllabus.
Q 14. A Tutor is a graduate student or a member of the academic staff who is appointed to look after the
general welfare and development of the students in his/her care. While a Tutor may be assigned to lecture
some courses, the role of College Tutors is quite separate from the teaching role.
Generally, Tutors in English writing Class are a first point of contact and a source of support to the
Participants and observers, both on arrival to the workshop and at any time during the duration of the
workshop. They provide a confidential help and advice on personal as well as academic issues. They will
also, if necessary, support and defend a participant’s point of view in relations with the workshop.
The precise roles of tutors at specific sessions of the English Writing Class include;
1. Instructors’ lecture Class: During the progress of the class, tutors should be able to help his/her group
clear up confusions about the exact expectations of the instructors from them. When participants have
some issues on assignment and methods of doing them, tutors are without doubt, a good resource for
discussions. During group work, tutors should facilitate the group ensuring that each participant has equal
opportunity to participate in-group discussions
2. Tutorial session: During this session, participants come with diverse type of problems ranging from
academic issues related to the workshop, academic issues related to their faculties, personal problems etc.
As much as possible, tutors should try to provide a solution to these problems and if necessary, solicit for
or refer the participants to the instructors who might have a better solution to the problem.
3. Oral presentation and feedback session: Tutors are very useful in this session. The major role of the
tutor here is to facilitate the group. The Tutor should be an appropriate timekeeper and a good moderator.
He/She should ensure equal contribution from the participants during presentations of their choice
projects and in giving a feedback to other participants after presentations.
Finally, tutors should help in ensuring the smooth running of the workshop by helping in other general
affairs like helping in the arrangement of the lecture hall, directing students to the designated venue for
subsequent classes, mediating between the participants and the instructors etc. Precisely, tutors are
supposed to reduce the instructor’s course workload, therefore tutors should be able to do this using the
guideline they must have gotten from the instructors. However, tutors should guide the participants to the
instructors in occasions where the participant would feel better if his/her problem was attended to by an
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instructor.
Student 6–1.
I want to become future faculty in Bangladesh.
Student 6–2.
The topics covered at the workshop are very useful for my academic life and I would acquire skills and
knowledge that I may not obtain from my regular master program.
Student 6–3.
After finishing my master and doctor degree, I would like to assume a teaching position at universities
with an international education program, using English as main language. This workshop would help me
developing a better writing technique for articles and also give me hints to overcome my deficiencies as a
teacher.
Student 6–4.
I want to learn about writing in English. I need to write some thesis in English.
Student 6–5.
At now, I am study at graduate of Engineering, need to write thesis papers, technical journal papers also
need preparing various presentation for International seminar. I am very hopeful, if get chance for participate
to English workshop, improve my English writing skill. I am eagerly wait for participate on English
program.
Student 6–6.
I want to improve my communication and teaching skills.
Tutor 6. Juan Andrés Oviedo A.
I want to join the workshop as a tutor because the experience gained at the workshop will strengthen my
teaching and writing skills. Moreover, the workshop will provide me more tools and confidence so that I can
provide high-quality lectures once I go back to my university in Colombia.
Q 14. A tutor serves as a facilitator for the activities assigned by instructors as well as a support for the
participants towards an efficient learning process during the workshop. The role of a tutor is therefore a
key point in the flow of communication between instructors and participants, because a tutor will provide
an adequate environment for participants to interact among each other and with the instructors. Thus, a
tutor will
(1) hold meetings with participants seeking for guidance in the preparation of the final project,
(2) facilitate and promote the interaction and sharing of ideas among participants,
(3) support logistic tasks for the efficient preparation of the venue, so that participants can have a space
suitable for learning process, and
(4) support instructors towards the successful completion of the workshop.
I evaluate myself as a very active tutor who interacts with instructors and participants in order to create
an opportunity for open debate, as a result of a diversity of opinions. Moreover, as a former tutor of the
Hokudai Writing Laboratory (HAWL) and of the previous workshop held in March 2010, I am confident
that I will give a set of good and practical guidelines to participants along with valuable information and
techniques learned at HAWL that will certainly strengthen what is going to be instructed during the
workshop. I look forward to my participation in the workshop as a tutor.
2. Exit Survey (from the Evaluation Form)
2–1. Evaluation Form
1) Post Questionnaires to the Participants (Students & Observers)
Q 1: Your overall impressions of the Workshop?
Q 2: What overall rating would you give the program? 1. Poor, 2. Fair, 3. Good, 4. Very Good, 5. Excellent
(If you are a faculty member or a staff, please answer from the viewpoint of the students of your university.)
Q 3: What have you learned in the program that is of value to you (or students of your university) as you
consider an academic career as a future faculty member?
Q 4: Did the program help you (or students of your university) feel more prepared to take on a faculty
position? If so, in what ways?
Q 5: What activities (e.g., handouts, homework assignments, in-class activities, final project) were
particularly useful to you (or students of your university) and in what way?
Q 6: What recommendations would you make to improve the program for the next time it is offered?
Q 7: Any additional comments you would like to make?
(To the persons from other universities)
Q 8: What parts or aspects of the Workshop do you consider are useful for your university?
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2) Evaluation Form for the Tutors
Q 1. What was the role of tutors? Was it explicitly mentioned before the workshop started?
Q 2. What did you do as a tutor in a) tutorial session, b) class, and c) other opportunities to support
participants?
Q 3. What were the most frequently asked questions and opinions in tutorial sessions?
Q 4. What do you think were positive outcome of tutorial support for participants?
Q 5. What do you think were the negative outcome of tutorial support for participants?
Q 6. What is the overall impression(s) of the instructors (Dirs. von Hoene and Soracco) as your boss?
Q 7. What is the overall impression(s) of participants as your students?
Q 8. How do you evaluate yourself as a tutor in this particular workshop?
Q 9. Do you have any suggestion to improve this type of workshop in the future?
Q 10. Any other comment?
2–2. Feedback from the Students and Tutors (Sapporo)
Student 1–1.
Q 1: Much needed, properly organized and with potential far-reaching effects.
Q 3: Although all aspects of the course were very enlightening to me, the use of rubrics is relatively new and
is of great value to me.
Q 4: Yes, because it has shown me how to be better prepared to serve my students and also to do things in
such a way so as to avoid being unfair for example in grading.
Q 5: The final project was particularly beneficial to me because it afforded me the opportunity to test myself
by implementing the new ideas and strategies into my existing career.
Q 6: Have a session where participants can actually conduct a class maybe for 10-15 minutes on a short
topic.
Q 7: All past participants of the PFF workshop should be formed into an organized body of the university
and should be emailed new material on teaching and writing. Also they can attend one-day sessions from
time to time to share experiences with each other on how they have contributed to the University with
their training.
Student 1–3.
Q 1: The workshop definitely reached its goal! The topics were very comprehensive yet all the details were
discussed very well. The teachers and staff were very accommodating and supportive to every student.
Q 3: Every learning module was valuable to me. If I am as good as the teachers (Prof. von Hoene & Prof.
Soracco), I would give an echo-workshop to my colleagues so they can hear what I have heard. But in
particular, the teaching workshop helped me a lot in understanding “TEACHING” from the students &
teachers perspective.
Q 4: Yes, now I can present a well-thought and well-designed syllabus. My grading skills for essays &
laboratory reports were certainly enhanced by learning rubrics.
Q 5: The handouts because they give a lot of pointers for writing and teaching. In-class activities gave me an
idea of other people’s perspective especially during small group discussion.
Q 6: Maybe a “working lunch” session will be very good for discussion! Otherwise the whole workshop was
perfect!
Q 7: Maybe additional topic on Universal Design for Learning. Teleconferencing was a nice idea!
Student 1–4.
Q 1: It was great experience. I have never taken such finely textured course about teaching and academic
writing.
Q 3: I learned how to plan and prepare to make a teaching course and to write a paper. Until now, I have to
write a paper, but I could not know what I should do first, second… Now I can start to write.
Q 4: Not in particular. I want to be a researcher, but actually I am not interesting in taking on a faculty
position.
Q 5: All activities were very useful. Communication with other students, tutors, and teachers was also useful
for me to notice many ideas and thought.
Q 6: Before the course started, I wanted to know I would have homework a lot in weekend. I would not
schedule other plans if I knew I would have such hard work in weekend.
Q 7: I had a lot of difficult keeping up with everyone in my English, but I really enjoyed thanks to
everyone’s kind help. I really appreciate Linda and Sabrina, and all members.
Student 1–5.
Q 1: The workshop was brilliantly planned and conducted. And was very practical.
Q 3: Syllabus preparation, teaching of large classes and the concept of learning rather than teaching
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Q 4: This course will make me feel confident of applying entry teaching positions at universities; I will then
build from there on my own to become an excellent university teacher.
Q 5: The homework assignments were really great but honestly, I found everything helpful.
Q 6: The number of participants should be increased for many other students to benefit from this excellent
program. The awarding of credits was a great idea.
Q 7: The skills from this workshop will act as a beginning in my preparation for an academic career in the
future.
Tutor 1. Anton Lennikov
For me it was a great experience to be a Tutor in this workshop. I was dealing with the new challenges
this time and I think that being a Tutor gives you as much new experience as you give to your pupils.
However I felt that the role of the tutors in all days except the final presentation was a little bit
insignificant. I can’t say that we were useless and as a tutor I was working everyday to help my group to
understand tasks better and advise them but at least in my group everyone was really bright minds and most
of my work was about giving everyone equal opportunity to express themselves which is also important I
thought. Since some group members were more active and other a little bit shy. However, it was the quite
opposite during the final presentation day. I was face to face, with my group.
Also the office hours was a good idea but since they were optional most of students just returned home
right away, so maybe visiting the office hours should become compulsory for the course to bring some more
motivation to the student.
Changing groups during the day two was apparently bad idea since everyone was a little bit confused and
I’m glad that we returned to the original groups later. Most of the students were very good in making
discussions and cooperative work.
I especially want to mention Mr. Devon from Hakodate Campus since his performance during the course
was far beyond my expectation. It was an honor for me to work with truly devoted professional.
I also liked the on-line link system with Hakodate Campus and we spend some time during our final
presentation session to discuss with students from Hakodate. However being mere observers and having
virtually no participation in discussion diminishes the effectiveness of on-line system. They could actually
just view the recording of the course rather than see it on-line. So bigger screen, and more participation of
the distant observers (or maybe even participants) are also favorable. I think if such a workshop will be held
in city other than Sapporo than not only observers but maybe even one group of participants could take part
under the command of the one or two tutors with the experience of past few workshops.
As for the questions the most often questions was regarding my actual experience of paper publications
and thanks for the previous workshop I can say that my experience of paper publications have been changed
from zero to one published paper. My great thanks to Paul-sensei, Dr. von Hoene and Sabrina Soracco.
I assume that all the participants and hopefully observers have learned something useful for their future
academic career. However in other groups I noticed poor English proficiency in some participants since this
workshop in not only about writing but also speaking skills and discussion it’s important that initial selection
will involve interview of some sort rather that written assignment.
As for me it was the first time when I performed as a tutor in such environment and I think I got valuable
experience from this workshop. It was really a pity that there was such a small amount of Japanese natives
especially compared with the quantity of foreigner students. I’m sure that the bilingual education is the key
for the bring future of Japan as part of international society.
Student 2–1.
Q 1: It has been very practical and helpful. It’s very beneficial for future faculty.
Q 3: I’ve learned how to edit my journals, how to make the course syllabus, how to submit the proposal to
conference or to journal publication.
Q 4: Yes, in designing course, being ethical, editing my own journals.
Q 5: Group discussion, whole class discussion, both of final projects are helpful for us. In writing course, the
activities of editing and rewriting sentences were very practical, which I can use in daily base.
Q 6: If it’s possible, I hope to take more sessions of writing and teaching. For instance, make 5 days-course
into 1-week course, or make the schedule of one day with 4 sessions.
Q 7: I really appreciate that Hokkaido University offered this opportunity even for outsiders. Also, the fact
was amazing that it was free of charge.
Student 2–2.
Q 1: It was a wonderful seminar! At first, I’m not confident of keeping up with the class. But following Mr.
Ando’s advice, I tried to enjoy the seminar. After the class, I was filled with a sense of accomplishment. I
was glad to learn a lot. I express my heartfelt thanks.
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Q 3: I learned not only how to create syllabus or rubric but also attitudes as an instructor. Once again I
realized instructors have something to give to students and do their best with students to accomplish the
object. It may be an essence of teaching, but I think many instructors forget it.
Q 4: Yes, I did. I found some problem for solution. For example, I should consider more reasonable
standards to make rubric. I also need to make lucid outline of paper for other people. Of course, I have to
improve my communication ability. I’ll keep on making efforts even after the seminar.
Q 5: In-class activities were very useful for me. Though it was very hard for me to listen to other students’
opinions and express myself satisfactorily, I became brave to speak English without being afraid of
making mistakes. I was happy I could meet and talk with students from many countries.
Q 6: I think the course needs more leeway in schedule. Though assignments were worthwhile, but they were
quite hard for bodily strength. I was too busy to do the assignments and homework for other classes, so
my sleeping hours were 2.5-5 hours. Some students also said they were short to sleep.
Q 7: Again, it was fantastic seminar. I think I could experience a variety of things. I learned a lot about
teaching and writing, and I could and meet many people. I’m glad I mustered up the courage to
participate. I won’t forget the days in PFF seminar. Thank you very much!
Student 2–3.
Q 1: While Teaching program was virtuous and moral one, Writing program was more practical one. These
two set each other off well. We could be affected by American education style.
Q 3: Sorry, it is too early for me to think about my academic career as a future faculty member. I’m not in a
mood for thinking, because it is difficult.
Q 4: I couldn’t combine the academic skill with the faculty position in my mind even through this program.
Q 5: Final project. I could experience how to write academic essay and apply to the conference. It is
important for me to practice at this early stage. Thank you.
Q 6: The “survivors” answer the Post Questionnaires after finishing the Workshop, but, generally, they make
positive comments. You have to request not only “survivors” but also “dropouts” to make comments on
this program.
Student 2–4.
Q 1: I had very fruitful and rewarding experiences in five days participating in the PFF Workshop. Dr. von
Hoene and Dir. Soracco were really nice and I could enjoy their classes. I thought, at first, this course
would be tough because I had to prepare for each class and final projects, but it was challenging and well
rewarded. I think what they taught me will be useful for my entire academic career.
Q 3: I found writing a syllabus and the cover letter for an academic journal were very useful, because I had
never written them before and I will definitely need to write them as a future faculty member. And how
Dr. von Hoene and Dir. Soracco taught us, in itself, was valuable; Dr. von Hoene was open-mindedly
teaching us and made us feel both relaxed and excited in class, and Dir. Soracco’s class was
well-organized and taught us efficiently. I thought I want to teach my students as they did.
Q 4: Yes, it actually did. Discussing with other participants and tutors, who were majoring in variety of
fields and from all over the world, was really stimulating for me. Most of them were really studious and
efficient as future faculty members, and talking with them was thought provoking and made me feel more
prepared to take on a faculty position.
Q 5: Group discussions and the final projects were particularly useful for me. Group discussions were really
exciting and stimulating as I answered in Q 4. I was more motivated to learn thanks to the final projects
because everything I learned in class was useful for the projects. Also, making a presentation on my final
projects was really nice because I could get many useful comments for my syllabus and article from my
peers.
Q 6: I think having more group discussions is desirable because I think sharing what we think of the topic
that the lecturer is talking about is really important for learning. And I felt changing group members every
time would be better because we could meet many participants and share our ideas. (For the final projects,
of course, dividing members according to their majors is necessary.) Also, I think there should be PFF
program in Japanese at HU; maybe there were many students who were dying to take this course and learn
how to teach and write efficiently but could not because they do not speak English.
Q 7: I sincerely want to thank Dr. von Hoene and Dir. Soracco for teaching us, tutors for helping us, and
other stuffs for offering us opportunity to take such a great course!
Student 2–5.
Q 1: Very Good
Q 3: Everything was useful I think.
Q 5: In-class activities, final project, made me think and work on my research/topic.
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Q 6: To make it a little longer, with more activities, if possible.
Q 7: The workshop was very good, because it was talking about 2 global issues, but I think in the future it’s
better to do the teaching and writing workshop separately if possible.
Tutor 2. Mami Kawachi
Q 1. The role of tutors was to assist the participants both in and outside the class, so that the participants
learn and obtain the most out of the workshop. This included the followings: answering their questions on
the contents and assignments, facilitating discussions, and writing everyday reports to the instructors on
problems or opinions of the participants.
The role and expectation of tutors were mentioned before the workshop started. But, for me, it was not
very explicit. Because of that, I was not very sure how much and in what ways I am supposed or allowed
to give my opinions or suggestions. Also, I think it could have been mentioned earlier, not just 1 hour
prior to the beginning of workshop, so that tutors have enough time to understand and discuss it each
other and probably with the instructors. This is important especially for new tutors. Moodle could have
been utilized for this purpose.
Q 2. In class, I facilitated exchanges of ideas and opinions among the participants, by clarifying what they
are supposed to think and talk about for that group activity, and making sure everyone has a chance to talk
as equally as possible. Also, I was paying attention so that nobody was left behind. In presentation
sessions, I acted as a timekeeper without giving feedbacks, as instructed.
Outside class including the tutorial sessions, I explained the contents covered and the assignments
when the participants had questions regarding these. Especially for the assignment which asked the
participants to give feedbacks on others’ works, I suggested the ways they could make comments on the
writings of the fields outside of their own. When the participants brought their works to me, I suggested
the possible points for improvement. Other than these, I talked to the participants to see how they were
doing, and if they had any problems.
In addition, we, the tutors and coordinator held a tutors’ meeting everyday to share any opinions on the
workshop, issues to be concerned, and possible solutions to them. I believe this was really helpful in
supporting the participants.
Q 3. The most frequently asked question was on the assignments: what exactly they were expected to do by
when. Another thing expressed by few was the request for the instructors to speak a little slowly/clearly.
However I think this issue has the dilemma in order to cover all the contents and activities planned for the
workshop.
Q 4. The tutorial support was helpful in clarifying the instructors’ expectations on the participants. It
effectively enhanced their learning by providing suggestions on their works, helping increase their
confidence, and creating comfortable and relaxing atmosphere. Mediating between the participants and
instructors, including everyday reports, produced another positive outcome. The instructors obtained
information about the opinions and difficulties of participants, without taking too much of their time.
Q 5. I cannot think of any negative outcome that resulted directly from tutorial support. But, there is one
thing to be mentioned. Sometimes, the part of tutorial session was used for (re)arranging the rooms or
holding tutors’ meetings. I just wonder if it was making a bit hard for some participants to come ask tutors
for help at those times. I hope this worry is groundless.
Q 6. They are very good instructors in the way that they are always open and willing to consider
suggestions/opinions of the tutors (and of course of the participants and observers). They replied to each
of tutors’ reports, and actually dealt with issues which were brought up in the reports, during the sessions
of the following day. Their attitudes showed that they value the creation of knowledge with all the people
involved.
Q 7. The participants were eager to learn from the workshop they could luckily participate. They actively
contributed in enhancing each other’s learning in various ways. Although most of them said that the
assignments were really hard and took a lot of their time, they agreed it was worthwhile. And they all
completed quality works.
Q 8. It is very hard to evaluate myself. But I believe I did my best to assist the participants, with the
knowledge and experience from the previous workshop in March, and my colleagues’ support.
Q 9. I have three suggestions. First, it is desirable that the instructors give direct feedback to the works of
participants. I understand the importance of peer-feedbacks, and asking the instructors for feedback to all
the works might be too demanding. But, the participants wish to receive suggestions for improvement by
the experienced instructors, and this would encourage their motivation for learning even more. If this is
difficult, the use of office hours/ tutorial sessions need to be stressed much more, telling that it is the
chance to get direct feedback.
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Second, the workshop policy for participants to attend all the sessions needs to be kept (the case of
illness could probably be excused). Some participants missed sessions for the reasons that they could
expect prior to the workshop. I understand their situations, and that they still want to attend this workshop.
However, not only it lessens a chance for other participants to learn from peers, but also it is unfair to
those people who were not selected as the participant for the workshop.
Last, this type of workshop needs to take root in Japanese universities, and for that, it should eventually
be carried out without relying on outside experts too much. I am not criticizing the workshop this time at
all. But, for this to sustain, the change needs to happen gradually.
Q 10. I am really grateful for this opportunity to work as a tutor. I experienced the workshop in the different
way as I did as a participant, and that helped me develop my teaching and writing skills further. Thank
you very much.
Student 3–1.
Q 1: I think it was a very successful workshop. I did enjoy the way of teaching and interaction within the
course. I also learnt a lot on how to prepare myself as a future faculty member.
Q 3: I have learned the philosophy of modern teaching, how to control a big class, how to interact with
ethical problems that may come out throughout classes, and how to write a cohesive syllabus. I also
learned many techniques on academic writing.
Q 4: Yes, I feel now more confident to be a university staff (teacher) as I knew many elements of teaching
and I can now compose and create my own way of teaching based on the academic basis (e.g., creating
syllabus, the road maps, the goals, etc).
Q 5: The final project was amazing to me. It was a real simulation of academic life (e.g. making comments
on others’ work, react to other criticism, etc).
Q 6:
1. —To split up the course into two models; one from social science & humanities, the other for applied
science.
2. —I would suggest that teachers (that is to mean Linda and Sabrina in this context) to be more strict in
dealing with side-chat in the class,
Q 7: Thanks a lot.
Student 3–2.
Q 1: This workshop improves the students’ teaching ability and academic writing. There may be many
things need considering but may be ignored. Like ethics in teaching and some very detailed issues. This
workshop reminds the students of this.
Q 3: I improved my writing ability. Before attending this workshop, I had no idea about proposal for
conference and how to write journals. And I leant how to make teaching introduction.
Q 4: Yes. I leant to make schedules of teaching. The most important thing is that I learn to find the most
effective way to teach. And to care about how many the students learned but only giving speeches.
Q 5: They are all very useful. Handouts help me to prepare my wring. Homework assignment helps me to
digest and practice what I’ve leant. In-class activities help to exchange ideas with team members and learn
from others.
Q 6: I think it’s already very good. Maybe students may learn more if the time is longer.
Q 7: And this workshop provides a platform for international students to communicate and change ideas
with each other. I think this helps the international progress of Hokkaido University.
Student 3–3.
Q 1: The content of Workshop was very interesting and helpful. It was difficult for me to express my
thought clearly in English. However, I had a great experience.
Q 3: I had learned the knowledge in teaching, and the important reminder on writing a paper. These
programs demonstrated what basic skills and knowledge are required to faculty member.
Q 4: All of programs were very useful for me. In this Workshop, I had prepared the syllabus of my own
making. For the first time, I designed it. It caused me to start thinking what I can do in the class as a
faculty member.
Q 5: To set a final project was most useful way to sum up my findings in this Workshop. Because I could
put into practice what had learned in the programs.
Q 6: I would suggest that the “Teaching” is conducted in Japanese also (e.g. “designing course syllabi and
learning objectives,” “creating and using grading rubrics” and so on). Because above programs are also
critical to doctoral students (with poor English skills) who want to be a faculty member.
Q 7: Thanks to all of you for your kindness and support. I am looking forward to even greater success in the
follow-on Workshop.
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Student 3–4.
Q 1: Very good. Both instructors delivered the lectures in a very systematic manner. I especially enjoyed the
teaching section.
Q 3: I have a lot of unofficial teaching experiences, but never had any training on lesson planning and rubric
building. Although very intensive, the teaching part was very valuable.
Q 4: In some ways the workshop helped me. I think the workshop has helped me to build/reconstruct the
basics of teaching and writing.
Q 5: In-class activities and the final project. They helped me to put my learning into practice and shape it.
Q 6: Separate the writing and teaching sections. Or at least I think teaching section needs more time. I think
learning to write better academic papers is something that one cannot achieve by attending a workshop
and one needs a lot of writing practice. However one can learn lots of teaching techniques by attending a
workshop.
Student 3–5.
Q 1: It was a very good experience not only for practicing English, but also for opening a broader view.
Linda and Sabrina are excellent teachers. I learned a lot from the Workshop.
Q 3: I think the group working style is quite valuable for me, and the final project also made me to organize
the ideas and present it to others who are not the same major as mine. I think it benefits me a lot on
preparing for being a future faculty member.
Q 4: Yes. I have got a whole picture of what will a faculty member will do and how to do it best.
Q 5: In-class activities are the most useful way to me, because through those in-class activities, I had the
chance to speak out my opinions and listen to others.’ It was very useful for brainstorming.
Q 6: Since it is a very good program, I think the time here was a little bit too short. It will be better if the
time will be extended next time.
Tutor 3. Yoshia Morishita
Q 1.
* There were a variety of roles the tutors played during the workshop. The roles were made clear before the
workshop started.
* We ensured all the students knew what to do during individual and group activities, how to work on the
projects, etc. Also we tried to get all the students to feel they were part of the group and the whole class,
by letting them take turns in representing their group to speak to the class.
* I also helped those students who needed language support.
* We facilitated and moderated group discussions and answered the students’ questions as far as possible
before, after and between the lectures.
* We met at 9.30 AM and 5.30 PM almost every day to discuss workshop-related issues, including students’
comments and feedback, problems we noticed the previous day, and practical solutions we came up with,
etc.
* Every evening we e-mailed Linda and Sabrina to let them know of students’ concerns, questions, and
suggestions we received during the day.
* We removed, arranged, and replaced the chairs and desks in most of the classrooms we used.
* We made sure that no student was left behind or feeling uncomfortable, intimidated, or lost due to lack of
support.
Q 2.
* During the tutorial sessions, some students always asked me questions regarding the contents of the
lectures, how they work on their final projects, what to do by the next day, among other things.
* During lectures, I made sure that all the group members understood what to do, what others were
discussing, what they were supposed to be doing, and so on. Also it was important for me to get the
students to take turns in being the note-taker or spokesperson. In this way I feel that everyone in the group
felt being a part of the group.
* Between lectures I spoke to and was spoken to by some of the participants and chatted with them. This
allowed me to familialise myself with them and vice versa. Sometimes they raised good points or made
suggestions in regards to the workshop, which I reported to the organizers and the instructors.
Q 3.
* Some students asked me to clarify the contents of the lectures. They also asked me about logistical issues,
like where the coffee room was going to be moved to, what kinds of soft drinks provided, and so on. Most
of the students who talked to me expressed their favorable comments about the workshop.
Q 4.
* I clarified some of the things the students were not too sure about. Also during group discussion, I was
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often the icebreaker. I believe my kick-start was often good for the group members because they waited
until someone started talking. I also acted as a moderator when the students had different opinions. This
seemed to work well because fluent speakers occasionally almost dominated the discussions and would
have been difficult for the others to provide their counter-arguments without my moderation.
Q 5.
* Perhaps for a few fluent speakers, it might have been annoying to have a tutor in the group. However, this
is not a negative outcome, because without tutors who tried to make sure everyone spoke, non-fluent
participants might not have the chance to say what they wanted to say.
Q 6.
* I must say Linda and Sabrina were great instructors. They asked me and the other tutors to give them
feedback each night. They never failed to address my feedback to the whole class the next day. It was
impressive.
* It would have been great if a room was designated for the office hours. A room next to the class room, if
possible. This would have made the instructors a little more approachable during the office hours.
Q 7.
* Most of them were very enthusiastic and keen to improve their skills. In that international atmosphere, I
felt they were trying to help each other, regardless of the level of English. Some students were more
confident in the language than most others. Overall, I got the impression that they were very much
motivated to study during the workshop.
Q 8.
* As a tutor, I think I did okay during this workshop. This is because the roles were clearly stated in
advance. I knew what I should/should not/could do as a tutor. I was also lucky to have those great students
who were co-operative, committed, open-minded and smart. I thoroughly enjoyed myself in the workshop
and hope that the students saw my enjoyment because I think it is important for them to see the leader
enjoying things.
Q 9.
* It would have been great to use the same rooms, rather than moving around the buildings.
* The reception on the night of the first day could be announced a lot earlier. Some students did not expect
it and had already planned something else for the night.
* There should be more time for discussion during the symposium.
Q 10.
* I enjoyed working as a tutor very much. Thank you for selecting me! If possible, I would like to apply for
the position next time the PFF workshop is held.
Student 4–1.
Q 1: The workshop was excellent. It helped me to organize my ideas and to give structure to my research.
The Professors were the perfect guide for the workshop as well as a real example of career.
Q 3: I learned to be organized, to be clear, fair, to think about the students and their needs. I also learned
how the teaching system has changed, considering that the learning process occurs from the teacher to the
student, but also in the opposite way.
Q 4: Yes. I realized how difficult is to be in the faculty’s position. I learned several techniques to improve
the teaching ability, and make the learning process an active practice. I understood how important is to
think about the audience, and to define clear objectives and structure by designing a course.
Q 5: The homework assignments were very useful. I could use all the concepts learned in the workshop to
organize my ideas. I think the result was very helpful for my research.
Q 6: I think the course was excellent, but it would be better if it would be possible to make it longer.
Q 7: Thank you very much for the opportunity, the workshop changed my way of thinking in a very positive
way.
Student 4–2.
Q 1: I think this workshop is successful. In this Workshop, one week pasted so fast, students in this
workshop are very excellent, not only in their English speaking, but also in their passion in participate in
this Workshop.
Q 3: After this Workshop, I learned no matter you are a teacher, or you are write an article, you should think
the audiences first. This is very useful.
Q 4: Yes, of course, It helps me a lot. For example, I am cleared in how to do a syllabus, and how to design
a class.
Q 5: I think, for myself, the final project is especially useful. When I do the work myself, I am not so serious
about my problems, but when I saw other people’s work, I find the different between the works, and I
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learned a lot from other people’s work.
Q 6: If possible, can the organizer make a video of the whole class, and it is a very important experience for
each participant, we can review when we have problems in the further.
Q 7: I hope next time this workshop could be a little longer. I found that I have just involved in it; I finished.
It is too short.
Student 4–3.
Q 1: Very interesting and gave us good hints for teaching and academic writing.
Q 3: Through the course I knew how to design a course syllabus? How to run the course? And how to write
and revise academic papers, in general and articles or abstracts in particular.
Q 4: I became more comfortable and confident.
Q 5: All activities were helpful. However I can say that in class activities and assignments were the most
important.
Q 6: Make it more regular and a part of the course given during the semester if possible.
Student 4–4.
Q 1: Even though I could not attend that much, it was helpful workshop for the students who had high
motivation for English skills.
Q 3: I learned the way to write cover letter or academic papers.
Q 4: I do not prepare for faculty position.
Q 5: Small group discussion
Q 6: The writing habit
Student 4–5.
Q 1: It was a good chance for me. Contents of lecture are very nice. I can lean many things, by considering
the final project and in-class assignments. There is much discussion time of assignments. There is not so
much chance to discuss in ordinal lectures. Therefore, discussing with other graduate students was nice
experience.
Q 3: Considering a syllabus and discussing about that was a nice experience. These are needed when one
becomes a faculty member.
Q 4: I understand what is needed to make a lecture and scientific writing. I also understand difficulties of
talking in English. Since I am not so familiar with English communication, to represent what I want to say
was difficult. But it needs to overcome.
Q 5: In-class activities are most useful for me. I am not so perfect about discussion. There are two reasons;
first, I am not familiar with English communication, second, I am not so familiar with discussion in class
since that is not so common in Japan. But finding these problems are needed to improve.
Q 6: Two thirds of students were foreign students in this time. I hope to be given chances for more Japanese
students.
Q 7: I would like to recommend this lecture for other students. It was a nice experience.
Tutor 4. Azania Mufundirwa
Q 1. The role of the tutors was explained before the conference. We were to be teaching assistants. Our role
was to complement Dr. Linda and Sabrina’s efforts during the workshop, such as explaining in thorough
details what students did not understood during the lecture. We also had the capacity to share our
knowledge of Academic writing skills.
Q 2. Firstly, as a tutor, I acted as a mediator between students and teachers/presenters (Linda and Sabrina).
This involved helping students to understand concepts/key issues, discussions, and giving feedback about
important problems amongst students so that the teachers can put more effort on those key areas.
More importantly, as a tutor I also evaluated student’s problems/weakness, and helped to make them
improve their work. This was done through complementing or adding to the contents the students learn in
class.
Furthermore, as a tutor, I also helped in checking progress amongst students, by checking homework.
Lastly, I also helped to foster cooperation and teamwork amongst students to make sure everyone is
involved (active participation).
Q 3. Students were interested in Academic writing skills to write excellent papers for journal publishing.
Most students were graduate students, and they have a requirement to publish international papers so they
were in great need to learn academic writing skills.
Q 4. Facilitating active participation and the extra support are crucial drivers for the workshop. Tutors have
some experience and skills about writing and teaching, so I feel they played an important role. During the
tutorial session some students came to ask questions, etc.
Q 5. Tutors were not given the opportunity to comment during the final sessions. Some students were keen
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to hear the tutor’s feedback amid the sessions.
Q 6. I appreciate them for the workshop; they did excellent sharing of information. They were active and
industrious.
Q 7. Participants had great enthusiasm to learn. As of now, through my interaction with them, they have a
great need to learn academic writing skills to publish international papers to graduate. Our
Professors/Sensei’s do not directly teach them academic writing skills, so they need to learn it
independently. There is a great demand for a mandatory Graduate academic writing course at HU.
Q 8. As a tutor, I felt I did my best to assist and share knowledge to participants. Also to mention, our extra
support in technical issues.
Q 9. I appreciate the significance of international collaboration (Univ. of California, Berkeley). However, we
should strive to establish our OWN “writing and teaching center,” where every HU graduate student is
welcomed, which I hope is more sustainable for the long-term planning for HU graduate students.
Q 10. Once again, thank you for organizing the workshop and all your tireless efforts. And with experience,
I feel this workshop was successful and have revealed what or which direction is more sustainable,
long-term and effective for the future of HU. As a HU student, I feel sooner, we will have an established
“Writing and teaching Lab” which will fully cater the need of most/every HU graduate student.
Thank you.
Student 5–1.
Q 1: Through the wonderful PFF course, I could improve my activities and knowledge. I was very lucky to
participate in PFF course, and grateful to Hokkaido University for providing us this opportunity. At the
same time, I wish to thank my teachers Sabrina Soracco and Linda von Hoene for teaching me kindly, and
all the stuffs and tutors’ good supports.
Q 3: At the teaching part, I have learned how to make the syllabus which could provide an enjoyable time
for students and enhance their learning skills. It has included making the learning outcomes, activities,
assessments and segments.
At the writing part, I have learned how to write the abstract and proposal of conference and the article
of journal. It has included that understanding the goal and the logical structure are very important in the
journal or abstract of conference.
Q 4: Yes. Writing and teaching skill are very important for me; it can improve the position in the research
fields and the work in the future.
Q 5: In group discussion part, through this program, I improved the skills of summarizing the possession
information, communication with each other and activations.
In the final project, through this program, I improved the skills of presentation and how to easily
introduce my research work to different fields of researchers.
Q 6: I would recommend taking more time for this program. Because the level of the approach is very high
and the schedule is very tight, I hope that we could take more time to introduce basic concept. It can let
more students to achieve the goal.
Student 5–2.
Q 1: The workshop is very attractive and useful for me.
Q 3: I think the parts of paradigm shift, how to teach a large course, and how to write academic writing is of
values to me.
Q 4: Yes, when I tried to finish the teaching projects, I thought what I should teach a course, How to make
the course interesting, how to assign the course on the basis of principles of good practice, and so on.
Q 5: I think in-class activities are particularly useful to me, because in first courses, I was silent and not
active to attend the discussion, but through these courses, finally I am willing to participate in the
discussion and get more exercises. Besides, the final writing project of submission is helpful for me in the
future.
Q 6: For group activities, I think group changing or group members with different background should be
more helpful for members to exchange themselves between each other and get inspiration over disciplines.
Q 7: In writing parts, conference proposal and practice of revising paper are difficult for me. Through this
course, I failed to obtain the course goals. I think it mostly resulted from personal disabilities, but I hope
teacher can give more effective supports for students just like me in the future.
Student 5–4.
Q 1: I feel this workshop is excellent, sophisticated and well organized. I have never attended the class like
this in Japan. Great teachers and dedicated teaching assistants made this course fine and encouraged.
Participants are also highly motivated. Therefore, I was so motivated and well influenced by everything in
this class!
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Q 3: This was my first experience of learning about teaching skills. Especially, “Teaching Large Course”
provided me a lot of useful information for my future faculty. And various suggestions about academic
writing from Dir. Soracco opened my eyes. “Set a writing time,” “Write everyday.” These suggestions
realized me that academic writing needed more efforts.
Q 4: Relatively, YES. I think abilities required to be a faculty member are little different between U.S. and
Japan, especially in my faculty, the graduate school of medicine. But I feel this situation will be changed
in the future. This course realized me what abilities I would achieve.
Q 5: In-class activities were particularly useful for me. I realized the importance of group work in class. In
fact, directors had some difficulties in operating the class. However, the learning effects through group
works were significantly greater than lectures.
Q 6: I felt that the ways of teaching were so different between each teaching assistants. So changing TAs
between groups would help us know various types of teaching skills. I think this exchange is directed
toward purposes of this course.
Q 7: As one TA suggested in the last session, this “Preparing Future Faculty” course is not for foreign
students but for JAPANESE students. You should balance the nationalities. I think half of participants
should be Japanese.
The first reason is that Hokkaido University runs on subsidies from the government. I think Japanese
public would make an objection against the fact that the majority of this valuable, precious and maybe
quite-costly class is foreigners not Japanese.
The predominance of foreign graduate students would not contribute to the internationalization of
Hokkaido University. Foreigners have already internationalized. You should expose more Japanese
students to this circumstance and let them realize the difference between other countries. You also let
them know how they behave in this international class. For example, shyness makes nothing in this
circumstance. Raising a hand and speaking one’s opinion would be respected.
Tutor 5. Chinyere Nwafor-Okoli (Chi Chi)
Q 1. The exact roles of the tutors were explicitly mentioned before the workshop started.
Q 2. I was able to perform my duties as follows:
a) Tutorial session: I helped students to solve problems relating to research hypothesis and other academic
writing issues.
b) Class: During the progress of the class, I was able to help my group clear up confusions about the exact
expectations of the instructors from them. Issues on assignment and methods of doing the assignment
were also discussed with participants. Finally during group work, I facilitated my group, giving every
participant equal opportunity to participate in group discussions.
c) Other opportunities to support participants: Oral presentation and feedback session, I would say, was
the juncture where the tutors were most useful. I acted as a facilitator to my group. Among others, my
duties included time keeping and proper assignment of opportunities for equal contribution from the
participants on presentation of their choice projects and giving a feedback to other participants after
presentations. I also helped in the arrangement of the lecture hall, directed students to the designated
venue for subsequent sessions, mediated between the participants and the instructors and finally gave a
daily report to the instructors on problems I encountered in my group.
Q 3. The participants mostly asked me questions pertaining to their chosen assignments. Since the
assignments involved PFF and academic writing, their questions came from both angles but from my
experience, the participants were much more concerned with being able to write a quality academic paper
worthy of journal publication. Therefore, most questions and opinions were focused on that area.
Q 4. The participants talked with me in a more relaxed manner since they know that I am just a tutor. They
were able to verify certain minor issues with me instead of disturbing the teachers.
Q 5. In my group, I did not perceive any negative influence of the tutors on the participants during the
workshop.
Q 6. I think they were good instructors because they did not interfere with the roles assigned to the tutors.
They always encouraged the participants to make use of the availability of the tutorial sessions. They also
did well in sharing the methods they use in UC Berkley.
Q 7. They were good students. They did not look down on me even though they knew that I was their fellow
student. I tried my best to share my knowledge with them and they were very open to my suggestions.
Q 8. It is somewhat difficult to evaluate myself here but I think I have done my best. The participants and the
instructors might be a better resource to evaluate me.
Q 9. If possible, it would be nice to increase the capacity of the workshop in terms of number of participants.
Some participants were denied opportunity to participate but this might be the period they need the course
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most.
Q 10. Please organize this workshop again.
Student 6–1.
Q 1: Excellent. I hope I will share it in my university after my return.
Q 3: Teaching part is very important for me. And also proposal writing for conference and Journal paper.
Q 4: As a faculty member, I think I give my lecture more organize way.
Q 5: Hand out, because its help to remember me.
Q 6: Please invite faculty members of developing country to join this program as participants.
Q 7: Please include more ethical practice part. Like I give one example: In a one students evaluation meeting
there is an 8 professors. Some professor doesn’t like student’s progress and they think it’s not enough for
degree or entering PhD program. But in the evaluation meeting one professor suddenly says: excellent
presentation, then others professor, who are not thinks the same they become silence and they return from
the meeting. In that case I think one professor makes the environment, like biased environment.
So I think please include about bias free environment, when there is any evaluation had done.
Student 6–2.
Q 1: Sometimes students and professors perform their tasks mechanically, without reflecting “why is it like
this” or “what do I expect from that activity.” The workshop was unique opportunities to discuss about
common matters that affect University life but for some reasons we tend to accept them as they are.
Q 3: In a closer future, I would say the writing skills.
Q 4: Yes, but not very significantly. I think other skills may be more important, such as experience and more
knowledge.
Q 5: Handouts and in-class activities. The handouts have clear and useful information.
The in-class activities were conducted in a way that we could correlate theory and practice.
Q 6: Less tutorial sections and more classes per day. So, it would be possible to decrease the total workshop
days keeping all its content.
Student 6–3.
Q 1: Very helpful! Precisely what I was expecting, with valuable lessons about writing articles and teaching.
Q 3: All lessons were really good, but the ones that helped me more as a teacher in the future were “Basics
of Teaching” and “Teaching Large Courses.”
Q 4: This program helped me a lot, creating the principles of good teaching, and aiding a lot on writing
skills. Since the course was over, I’ve been reading articles in a totally different way, trying to understand
why some parts are hard to understand and others are so easy.
Q 5: The last activity, where we act as reviewers, was really good to realize what are the parameters that
journals and conferences adopt when choosing articles. The same thing can be said about the rubrics and
syllabi, because the group had different ideas, and combining these ideas we could idealize the “perfect
syllabi” for engineering courses.
Q 6: This course is great the way it is! It is really hard for me, a humble student, to make a recommendation
capable of improving such a great course. It was a great idea to have a weekend between classes, to give
us time to prepare the assignments.
Q 7: Great class! I will recommend it to anyone who is interested in teaching or improving his or her writing
skills.
Student 6–4.
Q 1: At the beginning of the Workshop, I felt anxious if I could survive or not. But, all lectures were very
interesting and all colleagues helped me. I was very happy to participate in this Workshop.
Q 3: I have learned about “how to make a good syllabus for students” and “how to write academic papers.”
Q 4: In the program, I felt the policy of a faculty position. And I also felt Linda’s and Sabrina’s passion for
education through this Workshop.
Q 5: Heavy Handouts gave me so much useful information. I could do my homework to use handouts.
Q 6: I think Japanese students should try to participate in this Workshop more. Actually, I got information of
this Workshop from my friend who participated last time. If I didn’t talk to him, I couldn’t know this,
because my professor didn’t know about this Workshop well.
Q 7: This Workshop gave me not only improvement of my English skill but also very good friends from
over the world. Special thanks go to all members.
Student 6–5.
Q 1: My overall impressions of workshop are very impressive to me. Learn many think from this workshop.
Q 3: I am benefited from this workshop as how to teach, how to control class, and also how to make good
lecture for everyone present in classroom.
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Q 4: This program grow up my confidence, how to teach student, how to make effective class. It is very
helpful for who are prepared for future faculty position.
Q 5: I think every activity is very important and useful. In-class activities and final projects are very useful
for grow up self-confidence.
Q 6: Teaching project is satisfactory but also writing project is also useful. Writing project needs more time.
Student 6–6.
Q 1: It’s very helpful; I wish I’ve taken the workshop in my beginning PhD study. This course does not only
help your teaching and writing skills but also studying/learning skills.
Q 3: To always put importance on learning, on students as well as on the teacher.
Q 4: Absolutely. This course provides guidelines for us to prepare to take a faculty position which anyone
can further develop and adjust to meet various conditions.
Q 5: All are very useful.
Q 6: The pace of the lecture is quite fast and the time for class activities is quite short. If the class time can
be extended, the student understanding will better.
Q 7: This workshop is very useful; it should be a mandatory course for Graduate Student to take in his/her
beginning study.
Tutor 6. Juan Andrés Oviedo A.
Q 1. The tutors served as facilitators for the activities assigned by the instructors and as a mean of
communication among participants as well as between participants and instructors. The tutors also helped
solve general doubts on some details that, unfortunately, were not very clearly stated by instructors.
Yes, the role of tutors was mentioned/introduced prior to the workshop.
Q 2. a) Tutorial session: held meetings with a few participants who used the tutorial sessions seeking for
guidance in the preparation of the final projects.
b) Class: facilitated the interaction and sharing of ideas among the participants of the assigned group,
managed to create an atmosphere for respectful and open debate.
c) Other: supported logistic tasks for the preparation of the room so that participant could have an
adequate location suitable for learning process.
Q 3. It is rather difficult to assess, as there was a large diversity of questions and opinions. However,
participants expressed their urgent need of acquiring writing skills.
Q 4. Tutorial support was indeed a great help for not only participants but for the instructors. The most
positive outcome was to serve as facilitators so that participants were able to cope with the assigned tasks
and learning outcomes. They certainly did!
Q 5. I would not say negative, instead, I would say that the tutorial session could have been more fruitful if
the tutor had been given a more detailed explanation of activities and the corresponding timelines.
Q 6. I, personally, did not feel the instructors as a boss. I felt them as advisors and friendly hands for us to
contribute to a smooth flow of the workshop activities toward the learning objectives the instructors had
fixed before coming to Japan. I really like them!
Q 7. They were very active and diligent to learn many aspects about how to produce high quality academic
writings and how to develop a high quality teaching methodologies. They did a good job, helping create a
good atmosphere for their learning.
Q 8. I evaluate myself as a very active tutor who interacted with the instructors and participants in order to
create a space/opportunity for open debate as a result of a diversity of opinions, and to facilitate activities
of the workshop, such as presentations.
Q 9. Compared to the previous workshop held in March, this workshop was much better and more
organized. Participants were more active and adequately selected. I don’t have much to say about
improvements but one thing comes to mind: participants constantly expressed they were not quite sure
what they had to do for the final projects. I believe it would be better if, at the beginning of the workshop,
instructors gave more details about what they expect from participants through the final projects. And,
instructors had better make clear that participants would get to fully understand the final projects as the
workshop runs.
Other point, although minor, in case of Writing project, is that it should be clearly stated that
“conference proposal” stands for either a proposal for a session in a conference, which is the one
developed in the workshop, or an abstract or summary to a conference. This issue created lot of confusion
among participants, since most of them were interested in an abstract for a conference.
Finally, one thing participants asked many times was the reason of the constant change of room. It will
definitely be much better if the same room is used.
Q 10. I would like to say “thanks” for the opportunity to act again as a tutor in this workshop. It helped me
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clarify ideas and strengthen my writing/teaching skills.
I want to congratulate the organizing committee because this workshop ran very smoothly, and because
participants left the course very much satisfied with both the content and the organization. Compared to
the previous workshop, there was a significant improvement of logistics.
Thanks a lot for the opportunity; I hope I can be of help for future workshops.
3. Feedback from the 8 Observers-Students & 1 Faculty (Hakodate)
1. Hansen Yang, HU, Fisheries Studies, Master Program, male, Chinese
Q 1: The PFF Workshop was very useful.
Q 3: I learned a lot about how to teach students as a future faculty member and how to write an academic
paper.
Q 4: Yes. The solutions of the situation that faculty member will meet were helpful for me. And the tips
about writing a paper were good.
Q 5: The handouts were particularly useful to me. Because my English listening is not good, if I didn’t have
the handouts, I couldn’t catch up with the lecture.
Q 6: As an observer, I think the lectures were a little fast.
Q 7: I want to be grateful to everyone that helped organizing this Workshop. Also, I want to thank John
Bower sensei who helped us a lot in Hakodate campus.
2. Keisuke Hosotani, HU, Fisheries Studies, fisheries science, Master Program, male, Japanese
Q 1: It was difficult for me to listen native English. Because it is too fast for me to understand.
Q 3: Importance of interaction between teacher and students.
Q 4: Yes it is useful. It is interesting to learn writing scientific papers.
Q 5: In-class activities and final project
Q 6: I want teachers speak English more slowly.
Q 7: This project was very nice occasion to touch native English. It was difficult for me to understand. But it
was nice training to listen English. Thank you.
3. Mitiari Motiduki, HU, Fisheries Studies, Master Program, male, Japanese
Q 1: I feel so difficult to discuss in English. I can’t still speak or make a speech in English.
Q 3: I could learn way to workshop and paper in English.
Q 4: I could not response any questions.
Q 5: I’m useful all.
Q 6: I want to join workshop in Hakodate.
Q 7: This workshop was very useful to study and learn English. Thank you very much.
4. Mohammad Matiur Rahman, HU, Fisheries Studies, marine biotechnology and microbiology, Doctor
Program, male, Bangladesh
Q 1: The workshop was good.
Q 3: I have learned some basic things which are required to become a faculty member. For example,
preparing syllabus, to manage class lectures involving all students, grading system, writing scientific
report, etc.
Q 4: Yes. From this workshop I have learned the basic need and criteria for a successful teacher i.e., ethics
of a teacher, how to take classes, how to prepare syllabi, how to grade students, how to write and evaluate
scientific reports, etc.
Q 5: Handouts. I can go through these handouts time to time and can follow these instructions in my
professional activities in future.
Q 6: I strongly recommend that the duration of the course should be at least 1 month.
Q 7: In future we, the students of the Graduate School of Fisheries Sciences want to join in this workshop as
participants, not observer.
5. Ni Made Airanthi Kusuma Widjaja-Adhi, HU, Fisheries Studies, biofunctional material chemistry,
Doctor Program, female, Indonesia
Q 1: The workshop is nice and useful.
Q 3: The Seven Principles of Good Practice in teaching, Submitting Articles to International Journal,
Grading Rubrics, Referee Task, Editing and Revising Writing
Q 4: Yes, clear understanding on good practice of teaching.
Q 5: Not applicable for observer in Hakodate.
Q 6: It would be better if Hakodate could participate as a student not only as observer. The students could be
allocated into 1 or 2 groups and joint in the discussion with Sapporo. Even as observer, it would be better
during the lecture-live conference we could directly asked question to the teachers.
Q 7: For the future workshop, if a live conference will be provided again to Hakodate campus, above
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suggestion would be very useful for participant in Hakodate. The high interest from Hakodate student
would decrease each day during the workshop if we only observed without able to communicate with
Sapporo campus.
6. Shingo Nishita, HU, Fisheries Studies, Master Program, male, Japanese
Q 1: I think the Workshop is difficult for me. Because I am not good at English. But the Workshop made me
somewhat fluent English.
Q 3: What I learned in the program is many things. Especially how to write abstract. I didn’t know what the
elements of an abstract are. But I learned it in this program.
Q 4: Yes, I learned seven principles of good practice. And I found teacher is very important position for
students.
Q 5: Handouts are very useful to me. Because I could review at home, and handouts is provided many
information besides the program to me.
Q 6: I’m not particular. This program is very good.
Q 7: If the program holds the next time, I would want to join again after I learned English more.
7. Tan Yongkai, HU, Fisheries Studies, physiology, Doctor Program, male, Chinese
Q 1: It is an active class, which give me a better understand of the teaching method and writing skill. This
Workshop gives me a deep effect to my future academic career.
Q 3: It tells me how to make the class more activity, tells me the importance to be an academic researcher.
Q 4: The workshop make me begin to think about the future position, and give me the chance to practice it.
Q 5: I think the in-class activities and the final project give me the most useful help. The in-class activities
tell me another way of teaching, and the final project let me know anything should be good planed and do
it step by step until success.
Q 6: I think we need more practice about the theory, so if give us more chance to practice is better.
Q 7: I know it is very hard, but although I am an observer, I eager to have a face to face class, so please
consider about it, thank you.
8. Zhangyue, HU, Fisheries Studies, Master Program, female, Chinese
Q 1: It is useful and lively for me.
Q 3: I learned how to write a good essay.
Q 4: I am a graduate student now, I think I need to learn more knowledge to improve myself.
Q 5: Handouts
Q 6: My English is not good, so I hope next time handouts can be handed out a little more early.
9. John Bower, HU, Fisheries Studies, fisheries, Faculty, male, US
Q 1: Overall, very well done. I hope that Hokkaido University continues to hold these workshops in the
future. My main concern was that Japanese students might not have been able to understand the lectures
and discussions (see 6 below).
Q 6: I helped facilitate the videoconference hook-up in Hakodate, where the student participants comprised
two groups: Japanese and non-Japanese (foreign).
Most of the foreign students seemed to understand the talks in English and the discussions. After these
students graduate, many will work as teachers at universities in their home countries, so I think future
workshops for foreign students should continue placing equal emphasis on teaching and writing.
Many of the Japanese students, however, seemed to have difficulty understanding the spoken English.
For this reason, I suggest that you consider conducting a similar workshop entirely in Japanese. Graduate
teaching assistants in Japan tend to teach much less than their counterparts in the U.S., and the percentage
of graduate students that will eventually work as teachers is, I believe, probably lower among the
Japanese students than among the foreign students, so more emphasis in this workshop could be put on
writing. An especially important topic that should be covered, in my opinion, is proposal (grant) writing
(e.g., applications to the Grants-in-Aid for Scientific Research).
4. Feedback from the 16 Observers (Sapporo)
1. Fumiko Inoue, Ritsumeikan U (Eastern Asia U), higher education, Faculty, female, Japanese
Q 1: It was great experience for me. And I think this program was so suggestive and useful for a person who
in charge of the FD.
Q 3: Probably students have learned the importance of ‘independence’ and ‘responsibility’ as a faculty.
Q 4: It is hard to say whether students felt they were prepared as a faculty by this program, because some
students who participated this program told each other, ‘This is good experience for me, but I have no idea
if I want to be a faculty.’ I think the usefulness of this program depends on how much does they yearn a
faculty position.
Q 5: I just observed last two days activity, so it is hard answer this question for me. But I guess, just my
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feeling, homework assignments and final project are useful for students.
Q 6: I’m sorry. I don’t have any particular idea.
Q 7: I think it was better if lots of Japanese students participated to this program.
(To the persons from other universities)
Q 8: Discussing in each Workshop and last presentation are good example for me. However teaching and
discussing in English are hard in our university, I think.
2. Hisashi Kitamura, HU, Letters, English linguistics & philosophy of language, Postdoctoral, male,
Japanese
Q 1: It is very useful. But the problem is that it does not focus on the improvement of the English skills.
Q 3: I have learned the importance of the group discussion method.
Q 4: Yes. It is helpful. Because I learned the idea that the teaching should be interactive.
Q 5: In-class activities are useful, because I do not have such an experience in Japan.
Q 6: Please focus on the improvement of the English skill.
Q 7: Please plan the workshop which Japanese people can more easily join.
3. Jianmin Li, HU, Education, higher education, Doctor Program, female, Chinese
Q 1: The environment of the workshop was full of freedom, and each student was active in sharing opinions
with others.
Q 3: Although I have taken only part of the program as an observer, the way how to deal with large class and
how to make rubric are of value to me.
Q 4: I am not sure about that. After all, participating in the program is quite different from really taking on a
faculty position.
Q 5: In-class activities. I could listen to other peoples’ opinions and think about problems.
4. Kaori Oka, HU, Life Science, Master Program, female, Japanese
Q 1: The contents of the workshop were interesting. However, there were many discussion sessions, in
which observers can’t participate, so I was bored.
Q 3: I learned that academic career needs abilities not only as researcher but also as educator. As educator,
we must make precise syllabi and good classes.
Q 4: No. I don’t feel this workshop is “more prepared to take on a faculty position.” I feel that the contents
of this workshop are useful for people who are professor already.
Q 5: Handouts. Because it helps me study some contents which fail to hear.
Q 6: It is better if this workshop carry out in Japanese. I sometimes can’t understand what teacher or student
said. Homework or final project should be made in English, but I think teaching in Japanese is good for
Japanese student.
Q 7: I had better to participate in this workshop as student!
5. Kaveh Fattahi, HU, Engineering, architectural and urban design, Postdoctoral, male, Iranian
Q 1: That was one of the most helpful workshop I have participated recently.
Q 3: One of the very valuable lessons that I thought from the workshop is how important is the preparation
for a course before a course being started. Such steps namely syllabus and/or rubric systems make students
more aware of what would expected from them to learn, to submit and how their efforts will be evaluated.
I think that would dramatically improve a course’s productivity.
Q 4: Of course it did. It improves my confidence for starting the first steps of having my academic course in
future. It is mostly because, thanks to this workshop, now I have a better image of what happens in a
high-ranked university and I can use that as my future reference.
Q 5: For me as an observer the handouts were more helpful comparing to the other mentioned items.
However the in-class activities and how the invited professors managed them had some good lessons for
me as well.
Q 6: The workshop was really well organized. I just think that in order to improve the workshop it would be
better if tutors find more spaces to act and have more roles in the in-class activities. Accordingly that
would help to bring about more discussions in each table and may result in a more interactive workshop.
Q 7: I just want to thank all the organizers, invited professors and tutors for organizing one of the most
successful workshops in HU.
6. Khosro Movahed, Shiraz Azad Islamic U, architecture, environmental planning, Staff, male, Iranian
Q 1: I think it was very good and useful for all.
(from the viewpoint of the students of your university.)
I am a faculty member but I think the result will come after my next course.
Q 3: The best part for me was the principals of teaching.
Q 4: Off course this program helped me for my position in my lab.
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Q 5: I was as an observer, so I did not any homework or project.
Q 6: I think the writing part should manage her presentation better than what she did.
Q 8: I think the best part was the teaching part.
7. Lamsal Damodar, HU, Environmental Science, male
Q 1: I am impressed with the course taught during the workshop. Both the instructors had strived for
interactive learning and they always created conducive environment to that ends too. Although I have
good impression for entire courses, I was especially benefited from RUBRICS one.
Q 3: Rubrics creation, characteristic of good teaching and abstract writing in particular.
Q 4: The workshop actually enlightened me on how to create rubrics, how to create learning environment in
a lecture class, how to avoid paper rejection, how to write compelling abstracts and articles. These
learning are deeply embedded in my mind which will contribute a lot to be a good scholar in terms of both
teaching and writing as I wish to join a university in my country as a lecture.
Q 5: I was not a participant but an observer. However, I felt (heard from few participants) that all activities
were equally invaluable.
Q 6: There was nothing to be named as worst/worse thing. However, It would be better i) to allocate more
time (two weeks, one week for each teaching and writing) ii) if instructor/s speak more loudly and slowly
(Dr. Linda did excellent job).
Q 7: Thank you so much for organizing a successful and invaluable workshop.
8. Leonardo Araujo de Abreu, HU, Veterinary Medicine, infectious diseases, insect biochemistry,
Postdoctoral, male, Brazil
Q 1: Before it started I was more interested on the WRITING part of the course. But feel very lucky for
being able to learn so much on the TEACHING part. I’m looking forward to practice theses concepts on
my career in the (very) near future.
Q 3: The preparation of a syllabus will be very useful to me. From now on I will be more critical on the
presentation of other syllabus. I also expect to propose new syllabi and improve the existing ones based on
what I learned during the course.
Q 4: Yes. You are expected to write and teach, and do both well, when you apply for a position for faculty.
The use of content of the course can make a good difference, and can be a landmark on a student’s
academic career.
Q 5: The preparation of a syllabus with a diversified rubric is as demanding to implement as to improve
existing courses. Although, the opportunity to stimulate the students to learn instead of being taught is
inspiring, it seems to be worth the effort. Or try to get closer to this.
Q 6: It may be a delicate issue, but even though the course happens in Japan, for an international audience
(the majority), the invited speakers could be kindly requested to present in English.
Q 7: Keep the course in a regular frequency. I would suggest twice a year. Improve the participation of and
the feedback of and to the distant participants. Stimulate the contact between Japanese and Foreigner
students.
9. Mihoko Noda, Hirosaki U, Health Sciences, health promotion, occupational therapy, Faculty, female,
Japanese
Q 1: This time, I was happy to attend on the last two days of this Workshop. Through the experiences in two
classes, symposium, presentations by students and closing ceremony, I could strengthen the image of PFF
much more, and also the image of TA, and the need for studying English.
Q 2: Overall rating? Maybe I should select “5. Excellent,” but regrettably I could understand no more half of
precious lectures because of my poor English.
I’m sure it’s impossible to have a workshop like this in Hirosaki University since students, even
teachers, cannot follow the lecture in English. But the contents will be welcome.
Q 3: In session 10, I noticed that teaching “Ethics in teaching” is an important subject for the future faculty
members, and that the group discussion would be useful method for their subjective study.
In session 11, I was surprised to know what a beautiful work it is to revise the writing.
Q 4: At this point, I am not sure about it, because the idea of PFF is not popular yet in Japan. But in the near
future, it will become an essential property.
Q 5: All activities were useful for me. But particularly in-class activities and final project were impressive,
because in-class activities facilitated student’s participation in class, and the presentation in final project
gave me the image of integration in this teaching and writing workshop.
Q 6: Not particular
Q 7: Linda and Sablina are both very kind and hearty teachers. That is one of the reasons I am interested in
this program.
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Q 8: At first, we need to have the notion of PFF. I greatly appreciate for your kindness to allow me the
attendance to your workshop as an observer.
10. Mitsukuni Yasui, Muroran Institute of Technology, Technology, biochemistry, engineering Ethics,
Faculty, male, Japanese
Q 1: I was exciting. Writing technique is also good for me. I could understand the syllabus making was the
foundation of teaching.
Q 3: Getting some techniques will help me.
Q 4: I want to know how to make teaching program containing some classes.
Q 5: In-class activities. We can catch other’s opinions.
Q 6: Utilize interpreter only for main and important lecture. This will get many Japanese students if you
would announce this plan.
11. Mohammad Movahed, Shiraz U, engineering control, Master Program, male, Iranian
Q 1: I think it was very good and useful for all.
(from the viewpoint of the students of your university.)
I am a student. I am sure the result will come in future.
Q 3: The best part for me was the writing part.
Q 4: Off course this program helped me for my future.
Q 5: I was as an observer, so I did not any homework or project.
Q 6: I think the Dr. Sabrina Soracco should manage her presentation better than what she did.
Q 8: I think the best part for me was introduction in writing part.
12. Nobuko Yabe, HU, Environmental Earth Science, environmental economics, Postdoctoral, female,
Japanese
Q 1: Very useful and helpful. The contents of the workshop are more than what I expect. Especially, two
instructors were marvelous!! I had learned not only from classes and handouts but also from course
managements and attitudes to the students of two instructors.
Q 3: Proper attitude for the students and to design course syllabi, create grading rubrics.
Q 4: Yes. I felt some difficulties to design course syllabi when I applied a position in a university. In this
workshop, I learned the concrete steps for designing course syllabi and knew some points that should be
considered when I make a course.
Q 5: Handouts and in-class activities were useful for me. Abundant handouts and slides could be an
important reference for me. From in-class activities, I was able to realize various thinking ways and
opinions.
Q 6: The participants should be chosen based on the likelihood of participation, not their position. I really
wanted to participate as a student to obtain as much as possible. I participated all the sessions, but some
students missed some classes. The opportunities of learning were underutilized.
Q 7: These kinds of workshop must be continued, and should open not only for the graduates but also for the
undergraduates because writing and speaking logically and clearly in English and Japanese is critical
ability for businessperson, too. This education could be the sales point of this university.
13. Peter Firkola, HU, International Student Center, management, Faculty, male
Q 1: The workshop was very useful and I learned a number of practical methods that I can use when
teaching.
Q 3: I learned some different ways of teaching with small groups. The key aspects of syllabus preparation
were very helpful. The importance of integrating syllabus, course content and evaluation was made clear.
Q 4: I think the workshop helped the students gain a clear idea of what is required for teaching and academic
writing in their future academic careers.
Q 5: The small group activities were particularly helpful. This provided good examples of how to get all of
the students involved in class activities.
Q 6: The areas of teaching and academic writing are both extremely important thus it would have been nice
to look at these areas in even more detail. It might be beneficial in the future to offer two separate
workshops on teaching and academic writing to give the participants a chance to go even deeper into each
of these areas.
Q 7: The workshop was both meaningful and interesting. I was surprised that almost no other professors
attended as observers. As part of the university internationalization strategy, I think all professors at this
university should be required to attend this type of workshop.
14. Werawan Manakul, HU, Engineering, Faculty, female, Thai
*My answer refers to the Dr Linda von Hoene’s workshop only.
Q 1: Linda’s way of conducting the workshop was impressive. She was strict but at the same time
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accommodating. I will always try to imitate her but have to admit that it is very hard. I was able to earn
useful knowledge within such a short time.
Q 3: In the academic world, knowledge alone does not mean anything unless you know how to transfer it
effectively to others.
Q 4: I believe so. Students have been clearly shown the way to prepare their syllabus, to conduct their
course, to grade the exam, etc. in the lectures and through the instructor’s way of conducting the
workshop.
Q 5: As an observer, I can only say in-class activities. In fact most of the workshops I attended adopt the
same way, i.e. breaking up into small groups. However the way the instructor summarized participants’
responses and finally brought them to what was intended to be taught was very well done.
Q 6: I only attended part of the workshop and as an observer. I could not help feeling that it was too
“packed” for those who attended both sessions to digest and truly enjoy what they learn. The course
should span over a longer time.
Q 7: I am grateful to the instructors and the organizers for having organized such a wonderful workshop.
15. Yadab Prasad Dhakal, HU, Engineering, architectural and structural design, Postdoctoral, male,
Nepalese
Q 1: It was very useful for me to revise my paper. Now feel I was lucky to attend the courses such as making
syllabi and rubrics, which I am constructing now for one winter graduate course in Hokkaido University.
Q 3: Writing abstracts, revising papers, preparing proposals (I felt this part was short because it did not
include how to write proposals for getting funded for scientific research etc.)
Q 4: Definitely. The professional standards and teaching ethics, rubrics etc.
Q 5: In-class activities (1) and final project (2). Engaging (1) and expecting (2) for some real problems to
tackle individually.
Q 6: I felt lacking about writing proposals for research funding. At least I was expecting that.
Q 7: My English listening is not so good. So I was expecting in every class to sit nearby Sabrina. But I could
not do so because of many participants.
Q 8: Both reading and writing classes are important not only for students, but also for instructors to have
updated on these areas.
16. Yuki Satoh, HU, applied microbiology, Master Program, male, Japanese
Q 1: It was able to have good feeling very much by all students’ keeping concentration, and participating in
the lecture positively. That was good experiment for me. Especially, the lecture of English writing was
significant for me.
Q 3: I learned the border did not exist in belief that it wanted to create a better education.
Q 4: It was able to have the conviction that my idea and having learnt were not wrong.
Q 5: It is impossible to talk about final project because I could not attend 2nd week. However, class
activities looked like good for all students’ understanding.
Q 6: If it is possible, the early announcement is better for making schedule.
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(Revised, 03/09/2010)


7–1. PFF Workshop 2009
Sponsor: Center for Research and Development in Higher Education
Joint-sponsors: International Education Collaboration Support Team, Hokkaido University;
Organization of Liberal Education, University of Tsukuba
We are pleased to announce the opening of a workshop for graduate students who wish to improve their
teaching and writing skills in English.

Period: March 18 (Thurs.), 19 (Fri.), 22 (Mon.), 23 (Tues.), 24 (Wed.), 2010
Place: Center for Research and Development in Higher Education, Hokkaido University (HU)
Program: See the syllabus.
Cost: None
The workshop will be conducted by Dr. Linda von Hoene, Director of the Graduate Student Instructor
Teaching and Resource Center, UCB, and Dir. Sabrina Soracco, Director of the Graduate Division Academic
Services, UCB, and will be based on the workshop they hold at UCB.
This workshop will enable participants to strengthen their teaching skills to allow better expression of
ideas in research writing, and provide a basis for effective teaching skills which is the foundation of a career
in teaching.
This program is funded by the JSPS Grants-in-Aid for Scientific Research.
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30 participants and 10 observers will be accepted for the workshop. Affiliation with Hokkaido University
is not a prerequisite. Depending on popularity of the workshop, participants will be chosen by lottery if the
number exceeds the limit.
The Center for Research and Development in Higher Education will issue a certificate of completion to
those who successfully complete the workshop regardless of status as a participant or observer.
Please note that all participants are required to write a short essay (1000 characters in Japanese or 600
words in English) upon completion of the workshop.
Persons interested in participating should fill out the Application Form below and send it via e-mail or fax
by the deadline. (E-mail: presiden@high.hokudai.ac.jp; FAX: 011-706-7521)
Deadline for application:

Friday, February 19, 2010

* 30 participants were selected on February 19.
Application Form (Workshop):
Name:
Type of Participation: Participant or Observer (please select one)
Affiliation (Graduate School, University):
Position: Graduate Student of a Master or Doctor Program, Faculty, or Staff (please select one)
Field of Study:
Gender:
Nationality:
Email Address:
Mailing Address:
Reason for Participation:
Syllabus:
Course Title
Instructors,
Institutions

Date
Place
Course
Objectives

Course Goal

Course
Schedule



Preparing Future Faculty: An Introduction to Teaching and Writing for Graduate Students
Atsushi Ando, Professor, Graduate School of Letters, Hokkaido University
Eijun Senaha, Associate Professor, Graduate School of Letters, Hokkaido University
Toshiyuki Hosokawa, Professor, Center for Research and Development in Higher
Education, Hokkaido University
Linda von Hoene, Director, Graduate Student Instructor Teaching and Resource Center,
University of California, Berkeley
Sabrina Soracco, Director, Graduate Division Academic Services, University of California,
Berkeley
March 18 (Thurs.), 19 (Fri.), 22 (Mon.), 23 (Tues.), 24 (Wed.), 2010
Center for Research and Development in Higher Education, Hokkaido University,
To enable graduate students of any discipline to obtain basic skills and knowledge to
manage education and research through effective English communication skills as a
foundation for those considering a career in teaching at the university level. This workshop
will introduce teaching and writing skills by the renowned instructors from UC-Berkley and
introduce their Preparing Future Faculty (PFF) program.
1. Obtain knowledge and skills in teaching as preparation for teaching at the university
level.
2. Obtain knowledge and skills as a Teaching Assistant.
3. Obtain skills to write and edit proposals and essays for academic journals and job
applications.
4. Obtain knowledge and skills for giving academic presentations, participating in
discussions, and giving peer reviews in English.
5. Acquire the ability to explain the tasks of academic professions.
6. Obtain knowledge and skills as an international, academic professional.
1. Opening: Keynote Speech and Introduction*
2. Basics of Teaching
3. Basics of Academic Writing
4. Syllabus Making (Course Objectives)
5. Conference Applications
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Homework
Grading
System
Materials
Prerequisites
Course Limit
Contact

6. Panel Discussions*
7. Syllabus Making (Grading)
8. Sending Essays to International Journals
9. Abstract Writing
10. Large Class Management
11. Class Management (harassment, etc)
12. Revising English Essays
13. Student Presentations 1
14. Student Presentations 2
15. Closing: Course Reviews
Preparation for oral presentations and essay writing
1. Course work: 50%
2. Presentations: 30%
3. Class Contribution: 20%
No textbook required. Handouts will be distributed.
TOEFL 500+ is advised.
Number of students to be accepted is 30.
presiden@high.hokudai.ac.jp

About the PFF Program at UCB see:
International Symposium on Professional Development in Higher Education 2009, Hokkaido University &
University of Tsukuba
Graduate Student Instructor Teaching and Resource Center, UCB
Schedule in Detail:
9:00-10:30

18-Mar
19-Mar
20-Mar
21-Mar
22-Mar
23-Mar
24-Mar

H
X

Thu
Fri
Sat
Sun

Tutor WS
Tutor

Mon

Tutor
Tutor
Tutor

Tue
Wed

1
4

10:30-12:00
Opening
H2

7
H3
10
H4
13 Presentation1

All
von Hoene
S Sorracco
Office Hour
Teaching Support by Tutors

2
5

13:00-14:30
H1
S2

8
S3
11
H5
14 Presentation2

14:45-16:15
3
S1
6 Discussions

9
12
15

S4
S5
Closing

16:30-17:30
Office Hour
Office Hour

Office Hour
Office Hour

Room:
Multimedia Education Building (), 3rd floor, Auditorium
Building E, 2nd floor, E208
Multimedia Education Building (), 4th floor, Room 1 & 2
Building E, 2nd floor, E208

Session 1. Opening: Keynote Speech and Introduction
Atsushi Ando, Graduate School of Letters
Toshiyuki Hosokawa, Center for Research and Development in Higher Education
TA Training and PFF Program at HU
Tetsuhiko Takai, President’s Office (International), Graduate School of Economics and
Business Administration
Challenge for Internationalization of HU
Linda von Hoene, Director, Graduate Student Instructor Teaching and Resource Center, UCB
Sabrina Soracco, Director, Graduate Division Academic Services, UCB
Session 6. Panel Discussions: International Career Planning for Japanese and Non-Japanese Graduate
Students of HU
Facilitator: Eijun Senaha, Graduate School of Letters
Panelist: Shunji Kanie, President’s Office (International) and Prof. of Engineering
HU Vision/Strategy of Internationalization for Students’ Career Development: A Personal View
Yoshiharu Hashimoto, President’s Office (International) and Prof. of Veterinary Medicine
Learning and Teaching Veterinary Medicine at HU, and in European, Asian and African Countries
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Hiko Tamashiro, President’s Office (International) and Prof. of the Graduate School of
Medicine, Department of Global Health and Epidemiology
A Roadmap to UN: With Special Reference to WHO
Eugene Boostrom, Meio University Research Institute, Okinawa, and former Senior Public
Health Specialist, The World Bank
Roadmap or Random Walk? Rules, Roles, Readiness and Randomness in an International Career
Session 15. Closing: Summary and Closing Address
Minoru Wakita, Vice-president, HU
 Workshops
• Linda von Hoene (See PFF 2011)
Session 2. Basics of Teaching
Session 4. Designing Course Syllabi and Learning Objectives
Session 7. Creating and Using Grading Rubrics
Session 10. Teaching Large Courses
Session 11. Professional Standards and Ethics in Teaching
• Sabrina Soracco (See PFF 2011)
Session 3. Basics of Academic Writing
Session 5. Writing and Submitting Conference Proposals
Session 8. Submitting Articles to International Journals
Session 9. Writing Abstracts
Session 12. Editing and Revising Writing
 Welcome party: 19 Mar, Fri. 18:00-20:00, Multimedia Education Building, 4th floor, Room 2, Fee: 1000
yen.
 Farewell party: 24 Mar, Wed. 18:00-20:00, Hotel Aspen, Fee: 5500 yen.
 Self-introductory Essay
Dear Participants
Please write an English essay of approximately 700 words and send it by e-mail to our address by Tuesday,
March 8.
The essay is a self-introductory one that includes information of your personal background, academic
discipline, and your analysis of writing skills in English and your native language. Dir. Sabrina Soracco will
use your essay in the workshop, so make sure you submit this in time.
Please reconfirm that you can join all part of the Workshop because the entire schedule is tightly
connected. If you cannot join all of four days, please ask us to excuse yourself.
Atsushi Ando
February 23, 2010
Participants: 26 Students, 6 Tutors & 1 Coordinator in 6 groups
Group Full name, University, Graduate School, Field of Study, Position, Gender, Nationality
1–1
Agnieszka Pochyla, HU, International Media, Communication and Tourism Studies, male image in
media, Doctor Program, female, Poland
1–2
Kyoko Yuasa, HU, Letters, Western literature, Doctor Program, female, Japanese
1–3
Saika Kanai, HU, Letters, English literature, Doctor Program, female, Japanese
1–4
Takeshi Sato, HU, Letters, moral philosophy, Doctor Program, male, Japanese
2–1
Chen Ya-Wen, U of Tsukuba, Systems and Information Engineering, disaster prevention education,
Doctor Program, female, Taiwan
2–2
Fumiyo Takahashi, HU, Letters, cognitive psychology, Master Program, female, Japanese
2–3
Harumi Takiguchi, HU, Education, gender in higher education, Doctor Program, female, Japanese
2–4
Mami Kawachi, U of Tsukuba, Comprehensive Human Sciences, education, Doctor Program,
female, Japanese
2–5
Peter Lambert, Macquarie U (Sydney, Australia), applied linguistics (Literacy), Master Program,
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2–6
3–1
3–2
3–3
3–4
4–1
4–2
4–3
5–1
5–2
5–3
5–4
6–1
6–2
6–3
6–4
6–5

male, Canadian
Yoshia Morishita, HU, Letters, urban sociology, Doctor Program, male, Japanese
Hamidreza Jamshidnia, HU, Engineering, fluid mechanics, Doctor Program, male, Iranian
Litan Kumar Saha, HU, Engineering, numerical simulation of polymer electrolyte fuel cell, Doctor
Program, male, Bangladeshi
Michael Angelo B. Promentilla, HU, Engineering, environmental and civil engineering,
Postdoctoral Fellow, male, Filipino
Mohammad Faiz Shah, U of Tsukuba, Engineering, urban risk engineering, Doctor Program, male,
Bangladeshi
Evdon Luzano Sicat, HU, Engineering, civil engineering, Master Program, male, Filipino
Gai Yizhi, HU, Engineering, robotics and dynamics, Research Student, male, Chinese
Shogo Sano, HU, Environmental Science, catalytic chemistry, Master Program, male, Japanese
Maria Teresa Armua-Fernandez, HU, Veterinary Medicine, parasitology, Doctor Program,
female, Uruguayan
Roseliza Kadir Basha, HU, Agriculture, packaging technology, Doctor Program, female,
Malaysian
Rozanah Asmah Abdul Samad, HU, Veterinary Medicine, avian virology, Doctor Program,
female, Malaysian
Yoshihiro Nakayama, HU, Environmental Science, ocean-ice dynamics, Master Program, male,
Japanese
Anton Lennikov, HU, Medicine, ophthalmology, Doctor Program, male, Russian
Chandika D. Gamage, HU, Medicine, infectious diseases epidemiology, Doctor Program, male, Sri
Lankan
Chihiro Matsumoto, Touhoku U, Life Sciences, biology, neuroscience, Doctor Program, female,
Japanese
Naoki Nishimoto, HU, Medicine, medical natural language processing, Doctor Program, male,
Japanese
Yan Liu, HU, Medicine, epidemiology, Doctor Program, female, Chinese

Closing. (Front row) Wai, Soracco, von Hoene, Wakita, Ando, Senaha
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7–2. Evaluation of the PFF Workshop 2009 (March 18-24, 2010, HU)
1–1. Evaluation Form (1): Post Questionnaires to the participants (students & observers)
Q 1: Which part of this workshop can you use in near future? Explain both of teaching and writing.
Q 2: Other comments which you want to point out about the Workshop. (About the contents, instructors,
tutors, organization of the Workshop and so on.)
1–2. Feedback from the Students (1)
Student 1–3.
My participation in “Preparing Future Faculty: An Introduction to Teaching and Writing for Graduate
Students” gave me new confidence in academic career. Enjoying myself in an international atmosphere and
interaction with instructors, I obtained basic skills to start teaching in a faculty as well as learnt appropriate
manner of academic writing. Also, it was also good experience for me to attend lectures on faculty
development and internationalization at Hokkaido University. The course includes more practical skills and
methods than I expected, and I really appreciate having an opportunity to take this course in Hokkaido
University.
First of all, I really enjoyed the international atmosphere in the course and was inspired by highly
motivated classmates. Also, completing this course offered by instructors from University of California,
Barkley, build my confidence. Since I have not taken any all-English course for several years, the workshop
with classmates from various countries was simply fun for me. Their aspiring and active attitude inspires me
to greater effort in my research. In addition, it was valuable experience for me to complete UCB course.
Instructors, Linda and Sabrina, were two of greatest instructors I ever met in terms of their attitude towards
students, teaching manners and teaching contents and methods, and they would be perfect examples I should
follow. I liked the course and had nice classmates and instructors, and it was too enjoyable to leave the course
after five days.
In teaching session, I obtained more practical skills and methods to give a class. At least in Japan, we do
not have teacher-training course to be a college-teaching staff. I had imaged that one had to create the way to
teach in faculty by oneself. Every idea and method such as “Seven Principles” and “Bloom’s Taxonomy”
given in course can be a solution for problems I would have as a faculty. By following these, I could avoid to
give a class only based on my experience and interest as many college-teaching staffs in Japan do. Also, using
“Grading Rubrics” was a totally new to me. As a student, it was common to me that instructors have all
authority on grading and that you would not have any right to ask the reason I got the grade if it was too
unreasonable. “Grading Rubrics” not only can be an important tool to guarantee fairness to students but also
can overcome distrust of grading. The teaching session was ideal teaching-training course for me and
encourages me as a future faculty.
In writing session, I learnt a lot of basic skills to build my academic career. As I am majoring in English
literature, I should participate in academic community of the western countries. It was good for me to know
western norms to submit a conference proposal and journal paper. In addition to check points editor or
reviewers would use to read submitted papers, idea of cover letter was new to me. I understand importance of
its role when you submit a paper to any journal. Also, final project and presentation were precious experience
to me. It was actually hard to finish the project during the weekend since I had to work and my project was
not satisfactory finished, comments and opinions from members in my group as well as observers would still
helpful for me to proceed my research.
In addition, lectures on FD and internationalization at HU in opening session and panel discussions are
impressive to me. Since I am working as staff in a small private college, efforts at HU were really progressive
and good example. HU faculties’ strong focus on FD and internationalization, which is not their specialized
fields, are surprising. Participation of many observers from all over Japan also shows the high level of interest
and their awareness of importance of FD and internationalization. I realized that top universities make more
effort to make progress and to maintain their rank and that small colleges need make much more efforts to
catch up with them.
This workshop made me aware of my academic career as well as of a future faculty. I learnt practical ideas
and methods in teaching and writing, which had been vague to me. Since I am working full-time and it is
difficult to take courses abroad, it was a rare chance for me to take course held in the United States. I really
appreciate instructors from UCB and HU offers this course and would recommend every doctoral student to
take this workshop for their academic career.
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Student 2–1.
I really appreciate to have this opportunity selected as a participant to attend the program provided by
Hokkaido University. It was really wonderful experience to attend such an important course on preparing for
teaching and academic writing. Also I am glad to have such a chance to take lectures planned by renowned
Professor Linda and Sabrina from University of California Berkeley at Hokkaido University. During the
weeklong Workshop I learned very much on Future Faculty Development: Teaching and Writing for Graduate
Students. I spent very busy time for lectures, group work in-class, assignments and final projects. I learned a
lot about teaching and writing skills and obtained helpful abilities to prepare future faculty beyond my
expectation. In addition, I gain several benefits by attending this workshop program. Not only the knowledge
about teaching and writing skills, but also I meet other participants came from different fields in this program
and built the connection network for future career path. Moreover we can exchange career information,
research conditions and so on. It is also an element to own connection network for Future Faculty
Development.
In the Workshop Program, it provided teaching and writing program in order to develop our abilities for
Future Faculty Development. In teaching program, we were taught the basics of teaching, designing course
syllabi and learning objectives, creating and using grading rubrics and skills for professional standards and
ethics in teaching. In the writing program, the contents it provided as follow: the basics of academic writing,
writing and submitting conference proposal, submitting articles to international journals, writing abstracts,
editing and revising writing. It was really step-by-step to develop elementary abilities for teaching and
writing. Through this workshop I really make enhancement of my teaching and writing skills.
During attending this workshop we not only took lectures in class but also were asked to do final projects
as assignments. I think the final projects are helpful to us due to prepare the career in the future. Also it is the
necessary part to learn how to design course syllabi and make the lecture by ourselves. Through the final
projects, I have chance to make sure what I have recognize the lectures or not and apply knowledge learned
from lectures to complete the final projects. The final projects are very excellent way to figure out myself
achievement of workshop program. From future faculty development, the projects we have done are also
useful in preparing further career. For example, we have training program for graduated students of PhD.
course in Tsukuba University. The program named imitative lecture is to make PhD. students have chance to
design a course they would like to teach in the future. In this training program, I can apply what I have
learned and have chance to practice knowledge into teaching. First of all, I have the most impressions on the
final projects.
The program is preceded with group work that separated by research fields. Through group work, we
discussed, communicated issues or topics and exchanged thinking with each other in group. In the process of
discussions, we can learn from each other and exchange different opinions about the same topics. I think the
workshop program is not only to improve my abilities for teaching and writing, but also enhance my
presentation and communication skills. Through group work in class, it really made me have participated in
lectures and concentrated on lectures because I have to share my thinking and considerations with each other.
After attending a weeklong program for preparing future faculty at Hokkaido University, I have some
comments described as bellow.
Firstly, I think if we made use of office hour this program would be more wonderful. My suggestion is
maybe we could make every student has ten to fifteen minutes to talk with professors about some questions in
class or something about teaching and writing. On one hand, through the meeting between professors and
students, I think it would be an efficient way to make professors to know students. On the other hand,
students would feel free to talk with professor easily. This is a better way to shorten the distance between
professors and students in a short time.
Secondly, I think TA play an important role in this program. But the training program for TA is not enough
in advance. So maybe TA could prepare well and the program will be better.
First of all, I think such workshop program is really great and helpful to who will prepare for academic
career development in the future. If next time I am so lucky that I have opportunity, I am looking forward
attending program again.
Student 2–2.
Thank you for preparing this workshop. I am very happy to take part in it. Especially thank Dr. von Hoene
and Dr. Soracco. This workshop has become very fruitful for my academic life because of the training they
gave us. I write how this workshop was good for me as below.
At first, I appreciate the effort and skill as a lecturer of Linda and Sabrina. They were keeping their eyes on
not only participants but also the people engaged in this workshop. I introduce impressed events about this
here. When I came down to them each tell that I couldn’t attend some parts of the workshop because of my
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job at just the beginning of the first day, they had already known my name and what I did in spite of many, 30
participants. I could imagine their efforts to memorize and to understand us before the workshop or even in
whole the duration of it. I could see that they were doing their best for their lectures and us, therefore, we
were naturally drawn into the workshop.
Secondly, although my English is good enough to join this workshop, I could manage to follow to the end
despite that my job was so busy at that time. It made me confident but I think the grade would be the worst in
that class.
Thirdly, my purpose to attend this workshop was to improve my writing skill. Of course, I’ve learned how
to begin writing abstracts or articles. However, I’ve learned how important communication trains each other.
Actually, I was not interested in teaching at the beginning but I noticed it was not only for teaching but also
for any other application to present something. In other words, the skill of communication can encourage our
research and works so much.
Whereas, I have a suggestion. I feel that it was a little bit short to learn for all curriculums. The lectures
went so fast and I could know just overview of the documents distributed. I would have preferred to have
some exercises to train our skills during the workshop but homework, if there were more time. If there were,
we could get more feedback soon, thus, we could ensure our skills would be improved step by step.
At the end of this essay, I thank Dr. von Hoene, Dr. Soracco and the staffs planed and executed this
workshop, again. I will recommend other students around me. And I have to improve my English to make the
outcomes from the workshop available.
Sincerely yours,
Student 2–3.
I truly enjoyed the Preparing Future Faculty (PFF) Workshop. It has been truly honored and fortunate to
participate in the workshop. Both Professor Linda von Hoene and Professor Sabrina Soracco gave us such
excellent lectures. Both of them truly showed us that they sincerely cared about students and that they were
willing to help improve our teaching and writing skills to succeed in academics in the future. I would like to
express my sincere gratitude to both Professor Hoene and Professor Soracco who did all hard work for us.
Also, I wish to express my deep appreciation to all of the organizers, professors, secretaries and other staff of
Hokkaido University who created this precious opportunity for us.
Being able to take UC-Berkley’s Preparing Future Faculty (PFF) program was greatly helpful for us
because this is such a rare opportunity to learn from the renowned instructors from UC-Berkley. It is sadly
true that most of graduate students of any discipline at Hokkaido University feel anxious about not having
enough opportunity to obtain basic skills and knowledge to manage education and research for our future
careers. Unfortunately, there are many graduate students who do not have effective communication skills,
which lead them to have an uneasy academic life as a researcher as well as a faculty member. I think that this
is a serious problem to consider and hope that more and more Japanese professors will be aware of this issue
immediately.
1) I would like to say that all of sessions were very useful and helpful, but particularly these following
sessions were valuable. First of all, Basics of Teaching (session 2) lectured by Professor Hoene provided us
with the most important information that we, TAs, have to acknowledge of as an instructor. It is vital for
instructors to consider who are their students, what are the goals for the course they are teaching, how do
students learn, and how can they promote and assess student learning. It is easy to focus on what we want to
teach not on how students learn. However, as we learned from Professor Hoene, the fundamental questions to
be considered are about students when we actually start teaching. I will keep this philosophy of teaching in
mind after I begin to teach my own course.
Secondly, Designing Course Syllabi and Learning Objectives (session 4) was also greatly useful. It was
neat to create my own course syllabi because it was my first time to design. It was interesting to learn and
identify the components of courses through the course. Actually designing my own course and presenting it to
other students were great experience and moreover, I received feedback from other students in my group. This
helped me learn much more effectively. I will be able to use many methods that we learned from this session
when I actually have my own course to teach.
Finally, it was necessary for me to learn the Basics of Academic Writing (session 3) from Professor
Soracco. It is very easy to not pay close attention to whom we are writing to when we submit proposals,
abstracts, and many other types of forms. Professor Soracco taught us the importance of knowing different
genres. I can apply this technique when I write all different types of genres in near the future and I will be
able to be more careful about the audience. We received a lot of useful information of academic writing and
obtained skills to write and edit proposals and abstracts for academic journals and conferences through this
session. Graduate students need to have knowledge and skills of academic writing and we should be able to
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apply this technique whenever we perform research. Professor Soracco made me realize that writing has to be
successfully done as well as the content of research that we perform.
2) This workshop not only helped us obtain knowledge and skills in teaching and improve academic skills
but also motivated and encouraged us to pursue to become a college professor in the future. This workshop
also taught me that keeping writing regularly is one of the most important things in academics. At the end of
the workshop, it was announced that there would be another intensive course by Professor Hoene and
Professor Soracco this coming summer. I would love to participate in their course again. Lastly, thank you so
very much for letting me participate in this workshop because it was a great opportunity to strengthen my
teaching skills as well as writing ability for my career.
Student 2–4.
The workshop gave me a wonderful opportunity in improving my teaching and writing skills, as well as
communicating people with various cultural and academic backgrounds. Since I have not had this kind of
opportunities at my graduate course or university, I really enjoyed it. I thought that the workshop would be
too tough to go through, when I received the thick material packet and the instructors explained about the two
final projects, especially for students who do not use English regularly in an academic sense, including me.
However, thanks to the whole workshop which was nicely designed in a way to help participants survive with
skills and confidence, I am happy with what I have achieved in the week.
As for the teaching sessions, the most impressive thing I learned was the importance of setting goals/
learning objectives, learning activities, and assignments, and of aligning these elements with each other. I had
not realized the alignment of the elements before such as in undergraduate courses, partly because I was not
careful enough, but more likely the connection between learning objectives, activities, and assignments were
not clearly shown. Through the workshop, I learned it is crucial that a teacher make clear what he/she expects
from students by showing the alignment clearly. The Bloom’s taxonomy was also helpful with various verbs
to describe actions of simple to complex learning. Creating a course syllabus was another useful but
challenging work, which I needed to put all the points to enhance students’ learning we learned in the
workshop together; the alignment of the elements that I explained above, the availability of an instructor, the
availability of reading or learning materials, the breakdown of the course, and such. Although I think it will
take some time before I would actually be able to have my own course, I believe I can use these skills in other
occasions, such as when constructing teaching assistants training workshops at my university.
As for the writing sessions, although it basically dealt with the academic writing in English, all take-home
messages were applicable when writing a journal article or a conference proposal; consideration on audience,
and the aim and the scope of a journal, start writing early with a writing plan, getting feedback from peers,
good writers are good readers, keep sentences short, and so on. These are very useful. I can start using what I
learned just after the workshop to make my writing better. I actually started thinking of a research plan and an
associated writing plan. In the writing sessions, explaining my research in both a written form and an oral
form, to people who are not familiar with my field was also a helpful experience to improve my writing. Even
though the participants in my group were from social sciences, describing them what my research is about
made me notice that I use a lot of jargon. It was a good training and I realized how important it is to be able to
explain my research both to someone who are in my field, and who are not.
Apart from what the instructors taught directly, the way each session was conducted would be very helpful
for me. By this, I mean that each session had plenty of techniques to foster active learning, such as 1)
introducing myself to the person sitting next and then that person introduce you to the group, 2)
think-pair-share and various discussion activities, first in a group and then presenting what a group talked
about to the whole class, 3) lists of materials related to the sessions, and 4) peer-review on the final projects. I
already tried to adapt a part of these skills to enable discussions go smoothly in the teaching assistant training
workshops, which I needed to plan concretely immediately after the PFF workshop at Hokkaido university.
The instructors were very helpful throughout the workshop, and I appreciated especially that there were
office hours at the end of each day. On the other hand, I could not make use of the tutor workshop, partly
because I was not really sure which tutor was familiar with social science, and partly because, although I went
there on the second day, there were no other participants and the tutors started their meeting at that time,
which made me feel out of place a little. Therefore, I would recommend preparing tutors well beforehand so
that they become assure or feel confident on what they are supposed to do to help participants and what
would be going on in the whole workshop. This would also make participants confident what kind of
problems they can ask tutors.
Overall, the workshop was very well structured, enabling participants to enjoy both teaching and writing
sessions to get a first step to develop skills needed to be a future faculty, and to see the interconnection
between them. I really appreciate the instructors, the organizers and staffs, and also the participants and
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observers who made this happen in a way I experienced.
Student 2–5.
From the get-go (start) of the workshop I appreciated the careful, considerate organization that was
orchestrated by Drs. Ando and Senaha and their support staff. Little things like timely updates that were
provided on line, and the signs being posted on the doors helping me find the third floor meeting room easily,
both were appreciated. On Day 1, I was greeted warmly and picked up everything I required to get started. I
have to acknowledge Paul and the tutors here too, because some of them were out at the welcome table kindly
greeting participants and observers a like. In a sense, I think some of the tutors hung back and did not seem
too sure how they were to function. I was impressed with Juan and Chi Chi they seemed to be fully briefed
and it appeared that Linda was addressing them especially when she spotlighted the tutors on Day 1.
Regarding the nuts and bolts, I appreciated the teaching workshop a lot. It helped me refocus my teaching
objectives both personally and in turn for the benefit of my students; in that, I now strive to delineate at least
two or three simple points for each lesson. On the seven principals of good practice I thought Linda tried hard
to establish our understanding especially on point 7 about diversity. I meant to ask a question about
alternative student work presentation style (i.e., expressing understanding with music, or art or a less
conventional mode than typical essay writing.) This relates to Howard Gardner’s Multiple Intelligences’
findings. We teach and encourage our students to explore different learning styles in the elementary and
secondary grades in North America, so I wondered if this exploration had graduated to the university level. I
know from experience that diversity usually is meant to provide for students with different learning abilities
and mental and physical needs, as well as different cultural and religious identities.
One thing, I always wish each presenter could make it clear how he/she is going to entertain questions.
This relates to item 1 (Seven principles) because it informs the participants that their questions are welcome. I
would also tell the students that they are welcome to consume beverages, if it helps with their learning. I am
not 100% sure what is considered proper decorum in a university lecture, but I know that students in high
school are not usually allowed to drink water in class. In North America, both profs and students alike sip
coffee.
Regarding the writing plan that we submitted on Day 2, it seemed to disappear into a vacuum. I have only
myself to blame for not asking about it. I can only presuppose that it was for Linda and Sabrina’s benefit to
see if we understood what was expected of us.
I guess it was also Sabrina’s way of reinforcing her recommendation for us to get in the habit of writing
everyday—although she herself confessed to not always being able to do so.
I also welcomed the bevy of examples related to requirements from various high-end journals.
I guess, because I was on the outside looking in (except for the students from Tsukuba) I was interested in
all of the presentations, especially Dr. Kanie’s, and Dr. Boostrom’s in session 6. I wish I could have attended
the party later that night, but I had to teach. I would have liked to know more about what Dr. Kanie was doing
to encourage more of the engineers to consider studying abroad. More precisely, what was his message to the
workshop participants—encourage and help your students with second language prowess to strongly consider
earning a degree abroad? I also would have been interested to learn more about the relationship between
Tsukuba and Hokkaido University and which university initiated the USC Berkeley venture. At any rate,
maybe I am the only one with such ideas or questions. Oh, I should say that I appreciated the complementary
copy of Phil Agre’s Networking on the Network. I have only thumbed through it a little but it looks like a
great resource.
Back to the workshop, Sabrina’s advice about writing and the examples were helpful. Regarding the
abstract writing, I found the discussion about the passive and active voice interesting. I must confess that I did
not realize that conferences would accept suggestions for presentations’ themes. I am still a little cloudy on
the parameters. Even when I made my presentation on the last day, I pitched a one-hour session, but I thought
we could have benefited from more examples from Linda and Sabrina and even the Japanese professors.
Thankfully, Linda and Sabrina were okay with my playfulness, Linda’s expression, where I fabricated pretty
much all of my proposal situation; although, the standardized testing with rapid feedback and lesson plan
refocus was an original idea whose time may come if the government bites the bullet and cuts back on
spending to such an extent.
The last day seemed to fly by. I wish we could have had a chance to cruise around to see some of the other
groups’ presenters, although we would not have been able to ask any questions until the session had finished.
I really appreciated the constructive feedback I received from my peers. Each person took the time to clearly
write out his/her comments. I guess we all would have liked to have the option of receiving Linda and
Sabrina’s feedback, too.
It was a little frustrating when I tried both Linda and Sabrina’s email addresses and both replied that they
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were out until March 29th. I know they gave us the addresses on day 1, so I thought they would have been
reliable. Possibly, the workshop hosts could provide Linda and Sabrina with a local email address and then
everyone who attends office hours at least once (or folks who make it clear that they will not be able to attend
the office hours at all) could be taught the address. I sensed that they really wanted us to try to visit them
during office hours and not rely on email communication.
I hope this information helps contribute to an even better workshop in the future, although I must say our
workshop raised the bar right up there.
Thank you again for everything.
Sincerely yours,
Student 3–1.
I think on the whole the workshop was very useful and attractive. I think I can use all the parts of this
workshop for my future from various aspects. In my opinion, for a faculty member both teaching and writing
is of great importance. A faculty member should improve his/her teaching and writing abilities before being a
faculty member. By this he/she will perform his/her duties more effectively resulting in providing higher
quality teaching and research activity of considerable outcome. In fact, training on the teaching and writing
skills is per se a necessary part of today’s challenging task of teaching along with conducting research.
On the teaching part the information that I could obtain from the lecturers and from the participant gave a
more concrete view on teaching methodologies and disciplines to me. The knowledge that I gained will be
very helpful for my future teaching and effective class management. For example the points that were
discussed on the large class management can be potentially useful for my future in case I have to teach a large
class.
In fact, by participating in this course I could gain a practical systematic view to teach in the future. I can
combine the knowledge gained from this workshop and my previous teaching experience for my future
teaching.
From the writing point of view I have found all the points which were discussed very useful not only for
my future but also for the current time as a PhD student for reporting my research effectively. For example, I
can use the remarked points for writing my thesis, my journal and conference papers in an effective way. This
course reminded me important points to write my reports to the point, clear and effective.
Another point that I want to emphasize is that by taking part in this course students could be able to ask
their questions and discuss several points with the instructors during or after each session. At the same time
small group discussions provided the right and productive atmosphere for exchange of ideas between
classmates and tutors. I think this could provide the participants a valuable chance to discuss various issues
regarding writing journal or conference papers.
Additionally, the lecturers reviewed and mentioned the guidelines for submitting papers to journals and
conference papers. They reminded us several important points that we should take into account when
submitting a paper or proposal.
It was also a very good practice to write a sample abstract for a conference and discuss it with our
classmates and get their feedback. By doing this we could be practically be involved in the class and improve
our skills.
At the same time I have found the handouts provided during the course effective during the course and for
future reference.
The contents of the workshop were suitable and useful as an introductory course.
One point that may be considered for future advanced courses is that it might be nice to conduct this course
for each faculty separately and discussing the topics from more specialized point of view so that it will be
more directed to a special field of study.
At the same time it might be possible to invite at least one professor from that special faculty to give a
lecture on writing and teaching. I think by directing the workshop on more special directions it will be
possible to make it more attractive and useful for students coming from a special faculty. This is only a
suggestion for future advanced courses, if any.
One point as a suggestion is that instructors can emphasize more on the ethics of teaching and teaching
philosophy by itself. In fact, I think teaching is a very respectful and holy job in which the teacher has a great
responsibility to patiently train students for future of the society.
Instructors were also knowledgeable and could teach effectively. They could also show us how they could
manage the class effectively in a practical way. Organization of the workshop was also perfect from my point
of view.
Last but not least I would like to express my thanks for organizing such a useful workshop and I am
looking forward to see the future workshops in the similar topics.
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Student 3–3.
Attending this workshop was a worthwhile experience for me as I had the opportunity to meet new friends
while learning some new skills as well. After my postdoctoral stint here in Hokkaido University which will
end this March, I will most likely look for work in the academe or research institution. I believe that this
workshop had improved my skills in teaching and writing in an international environment using English as
the medium of communication. Such skills are vital for my academic career. Thus, I commend you, the
organizers for having this successful workshop. I am also grateful for giving me the opportunity to attend this
kind of workshop. All the best as you move forward in planning for more workshops such as this one.
Yours truly,
Student 3–4.
Introduction:
The workshop was organized from March 18 to 24, 2010 at Hokkaido University with an objective of
enabling graduate student’s obtaining basic skills and knowledge to manage education and research through
effective English communication skills as a foundation for those considering a career in teaching at the
university level. The workshop introduced teaching and writing skills by two renowned instructors from
University of California Berkley. I joined the workshop completely from the beginning to end and improved
my skills on teaching and writing as a preparation for my desired future faculty career.
Q1. The workshop contained all essential parts necessary for teaching and writing academic paper. In my
view, all I can use in near future, in my career development. Though, I want to explain 2 important parts
one from teaching and another from writing.
One important part from teaching: Syllabus Making and Grading Rubrics
This part of the workshop contained ‘designing course syllabi and learning outcomes’ where we have been
taught analyzing syllabus, preparing own syllabus, course segments, setting learning objectives, reflecting
Bloom’s taxonomy, learning activities for students and assessment method of student’s learning etc. The
instructor Professor made a participatory discussion, brain stormed of the students, had students’ group work
and each group came up with prepared syllabus. The outcomes of this session came up with students’ learning
implementation. While working within a group, I had prepared my own syllabus and shared with the group.
Then we made group presentation. We received development feedback from the facilitator Professor.
Another important part of teaching session was creating and using grading rubrics. Grading part is very
important for both teacher and student to determine student’s achievement level. We have been taught how to
determine the necessary points for grading. We have reviewed several grading rubrics paper and reviewed
them. We worked in group and came up with the outcome. We learned practically how to create our own
grading rubrics. These two parts are interrelated in making course syllabus. I think I can make the best use of
them in my future faculty career.
One important part from writing: Sending Paper to International Academic Journal
This was one of the most important parts of the lecture on writing. We have been taught how to meet the
criteria of writing in academic journal, how to write the abstract of the paper, and how to write the cover
letter. Moreover, the course content the way of starting writing, gathering data, write the necessary parts, put
information and logically connect each parts of the writing. We had several group discussions, reviews and
presentations. I personally learned all these from this lecture. Most of the points were new to me, like the
forwarding to the editor of the journal. I will be using them in my academic writings from now.
Q2. I want to evaluate all the contents were useful to me. For example, handouts were very clear and easy to
understand, homework assignments were according to the class lecture and handouts, in-class activities
were incorporated group thinking and group work, and the final project was the final evaluation of me, if I
can do it perfectly or not. Therefore, the designed workshop’s content and schedule was absolutely perfect
to me.
About the instructors, I want to evaluate them as the best instructors I have ever seen in my life. They
are knowledgeable, well experienced, generous, and polite. They taught the students in a very soft way and
with several professional techniques, which were very important and necessary for the students. Tutors
were really supportive to us, in any of our need. I appreciate them.
Conclusion:
Finally, I want to say something about the organization of the workshop. It was a very good organized
workshop: everything was systematic and meaningful. I want to appreciate the organizers. I do not have any
development suggestion, but the upcoming workshops can consider a morning review of the previous day
sessions by the students.
Student 4–2.
The workshop has showed me a lot of knowledge and skills on academic writings and teachings. I was so
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lucky to be chosen as a participant of the workshop.
Before joining this workshop, I didn’t have a clear idea of writing an English essay or proposals. Maybe I
could make an easy abstract, but it would not be a good one. Now a better abstract or a proposal can be
written by using what I have got in the workshop.
My original purpose of taking part in this workshop is to improve my English academic writing skills. Now
I just begin my master courses. In my near future, I need writing and submitting my conference proposals to
the international conferences. The standard and attractive articles are necessary for me. In this workshop, I
learned how to write a conference proposal and practiced to write it. Of course, with the group discussion I
got a lot of valuable suggestions and tips from other group members. They gave me many useful feedbacks to
help me improve my writing skills. The knowledge of writing articles to international journals is also
important for me. I will use it so often since my final paper should be published on international journals. In
order to make the article accepted by international journals, I must use the basic academic writing skills well.
Finally, the articles should be revised and edited for many times. How to avoid common writing mistakes and
weaknesses will be the most important for my future writing.
At the beginning, I didn’t pay much attention on the basics of teaching. In my near future, I will not teach
any course since my main task is to study as a student. But in my near future, this part is very important.
Through learning this part, it provides a chance of thinking a course as an instructor. In this part, making a
course syllabus was required. After doing this job, some concepts could be formed in my mind. In other
words, I can get a much clearer understanding of my tutor’s course syllabi now. The teaching methods and
important notices are useful for a learner too. According to this knowledge, I can make my studying process
efficiently.
It is my first time to join this workshop. So I couldn’t make too many suggestions for this workshop. But in
the five days’ workshop, sometimes I felt that the courses are so busy. That is to say, I didn’t have enough
time to digest what I had learnt in the classes and the reading materials. Maybe other students are quick
learner and the time of this schedule is fulfilled for them. For me, the official hours are helpful. I got the good
suggestions and instructions form the TAs.
At the end, I want to say this workshop should be opened widely. It’s an excellent opportunity for the
students to improve their English learning and writing skills.
Student 4–3.
I have taken various lectures before this workshop. Though some lectures were interesting for me, most
lectures were boring. Meanwhile, I hesitated to join this workshop at first. But now, I feel satisfaction in this
workshop and it was worth it. I am sure that I spent an amazing time in this workshop.
In the teaching part, especially Rubric such as 7th class “Creating and Using Grading Rubrics” and making
rubrics in final project is the most useful for me. In the 7th lecture, I could learn a lot of things about rubric.
Rubric enables teacher and student to accomplish their objective easier. To make rubrics, both teacher and
student can clearly understand the evaluation criteria. It is easy for teacher to check the objective of the course
and bring student to the goal. In addition, it is clear for student to know how they get a good grade and how
they go to their way. Therefore, rubric can make the course itself better. This thought can be adopted into my
case. I take lectures in my university though I do not teach to student. For example, I have a lecture which
does not have rubrics. In this case, I do not know how to be evaluated. So I did not think the grading method
anymore. However, I am now able to think as if there are rubrics. I make the rubrics for the course by myself.
I can have a specific objective and study easier because of the fictive rubrics. That is why I think rubrics are
very useful to take a lecture. On the other hand, in the writing part, the whole part of writing is very valuable,
because I am writing an abstract for international conference right now and I have a plan to write a paper
shortly. In the writing part, the section of Conference Proposal is especially useful for me. I learned the
writing method itself and several important factors for writing proposal. I could not find out the good or bad
point of proposals before this workshop. However, I could discover some points and advise to my colleagues
at the final project. This development is very important for my own writing. I am now able to read my writing
more objectively and I realize my improvement of writing.
I think this workshop was well organized and includes attractive contents. Both teachers and tutors were
also great. Therefore I do not have any criticism. I think there is not bad point. However, I would like to
mention about one point when you come right down to it. It concern final project. I think that this final project
was very good because I could understand the contents of workshop deeply and deal with actual material, that
is to say, my own research. Meanwhile, the difference of research field makes me difficult to understand the
contents of proposal. Therefore, I could not discuss the contents deeply and mention theoretical organization.
I advised about simple and superficial part of their task. Yet, of course there are good points with members in
various fields. I could see my research at the different point of view and they mentioned what I cannot think.
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These experiences are not occurred in daily discussion with the members in the same field. So this is a quite
difficult problem. Although I cannot suggest a concrete solution, I think that this point is an important key of
this course. Therefore, I only mention my thought. Anyway, I think this course is a great and sophisticated
one.
Finally, I would like to appreciate all of members in this workshop. Everyone concerned with workshop
made such wonderful time. I could really study a lot of things in this workshop. It is not only about writing
and teaching skill, but also English proficiency and communication ability. This opportunity became the
bifurcation point for me. I am going to study hard from here for achievement of my goal.
Student 6–3.
First of all, I would like to appreciate all the people who took part in the “Preparing Future Faculty: An
Introduction to Teaching and Writing for Graduate Students” workshop. It was certainly a great opportunity
for me that I could attend the workshop by lecturers from University of California, Berkeley without traveling
to UC Berkeley.
The workshop was meaningful, because I was able to broaden my mind about the future of universities. I
think universities in Japan are now facing numerous challenges. One is that the faculties must develop their
own uniqueness upon a firm educational basis in order to enhance international competitiveness. It would
enable universities to provide higher and practical education which would literally change the country and to
bring students from abroad, to cope with low birthrates.
Starting with this workshop, I also hope it promote changes in the consciousness of future faculty members
in teaching. The workshop course was very different from the classes I attended as an undergraduate. Though
I am not familiar with the undergraduate courses now but in my experience, most of the courses were
one-way lectures usually with few or no feedbacks on assignments and exams. Participation of the students
and detailed feedbacks are very important factors of efficient teaching. However, loads of efforts are
necessary to maintain them. I felt that the significance of university courses in Japan relied much on the
faculty members’ enthusiasm and volunteer spirit, and this strategy has to change if the universities want to
survive. I hope this workshop continues and if possible, to be integrated into the graduate courses of
Hokkaido University and other universities. I also wish more current faculty members could attend this type
of workshop.
As a participant, I was able to form a clear vision of basic objectives in teaching, which can apply to
students of any discipline. Especially, I learned a lot from the “Seven Principles of Good Practice.”
Transferring knowledge is not enough to be called “teaching.” What matters more is providing opportunities
for students to express their ideas and guiding the students how to learn and think. To achieve the goal
efficiently, teachers should be sensitive to the students’ feelings and act in every way to motivate them. I felt
that teaching is communication. Just to know this guideline worth attending the workshop.
The eye-opening phrase “the only way to be a good writer is to write” enhanced my motivation to write my
dissertation. I thought it is time to take action; breaking down the task and write regularly. The attempt to
write a syllabus myself was a challenge, but I was able to imagine how the teachers construct their own
courses. It was a good training for a graduate student preparing for future faculty position.
Discussions with other participants, particularly the members in the same group, were stimulating. It was a
rare opportunity to talk with students in different disciplines and we were able to make productive and active
discussions. In-class activities such as paired and group discussions were particularly notable, because I was
not very used to making remarks in classes. These opportunities to express my idea helped me building my
self-esteem in addition to the contents of activities. I guess Japanese students are thought to be shy, but I think
that is because they are not provided with the appropriate occasions to practice these kinds of outputs. Final
project polished my thinking through peer review. Both checking the writings of other members and being
checked by them
All the handouts provided me time to listen and focus to the class. They were also useful because I could
look back on them to review what I had learned and apply them to the assignments and final projects. I
understand it is a load of work to select, take copies, and stack the items for each participant, but handouts
were very helpful.
The program was well prepared and full of discoveries. It could have been more helpful if the information
website was up-to-date, and if there was a detailed map of the faculty where the workshop is held. I would
recommend taking a little more time for the program next time. I really appreciate everything you had done.
Thank you.
2–1. Evaluation Form (2): Dr. Linda von Hoene’s Questionnaires to the students
Q1. What have you learned in the program that is of value to you as you consider an academic career as a
future faculty member?
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Q2. Did the program help you feel more prepared to take on a faculty position? If so, in what ways?
Q3. What activities (e.g., handouts, homework assignments, in-class activities, final project) were particularly
useful to you and in what way?
Q4. What recommendations would you make to improve the program for the next time it is offered?
Q5. What overall rating would you give the program?
Q6. Any additional comments you would like to make?
2–2. Feedback from the Students (2)
Student 1.
Q1. I think that is being aware of the paradigm shift, i.e., the shift of focus from teaching to learning. In
particular, these words help me to design a more appropriate syllabus for a specific course work.
Q2. I think so. This is much related to my answer to the first question. In addition to that, academic writing is
a very important skill for someone like to me who is considering a faculty position in the future.
Q3. I think all the activities are very much useful as each activity seems to meet the learning goals that were
presented beforehand.
Q4. I wish for more sessions to discuss other things like writing CV, grant proposals, etc.
Q6. Otsukaresamadeshita, Linda and Sabrina!
Student 2.
Q1. I have learned a lot from this course and new method and techniques especially on the syllabus making
(grading rubric) and conference applications. I found it is very beneficial especially on how we should
approach the editor or organizer in submitting our conference proposal or journal submission.
Q2. For me, this program has achieve its goal but to say fully prepared, not that 100% but at least it is an open
eyes on how I should go about in taking on a faculty position. At least I knew on do and don’ts in preparing
myself for the future career.
Q3. I found the in-class activities and the final project were very useful because it on the other way, has build
our confidence in giving comments and opinion. Indirectly this has built my confidence and felt more
appreciated to express myself.
Q4. As mention, maybe the approach is so high level and not all the participant were at the same level of
knowledge and maybe for the next program, it should take into consideration of giving a more basic
approach before targeting so high. Yes, I can understand for a 5 days course, not easy to start will the low
target approach, but anyway, you both have done a very good job and I think, most of the participant has
achieved their goal too.
Q6. I would like to suggest on days of the course, maybe a 7 days and stressing a little bit more on the ethics
of teaching because I find this session is important to be address in more depth especially on the abuse of
power by somebody superior (e.g. academic harassment or power harassment etc). Because at the moment,
the reason given for this “abuse” of power is “this is part of your learning process and part of motivation
process.”
Student 3.
Q1. I learned the significance of each item included in the syllabus. As a part-time teacher at a university, I
have an experience of writing a syllabus every year, but I had no chance to learn the reason why each item
is so important for not only students but also me as an instructor.
As to academic writing, I am more motivated to continue to submit proposals to international
conferences and journals. I was so disappointed when my proposal was rejected. I did not know how to
face the situation. It took long to get mentally recovered, but this time I learned the rejection is one of the
steps toward taking the next step. I wanted to take this course earlier when I was MA student.
Q2. Yes, certainly. I was able to learn the importance of a variety of viewpoints in the faculty, as an
instructor, as a learner and as an administrative stuff. I was so keen only on writing an academic paper and
passing my academic knowledge to students, but this time I learned that taking on a faculty position is more
than that. Communicating with not only students, teaching assistants but also my peers is very important.
To make better my proposal, it is also important to get support from my peers. Forming an academic
community such as peers’ support is crucial, too. I learned I am not alone or I learned I should know I
couldn’t teach nor write alone.
Q3. Discussion in a small group and final project were particularly useful. I was impressed with the two
lecturers who encouraged us to speak up and tried to draw ideas from each of us, and also their words based
on their long time experience and thoughtful insights and useful information including the internet pages.
Q4. The classroom is too small for the number of students. The OHP screen is not easily visible, not the
appropriate size and too far. The whiteboard is also not set on the ideal place. I did not like the way the
places are changed. I wish the program should be conducted in the same room. The building (higher
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education center) is not an easy access from Sapporo Station. The school cafeteria was not open on a
national holiday. The North Cafeteria was closed in March. Visitors from other universities were not
informed of the changing situations in HU. The other information as such except the program should be
informed.
Q6. To make better studying condition, such as printer, computer and coping machines should be fully
equipped from the first day. The building used for the program is not ideal, because there is no/few elevator
equipped or there are lots of steps. I still cannot understand why this program was held or must be held in
that classroom at that building.
Student 4.
Q1. Through the program I have learned how to improve and prepare teaching and writing abilities of
academic in the future faculty. In the program I think it is not only to obtain the knowledge and abilities of
teaching and writing, but also to learn how to work and make relationship with each other in the group
work.
Q2. I think the answer is obviously YES. In particular, Seven Principles of Good Practice and Bloom’s
Taxonomy are really useful to prepare faculty development. Also in writing, I have learned more about
how to write papers for journals. And I will keep myself to write everyday to make write habit.
Q3. I think the final projects (Teaching and Writing) are very excellent practices. They are also chances to
apply the knowledge I have learned. Through these practices to analyze the learning outcomes by myself.
Additionally, I think the group work in the class activities is a good way to make students to participate in
the class and also develop the abilities of presentation and communication in the group.
Q4. I think the program is wonderful to prepare future faculty. I have really learned a lot to obtain knowledge
about teaching and writing. During the five days of the program, all of program is lectures. If it would be
prepare some field-form class to learn, it will be more attractive to me.
Q6. I really appreciate to have this opportunity to attend the workshop in Hokkaido university. I am also glad
to have a chance to take lectures organized by two renowned Professors from University of California
Berkeley taught us. It was really an opportunity to attend such an important course on preparing for
teaching and academic writing. I am looking forward attend such workshop one more time.
Student 5.
Q1. As for teaching, I have learned that ways to encourage and enhance students’ learning is always the most
important thing to consider when creating a course, including learning outcomes, learning activities,
assessments, and the alignment among those three factors.
As for writing, I have learned that it is crucial to think about audience and also the scope of a journal/ a
conference.
Q2. Yes. It clarified what I need to work on in writing, and it gave me a first step to develop my teaching
skills.
Q3. In-class activities were particularly useful that these were actual practices of what the instructors taught
important when teaching and writing.
Also, peer-reviews (both as on paper and presentation) were really useful and I learned that I need to
work on, especially when communicating with someone who is not familiar in my field.
Q4. You can probably make lunch time a little longer (maybe 30 minutes), so that while eating, participants
can reflect what they learn in the morning, or can share problems and discuss with peer participants about
assignments and final projects.
Q6. I really thank Linda and Sabrina for coming to Japan and offering the workshop, which gave me the first
step to improve my teaching and writing skills in a way that I can practice from the next day. I am
especially glad that participants had the opportunity to take both of your sessions, which even UC Berkeley
students are not able to in the Summer Institute.
Also, it was nice there were a variety of participants in terms of their field of study, backgrounds, and
nationalities.
Student 6.
Q1. It really made me very serious to think about syllabus and rubrics.
Q2. Yes, I felt more prepared. I feel full of passion for teaching in the future.
Q3. Handouts and final project are very very useful.
Q4. I would like to copy the PowerPoint material, but…
Student 7.
Q1. I have learned the effective way of preparing a course syllabus and the proper way to teach students
effectively.
Q2. Yes. Knowing what is right and wrong in teaching.
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Q3. In-class activities are very effective in my view, all in all activities were effective.
Q4. Though it takes time, I would recommend that for the final projects, they should be returned to students
so that comments of organizers will be known.
Q6. I find the workshop very helpful; I have realized the mistakes I have in writing academic papers.
Student 8.
Q1. I have learned all the topics covered in the workshop. I had idea about them, but had not clear
understanding and practical exercise. I learned how to prepare for teaching, evaluate students and learning,
how to do grading rubrics, how to initiate academic writing, abstract, cover letters etc. All are important for
my future career. It was really a helpful opportunity.
Q2. Yes. I learned the teaching technique, grading, evaluating process, managing classes, how to review
papers etc, those are important for a teacher to know. I am confident now that I can perform all tasks of a
teacher systematically.
Q3. I want to evaluate all activities are useful to me. For example, handouts were very clear and easy to
understand, homework assignments were according to the class lecture and handouts, in-class activities
were incorporated group thinking and group work, and the final project was the final evaluation of myself,
if I can do it perfectly or not. Therefore, the designed workshop’s content and schedule was absolutely
perfect to me.
Q4. It is difficult to say, as I found everything perfectly all right. Every morning review by students can be
considered. It means, every morning some selected students will start the session with a half an hour review
of the previous day sessions.
Q6. If you can organize each workshop each time to different places, it would be great. For example, if the
next one is organized in Tsukuba University and the following one in other good place in the region will be
very interesting.
Student 9.
Q1. Regarding course design
1) Segmentation of the course contents
2) Present it more attractive manner to the student
3) Designing of rubrics and how to build it
4) Ethical issues which necessary to consider in teaching environment
Regarding writing
1) Proper understanding of the readers and how to suite them
2) Editing and corrections
3) Why it necessary to be clear and straight forward
4) Other than language importance of contents and its proper presentation in the text
Q2. Yes course helped lots. Course buildup the confidence that I can make course schedule with minimal
input from my seniors (but I need to be continued improve my self).
Writing course, of course now I know what should I do when I thinking to document my research
findings.
Q3. I feel all activities were useful, cannot point out one or two, because each has connection with each other.
Q4. Better if you could extend for 2 weeks, unless there are no financial limitations.
Q6. I recommend if organizers could give writing course the students who in M1 and D1-D3. They need this
knowledge early their carrier since they suppose to write papers.
Regarding course design course may suitable for students who at latter stage of their masters or doctoral
who already looking forward to join as faculty members in their universities. Thank you for your kind
support through out the course.
Student 10.
Q1. All the points that were mentioned.
Q2. Of course, yes. In all the aspects that were discussed in some degree.
Q3. Final Projects
Because they provide practical experience and involve the participants in practical way.
Q4. I recommend emphasizing in writing abilities more.
Q6. I think it was a very useful course but of course it can be more improved by emphasizing on writing
abilities more. Also it should be emphasized that teaching should be from the heart of the teacher to train
future generation and not just as a simple responsibility to teach some people. Teaching is a great and to me
a holy job. This should be emphasized and its philosophy should also be taught. Teachers should know that
they have responsibility for the students that are teaching to. It is not just satisfying students as well.
Students should grow under the wing of their teachers. Then it will be clear what the responsibilities would
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be. In summary, in this concept teachers will act as a kind people who have a great duty on their shoulders
to train their students in a responsible way and consider them as their own children who should be faced
with enough training. It is not the matter of satisfying themselves or their students or the university. It has a
philosophy behind it. Then I suggest you to consider this in your agenda. This concept should be
widespread all over the world.
Student 11.
Q1. 1. How to conduct a workshop-style class was the most valuable.
2. Writing plan was helpful to write an academic paper and/or other documents.
3. Creating and analyzing syllabus were good for me. I did not know the systematic methodology for
teaching and writing because building good skills for these depends on the chance that a student meet a
good teacher in Japan, and most professors have not been taught.
Q2. 1. Fluent talk made me feel so.
2. Materials used in the workshop. They ware prepared not only literature-majored student but also
science field students.
Q3. 1. Creating syllabus.
2. In-class discussion
No. 2 was useful for me because listing up in short time and discussion was effective. I am not an
English-native speaker and tend to hesitate describe an opinion. Creating a list before class made me clear.
Q4. I would like to know how to make writing plan in detail, such as what is good plan and/or what is bad.
Case study for making writing plan is also more helpful.
Q6. Very enthusiastic teacher and nicely prepared materials and classes. I was most impressed systematic
method for teaching and writing.
I am sure that the workshop is really necessary for every graduate student in Hokkaido University as a
mandatory class.
Student 12.
Q1. This program motivated me to be more prepared as a member of faculty. It is not just only teaching, but
to make sure the students really get the knowledge and interested during learning process. This program
also motivated me to be more active in writing and it should be done in a proper way.
Q2. Yes. This program provides a guidance and motivation to be an academic staff.
Q3. Basically, combination of all the activities is very useful. Each activity contributes its own interest.
Particularly, in-class activities contribute interest and generate knowledge easily.
Q4. I am really enjoying this program and obtain a lot of knowledge. I am recommend to separate into two
group of interest which is writing and teaching. It is beneficial for participant to be more focus.
Student 13.
Q1. i) I learned about the conference proposal process; something like that was not even on the radar.
ii) I don’t know if I learned this, it’s more like I had it confirmed: the American journals tend to prefer
the active voice and Asia (Japan) perceives the active voice to be arrogant.
Q2. In a research oriented school where producing significant publishable results is paramount it is equally
vital to be able to write everything up and to have a polished paper. I get a sense that we studied the entire
package; the cover letter, abstract and intro to conclusion with a solid reminder to follow the specifications
of the journal to the T
Q3. Everything was very helpful and useful and presented with clear objectives and a purpose. The trick was
to be able to digest a lot of it and be able to offer proper reflection. I guess that is what this preliminary
survey activity is about only to be followed up by a more in depth 800-word reflection. i) The most
interesting part for me was the last day’s presentations. From teaching graduates here I got the feeling that
this was de rigueur, in that students doing their masters end up presenting to anyone in the department who
accepts the invitation from the supervising professor to attend. ii) Reviewing Blooms Taxonomy was useful
and the whole integrated lesson plan with clear objectives, measurable and observable was good review
too.
Q4. I felt for the observers. They hung back tacitly observing and I felt I should have been more cordial
toward them.
i) Just as the tutors participated I thought we might have invited an observer to join our group. Anyway, I
guess it has to do with logistics. Hopefully, they were able to approach Linda and Sabrina and ask any
questions they might have had.
ii) I appreciate the fact that Linda and Sabrina were adapting to our group (of 30) by fine-tuning the next
day’s presentations by coming up with new notes to be included.
iii) I got the sense that all of the participants were very positive about their workshop experiences, but
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some were worried that their supervisors might not be too impressed, because they would see it as
threatening (my words) if they themselves have not had a teaching refresher course in this the new
millennium.
Q6. I still have a lot of things that I am still reflecting on. I appreciated the final summing up by Linda and
Sabrina on the final day’s final session. It would be interesting if you could bring and science and arts grad
student from Berkeley to assist you and as importantly share their experience of how the 6-week program
helped them better their teaching and writing. In lieu of that maybe you could video tape some reactions to
the workshop. Obviously that can swing both ways, students here could volunteer to share their thoughts
and you could show the commentary to the students at Berkeley—a) what they liked and b) what could be
improved would be good tickets to hopefully produce a reasonable impression.
Student 14.
Q1. I have learned a lot of thing from this program and it will help me to be a future faculty. The way of
designing a course, effective ways to take a large course, the great seven principles etc will help me a lot to
think in a new way.
Q2. Yes, now I feel more prepared. Teaching environment in different country, there problem and possible
solutions are discussed in the class.
Q3. Handouts help me to gather lots of information together. A lot of reference is given in the handouts and I
can read them whenever I need. Homework and assignments and their feedback open my eyes to think in
different directions. And the final project shows our ability to capture the knowledge that we learned from
this workshop.
Q4. If it is next time offered then in my opinion it would be better if we get the feed back of our final projects
from our instructors also.
Q6. The program was well prepared and full of insights. I really appreciate everything you’ve done for us!
Student 15.
Q1. Most of all, I learned a lot from the “Seven Principles of Good Practice.” Teaching is not just a transfer of
knowledge, but it is the process to change the students to learn for themselves and to provide opportunity to
express their ideas. And to achieve the goal efficiently, teachers should be sensitive to the students’ feelings
and act in every way to motivate them.
Second, the eye-opening phrase “the only way to be a good writer is to write” enhanced my motivation
to write my dissertation. I thought it is time to change my action; breaking down the task and write
regularly.
Overall, I was able to grasp the image of being a faculty member.
Q2. Yes. The workshop enabled me to form a clear vision of basic objectives in teaching, which can apply to
students of any discipline.
Q3. Handouts: They provided me time to listen and focus to the class. They were also useful because I could
look back on them to review what I had learned and apply them to the assignments and final projects.
Q4. In-class activities/ final project: These opportunities to express myself helped me building my self-esteem
in addition to the contents of activities. Final project polished my thinking through peer review.
Q6. I would recommend taking a little more time for the program. I felt a bit overloaded (though it was
mainly because of other tasks).
Student 16.
First and foremost, thank you for this GREAT opportunity! I thoroughly enjoyed the workshop! Through
the workshop, I have learnt/experienced the following (listed randomly):
Q1.
1. I have learnt the importance of multi-cultural, open, interactive and constructive small group/class
discussions; these are intellectually stimulating and exciting and also teach students the importance of
respecting other people’s viewpoints and opinions;
2. I have learnt how great it is to be taught by teachers who are open-minded, encouraging, constructive,
and ready to answer students’ questions without imposing their own ideas;
3. I have experienced and learnt that by expressing my ideas in a group/class, my ideas/thoughts got
organised in my head.
4. I have experienced exchanges of ideas among students that led to ideas we would not have come up with
if we had worked individually;
5. I have learnt we can learn a lot through teaching; and
6. I have learnt future faculty members should be open to, interested in, and respect what other researchers
are doing and try to be able to communicate our ideas to a variety of audiences and a wide readership.
Q2. The workshop helped me to feel more prepared for a faculty position in the following ways:
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1. The programme has helped me to be confident;
2. The instructors have told us that they themselves are also developing their skills through teaching (i.e.,
trials and errors) (I think only truly confident people can say that kind of thing). Hearing that, I now
think I should give anything academic a try (e.g., Teaching/Research Assistant positions), rather than
waiting till I feel I am ready, as we will not be perfect anyway.
3. I have got to know people specialising in other subject areas. This has helped me to broaden my view as
a future faculty member.
Q3. Honestly, all the activities were useful. In particular, syllabus development was really interesting,
although that kept me up until around 3 A.M. on the day of submission :). Other very interesting and useful
things include the rubrics and the taxonomy.
Q4. The workshop could be improved in the following way: It would have been better if we had not stayed in
the same group from the second day on. This is because it would have been possible for us to do some
group activities even if our specialisations were different. A bit of shuffling of students may be a good idea
until it is necessary for students to work with others of similar interests/specialisations. Other comments are
given in section 6 of this questionnaire.
Q6. Other comments are as follows: As stated above, I enjoyed the programme VERY MUCH. Yet, I want to
make a couple of comments. I trust that you will find the comments constructive. One of the greatest things
about the PFF programme was that we could learn about academic writing and teaching from two Berkeley
teachers. Logical thinking is, of course, one of the prerequisites for these, and this in turn means that we
students/participants can already think logically to a great extent; otherwise, it would have been impossible
for us to benefit from the teachers’ high-level, logical and well-organised sessions.
Similarly, the participants’ English was good enough to follow their presentations. The instructors
advised that the participants not worry too much about English skills because our English was good enough
and that we improve the logical research content. This was a nice and encouraging remark about our
(non-native speakers’) English but can be misleading in some ways. Being native speakers of English
teaching Berkeley students in English at high levels in the US, the instructors can legitimately tell Berkeley
students that logical writing is important, probably more important than English skills for these students
living and studying in the US, for whom I highly doubt English is a big problem. However, this does not
necessarily apply to the situation here in Japan where English is not the first language and students struggle
to write papers on their logically conducted research, effectively using English for academic purposes.
The PFF participants’ English may be good enough as the instructors said, but there is more to this point.
As far as I know, and above all as far as I observed while we were having group/class discussions and
exchanging ideas about and comments on the final projects, it is obvious that many students here are pretty
logical thinkers and commentators, but they need more writing skills to express what they have in mind.
We may be justifiably satisfied with our current overall English abilities but it is a little too early for us to
neglect to improve writing skills in academic English. It is difficult for us to use appropriate language and
practical skills to produce academic papers in English, even when we have plenty of thoughtful and logical
ideas that we want to express; this is frustrating. Here, we are at a stage where there still is room for
improvement in our confidence by familiarising ourselves with practical skills in essay-writing in English.
At the workshop, the instructors never understated the importance of language skills even when they said
our English was good. But I tend to think that they could have a little more explicitly encouraged us to
improve our language skills too, precisely because we are non-native speakers. Thus, for instance, it would
have been good if they had shown or asked the participants to compose a paragraph or two about a topic
and discussed with us what could be improved, just like when we did some paraphrasing on the fourth day.
Some tailored contents for non-native speakers could make great additions to the already excellent
sessions.
During the closing ceremony, a faculty member teaching ‘Academic English’ classes at our university
stressed the importance of ‘logical thinking.’ This piece of advice is valid and there is no doubt about that.
However, this can be misleading. This is because he places a little too much emphasis on logical thinking,
and thus it sounds like we should be more logical thinkers, now that our English is fine. This may be true
for some participants. But, I think other people might get a message that it is okay to understate the
importance of English skills, despite the fact that many of us are well aware that our language skills need to
be improved. To us non-native speakers, he should at least equally encourage/enable us to put our logical
thoughts in proper academic English.
It is true that not only in English but also in any other language, a paragraph, a chapter, and a whole
article should be made up of logically connected sentences. But even logically produced ideas can mislead
readers if they are not accurately presented or phrased. What if sentences are not correctly written,
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paragraphs not academically well structured, and articles not following academically acceptable
essay-writing formats? These are largely to do with practical language usage for academic purposes, which
are supposed to be taught in academic English classes because these skills will help us to present our ideas
accurately and academically. For example, at a sentence level, ‘There is apple in this salad.’ and ‘There is
an apple in this salad.’ connote very different things and thus very different developments and
consequences can be expected by readers. At a paragraph or article level, writings should be academically
structured and well formatted to get readers/reviewers to feel like reading. In any case, good use of
language is crucial. For instance, inaccurate descriptions of trees in an article regarding a forest can give
misleading pieces of information about the forest, even if the whole article may be logically presented. In
this case, the report may be of little use when fire fighters need to determine what method to employ to
extinguish forest fires there.
Future faculty members should be responsible for what we write and be competent to write academically
sophisticated English so that we can accurately present our original, convincing and of course logical
arguments. The writing format/style in English, for instance, may be different from that in other languages.
Other important skills include structuring, sophisticated organization of contents, paraphrasing, using
phrases and vocabulary for academic purposes, grammatically accurate compositions, effective mixing of
short and long sentences, concise writing, etc. Therefore, in the future I would like an academic English
instructor at our university to teach these skills among other things, but not necessarily shift the focus onto
logical thinking in an ‘academic English’ class.
Moreover, I want to remind ourselves that we participants are already doing our own research logically,
under the guidance of professional supervisors in our specialized subjects. Therefore, I think the whole
point is that we should become able to communicate our logical research findings to many kinds of
audiences internationally, by using academically sophisticated English as a tool that enables us to do so.
Furthermore, logical thinking is not the uniqueness of English; it does exist in any other language including
Japanese. Focusing on logical thinking in English is apparently based on an unsubstantiated assumption
that more logical thinking is required in academic papers in English than in other languages. Thus, would it
not be mysterious if academic Japanese instructors taught logical thinking to American postgraduate
students, when they want to improve their Japanese for writing academic papers in Japanese? The
American students’ passion for improving their academic Japanese reflects their need for language skills
but not logical thinking. This logic applies to non-English speakers wanting to improve their skills in
academic English usage.
When a non-English speaker says it is difficult to write logically in English, we must know that they
cannot write in his mother tongue either, because they have not organized their ideas yet. By confusing
English and logical thinking, one can overlook this fact. Thus, an academic English class, if offered in its
literal meaning, rather than being a ‘logic’ or ‘reasoning’ class, would be useful to non-native speakers of
English who are eager to publish their research, in the English language; they have logically formulated
contents and want to write well in English. This is supposed to be the major focus and scope of an
academic English class. (A separate logic or reasoning class will complement this English class well.)
In Japan, which needs to be improved in an ‘academic English’ class for future faculty members who
conduct logical research with their professional supervisors (not with English instructors); logical thinking
or academic English skills? This is the very central question, and I believe it is the latter for the reasons
given. As a committed faculty member working in his/her capacity as an ‘English’ instructor, he/she should
not understate the importance of English skills, nor assume that we (and our supervisors) are illogical
researchers. We want to publish our logically conducted research in the form of an English academic
paper/abstract/proposal for which highly sophisticated and proper English skills are a prerequisite. Thus,
English instructors should (be able to) teach more of academic English skills that we need, whatever the
area of scientific and thus inevitably logical research is in.
Improving English skills for academic purposes is what many students from non-English speaking
countries are after. Even logically conducted research papers can be written poorly. In this case, we may
end up with one or more of the following: hiring non-academic English speakers/grammarians to correct
our English only to have the core message lost in non-academic translations; making it difficult for readers
to realize the level of research, however logical it may be; and delaying the improvement in students’
English skills. I do not think these are good for a university trying to encourage its students to improve
their English through a variety of English programmes, towards realizing a bi-lingual campus, as
mentioned at the symposium. We need English skills to demonstrate our logical thinking.
I want to underline that there are many things to do English-wise, before we (non-English speakers)
reach the level where we can confidently write and submit English papers on our logically conducted
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research, even if it is not perfectly written/presented. I think that it is the level at which Linda and Sabrina
teach at Berkeley and taught us here during the workshop, thereby focusing a little more on logical writing
than on English skills. However, as pointed out above, the contexts are different in Japan and the US.
The workshop was great—definitely one of the very best I have ever participated in. But it is over now.
To further advance our overall skills, we should come down to earth and develop our essay-writing skills in
academic English classes while improving logical research contents in specialized labs. Research findings
to be presented are produced in labs through logical procedures, not necessarily in academic English
classes. We can present logical research findings well, only through effective academic English.
When we cannot write logically in English, we cannot write logically in Japanese, either, and vice versa.
Yet when we can write academically in Japanese, we may not be able to do so in English, and this is not
due to inadequate logical thinking but due to insufficient English skills. This is the challenge for us.
I believe that you will regard these humble comments constructive. Once again, I would like to express
my heartfelt thanks to Linda, Sabrina, the organizers and all the great participants for their efforts and hard
work. I am truly privileged to have had an opportunity to determine to further and equally improve my
academic English and logical thinking skills.
Ando sensei’s questions
Q1. Teaching & writing:
* It was great that the participants were encouraged to participate in the discussions. I would like to do the
same in the future.
Writing:
* I will include a cover letter when I submit my paper/proposal/abstract next time.
* Regarding both teaching and writing, please see page 1 for my other comments.
Q2.
* Their teaching style was very good because it was interactive. Some more writing activities would have
been great.
* It was great to take advantage of the instructors’ office hours.
* I did not see any big difference between the participants and the tutors.
* It would have been great if we had faced the screen straight.
Refreshments were very nice and refreshing.
Student 17.
Q1. What I have learned in this workshop is following.
The effectiveness of using group work among students for teaching and learning.
Good relationship between student and teacher makes the course better.
How to write and organize academic writing.
The importance to keep writing everyday.
Q2. Yes. I am going to write everyday at a scheduled time for paper or research proposal. And I should study
more precise for preparation of teaching lecture.
Q3. I think class activities are particularly useful in this course. Because I could pay attention into the
contents of lecture and I was able to think deeper.
Q4. The improvement of final project is needed, I think. Because it is difficult to understand completely the
contents of each individual study. So I could not advise my colleagues connected with its content. I cannot
suggest the concrete example for improvement, but I believe this point is important for more development.
Student 18.
Q1. I’ve found two essential points which are needed for lecturers through the workshop. At first, lecturers
should show their posture, doing their best, to the lecture and their students. Secondly, Interactive
communication encourages learning more, to motivate and to understand deeply. I keep my mind these for
the time when I plan the lecture in the future.
Q2. Not really, because I’m just in master course. I feel like not to take on a faculty position soon. However, I
could think more prepared in a following way: I wasn’t conscious of a faculty position before the workshop
but I was after that. Moreover, the opening session encouraged me to be prepared for it.
Q3. All of them are useful! Assignments and final project on writing are useful so that my purpose was to
improve my writing skill. As I particularly like to use handouts from now, I have a request for handouts for
future participants. If there are some indices of them, it will be easier to find what I need. In the workshop,
the tables were quite small, so it tended to become messy. Therefore, this problem must be relevant to the
facilitation, too.
Q4. I feel that the workshop was a little bit short to learn for all curriculums. The lectures went so fast and I
could know just overview of the documents distributed. I would have preferred to have some exercises to
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train our skills during the workshop but homework, if there were more time. If there were, we could get
more feedback soon, thus, we could ensure our skills would be improved step by step.
Q6. I appreciate the effort and skill as a lecturer of Linda and Sabrina. You were keeping your eyes on not
only participants but also the people engaged in this workshop. I introduce impressed events about this
here. When I came down to them each tell that I couldn’t attend some parts of the workshop because of my
job at just the beginning of the first day, they had already known my name and what I did in spite of many,
30 participants. I could imagine your efforts to memorize and to understand us before the workshop or even
in whole the duration of it. I could see that you were doing your best for your lectures and us; therefore, we
were naturally drawn into the workshop. I thank you; Dr. von Hoene, Dr. Soracco and the staffs planed and
executed this workshop. I will recommend other students around me. And I have to improve my English to
make the outcomes from the workshop available.
3–1. Evaluation Form (3): Evaluation Form for the Tutors
Q 1. What was the role of tutors? Was it explicitly mentioned before the workshop started?
Q 2. What did you do as a tutor in a) tutorial session, b) class, and c) other opportunities to support
participants?
Q 3. What were the most frequently asked questions and opinions in tutorial sessions?
Q 4. What do you think were positive outcome of tutorial support for participants?
Q 5. What do you think were the negative outcome of tutorial support for participants?
Q 6. What is the overall impression(s) of the instructors (Dirs. von Hoene and Soracco) as your boss?
Q 7. What is the overall impression(s) of participants as your students?
Q 8. How do you evaluate yourself as a tutor in this particular workshop?
Q 9. Do you have any suggestion to improve this type of workshop in the future?
Q 10. Any other comment?
3–2. Feedback from the 6 Tutors & 1 Coordinator
1. Kim Jeong-WookɏȰƂŢɐ, HU, Letters, philosophy, Doctor Program, male, Korea
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2. Chen Feiɏȹɋɐ, HU, Letters, sociology, Master Program, male, Chinese
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3. Juan Andrés Oviedo A., HU, Engineering, structural engineering, Doctor Program, male, Colombian
Although you asked for an essay answering most questions, I consider it rather complicated as the
questions are quite different from each other. So, and according to what learned during the workshop, I have
decided to give a straightforward answer to each question. I hope it is OK for you. Thanks!
Q 1. The tutors served as facilitators for the activities assigned by the instructors. Also, the tutors especially
supported the participants by providing guidelines and sharing the knowledge acquired at the Hokudai
Writing Laboratory (HAWL).
No, the role of tutors was not “explicitly” mentioned before the workshop.
Q 2.
a) Tutorial session: held meetings with a few participants who used the tutorial sessions seeking for
guidance in the preparation of the final projects.
b) Class: facilitated the interaction and sharing of ideas among the participants of the assigned group.
c) Other: supported logistic tasks for the preparation of the room so that participant could have an adequate
location suitable for learning process.
Q 3. It is rather difficult to assess as there was a large diversity of questions and opinions. However,
participants expressed their urgent need of acquiring writing skills.
Q 4. Tutorial support was indeed a great help for not only participants but for the instructors. The most
positive outcome was to serve as facilitators so that participants were able to cope with the assigned tasks
and learning outcomes. They certainly did!
Q 5. I would not say negative, instead, I would say that the tutorial session could have been more fruitful if
the tutor had been given a more detailed explanation of activities and the corresponding timeline.
Q 6. I, personally, did not feel the instructors as a boss. I felt them as advisors and friendly hands for us to
contribute to a smooth flow of the workshop activities toward the learning objectives the instructors had
fixed before coming to Japan.
Q 7. They were very active and diligent to learn many aspects about how to produce high quality academic
writings and how to develop a high quality teaching methodologies. They did a good job, helping create a
good atmosphere for their learning.
Most participants showed a similar characteristic: lack of a proper training in academic writing.
Q 8. I evaluate myself as a very active tutor who interacted with the instructors and participants in order to
create an opportunity for open debate as a result of a diversity of opinions.
Also, I had the opportunity to provide some participants with valuable information and techniques (the
fundamentals of HAWL) that certainly strengthened, to a much higher level, what was instructed by Dir.
Soracco.
Q 9. Regarding to the Writing session, I would say that, if the same content of this workshop were going to be
given in upcoming months, I would recommend Hokudai to select the participants more accordingly to the
learning objectives of the workshop. Although the workshop provides valuable information to the
participants, its content is not appropriate for doctor-level students. The content could be more useful for
undergraduate and first-year master students planning to publish soon. For doctoral students, the approach
of HAWL is much more productive and useful.
As for the Teaching session, I would say that everything was OK and appropriate for all participants.
Q 10. I would like to ask why the tutors could not get a certificate but observers did?
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I would like to say “thanks” for the opportunity to act as a tutor in this workshop. It helped me clarify
ideas and strength my writing/teaching skills. I hope I can be of help for future workshops.
4. Azania Mufundirwa, HU, Engineering, rock mechanics, Doctor Program, male, Zimbabwean
Q 1. The role of the tutors was explained before the conference. We were to be teaching assistants. Our role
was to complement Dr. Linda and Sabrina’s efforts during the workshop, such as explaining in thorough
details what students did not understood during the lecture. We also had the capacity to share our
knowledge of Academic writing skills we learnt from Paul sensei’s class, but unfortunately this was not the
situation. We just complimented Sabrina and Linda’s lectures.
Q 2. I provided extra advice and explanation during the tutorial session, which I felt was of importance for the
student’s concern. Students asked me different questions depending on their need, as some of them didn’t
clearly understood during lectures. In class, I facilitated active participation and discussion among your
group members: this is very important.
Q 3. Students were interested in Academic writing skills to write excellent papers for journal publishing. Most
students were graduate students, and they have a requirement to publish international papers so they were
in great need to learn academic writing skills.
Q 4. Facilitating active participation and the extra support are crucial drivers for the workshop. Tutors have
some experience and skills about writing and teaching, so I feel they can play an important role. During the
tutorial session some students came to ask questions etc.
Q 5. Tutors were not given the opportunity to comment during the final session, which I felt was a setback.
Some students were keen to hear the tutors’ feedback.
Q 6. I appreciate them for the workshop: they did excellent sharing information. They were active and
industrious. But however, I think the content of Sabrina’s academic writing lectures was general and not
specific to our or student’s concern of how to write an excellent international paper. Most discussions about
abstract and introduction were general. We did not discuss on other components of the “paper” such as the
“body,” discussing results and “conclusion” in detail. She did not address “logical thinking” on academic
writing.
We as students, we lack consistency and logical connection when writing papers, which scores high
when it comes to publishing. I honestly feel the take home message on academic writing was not very
effective on us graduate students, though I learnt something from the general approach.
Linda’s content on teaching was good.
Q 7. Participants have great enthusiasm to learn. As of now, they have a great need to learn academic writing
skills to publish international papers to graduate. Our Profs/Sensei’s do not directly teach us academic
writing skills, so we need to learn it independently or at Hokudai Academic writing Lab (Paul sensei).
There is a great demand for a mandatory Graduate academic writing course at Hokudai (if possible) and I
feel the classes provided by Paul sensei cater these needs because they really changed my writing skills.
Q 8. As tutor, I feel I can do more to share my knowledge and knowledge from our Instructors. But given that
we have to complement the stuff given by our Instructors (Linda and Sabrina), I have a limitation when it
comes to sharing my perspective (taught) about writing.
Q 9. I feel this workshop is nice but not very sustainable for the long-term planning for Hokudai graduate
students, why do I say so? Given that you took 30 students, what about those you rejected or did not offer
an opportunity to participate? Where are those same Hokudai students going to learn teaching and writing
skills?
Given that, there is great demand or thirst by Hokudai students, I think this workshop, if possible, need
to be turned into a graduate semester course at Hokudai or to be more specific, I think establishing an
“Open Teaching and Writing Laboratory,” where any graduate student can go and take the courses in
summer and fall. If possible, integrating Academic writing 1 and 2 from Paul sensei during the workshop
may be useful.
Q 10. Thank you for organizing the workshop and all your tireless efforts. I feel this workshop was successful
and more importantly an “eye opener” of what or which direction is more sustainable, long-term and
effective for the future of Hokudai. As a Hokudai student, I feel I also have the passion to see day when we
have your own established “Writing and teaching Lab” which will fully cater the need of most/every
graduate student. Thank you.
5. Anne-Gaelle Beatrice Isabelle Renaud, HU, Law, political science, Postdoctoral Fellow, female, French
At first let me thank you again, as well as Professors Ando and Wai Ling Lai for this opportunity that was
given to us to participate in this academic writing workshop, allowing us to benefit from this experience both
as tutors and as observers.
In return, in sincerely wish that this evaluation would be relevant and meaningful for the further
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improvement of Academic Writing skills teaching in Hokkaido University.
To make the evaluation more comprehensive I will follow, in their original order, the questions that Paul
addressed to us.
Q 1. Our role as tutors was mainly to assist participants in the workshop (most of them students) in the
writing of their assignments and the preparation of their final presentations. Following one particular
demand expressed by Professor von Hoene, I also tried, during the tutoring sessions, to assist the students,
when required, with their lack of confidence as regards their writing skills or the relevance of their papers
and abstracts. To sum up some of the areas in which, I believe, our presence was necessary and, at least,
helpful, I would say that the students who took advantage of the tutoring sessions appeared to be, during
their presentations, much more confident regarding the contents and the appearance of their papers,
abstracts, and syllabuses. Another aspect in which, I believe, we could provide some helpful tutoring was
the re-explanation to some students, whose English skills were not sufficient, or who did not manage to pay
attention during the whole lecture, of the contents of the previous lectures or the explanation of the required
tasks to be accomplished for the assignments, which apparently weren’t clear to many students.
Personally I felt that our work was not specified clearly enough before the beginning of the workshop.
However, I believe that most of our tutoring depended highly on Professors von Hoene and Soracco’s
expectations, which were not clarified prior to the beginning of the workshop.
Q 2. During the tutorial sessions we mainly checked the English (spelling and grammatical mistakes, as well
as the flow of paragraphs and sentences and the punctuation) of the participants’ abstracts, papers, and
syllabuses. Taking advantage of this overview of the students papers we also discussed with them about the
presentation of the papers (plan, outline), the logical organizing of the arguments and ideas, and we tried to
analyze, along with the students, the concordance between the thesis statements, arguments, and
conclusions. During the classes we tried to facilitate the several periods during which the students had to do
some assignments by orienting them towards different ideas if they lacked opinions about some specific
issues, or ask the most silent students to express their opinions if they were not doing so.
Q 3. In my case, most students came to me being very confused and worried about the unclear expectations of
the Professors regarding the assignments. Many participants were in search of someone to clarify, in a more
precise way, “what they were supposed to do,” “how they were supposed to do it,” and “when they had to
hand in each assignment.”
Another demand which was redundant with many participants was the English check, as well as
questions regarding some unclear parts of the lectures.
The opinions differed greatly from one student to another. Many students felt greatly encouraged to
work on their writing skills thanks to the workshop. Other students felt a bit disappointed regarding the
very general and imprecise aspect of the lectures. However, I am confident in saying that a great majority
of participants felt more satisfied with Pr von Hoene’s lectures on teaching, rather than with Pr Soracco’s
lectures on Academic Writing, even though many of them came to this workshop mainly in search of some
guidance regarding their writing skills only.
Q 4. I believe that the students who took advantage of the tutorial sessions came out with a clearer idea of
what, in their papers and abstracts, needed to be improved, which parts were hazy, and which aspects of
their writing skills and papers were the more satisfactory. I also believe that some of them felt greatly
encouraged and gained much more confidence through the tutorial sessions than they did through the
workshop itself, as they could get personal feedbacks regarding their achievements, ideas, and skills.
Q 5. In my case I can not exactly regard any outcome of the tutorial sessions as negative. However, I can
contemplate how, perhaps, a tutor whose approach to academic writing would be contradictory with that of
the teachers, might be more confusing than helpful for the students. In that regard, and even though I
disagreed with some of Pr Soracco’s lectures’ elements, I prevented myself from giving the students
contradictory opinions and guidance and followed the contents of Professors von Hoene and Soracco’s
handouts when I needed to clarify their approaches concerning some aspects of academic writing.
Q 6. I really wish that Professors von Hoene and Soracco could have provided us, prior to the beginning of
the workshop, with a longer and clearer explanation of what was their approach to academic writing and
teaching, how they were going to organize this workshop and what were their expectations regarding the
learning outcomes of the students, and what they were expecting from us during the tutorial sessions.
In respect of their teaching methods, I appreciated Pr von Hoene’s attempt to make her lectures more
interactive, and I could see how the students did not lose their focus throughout the class.
On more aspect which I could discuss at length with many participants was the constant encouraging of
both Professors and their positive appreciations of students’ works. In my opinion I feel that this attempt to
positively encourage students was necessary, but perhaps too repetitive and, at times, obviously faked. In
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some students’ opinions, they felt as if there was a real lack of sincere and relevant feedback regarding
their answers during the classes, not mentioning their presentations.
Q 7. The students came to the workshop extremely motivated. They all finished their assignments paying
great attention to the quality and appearance of the homework they handed in, and were all extremely
serious about the workshop.
Many of them appeared extremely happy to have an opportunity to take part in this workshop, mostly
because they were able to contemplate a variety of very different approaches and opinions concerning
academic writing and their own works.
I wish though, for future workshops, that the tutorial sessions would be better advertised, or perhaps
offered during the day (at break times for instance) along with the evening sessions, to encourage more
students to take advantage of them.
Q 8. I believe that as a tutor I did my best, and eventually manage to succeed in facilitating the discussing
sessions during the classes and encouraged students to express themselves more and contemplate more
aspects of each question they had to consider. Besides, I believe we all were really helpful in motivating,
encouraging, and giving the students more confidence, as regards their assignments, through our advices,
feedbacks, and corrections.
Q 9. My main suggestion to the organizers of future workshops would be to ensure (through a reduction in the
number of students or longer sessions for presentations), that each student could get a direct and personal
feedback from the Professors regarding his/her assignments. And again, I would suggest to make the break
times longer and turn them into tutorial sessions in order to allow the students to have a constant tutoring
although the day.
I sincerely hope that this evaluation will be useful for your improving of further events.
I thank you again for your kind consideration,
With all my respect,
6. Chinyere Nwafor-Okoli (Chi Chi), HU, Medicine, global health and epidemiology, Doctor Program,
female, Nigerian
Q 1. At the beginning of the workshop, I envisaged the role of the tutors based on previous experience of
tutorship. The exact duties expected from the tutors were not explicitly mentioned before the workshop
started. I was a bit discomposed because I did not know exactly what was expected of me. For future
reference, the role of the tutors could be explicitly itemized so that the tutors would be able to optimize
their usefulness to the workshop—both to the instructors and participants alike.
Q 2. Eventually, I was able to perform my duties as follows:
a) Tutorial session: I helped students to solve problems relating to research hypothesis and other academic
writing issues.
b) Class: During the progress of the class, I was able to help my group clear up confusions about the exact
expectations of the instructors from them. Issues on assignment and methods of doing the assignment
were also discussed with participants. Finally during group work, I facilitated my group, giving every
participant equal opportunity to participate in group discussions.
c) Other opportunities to support participants: Oral presentation and feedback session, I would say, was the
juncture where the tutors were most useful. I acted as a facilitator to my group. Among others, my duties
included time keeping and proper assignment of opportunities for equal contribution from the
participants on presentation of their choice projects and giving a feedback to other participants after
presentations. I also helped in the arrangement of the lecture hall, directing students to the designated
venue for subsequent classes, mediating between the participants and the instructors, etc.
Q 3. The participants mostly asked me questions pertaining to their chosen assignments. Since the
assignments involved PFF and academic writing, their questions came from both angles but from my
experience, the participants were much more concerned with being able to write a quality academic paper
worthy of journal publication. Therefore, most questions and opinions were focused on that area.
Q 4. The participants talked with me in a more relaxed manner since they know that I am just a tutor. They
were able to verify certain minor issues with me instead of disturbing the teachers. Tutors are in no doubt,
good mediators between the teachers and students. Secondly, inclusion of tutors helped reduce the
workload of the instructors.
Q 5. I cannot think of any negative influence of the tutors on the participants during the workshop.
Q 6. I think they were good instructors because they did not interfere with the roles assigned to the tutors.
They always encouraged the participants to make use of the availability of the tutorial sessions. They also
did well in sharing the methods they use in UC Berkley.
Q 7. They were good students. They did not look down on me even though they knew that I am their fellow
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student. I tried my best to share my knowledge with them and they were very open to my suggestions.
Q 8. It is somewhat difficult to evaluate myself here but I think I have done my best. The participants and the
instructors might be a better resource to evaluate me.
Q 9. Based on my experience from this workshop, I think it is very important to let the tutors know about
their duties and expectations before the commencement of the workshop. This will help them to be better
prepared.
Secondly and most importantly, I think there is a high demand from the participants on the acquisition of
skills of logical writing. From my experience, most of the participants had a unique problem of inability to
make a logical connection between their hypothesis, objectives, methods and discussions. Based on this
important issue, I suggest the inclusion of logical thinking/writing into the academic writing course. The
students would feel more accomplished after receiving this lecture because there is a very urgent demand
on Hokkaido University students to make journal publications.
Q 10. If possible, it would be nice to increase the capacity of the workshop in terms of number of participants.
Some participants were denied opportunity to participate but this might be the period they need the course
most.
Coordinator. Wai Ling Lai (Paul), Sussex U, cognitive and computing sciences, Visiting Fellow, male, Hong
Kong and British
4. Feedback from the 5 Observers
1. Kyoko Nakano, Hirosaki U, Health Sciences, Faculty, female, Japanese
I was very happy to participate in the first two days of the PFF workshop as an observer. First of all, I
would like to express my gratitude to the organizers and staff for providing the opportunity to attend on the
excellent workshop.
What I learned from two days of observation was the history of faculty development (FD) activities,
teaching assistants (TAs) training system and PFF programs in Hokkaido University (HU). The lectures by
the instructors from UC-Berkley were very stimulating. I have just become a member of FD committee in the
Hirosaki University Graduate School of Health Sciences this April. So, I had a limited understanding of PFF
when I joined the workshop. In my school, TAs are mainly assigned to do supplementary jobs but do not have
enough training opportunities to prepare to become future faculty members. On the other hand, I realized that
the training system for TAs in HU is well organized and systematized.
To develop and enhance the teaching competence and to give an incentive to graduate students in our
university, firstly, both the faculty and graduate students need to accept the concept of PFF and to recognize
the importance of TA training for future faculty.
Secondly, training programs for TAs such as designing syllabi and learning pedagogy should be developed
in conjunction with FD.
Finally, I hope that HU continues to expand its programs, especially its critical thinking for TAs and
research assistants as well as the next generation of PFF in Japan.
2. Takeshi KushimotoɏŲ¾ɐ, Tohoku U, Center for the Advancement of Higher Education, Faculty, male,
Japanese
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3. Reiko YamadaɏďƧƹüɐ, Doshisha U, Faculty of Social Studies, Faculty Development Center, higher
education, Faculty, female, Japanese
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4. Masaaki OgasawaraɏĊǃÒƂţɐ, U of Tsukuba, higher education, Faculty, male, Japanese
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5. Motoo IshikawaɏƳđŲȼɐ, U of Tsukuba, Systems and Information Engineering, Faculty, male, Japanese
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>2$÷'āǔAŉ #=ǉí UC Berkeley ))ŚōAȈĔ% Workshop ( #*ɑ®#
)ÓÂǛ
Ƭ(ÓÂ# <ɑşƬ'ņ!(' #'
%*ǻ$2
) )Àȯ*÷õ+;6)$<ɑ)ƾ)z~LRt[i)<ş(Óǚ%'=6)$
%<@Ȓŝ)Ǫǀ +;ɑŭÅ(ƒƦ#% $>+ɑġǂ!)$*' %ĭ
2
2ǮÃǛ ÅŶƬ(©# <ɑ)ƾ)z~LRt[i)ĸÁ*ǮÃǛ(ý#=%6Ƕ =%
· <ɑ)ǟĸ6ȭǯȃɉ$=%ĭ2
!åɉƙ%#Ĵ%*ɑĞŠ)ÓÂǛ ;=%åɉ*®'
)$ ɑơî)ŠŲ)Ðó
ȃƽ)þƤ)ǨȁÀAǚ =%ɑǨȁ$)ÓÂ 1%B&Ùǡ% þƤ6ö <ɑ): 'þƤ(ć
= PFF )ǺǷ6Ĩǯ$*' %Ĵ2
2ɑơî)ŠŲ)÷þȷƤ)ö*÷þŚäAƯŊ#=@$*'%Aǚ =%ɑPFF AĘǘ)
ĈȱǞɌĸ)5) Professional Development %Ǘ"=Ĩǯ =)$*' %6Ĵ# <2
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2 Professional Development in Higher Education 2009
**********************************************************************************

Program A at the University of Tsukuba

Email: kyoikugp20@un.tsukuba.ac.jp
Date: July 27, Mon.–28, Tues., 2009
Place: Tsukuba International Congress Center, Tsukuba, Ibaraki
**********************************************************************************

Day 1: July 27, Mon. (Room: 101, 405)

International Workshop
“Professional Development for Young Scholars”
Chair: Haruo Ishida, Professor, Graduate School of Systems and Information
Engineering, University of Tsukuba
10:00–10:05
10:05–10:15

10:15–10:45

11:00–16:00

Opening Address
Kazuhiko Shimizu, Vice President, University of Tsukuba
About Instructors and University of California, Berkeley
Yoichiro Miyamoto, Professor, Graduate School of Humanities and Social
Sciences, University of Tsukuba
Introduction. PFF Program at UC Berkeley
Linda von Hoene, Director, Graduate Student Instructor Teaching and Resource
Center, University of California, Berkeley
Sabrina Soracco, Director, Graduate Division Academic Services, University of
California, Berkeley
Workshop 1. Creating and Using Grading Rubrics
Linda von Hoene
Coordinator: Takuo Utagawa, Professor, Hokkaido University of Education,
Hakodate
Workshop 2. Presenting Your Research in Written and Oral Presentations
Sabrina Soracco
Coordinator: Yoichiro Miyamoto, Professor, Graduate School of Humanities and
Social Sciences, University of Tsukuba

* 12:30–14:30 LUNCH BREAK
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Introduction. PFF Program at UC Berkeley
Linda von Hoene
Director, Graduate Student Instructor Teaching and Resource Center, University of California,
Berkeley, CA, USA

Sabrina Soracco
Director, Graduate Division Academic Services, University of California, Berkeley, CA, USA
This opening presentation provides an
overview of Preparing Future Faculty program
at Berkeley. The aim of this program is to enable
graduate students to excel in all aspects of

academic life as they pursue an advanced degree
at Berkeley and transition from graduate school
to future academic careers.

Workshop 1. Creating and Using Grading Rubrics
Linda von Hoene
Grading rubrics are commonly used to ensure
fairness and consistency in grading and to align
assessment tools with learning outcomes. They
also help us give targeted feedback to students in
an efficient manner, and even help us improve
the assignments for which they are created.

In this workshop, participants will learn about
different types of rubrics, use a rubric to grade a
sample assignment, and gain practice in creating
a rubric based on a specific assignment. Practice
materials and sample rubrics will be provided.

Workshop 2. Presenting Your Research in Written and Oral Presentations
Sabrina Soracco
In this workshop, participants will be
introduced to the genres of academic writing,
will practice editing skills, and present their
research in written and oral form.
This workshop will be particularly helpful to
Japanese graduate students and young faculty

members who face increasing demands to
publish their work internationally. Participants’
writing samples will be used in this hands-on
writing workshop.
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8–2.ƿƅüĂÓƉȢüĂ¸±ðȷSX}br(2009.7.27)KUfǉŮ
8–2. Feedback on the International Workshop
“Professional Development for Young Scholars,”
University of Tsukuba, July 27, 2009
SX}brÜËǙŕ Participants & Observers

ÜËǙ Participants
ȴĚǙ Observers
Ƿ SUM

Workshop 1: Teaching
Linda von Hoene
21 ('ÖīȝĚ 2)
1
22

KUfîǀǙŕ Response

Workshop 2: Writing
Sabrina Soracco
31
11
42

11

29

I. SX}brHƭ(%(ɊǮŕîǀɋHow did you know about the workshop?
0
1ɍuytY Website
0
2ɍmpbf Pamphlet
2
3ɍĂ Ưƹ
Scientific society
6
4ɍüĂº2ŲºŖš University Information
1
5ɍƭB2ǅ Personal Information
2
6ɍ$2 Other
Ɣîǀ No Response

2
2
3
14
9
1
1

II. SX}br2ĹķHǚ"&Was the workshop useful?
8
1ɍüùŤĸǖ Very useful
2
2ɍ; Ťĸǖ Useful
0
3ɍ ;CŤĸǖ,/(% Not so much
0
4ɍŤĸǖ,3/(% Not useful
1
Ɣîǀ No Response

19
6
1
0
3

V-1. ĩǜ Position
1ɍŔň¼Ŕň Prof., Assoc. prof.
2ɍÌŔȊę Assistant prof., Instructor
3ɍĂƛ Student
4ɍÑǜë Staff
5ɍ$2 Other
Ɣîǀ No Response
V-2. ľĔ Affiliation
1ɍĂȧüĂȳ Faculty
2ɍɈƾŔǝƯƹ\_ƾ Center
3ɍŧȧ Administration
4ɍ$2 Other
Ɣîǀ No Response

4
1
6
0
0

4
4
18
1
ɊvZgSɋ1
1

9
2
0
0
0

25
2
0
(KYKƺêɆüĂ) 1
1

V-3. üĂĂȧƯƹƵƾ0D FD 82ȱ Are/Were you in charge of FD?
6
1ɍFD Ņħ, D/&(% Yes.
5
2ɍFD Ņħ,3/ No.
Ɣîǀ No Response
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Evaluation of the PFF Workshops 2009, 2010 & 2011
III. î2SX}br,ĂI&ƒɌǢ(%ƒ What did you learn from the workshop?

Workshop 1
* Á>+,¶+ŗɉ&(%üù?F(%
* ŷĂ9%
* Rubrics ¦F-Ĳ
* ĽǑǼ©õƍ¦Cqy2_R^jxHİƝɌȆɂ¦Ľ--?0ǩHĂ9%
* Ǽ©2ŘƄȉĂ9%
* SX}br,ÞŘƦ0Ă9%
* ćȔƦ/Øä¦ŵç;E++Ɍƚȉ-ćȔ2ŘHĬBE%
* Ǽ©õƍ2¦ĽHćȔ,%Ɋäîǀɏɋ
* ÓƉȢüĂ2Ăƛ-?ƭCã0/E%
* E;, Rubrics ź2Ǽ©3ǽ<+%Ɍ$E:.¤ǂ&(%?2,3/(%-HŒ>+Ɓ*
E%
* ŞȰăE++Ǣ(%
* lSM,2ßCǇ<0)+ƭD-,%2Ǣ(%üĂȳƛæ2SX}brHµE+
%&%-3 C%(%
* û2üĂȱªŔëACǢŔǝZ_`g0ɈȱĭHņ(+D-3ǃş(%
* Effective use of grading rubrics

Workshop 2
* Writing Workshop 3ȽĜ0ŷ(%
* ǥȁ,2r]dX}2ǐǗ,%
* KzQ2ŔǝƯƹHőDŵÑ-+2ŻǞHĂǗ,%
* lSM,ćȷ0@BE+DrT~y.2A/?2, D¤Ĺ,%-
* ÜËò&(%2,ɌƸŶƦ0ßCǇ>%
* ŘƦ/ȊǖĨĤ0/B!0ÜËǙ2ÜËH/+%ź /¾Ȫ2Ăƛä÷0%-
* ź /¾ȪR{K2-ǎ0àȊ,%
* ǍĥĹ DSX}br,Ǣ(%
* ŖƻƌÅ2ŘɌElevator pitch 2ĮǰĴ0)+ĂI&¶ë0ƥǫ2÷BE+D23Ǣ(%
* Ưƹ2ƥǫɌƆƩ+?B%>2VcG(+ÏĦ0/(%
* õŧƦ/ƒBȩǰ/vMf;,KQexbS~MdLT2%>0ü¿/ǾHǚ%~MdLT&
,/ɌP~r]dX}0)+ǵE+E+ C%(%
* KzQB2´ȠXZdyÏĦ,+Ǣ(%$+ǟ¾2ƫĿ0Ko DƓ2ǣ /ŘƄ/.
ÏĦ0/(%
* ǥȁ2ĂǪȉŖ2jNkNHƭ(%
* ȄǙ2pLglbS-KglMZH?BĮǰĴHÁ>+ĸȌ%
* r]dX}2Ř0)+MzY,%
* ƯƹǙ-+2Ș0)D9ƒƖ0Ưƹ2ȡƶ0+BpLglbS2ĮǰĴHưȀ,
%
* oKn|2ȩǰĴHŒ>+ȀȌ%Ɩ0ČȮȚ/-0ȉŖ/.HȄ<ã-,ɌA
CGC@ /D-¾(%
* Ȋę2´ƛ2ȃśȽĜ0¾C@ Ɍ DŞȰ0A;->+Ǿ+E%ƒ-Ɍǥȁ0ADr]
dX}2ňŵ?ŧħ0AÏĦ0/(%
* Peer editing 2Ř@Ɂ<Řĩ0ƺ(%
* ŔňŘƄ-+2r]dX}ɊŇƲŘƄɌȩƒ2ǓCțɌĦȇ/.ɋČȮ3ȣňŵ0ƛ
%
* Əƕ-¾(+D)?C,D--ɌǇǒÒ¤ǂÒ D2,3;(%ȣ-¾(%Ȥ¿/ǸǐH
ȩ1E4ɌĐ/-?ƯƹǙ-+Ľȭ,D-vYdLq/Ɓņ'Hņ+%
* 5% BǓCț ü¿&--HưȀ,%
* Ȩȼ&(%-FSK0/(%
* ƼîƩ2SX}br-+ǡƦ/ĶöHō¨+%&Ĺȋ+D
* How to write memo
* Peer review
* Oral presentation
* Take-home message
* Very useful and workable viewpoints and techniques on how to evaluate the work of others and my own
work
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* It was a very fruitful symposium. It would be wonderful to have more of this type of workshop again.
* Work regularly (write regularly). Review own writings. Get feedback. =>Take in account this points and
focus on them.
* Knowing a different approach of teaching academic writing.
* Interactive learning. I got several new knowledge and skills.
* Very informative
* Very precise and clear instructions.
IV. î2SX}br0+ɌŒí 9ƒ0)+ǚ"&
What recommendations would you make to improve the program for the next time?

Workshop 1
* ǥȁĬĸ/2,ȞǺ/. E4Ǣ(%
* Ĉ¡ŘƄ
*
TA HƇƝ% - DɌ ;C TA 0)+37EBE+/(%-žı
* TA -ɂ+ (%2, TA ƇƝHƖ0ǶÝ+?BE4đǢ(%
* ŝ<-SX}br2ƍ°ŞȰǎ,CC&(%2,ɌĐȭ>0ŞȰH-(+:
* ŝɄŞȰį(%
* .I/ľĔ2D2ƭC%(%
* I can’t think of any, except that in the workshop each participant make a self-introduction and a brief
comment on their motivations for joining the workshop.

Workshop 2
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

õƱȁĂÊǈɇ®ƣ/D2,ɌtK@TrH¦Dȷ0±Ǚ DƶĢėýH 9, D
.'B-Ƕ-Ÿȃ0Ț(%2,?Đȕ<șI,?A(%
#5¾ȪÂsÂ,X[Ò+:
÷ľȞĿſ0)+2ÆȃśÕ¾&(%
´ƛŚá,ǚßE/(%
ǥȁ2~MdLTWr3ĳ,š%?ĐŚƩ0ƭB"+%&%B20…
ȆɂH?ĐŚſȶ,:(%Ɋ\zZ_ī×,ƢįŞť&(%2,ɋ
Æƍ°0)+2ƭB"?(-3@>0%:
Wr2pOwbf3ǋ D9, D
ƌÅ 9Ŗƻ2ȭ0A(+ȣ %A4 H 1 ŭ/.2ŇĆH½%:Ǣ(%2,3
/
* ^~bV´ƛB~MdLTWr2Vzf%&D-?(-Ǣ(%
* 2ƥǫ2ŞȰĐ/
* ŞȰ¶¤Ʀ0Ʈ
* oKn|%ǉŮHŎ DŞȰ?(-Ž(%
* Allow more interaction with the guest lecturers (having more time)
* My impression is that the workshop is too general. Perhaps a few specific guidelines are helpful.
* More interactive. Limited time but very interesting.
* Make it a bit longer (3 hours are short)
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1. Participants from Hokkaido University
No. WS Full name, University, Graduate School, Field of Study, Position, Gender, Nationality
1  ũƂǛĀ Satoko Sugie, HU, International Media, Communication and Tourism Studies,
Master Program, female, Japanese
2  Azania Mufundirwa, HU, Engineering, Rock mechanics, Doctor Program, male, Zimbabwean
3  Andrea Roxanne Jocsing Anas, HU, Environmental Science, Doctor Program
4  Meas Wat Ho, HU, Economics and Business Administration, postdoctoral fellow
5  Chi chi Nwafor-Okoli (Chi chi), HU, Medicine, Global health and epidemiology, Doctor
Program, female, Nigerian
6  ǯųƘþ, HU, Letters, Philosophy, Doctor Program, female, Japanese
7  ƎáşǕ Harumi Takiguchi, HU, Education, Doctor Program, female, Japanese
8  ȫĕÇø Masashi Kanayama, HU, Medicine, Doctor Program, male, Japanese
9  ƃƞȂ Makoto Ikeda, HU, Letters, Ethics, Doctor Program, male, Japanese
10 
 ƉŜ, HU, International Media, Communication and Tourism Studies, Master Program
11 
 ƞŠ Tomoyuki Tanaka, HU, Environmental Science, Master Program, male, Japanese
12 
 cŦƬć, HU, International Media, Communication and Tourism Studies, Master Program,
Japanese
13 
 Byambajav Dalaibuyan, HU, Letters, Sociology, Doctor Program
14 
 ȵɃ Chen Fei, HU, Letters, Sociology, Master Program, male, Chinese
15 
 Ivona Malerova, HU, Letters, Slavic Research Center, Doctor Program, female
16 
 ¯Ċ Wai Ling Lai (Paul), Sussex University, Cognitive and computing sciences, Visiting
Fellow, male, Hong Kong and British
17 
 ǧƞ¢ȸ Nobuo Kurata, HU, Letters, Faculty, male, Japanese
18 
 ƑåƅŰƐ Eijun Senaha, HU, Letters, Faculty, male, Japanese
2. Evaluation Form
Q 1. What was new and/or useful for you in the Workshop?
Q 2. What new and/or useful information have you got from the Symposium?
Q 3. What will be useful for Hokkaido University in the Workshop?
3. Feedback from the HU participants
Student 1
Q 1. Ȇɂ- Rubric Hȱȟ+ÃƝ D-,Ɍ ;,ǳƦ0/C'/Ǽ©õƍHśư0,D
--;%ɌƚȉƦȃś0ǌ+SX}br0ADćȔ (%-ɊTr¾?ŇĎƦ
ĩÉ-ǤĿƯƹǙĂƛ2Ǉ<ãG"0/(+CȤ¿, (%ɋ,ɌȊǖºĉHAC¹¤Ʀ0ƚǴɌ
ƊÒ D-,%žı&(%23Ɍŝ<2ŞȰě0ćȔƇÐ2ƍ°H%2,ɌȽĜ0ĳ,Ʉ
H ;"ɌǾãÕ¾/;;0ŞȰ¿E-/(+;(%-ƍ°¦ŵŞȰ?Đ:
(%
Q 2. Ȇɂ- Rubric 2¹¤§Ɋsample ȺÝ6ÜǘSɋ§2ċȎȽĜ0¹¤Ʀ,Ɍīü0Üǘ
,D?2-Ĺ%Ɩ0Ɍǟ¾2ƯƹdwɊICT ƇƝ2ðȁŔňƄɋ@ɌȞĜ2ðȁňŵɊiM
dLqZoQ-2 TTɋ,ɌǼ©ēĢHǘĻ Dȷ0ƇƝ,Dºĉ, (%2Tr2ćȔ2
ĽŮ?Ɍǟ¾%'-3ƣ/DƯƹ¾Ȫ2ǲƒƲE+CɌǠéƋ?2, (%¶¤r]d
X}2Æ0 2 Tr-0ƥǫãɌȒì@VzfH½ã(%2?ɌƪŋƦ/pLglbS
ĬBE+A(%
Q 3. Ŕë- TAɌ D3iMdLqZoQ-řŧ2dLydLaT¤Ä,Ɍǽɇ@vf
Ȇɂ2Ǽ©õƍHŕ®0ǫɌśư/ēĢ-+¸Ť,D-,ɌǼ©24B)HȲ-,D
;%Ɍǽɇ2Ŋƒ@Ăƛ0ċ DǼ©ƚƟ2ȃśƾ?¾ŵ,D2,Ɍ2Ŕë&0ŵÑ2ȏŅȺ
"!0 =

Student 3
Q 1. Everything. I find it very interesting and informative. Although some were taught in our class, I was able
to appreciate all. The tips on how to become a good writer count a lot. The addition of new knowledge is
greatly appreciated. The tips on how to become a good writer are very useful for me. Writing for me is a
passion and it is a pleasure for me being a part of the Hokkaido University participants in Tsukuba
University-Hokkaido University- joint workshop. I learned to be more focused on writing my unpublished
journal by using the tips of the speaker. English grammar is just one of the keys of having a good journal. I
appreciate a lot defining your strengths and weaknesses on writing and how to strengthen it.
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The elevator pitch is also one of the most useful parts in oral presentation. This is one way on how you
can get rapport from your audience. This one-minute elevator pitch could enhance your oral presentation.
Q 2. The educational system in Japan. I tend to understand more about Japanese education and how they
tackle problems. I like the topic about the preparation before entering the university, the FYE part. Also
Korean speaker is a good speaker. I agree with her. Each culture has its own points of view about how to
handle education. The presence of tutors help aid the gap between professors and students.
Q 3. I think everything is very useful. The academic writing part for me is very beneficial to most graduate
students, especially those who want to publish in the future.
Student 4
Q 1. I learned a lot about writing academic paper more effectively.
Q 2. I learned a lot about the different case studies on the development of higher education from different
countries. I was enlightened by different perspectives.
Q 3. I think faculty members should teach students more about how to write an effective academic paper.
Student 5
Q 1. It was a good opportunity to be involved in the Academic writing workshop. I learnt a lot about the
process of writing a scientific paper.
It was also very fruitful to get a lot of information and resources regarding becoming a faculty member.
I think this is very important for fresh postdoctoral students who don’t know what decisions to take about
their career after PhD.
Q 2. Resources relevant for academic writing and information required for becoming a faculty member
Q 3. Hokkaido University should incorporate doctoral students into the TA program properly in order to train
them into becoming future faculty members.
Student 6
Q 1. Exercises to give my presentation for those who are not familiar with my subject.
Q 2. The situation of higher education in foreign countries.
Q 3. I did not participate in this Workshop.
Student 7
Q 1. I attended Workshop 2 (Professional Development for Young Scholars) of Program A at the University
of Tsukuba on July 27th. It was incredibly stimulating for me to know that University of California,
Berkeley, has such a useful program for graduate students in all aspects of academic life. The Preparing
Future Faculty program at Berkeley seems greatly useful for graduate students to not only to be successful
in pursuing an advanced degree at Berkeley but also in their future academic careers. Since graduate
students at Hokkaido University do not have such a strong academic writing support system, those of us do
not have as many opportunities as Berkeley’s graduate students have in terms of improving the quality of
one’s publications. I was extremely amazed that Berkeley is willing to support graduate students in the
development of academic skills as well as in their academic careers.
Q 2. It was new information that the support system and the program for graduate students considerably
differ depending on universities and countries. Director, Sabrina Soracco of Graduate Division Academic
Service from University of California, Berkeley, discussed in the Symposium that the struggle to balance
teaching, research, and service is already an issue for graduate students early in their academic careers.
This significantly applies to almost every graduate student all over the world. The Symposium has made
me realize that graduate students generally need to have more opportunities to express about our opinions.
Professors and university need to hear more about what those of us think about our graduate programs. Our
individual opinions might not mean much, however if we put them together we might be able to make a
great improvement in professional development for young scholars.
Q 3. I think that Hokkaido University needs to learn much from other universities in terms of professional
development for young scholars. As we learned that University of California-Berkeley has such an
advanced system for graduate students, I was deeply disappointed how different their support system is
from Hokkaido University’s. It might not be obvious; however, a number of graduate students in Hokkaido
University are suffering from the development of academic skills necessary to successfully complete
programs and preparing for future faculty positions a lot more than those of professors think.
Student 8
Q 1. The oral presentation of my study in English was new for me.
Q 2. The information of the education program conducted in Tsukuba University was new for me.
Student 9
Q 1. Elevator talk
Q 2. E-learning system in South Korea
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Q 3. Faculty development in universities abroad
Student 11
Q 1. The lecturer was well organized and comprehensive, from academic writing and oral presentation skills,
to a kind of tips for doing good works positively. For example, she told us to find not only weakness but
also strength in our writing. In a sense, it had an effect like counseling. The lecturer allowed us to be
imperfect, and push us to be on the process of developing for life-long. In other words, the lecturer
emphasized the importance of personal development. In my opinion, the way is quite important in this
situation in which environment surrounding universities is rapidly changing and many people are
becoming life-long learners. If I have opportunity, I will try to teach like her.
Q 2. I understood that many universities now are trying to develop their faculties in similar but different
ways. The similar points were that they admitted the necessities of developing teaching skills. In my
understanding, they thought that university professors are not anymore special social class. They should try
to be critical and reflexive on their and peers teaching, but in optimistic way. However, there were some
differences in emphasizing points. For example, one speaker emphasized socializing of graduate students
as future faculty members, another speaker emphasized the use of technologies, such as videotaping and
e-learning. So, what was useful for me is that, broadly, understanding both ideal and practical ways of
faculty development.
Q 3. First of all, I recommend that teachers try to be self-reflexive by video-recording their teaching with
peers and, this is important, with fun.
Second, I am student of “Logical Thinking Skills in Academic Writing.” This class is outstanding and
original even when comparing with way of teaching in UC Berkley. Thus, I think you should put out the
quality and achievement of the class widely.
Third, you should push graduate students to pay attention to this new movement. This movement will
not be able to be accomplished only by teachers’ efforts. Graduate students have to be open to current
situation, other disciplines and international situation. You can help it.
At last, thanks a lot. This was truly supportive.
Student 12
Q 1. î2SX}br,3KQexbS~MdLT2VZHȥŃ%ɌĂI&-3ȉŖąĽ
D;,2r\ZH.2A0ŹĽ+ôƽH+4A--G(%E3ȉŖô
ƽ2%>0ŤƧ, (%ƢǠéƋ(%23Ɍ;!Ɍřŧ-ȣɌKzQ03KQexbSWn
ZHō¨ D%>2ĂȧɊȧǔɋāñ D--, Dƴ2ÏĦȓƚƟ?ƭE/Ɍř
ŧ2üĂ,3$2A/Ăȧ3/2,3/&F
Ɋňŵ3 D?E/ɋ~MdLTɊȉ
ŖôƽɋŇĎ2ƒ,@3C³ćĢřŧ-KzQ,3ȣ(+D&F--HĦĹ%ƴ
ľĔ+DĂȧ,3ɌƯƹǈȡHƥǫ D·Ʀ/Ż %I DɌȉŖôƽ0ȱ+Ɍ$2š
Ř@ŹĽ2ŘɌ$+$E0;)GDfhTɌ;% JM[2ŘƄ/.2ŇĎ3¬øɎğ2Ȱ
,3Õ¾03/E+/A/ÚȎ D
SX}br2,r]dX}HǩŻ  (%Ɍ2r]dX}2KSdL
ndL,ĦĹ%23ɌǡƦ/ȄǙƚǴ,DA/ºĉ2ȉŖHš%--, D)
;CɌČȮɀó2ȰGB/A/ȉŖ,3/ɌǡƦ/ȄǙƚǴ,D?2Hō¨%
--, DɌ$2%>032lSű,ǩGE+DA/fhT2ßCǇ
<Įǰ0/(+D-ǘBED
Q 2. KzQ2ơĂ0KQexbS~MdLT2ňŵHà+%- DɌ@3Cřŧ-ȣ~
MdLT2fhT2Ż ňŵ2/,?ȽĜ0ûǹĆEɌňŵǟ¤3üù&(%Ɍ~M
dLT2jNkNHƭCɌ)fhT? D-,%KzQ,3ňŵ&,3/Ɍ$
2A/WnZHō¨ Dȧǔ(C-ǹĆEɌ;%$2%>2Ŕë?ƍ°E+CɌ2
-BďɈ2ŔëɅĽ&,3/üĂŔë2ɅĽ0?(C-ƆƩ+D-£%řŧ2
üĂ2üĂȳ3ɌüĂŔëɅĽ2%>0üĂȳ D2,3/Ɍs2ɈČȮƦ/ƭȌ@ŀǞHƋ
>D%>0üĂȳ DA/ÚȎ, DBĹ%23ɌüĂŔëHƩŇ 2, E4Ɍ@3C
KzQ2üĂȳ0-ƙſȶ,3Ţí&--, DɌ2KzQ,ǩGE+
DA/üĂŔëɅĽ0ċ DßCǇ<řŧ,ƨI0ǩGE+4Ɍ2 üĂŔë0/D%>03
KzQ2üĂȳŢí -ĸȌùGD?E/-Ĺ%
Q 3. ;!ɌüĂȳ--F3¬ø?Ùø?ȉŖHšɌŵǑH)D--êɂ&-Ĳ2,Ɍ
$2%>0ACAȉŖɌ$+ȄǙHĸȌ%ȉŖHš%>2fhT2Ż Hō¨ D-
ȩǰ&-Ĺ%;%ɌÙøȆƶǆī2ŗ%/ȠĂ´-+üĂŔëɅĽȊģHȯǹ D-?KMe
K-+Ǣ2,3/-ĲGED);CɌ Ŕë /2,Ɍ@3C Ưƹ &,3/3!
, DdLaT2ŀǪ-~MdLT2ŀǪHl~ZAȘ0+DŔëHɅĽ D÷Hü
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Ăō¨+--âǞ, E4ɌȜ2A0
Ţí -ĸȌ3ûĐùÒ D?E/-Ĺ%

üĂŔë0/D%>03KzQ2üĂȳ

Student 13
Q 1. The workshop was a good opportunity for me to learn about academic writing skills. Two things, among
other important aspects, were especially new and useful for me. First, I learnt about the importance of
“take-home message” in one’s writing and oral presentation (elevator pitch technique). Second, I learnt
about how to effectively read, edit, and elicit academic works. Professor Soracco’s suggestions on how to
get a feedback on his/her paper and to edit someone’s paper or writings are very useful for my further
career.
Q 2. I was a university lecturer before I came to Japan. After my study in Japan, I will return to my country
and will continue academic career. So, this symposium was very important and useful for me to advance
my knowledge of teaching and writing. Many useful and modular experiences from UC Berkeley,
Tsukuba, and Seoul University were discussed at this symposium.
Q 3. I think it would be useful for Hokkaido University to have selective courses on academic writing at the
graduate school level. Also the short-term academic writing and publishing workshops for PhD students
will be crucial for our study and career.
Student 14
Q 1.KQexbS~MdLTćȔ0ȱ D^~bV´ƛ2SX}brHȞ+ɌƛƜƦ/ƯƹǙ
-+Ș0)D9ŀǪɌǞÊHŒ>+»ȀȌ,;%;!,ƆƩA- DìɂHßC
+<D;!ƯƹǙ-+ɌĜ0ƯƹĽŮH0ƥ« D-3ĂǪƈHïD0+ȽĜ0ü
&-E+D%ɌÚȎȉB+Ɍû2ȉŖ03ČȮú3?'FIɌŲúäČȮ20-(+
?GC0ŖšĐ/B! D-A;%ƯƹƇÐ0ż"/ƯƹȑƝ2ƠȈ0 %CɌ
.2A0š4ǟ¾2Ưƹ2ȩǰĴHȀ>+?BD20ċ+ÿǆĵI,%-ȅ0? Dǈ
ɇ&-ĲGEDEB2ìɂHȾ+~MdLT0ȱ Dǟ¾/C2ƚǴ-ÍÊü0ťĪE+
DɌ(%.2A/ŘȬ,.2A0 E4$EHćƙâǞ0 D2ȽĜ0Ȼ-
GDHĬ/G4ɌÕÕǣ2ǘ DB$Ɍ$2¾&ȥŃ0 %DȗȖ-ļƤHń+
;--, F2A/¿ć/ìɂ0ċɌ^~bV´ƛ2)2KglMZ3ȽĜ
0ĩ0ƺ+D-ǘDôƽ2ÆɌr~Hƺ+DƀřšǌDÕ¾/ŞȰ2¥ǬH?(+
ßCŉDB2ĸǱHpLglbS DǶGE+<E4ħƕ2A/Ɓ'0/D
ɌAǘ+<%BɌE;,ħ%CÆ&-Ĳ(+ +ƬÈ0ǘ%-/Ɍ@(%? ;C/&B-G,3/Ɍ?ĢƯƹǙ0/D%>2ǞÊɌÍÊɌŀǪ0ȱ+Ɍ
ħ%CÆ2-Hǘƪ (-/D-3ǟ¾0-(+Ȱȣ/-Ĳ(+D
Q 3.ǁð0D PFF 2ßCǇ<3üĂȳƛ0dLaT-~MdLT2ÊHæ"DĩÉHťĪ
E+D2A/ßCǇ<2ŢǆƩƦ3üĂȳƛ2čūüĂŔëǜ0Ē%>2őŐH/ -,
D;%%őŐ0ɌŤǞ/ šĿ 3?'FIɌ²Ƴ/Ŕë0/D%>2őŐ?ç;E+D
% PFF XZdy3üĂȳƛǟȘ2R{KĨĽɌ;%üĂ2ćȔŔǝ2³ćÒ0Į!ȐƗ,D
-3;,?/;%Ɍ2XZdy2Ďµ2ĮƕĴ0)+?ƣȍ3/-ǘBED/
BɌìɂ3.2A0$2XZdyHÓü0ßCµED2ćȷ0ɌÓü0?üĂȳƛŔǝőŐr
T~yɊŖĂƯƹƵ2ľĔɋ-őŐǇǒāñ+Dō¨E+DőŐrT~y0ɌKQe
xbS~MdLTɌƯƹǭÌȫƠȈš¦ĽɌÙøȉŖ2ôƽǏȺłƷ/.Ɍĝġ¾Ȫ0G%(+
2őŐºĉƝĸE+DɌ.EB2üĂȳƛ$EHÃƝ+D2Ɍ;%3$?$
?Ǉǒ2āñĸǖ0)+.2Bƭ(+D2ɌȽĜ0ƤìƦ0ĲGEDEHśB0 D%
>0Ɍ;!ȳƛHċȎ-%ĆťƦ/KUfȇůìGED-ƴǘDEHȞ+ PFF XZd
y2ȓHćǻƦ0¾Ŭ,D:0Ɍȳƛ0 PFF XZdyHƭB"DÎŮ?ǘBED;%ɌŔëǟ
Ș2ǈɇB2ȳƛ0R{KĨĽ0ȱ DĶö2ō¨?üùŤĸǖ/2,ɌŔëHċȎ-%M_
n|ȇů3Įǰâż&-ǘDŢī0ɌKUfȇů@M_n|ȇů2e_HǦƸɌ$
2e_B PFF XZdy2ćĺHŞǂÀƦ0Łŏ D-,D%ĿȿHȕ;+ĬBE%
e_3Óü/C2 PFF XZdy2ą°0(-ĩ0ƺ+D-ǘD

Student 15
Q 1. I would not say, that the advices that professor Sabrina Soracco gave us on the Workshop was new for
me, but the how she summarize them adding her own experience were very useful and motivating. I made
a lot memos, and when I look at them now, I understand that keeping on mind points such as writing plan,
keeping writing regularly, having enough feedback from various people, etc., should lead to the successful
goal of writing good thesis, paper, etc.
I also liked very much the way of professor Soracco’s clear explanations and her managing the time of
the workshop. Nevertheless the time was very limited each of us had a chance to get a short feedback and
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try to make brief presentation. These activities I found very effective, as we could experience our own
challenge and also the tries of the others and learn from each other.
Q 2. Except my own experience of being a TA at Slavic Research Center and the faculty of Media and
Information, and also the experience of teaching at the Czech university, where we do not have any TA’s
system, but all graduate students are teaching, I did not know about the subject nearly anything, so I all the
presentations were new and informative for me. I liked very much the way, how the university in Berkeley
handles the organization of TA (GSI).
Q 3. I think that opening more classes, summer schools or individual lectures or guiding services of
Academic Writing would be very useful for the students, and definitely it would improve their output.
In case of TA, I do not know, how this system is working in the Hokkaido University, but from my own
experience being TA for the professor Hashimoto and his lectures on Czech language the active support of
TA was greatly effective and pleasant for all three sides—professor’s, students’ and also TA’s. I wish
there would be similar TA’s system at Hokudai as at Berkeley.
Observer 16. Wai Ling Lai (Paul)
Q 1. The workshop on Academic Writing was very interesting. I got to learn a different way of teaching
Academic Writing at UC Berkeley. I think that the difference is important to help me better shape my
Academic Writing course at Hokkaido University.
Q 2. Basically the same as above.
Q 3. In my opinion, I think that university education in English is crucial to developing Hokkaido University
as an international university. Furthermore, I think that Academic Writing should be adopted as a common
course for all university students. Needless to say, all university students need Academic Writing skills for
their essays, reports, dissertations, etc. But unfortunately, Academic Writing course is not a compulsory
course in Japanese university education. For this reason, most of the university students in Japan are not
given a proper training in how to write academic papers, and most of them do not understand what is really
important in academic writings. In order to improve the research as well as educational level of Hokkaido
University, proper training in how to write academic papers should be taught at Hokkaido University.
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